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This book is dedicated to all the loyal, professional, talented,
hard-working, rank-and-file Broadway stagehands who may
have been subjected to the misguided authority and callous
will of the fortuitous few who are in complete control of the
jobs and that have abused their power and privilege while
being protected by the Union system.
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PREFACE

Why I Wrote This Book
On May 25, 2006, I was injured in an accident at the
New Amsterdam Theatre in New York. At that moment, at
age 55, my career as a Local One Broadway stagehand ended.
I was carrying one end of a small sofa up a half flight
of steps toward an elevator. It was part of a pre-move of some
non-essential dressing room items that were being trucked to
the Minskoff Theatre, which was to become the new home for
Disney’s The Lion King.
I lost my footing, fell backwards and landed with my
neck hitting the handrail (ouch!). In a flash I saw myself in a
wheelchair just like Christopher Reeve—who I had helped up
a ramp into the theatre when he visited for a symposium a
couple of years earlier.
I tried to continue my work, but I was in a lot of pain.
Within days, after visits to the doctor and an MRI, it was
determined that the neck trauma had blown a disk and that I
was pretty lucky to be walking.
As a result of the accident, my life has changed
completely. Since I couldn’t work anymore, my healthy
paychecks ceased to exist. This was tough, not to mention sad.
I had been doing theatre, in one capacity or another, for some
40 years—ever since High School. I had been working as a
Broadway stagehand for 18 years (since 1988) and, on The
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Lion King, off and on, since 1997 (going full time from 20022006). I loved the theatre. It was all I ever did. It was all I ever
wanted to do—except for being an astronaut (wasn’t), a dad
(was), a contestant on Survivor (not) and building houses for
Habitat for Humanity (several times). I had achieved a fair
amount of success and respectability over the years. But, as
sure as the final curtain, I now had to give it all up. (Damn!)
After dealing with the god-awful red tape and
paperwork surrounding Worker’s Compensation and Social
Security Disability Insurance, I sadly settled into a new life of
constant pain, with the sobering knowledge that my neck
injury would never heal. I moved my head as little as possible
because, despite the medication, the grinding, snapping and
pinching that I felt, when my vertebrae rubbed together, was
way more than just uncomfortable. (Ugh!) I would never be an
astronaut; never be a contestant on Survivor and never again
build homes for Habitat. There would be no more hanging
lights, repairing props or building scenery. My “work” was
now a matter of pain pills, doctor appointments and physical
therapy.
It wasn’t all bad. I had gotten re-married just a month
and a half prior to the accident, so I was more than happy to
spend a lot of quality time with my new bride. I stopped
shaving every day. I read my paperback novels and I could
watch all of my favorite shows on TV. I no longer had to
listen to an alarm waking me up for early work calls. I would
never have to be on the job around the clock to get a show
ready for opening. And, despite missing the fun, friendships
and career that I cherished, there were a few of my stagehand
“brothers” whose presence in my life I was more than happy
to eliminate. (Good riddance!)
After all, it could be worse. I could be like Chris
Reeve. I am thankful that I’m not.
Telling you about this life altering event and the
sudden and enduring ramifications, was not, however, the
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reason that I wrote this book. Coincidentally, the day I fell and
permanently injured my neck was only weeks shy of my
having to join the unemployment lines for the first time since
before my career began. You see, I had already been told that
when The Lion King made its move from its original home in
the New Amsterdam Theater to its new and permanent home
in the Minskoff Theater, my services as a member of the prop
crew would no longer be needed—neither at the Minskoff,
continuing on with The Lion King, nor at The New
Amsterdam on the next show (Disney’s Mary Poppins). After
nearly 15 years of dedicated and loyal work for my two bosses
—who were the head propman and assistant on The Lion King,
and who I had considered friends—I was being terminated.
So I wrote this book not to speak about my accident,
but to tell the much more involved and appalling story of what
happened to me during the two years immediately prior to my
accident—when I experienced pain and suffering of a different
kind, even greater than was generated by my disabling neck
injury.
This, then, is the story of how I was coldly stabbed in
the back by my two Lion King bosses (and others) for no
legitimate reason; of how they arrogantly and maliciously
blamed me for a predicament that they created; about the
callous smear campaign that ensued designed to make
everyone believe I was a dishonorable troublemaker; and
about the negligence of the Union representatives who failed
to adjudicate my complaints.
This determined disloyalty to me actually began in
August of 2002 when one of the full-time positions on The
Lion King prop crew became available because a member of
the regular crew decided to leave the show for health reasons.
Despite having spent a dozen years working for my bosses on
a variety of shows, I was informed that I was not going to be
promoted from my long standing “sub” status to the
permanent prop crew position—which I was next in line for
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and that I had earned. This was a surprise to me because it was
customary in our business to promote from within when fulltime crew positions opened up.
Instead, my boss offered me an alternative “deal” in
which I could have the job temporarily, provided I would step
aside “in four to six months” to make way for one of his
golfing buddies who wanted the job as a change of scenery
from the two other stagehand jobs he was already juggling. If
I didn’t agree to the terms of this “deal” (a situation called
“stiffing”—holding a job for someone else) I would not get
the job—even temporarily—and I would no longer even be
called in as a sub. Talk about “a rock and a hard place.” I had
no choice. I had to accept the “deal”—even though “stiffing”
was specifically prohibited by Union By-Laws. My boss
condescendingly tried to present this as a "good" deal for me:
I’d have a full-time job for four to six months and then I’d
revert back to being the principal sub again. It didn’t even
occur to him that this temporary job “deal” was an insulting
slap in the face and a direct affront to my years of loyalty.
While he felt he was doing me a "favor" I did not feel
fortunate; I felt hugely betrayed.
Despite my dismay, out of necessity, I took the “deal”
and the job and all seemed as fine as it had always been: work
was done, shows went on, and relationships prevailed.
Surprisingly, and happily for me, the four to six months of
temporary work actually turned into two years of gainful
employment because the incoming stagehand couldn’t get free
from his commitment as head flyman at another theater. It was
nice to have been working all that time. I felt like part of the
team. And after two years in the position, I had even started to
consider it “my” job.
Then, in May of 2004, just as I was feeling
comfortable with my long-sought and well-earned stable
future, the axe fell. My boss called me aside, called in the
“deal,” and, shockingly, I was given a “conditional” two week
notice—“conditional” on whether the incoming stagehand did
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or didn’t get elected to the position of Business Agent in our
upcoming Local One Stagehand Union elections. I was
heartbroken. I thought we had gotten past the terms of the deal
and I was now considered a permanent crew member. After
two years on the job this was not what I expected—nor did
anyone else. My only consolation was being told that I would
be the “first in” whenever anyone was absent from work—my
perennial sub status again!
I asked if my boss would help me secure other
employment in other venues by making a few calls. Whether
he didn’t want to, or maybe felt he didn’t have the “pull,” he
only suggested I should look into the shops because “they
might be hiring.” I was upset at this turn of events and told
him, “I just want you to know—I wouldn’t have done this to
you.” Apparently ignoring the Golden Rule connotation, and
feeling no guilt, he reminded me of our "deal" and walk away.
Unfortunately for both of us, the interloper lost the
Union election and, therefore, I was to train him the following
week in the particulars of my crew position, after which he
would take over the job. I would then, as part of the “deal,”
revert back to “sub” status; filling in whenever one of the fourman prop crew was out. I was sad and bitter, but resigned:
better than nothing.
Then an unexpected and mysterious development
changed everything.
In a phone call, the interloper told me he heard a rumor
that I was going to "make trouble;" that I was going to "hire a
lawyer." Stunned (where did this come from?) I told him
“no.” Then he claimed he felt bad about bumping me from the
job and said it might not look so good—having just lost an
election for Union Business Agent and then bumping me from
my job. So he wasn’t going to take over as per the “deal.” I
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liked the sound of that — and told him so. I crossed my
fingers.
The next day my boss also confronted me about the
mysterious rumor. I told him I had no intention of hiring a
lawyer. He said he couldn’t risk it and that I could stay on the
job. I had been given a reprieve. Hurrah! It happened fast and
I was mystified by the change in events but understandably
elated. Where had the rumor about hiring a lawyer come
from? I had been fully prepared (though not eager) to step
aside, as per our "deal." But now I was being told I could
stay. I was going to keep the job that I felt I had earned and
deserved.
It was clear to me, spotlighted by the rumor of a
lawyer, that my boss was rescinding the deal we made because
apparently he and the former interloper realized that what they
were planning to do was wrong (according to Union rules) and
that they might feel repercussions. Despite my denial about
plans to hire a lawyer, my boss felt nervous for his own
position and standing with his boss and the possible
ramifications were too threatening to his reputation. Suddenly,
when he had to start looking after his own ass, the “deal”
wasn’t so important. (How ironic!)
But I quickly found out that everyone involved was not
being quite so magnanimous and professional. With their fearfilled decision to let me stay, through no fault of my own, after
years of unwavering loyalty, hard work and professionalism, I
went from pal to persona non grata. In that instant, I went
from being considered a true-blue and integral part of the team
to being a destructive pariah. All because of a rumor? And
what followed were two long years of lies, character
assassination and a ruthless campaign to strip me of work,
rank and income—all because my boss (and now former
friend) was bitter at the failure of his plan to give his buddy
my job. And his assistant (also now former friend), who was
intimately involved in all aspects of this series of events, was
at the forefront of the abuse and smear campaign that
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followed. Their power, privilege and arrogance needed to save
face. Truth and loyalty meant nothing to them. I was betrayed
but was accused of betrayal. And, in the end, the leaders of my
labor Union also failed me—as surely as a cracked turnbuckle
—by coldly down-playing and excusing everything that
transpired as “custom” and “right to hire” and “the nature of
the business.”
I don’t know which was worse—this stab in the back
or the current pain in my neck!
The ensuing personal humiliation and professional
damage that was inflicted upon me was, I am sure, designed to
make me uncomfortable on the job (hoping I would quit) and
also to make it really hard for me to find other work after The
Lion King. These attacks on my reputation could very well
have ended my career. They almost certainly affected my
personal credibility and professional standing in a seriously
negative way. What I endured between 2004 and 2006 brought
into focus the lack of respect and brotherhood of my peers,
whose ideas of honor, loyalty and the Golden Rule were
severely crippled by a pathetically unprofessional and
immature understanding of authority, loyalty and justice.
This book will tell the story of what happened over the
course of those two years of hate mongering, abuse and
slander. It is based on a journal that I kept while I endured
what I considered to be an unbearably hostile work
environment. I wrote down everything that happened to me
and that was said to me—almost daily. (I carried paper and a
small pen in my pocket so I could document things as-theyhappened.) So, basically, you will be reading a narrative of
actual events with me speaking in the first person. There are
some editorial comments and philosophical questions
interjected throughout the writing of the journal and even
more added during the production of this book. Every event
described in the journal actually happened—despite the
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arrogant denials you will undoubtedly hear from those
involved.
I could not, however, include the thoughts of the
people involved that weren’t expressed to me directly. And I
could not include the conversations between people that took
place when I was not present. But I could make observations
and suppositions based on what people told me and on the
words and actions that swirled around me. And there was
enough of this swirl to get a very clear picture of what was
going on behind the scenes and behind my back. I was, for
two years, in the eye of a storm and everyone could see what
was happening.
Make no mistake—this book is a direct challenge to
authority and the status quo. It is raw and pulls no punches.
But despite its tone, this is not an anti-Union book. It is,
however, a kind of revolution against Union power that has
corrupted; and against some of the traditions of the Union that
are biased, unprofessional and oppressive. It will come as a
revelation to some, and be viewed as an expose by others.
Many will say: “Finally, someone is telling it like it is,” while
some are most definitely not going to like what they’ll read.
What happened to me on The Lion King is the direct
result of a Union labor system based on power, where those
who have the power can easily abuse it, and those who do not
have the power live on the verge of unemployment. It is a
system where it’s every man for him- or herself; where the
main motto is “go along to get along;” and where the Golden
Rule ("Do unto others as you would have them do unto you")
and the Commandment ("Thou shalt not bear false witness
against thy neighbor") are precepts that are either decidedly
misunderstood or blatantly ignored. The system is
fundamentally unethical. It needs to be changed. And the first
step toward change is to stand up, challenge and question it—
no matter what the ramifications.
By reading this story you will see how all the people
involved collaborated in the abuse of power, intimidation,
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collusion, conflict of interest, malfeasance, manipulation, lies,
innuendo, misrepresentation, runaround, egos, nonfeasance,
unethical behavior and denial, which resulted in violations of
my civil rights, a hostile work environment for me, emotional
stress, loss of income, harassment and defamation. To call it
“conduct unbecoming” is an understatement.
And I am not responsible for—nor did I deserve—any
of it. I was just the poor schmuck who they thought they could
muscle because they had the power, and I was at their mercy
for the work that I loved and needed.
This was not a simple “misunderstanding,” or a
“punishment for a wrongdoing,” or a “timely parting of the
ways,” or “the nature of the business”—as one or another of
the perpetrators at times claimed. This was a direct,
purposeful, vindictive, unprofessional, disrespectful, disloyal,
arrogant, unethical and immoral campaign of lies and
intimidations designed to inflict distress and cause substantial
and irreparable harm to my honor, livelihood, reputation and
career. And, though several Union By-Laws were directly
violated, no disciplinary action was ever taken against the
perpetrators.
If you read the journal all the way through, and get the
whole picture of what transpired—over, under, around and
through the events, personalities and behavior of the people
involved—then you will see and be able to decide for yourself
what went wrong and what should be done to make it right. Be
guided in this experience by the basic professional concepts of
integrity, honor, justice, fair play, ethics—and brotherhood,
and keep these important questions in mind along the way:
Where is the line drawn between power, authority and
decency?
When power is abused, who is the arbiter?
Who deserves respect and loyalty in a professional
workplace?
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Can the “Golden Rule” be interpreted in different
ways?
Who has the right to destroy a man’s reputation?
What constitutes "unfair labor practices?"
Should people be held responsible for their words and
actions?
And what's the deal with a “Brotherhood” where rank
and privilege prevail over ethics?
Will telling this story change anything? I certainly
hope so — that is my sincere wish. But when all of the people
involved (who are in power) won’t ever admit the truth,
because they believe they are above the truth; or they are so
arrogant or psychotic that they don’t even recognize the truth;
and they will lie, twist details, prevaricate, mock and
condescend (think: 12 year old wise-ass school bullies); and
they will be indignant and smug as they defend themselves,
downplaying or rationalizing everything and never accepting
any responsibility for what was done (think: O.J. and Isiah
Thomas), then—unless someone comes along who also has
the power, AND the ethics to right the wrongs—nothing will
ever change.
You will see that I clearly gave everyone involved
multiple chances to man up, get some character and integrity,
and do the right thing—every step of the way. But instead of
being true brothers, everyone arrogantly chose to demonstrate
their power, manipulate the facts and the truth, and impose
their will. Like Sarah Palin—some people just don’t get it!
Why is this story important?
It is important because the unethical, unprofessional
and unprovoked acts what were directed at me and perpetrated
upon me were a travesty of loyalty, honor and justice; because
it all went unpunished in a pathetic display of coldhearted
collusion and political expedience—despite the fact that Union
By-Laws were violated; because the people involved should
be exposed for what they did—and held accountable; and
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because it is my hope that enough people will be equally
disturbed and incensed by this story to the point of taking
action. It's all about ethics.
What happened to me has happened and definitely will
happen to other Local One Broadway stagehands. Every rankand-file Union worker has found, or will find, him or herself
in this kind of situation at sometime in their career. It needs to
stop. It’s anti-brotherhood. It’s anti-Union.
My ultimate wish is for the formation of an unbiased
Ethics Committee, composed of non-Local One members,
who will arbitrate these types of situations in the future—with
no insider connections or influence.
It is time to speak out and tell the truth about what
happened to me, and how it was all swept under the rug. Most
people don’t know the whole story, though they think they
know what happened. The few people I have talked to about
these events are more than surprised when they hear the whole
truth—even the people who were witnesses.
No brother or sister of the Stagehand’s Union should
ever be treated in the unprofessional and unethical manner that
I was treated. Harassment and slander are NOT the “nature of
the business” and should not be condoned or excused in any
way—for anybody.
I only hope that someone comes along with the
character and courage to do what is right and hold accountable
all those who violated the laws of the Union and the rules of
ethics.

How I Got Here (Career History)
I think, before we get into the ugly and unfortunate
things that actually happened on The Lion King, chronicled in
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my journal, it might be informative to journey back and take a
brief look at how I got to where I was when it all crumbled
before my eyes. Looking at some of my career history and
background will also establish an excellent frame of reference
for evaluating the people involved in my story, the hateful
things that were said to me and about me, the fallacious things
I was accused of and the coldhearted and unprofessional
treatment I was subjected to during my final two years as a
Broadway stagehand.
As I began writing this history, many fond memories
came flooding back because, as it turned out, I actually had an
interesting, sometimes wild, often times exciting and, most
definitely, varied theatrical career. Needless-to-say, I am very
proud of all of my accomplishments and cherish all of my
memories (well, almost all!)
Sometimes I forget that I have been involved in some
form of theatre nearly all my life—for 30+ years as a career in
New York, and for nearly ten years before that as a pastime in
educational, community and regional theatre in Ohio. Six of
those earlier ten years were spent in college theatre at Kent
State University as an actor, scenery builder, lighting tech,
propman, stage manager, writer and director—first while I
was an undergraduate math major (of all things!) and then
pursuing a Master’s degree in theatre with a teaching
assistantship, which paid for graduate school in return for my
teaching a stagecraft class to incoming freshman. I was doing
theatre long before most of my contemporaries ever even
thought about it.
After six years in college and 40+ shows—more than
anyone in the faculty’s recollection—including writing,
directing and playing the title role in an original play about
Abraham Lincoln, I finished my graduate work in 1974 (all
except the thesis), packed my U-Haul and headed for New
York (by way of summer stock in Chillicothe, Ohio) to do
theatre and seek my fame and fortune. I had found, and
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thankfully realized, that I loved the theatre and not only would
it become my career it would also became my life.
For the first 15 years in New York I took a myriad of
jobs wherever and whenever they came to me. I started as an
actor, but also worked as an electrician, carpenter, propman
and stage manager in many Off-Off Broadway venues.
Sandwiched in between was 1978 in Omaha where I worked
for the Local Stagehand’s Union on 15 rock concerts in
addition to earning my Actors' Equity Union card in two
dinner theatres as a stage manager. I also did some modeling
in the form of a few print ads and local commercials.
Then, back in New York in 1979, I was a staff stage
manager at the American Academy for Dramatic Arts, did a
series of shows at the Actor’s Studio (as Tech Director) and
the Public Theatre (as Asst. Lighting Designer), took 2 road
trips: once as an actor/scenery van driver (who also helped
with hair & make up) and once as Company Manager. I also
spent several years managing (and designing for) my first
wife’s modern dance company (with trips to Japan, Korea and
Israel).
I worked as an electrician at the Spoleto Festival in
Charleston in 1980, stage managed benefits at Lincoln Center
and the Waldorf Astoria, and was part of the stage managing
team at Giants Stadium in New Jersey during the closing
ceremonies of Liberty Weekend in 1986. I made my
Broadway debut as a stage manager on Marlowe in 1982,
worked as a sub stage manager on the original La Cage Aux
Folles and as a dresser on La Cage and Me and My Girl. And
last but not least, I toured with Harry Belafonte as his
wardrobe supervisor and personal dresser, which took me to
Canada, Germany, Italy, Spain and Africa and was one of the
greatest adventures of my life.
I did all of this, and many other things too numerous to
mention—including having a child, before I took the
apprentice entry test for the New York Local One Stagehands
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Union in 1988. I scored 16th out of some 300+ applicants and
was given my first Local One job in the CBS Studios
carpentry shop on 57th Street. In the ensuing years, as a Local
One Broadway stagehand, I worked virtually non-stop from
Cats to Phantom of the Opera to Les Miserables (to my
knowledge the only person to work on all three shows), all the
way to The Lion King.
In all, I have plied my trade in 21 different Broadway
theatres on some 30+ Broadway shows throughout the years,
working as either an electrician, a carpenter or a propman,
anywhere from a few days (on load-ins) to months and years. I
also worked on TV shows like Sesame Street (for 5 years—3
of which earning Emmy Honors for contributing to
Outstanding Lighting Direction), Donahue, Letterman, Today,
Later, Jane Whitney, Howard Stern, Jane Pratt, Dudley,
Inside Moves and Family Edition.
Some of my Union brothers followed a more stable,
tried and true career path, doing the same job on either a few
long running shows or on different shows, year after year. I,
however, earned a good living filling out my wide and varied
resume with miscellaneous adventures on shows and special
events, as well as a variety of related experiences in all facets
of the theatre.
In addition to my Local One membership, I also had
Union membership in Actors’ Equity (as mentioned) and TPU
#764 Wardrobe, and have worked on Broadway under all
three Union contracts (rare, if not unique) as an actor, a stage
manager, dresser, propman, carpenter, flyman and electrician.
I even hold two unofficial “Golden Hammer Awards” for
working as an electrician, a carpenter and propman on each of
two different Broadway shows. All of my experiences over the
years in all areas of theatre prompted me to publish a book
entitled: What We Do—Working in the Theatre covering the
scope of work in the professional theatre and how it all
interrelates in the production of a Broadway show. The book
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is geared, in an introductory way, toward the theatre student
who is contemplating a theatre career.
I have always attributed my “success” to my joy at
finding a career which I thoroughly enjoyed—no matter what
job I had; to the professionalism and competence of my work;
and to the honesty and loyalty I have shown to those who have
hired and re-hired me. I am confident as a person (which I
have sadly discovered makes some people uneasy) and fairly
well skilled as a theatre professional (making some people feel
threatened). But I never falsely claimed to be able to do
anything that I couldn’t do. I have always worked hard and
treated people as I would have wanted them to treat me.
Fundamentally, I always cared about the show because I cared
about theatre. I tried to stay out of the fray when those around
me spent a seemingly inordinate amount of time in the
juvenile pastime of “busting chops.” I generally don’t give
people a hard time; I’m not a smart-ass (though I do have a
sarcastic sense of humor at times); and although I didn’t pick
fights, when wronged, I didn’t shirk from giving what I got.
With all of my achievements—which in any other
business would have propelled me to the top of my career—I
have been, like so many others, always at the mercy of the few
people who possess the power to hire—or not hire. These
people are the various department heads in the various
Broadway theaters and shops. The majority of these
individuals are top notch, ethical and honorable professionals
and I was pleased and thankful to work with them and for
them. But some of them are not. Many times I was caught in
the middle where the best bosses would have few jobs
available and the worst bosses would require a good deal of
groveling and homage as a prerequisite. Over the years several
department heads have said they’d be more than happy to have
me on their crew but, sadly, the jobs weren’t available.
Early in my stagehand career as a Local One sub on
Phantom of the Opera, I began an association with two people
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(Timmy and Victor) who were the Head & Assistant Contract
Prop men on the show. They seemed to respect me and
appreciate my work and I began to sub for them on contract as
well—principally to drive the Phantom’s boat whenever
Victor was gone. We became known as the Three Amigo’s
because it seemed we were always working (and even
socializing) together. We even shared birthday dinners
because our birthdays fell within 3 weeks of each other. Thus
began a long professional relationship and, I thought,
friendship. I was loyal to them, especially Timmy, who, in
return, gave me work on several shows. I always made myself
available to them when they called and they kept me fairly
busy (whenever I wasn’t working elsewhere)—all the way to
The Lion King where Victor was now the boss. I worked a
little on the load-in, but I was otherwise occupied at Le Miz (a
job that Timmy had given to me). After I left Le Miz, I became
a sub for Victor in The Lion King prop department and,
despite also doing other shows, always came when he called
and needed me. I felt that our friendship and my continuing
employment were secure. Boy was I wrong!
I have shared this brief outline of my background and
credentials not to brag, but to frame the picture that will be
painted with the attached journal. The point being: I was not a
novice in this business. It is my opinion, based on my
professionalism, competence and resume that I should have
expected a long and lucrative career, complete with security
and the mutual respect of my peers. But, through no fault of
my own, I was to have neither. Due to my on-the-job injury, I
am now on disability and can’t work. But regardless, my well
deserved reputation was sullied by two egotistical former
friends and, as a result, my legacy has been tarnished.
Theatre wasn’t just a job to me. It was my career of
choice and it was my passion. I was fairly successful and I was
always a professional. I never dreamed that at the end of my
career I’d need to write a book to set the record straight.
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This, then, is the true story of what happened. I hope,
by sharing it, things will change, ethics will be adopted,
people will be held accountable and no one will ever have to
experience what I experienced—ever again.

THE JOURNAL

“…to preserve the integrity and honor of Local One at all
times…”
Local One President
“Everything is within our executive power. Don’t you fuckin’
question me and don’t you fuckin’ forget it.”
Local One Prop Department Head on The Lion King
“Power corrupts; absolute power corrupts absolutely.”
Lord Acton
"Unlimited power is apt to corrupt the minds of those who
possess it."
William Pitt
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NOTE:
The events, activities, meetings and conversations described in
this journal took place backstage and outside the stage door at
the New Amsterdam Theatre on 42nd Street, in New York
City; or at the Disney Office; or the Local One Union office—
between April, 2004 and May, 2006.
The people primarily involved are members of The Lion King
prop department and other stagehands, as well as officers of
the Local One Stagehands Union. Some members of the cast,
various dressers, stage managers, musicians and Disney
Management-types are also mentioned.
The incidents and activities mentioned occurred either during
the day-to-day activities of The Lion King as presented eight
times a week; or in relation to rehearsal and work calls; as
well as on occasional special events that took place at The
New Amsterdam on Lion King dark days.
The names are the names. People did and said what they did
and said. This is, after all, a true story. The people who
wouldn’t want their names used are those who have done
things they might have trouble explaining.
The Journal is as I wrote it—about daily events as they
actually happened. There has been some minor editing—after
the fact—for general clarity and brevity as well as grammar.
Additional explanations, definitions, editorial comments and
thoughts are either inserted in italics or separated in boxes.

CHAPTER ONE
The Beginning of the End
(April 2004—5/08/04)

April, 2004—I begin to write about Timmy’s patronizing
I have decided to start keeping a journal both as a
writing exercise and as an accounting of the strange and
patronizing behavior I have been subjected to by my old pal
Timmy for many weeks now. It’s like a diary where I will
chronicle my activities and share my thoughts. I feel I need to
write down some of the events and some of his strange
condescending remarks because if I try to remember it all later
I won’t be able to. If nothing else it will be a cathartic
experience.
I don’t know why Timmy is behaving as he is toward
me. It is very uncharacteristic. I just finished doing Sweet
Smell of Success for him which, though a short run, went
smoothly. Even though I had to nearly beg him to let me do it
(which I didn’t appreciate), I didn’t think there was any
friction or problem between us. I have, in fact, done several
shows for Timmy including Phantom, Les Miz, Swan Lake and
Seussical, as well as several minor load-ins and load-outs from
various rehearsal studios—all spanning some 10-12 years.
Over the years I did whatever he asked me to do and he gave
me work whenever he had it. I had always thought we had a
good working relationship and even casual friendship. At one
time, Victor, Timmy and I were called the Three Amigos, so
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this current period of Timmy’s somewhat aggressive and
caustic comments both surprises and confuses me. Timmy
seems like a different person. I have never seen him behave
this way. The most frustrating part is—I have no idea what is
prompting it all.
The thing that must be understood about Timmy is he
is never wrong (just ask him). And, racking my brain, the
only thing I can come up with that might be Timmy’s problem
with me (for lack of an explanation by him) is that somewhere
along the line he was wrong and either I noticed it or, worse, I
commented on it and he didn’t like it. Could he now be getting
even with me? Is his ego that fragile?
I dare not ask him why he is dumping on me because,
oddly, this would be a challenge to Timmy. If I accuse him of
being sarcastic he would simply deny it. If I ask him why he is
treating me in this condescending manner, he would deny it:
“What condescending manner, I’m just pointing out your
shortcomings, Bo. It’s part of my job description.” I learned a
long time ago that challenging Timmy doesn’t get you
anywhere—not when honesty is what you are looking for. I
have never known anyone who prevaricates more. So I have
chosen to ignore the abuse, pretend nothing is wrong and just
go about doing my job.
I’m sure Victor notices it all. He is extremely attuned
to all sarcasm because he is the master of it. He and Timmy
don’t keep anything from each other. But Victor stands idly by
without saying anything. I always thought I was in a tight
circle with these two guys. I thought I had their respect and
friendship. I thought they thought highly of me. I was always,
over the years, available for any job Timmy and/or Victor
needed me for. They could always count on me. But now
Timmy is on my case and it makes for an uncomfortable work
environment to say the least. I don’t believe I did anything to
warrant this behavior on Timmy’s part. If I did, it’s a mystery
to me.
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April 12 – 18, 2004—A week before the Easter Bonnet
special event
Bivone was out of town. John was in as his sub. Much
to my surprise and dismay, John—not me—got the after-show
overtime call (for extra pay) to set up the piano & mirrors for
tomorrow’s rehearsal. This is ordinarily a hierarchy thing.
There are four prop men in the department—Victor, Timmy,
Bivone and me—followed by the various subs in order of
rank. So my not getting the piano & mirror call meant I was
being stepped over by a sub. So much for pecking order.
Extremely unusual.
I didn't say anything about it and nothing was said to
me by way of explanation.
Timmy had recently told me that I was going to have
to “share” the after-show overtime with any sub on the show.
He didn’t tell me why, he just made the statement one day. I
thought it odd, first, that he, not Victor was setting down work
details (since Victor was the head and Timmy the assistant),
and second, why was I being stepped over and lumped in with
the subs when I was one of the regular crewmen (since I took
over the job when Baron retired)? Based on Timmy’s recent
behavior I could only guess that he brought this about by
suggesting it to Victor and Victor followed his wishes (as
Victor generally does). He (Timmy) has been acting very
patronizing and condescending lately. The only problem is: I
don’t know why. I thought we were all (Victor, Timmy, me)
tight.
After Chess (a Special Event that took place Sept. 2123, 2003), when Victor returned from being out of town,
Timmy said my work was “exemplary.” At Christmas dinner
last December, Boomer commented that I was Victor’s “right
hand.” Maybe Timmy got jealous of that. Who knows? All I
know is I didn’t do anything or step out of line. I don’t know
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why I am being stepped over and I don’t know why Timmy is
behaving as he is toward me.
Monday – Tuesday, April 19 – 20, 2004—During the
Easter Bonnet weekend.
(NOTE: The Easter Bonnet Benefit has happened
every year since the early 80’s. It is a Special Event held to
raise money for the charity “Broadway Cares / Equity Fights
AIDS.” All the Broadway shows create extravagant Easter
Bonnets, casts perform musical or dance numbers, and
Broadway show people attends to enjoy the entertainment. We
have hosted the event in the New Amsterdam Theatre for the
last several years and it means extra work over our
“weekend” and, consequently, extra money for the stagehands
—who, incidentally, are the only people who do not donate
their time to the charity.)
We were all hanging around as rehearsal was in
progress for the Easter Bonnet Show, waiting to do whatever
was needed. I was in my usual place stage left, reading to pass
the time. Apparently the guy from MOMIX, one of the
performing groups, wanted to rehearse with his big 10’
gyroscopic wheel and so Timmy and, I guess Bivone, moved
it out on stage—unbeknownst to me because I was across the
stage. After they got it onstage Timmy came all the way
across to say to me: "That's OK Bo, we got it." I looked up
and he was walking away toward stage right and the wheel
was onstage. I said; "Thanks Timmy." This was clearly just
another of his caustic condescending comments at my
expense. They clearly had the situation well under control and
there was no need for my help or the comment by Timmy. It is
the nature of our department for anyone to just do whatever
needed to be done. And besides, no one called to me for my
help. I followed out on stage to stand around and watch in case
I might be needed. Clearly Timmy said what he said to make a
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show in front of others. I noticed Victor chuckling at the
exchange. I didn’t get it but didn’t make a scene by
confronting anyone. I went back to my place stage right.
This bothers me. I don’t understand it. Timmy’s
comments are now being made in public—at my expense.
There is nothing subtle about it any more. What happened?
Why is Timmy behaving this way? Why is Victor either
oblivious to it or, seemingly, tolerant of it? I clearly don’t
believe I should be treated this way. I really don’t know what I
did to deserve it.
Saturday, April 24, 2004—Bivone misses cues
(NOTE: The prop crew for The Lion King is divided
2x2 - stage right: Timmy & Victor, and stage left: Bivone and
me. Each “team” is responsible for props and cues on their
respective sides of the stage. There are only a few times when
any of us cross over to the other side. Props are the business
of the prop department. Electricians and carpenters are not
supposed to deal with props, and vice versa – unless it’s an
emergency. Neither, certainly is the wardrobe department.)
Bivone missed the whole beginning of Act II. He was
not present to gather the flying bird kites (which was covered
by a wardrobe person and Jay—an electrician) or the hanging
of the Gazelle Cart (which I covered with the help of Mike
T.—a carpenter), or the pre-setting of the fish (which I did
myself). He didn't show up till it was nearly time to do the fish
cue saying only that he “didn't realize Act II had started.” This
was a good 10 minutes into Act II!
It bothers me when he does this, primarily because I
am left to cover for him and he rarely says thank you. But I
don’t say anything.
In the past he has missed 3 or 4 Elephant cues. He has
been late for the grass cue and the fish cue. He has failed to set
the ZaZu bird in its pre-set position at the top of the show
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(once, even he and Timmy both forgot and blamed it on
Pamela from Puppets). This is the great Bivone who Victor
once told me is “much better suited to the department” than
me. I don’t get it.
And there have been countless times that I have
covered all of them after pre-set—for things they had
forgotten—because I sit stage right and read in the free time
between pre-set and the show starting: crash cart, banner,
ZaZu bird, lowering the meat hook, sliding the gazelle pegs,
rolling the cart into stage left wing, pre-setting the ant hill. All
this, in addition to being there for the many times wardrobe or
puppets have come down needing a grass head change out or
needing to deal with a zebra, etc. Prior to me getting into the
habit of reading during this time stage right, calls would be
made to the prop room—from stage managers or wardrobe—
asking for these things to be done. No calls have been made
while I have been in attendance stage right. No one has had to
run up from the prop room or come in from outside to attend
to anything. People know, now, to just find me stage right and
I will help them. I just do it all and never say anything. And
yet, Bivone is considered 3rd rank in the department when he
can miss a whole section of the show. I feel like an outcast and
I don’t know why or what I have done.
Sunday, 4/25/04—Bivone sticks me
I did the last Baby Simba cue stage left so Bivone can
go do Timmy’s cue stage right and Timmy can leave early.
When I went to stage right to finish the cues there, I was
surprised to find Timmy had not left. I expected to see Bivone
because he and I usually do the last cues stage right on
Sundays. I stood at my usual post . . . and then I saw Victor.
This was evermore curious, and then it dawned on me that
they were doing an after-show piano call for the Tuesday
rehearsal. So I went up to Victor and he waved me home.
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When I turned around I saw Bivone. Surprise! This meant they
were doing piano and mirrors and the deal I had with Bivone
was that whenever he was staying to do mirrors he would also
do the last Baby Simba cue stage left so that I would get to
leave early. So was this a last minute piano & mirrors call?
Nothing was said to me. Bivone had blown off the stage left
cue. I got stuck. Once again I said nothing.
Wednesday, 4/28/04—My 2-week notice from Victor
During the morning work call, while I was working on
freshening and repairing the grass pallets, Victor approached
me with some sad news. Boomer will take over the Baron
track if he doesn’t get elected as Theatre Business Agent in the
upcoming Union elections. So, as per my agreement with
Victor when I took over Baron’s job (back in August 2002,
when he retired for health reasons), I would have to train
Boomer and be, once again, relegated to sub status. I would,
according to Victor, get first call for any sub work.
Needless to say this news was not happy news. I knew
it was always a possibility, but, since I had already been here
for nearly 2 years (much more than the original 4-6 months I
was told) I was getting kind of used to working full-time. I,
half joking, asked Victor if “Boomer couldn’t find a job
somewhere else?” He replied that “this is what we want.” I
asked him if he was going to use his influence to get me a job
somewhere else (hoping he would put a word in for me with
Disney). All he said was that “the shops were busy,” but didn't
offer to help find me find another job. I was a little upset. I
really didn’t think I would end up having to leave. I didn’t
want to argue with him or seem to be going back on our deal
because I did agree to step aside when Boomer was ready to
take the job. I did tell Victor, however, "I just want you to
know—I wouldn't do this to you"—meaning, if the situation
were reversed, I wouldn’t have done the same thing. I
wouldn’t have given a job to someone over any of the people
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already working in the department—just because the other
person was a friend. Victor seemed a little miffed with my
comment and reminded me of our agreement. I said I knew
what the agreement was. He walked away, and that was that.
Friday, 5/1/04—Timmy’s Big Blow-up
Victor called me around 12 noon to make sure I
remembered the rehearsal today. I had. Strange.
After we set up for rehearsal, and were on our way to
the upstairs offices to get new Disney ID's, Timmy makes one
of his smart ass comments to Victor (pretending not to, but
also trying to let me hear) about me “not needing a new ID”
because I wouldn't have the job much longer. Victor said to
Timmy "Stop." Interesting. I didn’t respond in any way, but it
was very interesting that Timmy would make that comment in
light of the fact that even after Boomer takes over the job I
would still need the ID as the principal sub. Or maybe there
was something in the offing that I didn’t know about regarding
my future employment.
A little later another comment from Timmy while
waiting in line for the ID's. I was joking with Dillon (a
carpenter) about how the African members of the cast were
"talking about him" in Afrikaner (I didn’t know this to be true
– it was just a joke). Timmy chimed in "Bo knows several
different languages." I let it pass. Sometimes I just don’t
understand even where this shit comes from with him. It
makes no sense. It seems he makes these comments just to
hear his own voice, and, I guess, he thinks he is funny or cool
getting “to me” somehow. It reminded me of a few smart asses
back in high school who were always making stupid childish
comments. That was 40 years ago!
Coming in for pre-set later, I walked by Timmy and
Paul talking together. (Paul was visiting the theatre
campaigning for office - to hold on to his position in the Union
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replacement room). Timmy made the comment "Bo, say hi to
Paul. He says he has lots of work. You may need to talk to
him." I said “Hi Paul. Thanks. But I have a job here. Good
Luck." And I proceeded to go about my pre-setting routine.
Moments later Timmy was stage left nearly yelling at
me: "Are you out of your mind!?" I was surprised and
dumbfounded. I had never heard him yell before. I didn't know
what he was talking about. Then he made reference to how I
was out of my mind for not asking Paul for work. I replied (in
shock) that that was his interpretation. He then went off on a
tirade against me. I don't recall half of what he said because I
was stunned by the outburst. But it all had to do with my not
having a job. I just made lame retorts to his abusive
comments. He even went off on things that seemingly had no
bearing on the subject—like, for instance, about my not
having to contribute for the TV in the prop room (an
agreement between Victor and me) which was way out of left
field and had nothing to do with anything related to Paul. Then
he accused me of having the biggest ego in the world and I'd
never work for him again. I told him that "If he had the last
job in New York, I wouldn't take it." All the while we are
doing our pre-set and everyone is watching and hearing it all.
A minute or so later we passed again and he started up
again with another threat. All he got out was "I'm warning
you..." and I fired back: "Do what you think is right, Tiny
Timmy. Do what you think is right." Then Victor interceded
and said to stop it "both of you." We finished the pre-set.
I was, quite literally, shaken by this. I had never ever
seen Timmy go off like that for any reason. I had no idea why
he was on my case.
Later, several people came up to me and told me not to
worry about what happened—that Timmy was “an asshole.”
Two people actually suggested that I should have taken him
outside and beaten the shit out of him.
Sunday, 5/2/04
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After matinee pre-set Timmy said to me (in front of Victor)
“Bo, I'm leaving early after the show so you have to do my
last cue." I did not respond. Victor asked him why. He said he
wanted to have a relaxing drink before dinner. Then he asked
me: "Do you have any problem with that?" Victor said
"Timmy!" I responded "Not if that's what the boss wants."
Victor: "I do." and they chatted some more about dinner plans.
A little later, as I was having my usual McDonald’s breakfast
in the prop room, Bivone asked if he could change the TV
channel. Timmy said "Sure. Go ahead. You paid your share of
the TV."
During evening show pre-set Timmy was all back to
the old days with - "Boseffie, (his pet name for me) you can
go early tonight.” I assumed he had been talked to by Victor
and was now on best behavior. No mention of his tirade or the
offensive comments wielded at me. Certainly no apology.
Monday, 5/3/04—I sent Victor an e-mail
Subject: "Let's talk"
Victor,
There are 2 sides to every conflict. I have not had the opportunity to
tell you my side.
It goes back to the Richie incident while you were away, and leads
directly into the outburst the other day.
No matter what happens to my employment, it is only fair that you
know the whole story.
It is about reputation - and I take mine very seriously.
I hope you will honor my loyalty to you and regard this request with
the seriousness that it is intended.
Thanks, Bo

Wednesday, 5/5/04—I talk with Victor & Jimmy; Boomer
& Kevin talk to Victor
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I have a little chat with Victor outside on the street. I
told Victor about the Richie incident of several weeks ago.
(Richie was an original member of the prop crew. He retired
and Bivone took his place. We had had a small disagreement,
the last time he was in as a sub that blossomed into “fuck off,”
the finger, and an invitation to step outside. Later, Timmy
came at me, finger waving and threatening; spewing about
how I “can't get along with people” and how “Victor wants
our department to be ‘friendly’ - not like the “House of Hate”
at the Majestic.” I wanted to tell Timmy, at the time, that the
“friendly department” should start with the people at the top Victor and Timmy - who should stop busting balls and
disrespecting people and making false accusations - but I
didn't.)
Victor professed he didn't know about all this. I had
thought (and this was what I was imparting to Victor) that
when I told Timmy my side of the story about Richie, and he
found out he hadn't been told the truth by Richie, he
couldn't/wouldn't go back on himself and apologize for
jumping to conclusions and jumping down my throat
prematurely, based only on Richie’s side of the story. (Timmy
can’t be wrong). I explained to Victor, also, how Timmy has
been ridding me for several weeks since then—because (I was
surmising) he was caught in Richie’s lie about what had
actually happened. I just told Victor, what I told Timmy—the
same truth I always state—“I don't start anything.”
All Victor said was he didn’t know anything about the
Richie situation and that, in reference to Timmy’s tirade
against me, he wasn't going to fire Timmy. (No one was
asking for Timmy to be fired!) I commented – “that's probably
why he is so full of himself” (or words to that effect).
Then he told me he was insulted when I had said to
him "I wouldn't do it to you" (regarding Boomer’s taking over
my job). I guess he thought I wasn’t allowed to express my
opinion, which is strange because everyone at the theatre is in
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the habit of speaking their minds—and not always being nice
about it.
And then, speaking of saying things that were not
nice—he feels he has to throw in that people are saying
negative things about me—even referring back to the Imperial
Theatre when I was there with Lez Miz some 6 years earlier.
How pathetic. I had no idea where this was all coming from or
why he was bringing it up now, and was, once again, shocked
by his need to put me down with derisive comments that
weren’t true. All I could say was "People will say what they
think you want to hear, Victor."
Then he went further—throwing in my face his
favorite jab: how I "have trouble getting along with people"
and citing people and situation at other theatres—even where
there was no problem.
NOTE: Victor has done this a couple of times before.
Whenever he needs to put me down for some reason, and
minimize me in some way, he makes vague, generalized
comments about the 3 or 4 people in the whole business that
I’ve had any kind of strained relationship with over the years,
and then makes a broad claim that I “can’t get along with
people.” He knows that what he is saying is, at best, stretching
the truth and I have called him on it before but he makes the
comments anyway. Despite the fact that what he says is
untrue, it remains his favorite way to take a jab at me and to
attempt to diminish me in anyone’s eye.
But, to set the record straight, here are the facts briefly:
1) Randy was the head prop man on Phantom, who I
worked for as a sub in the early 90’s, and also as an electrician
on Sesame Street where he was (by day) the head electrician.
One day, he and I were in the prop room, and there was a story
on the TV news about an African American basketball player.
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Randy made an inappropriate comment. I said to him, as a
friend (which I thought I was), “Randy, be careful, making
comments like that in public may make some people think you
are a racist.” He looked at me like I had just insulted him and
left the room. Later, on stage, he asked me if I thought he was
a racist. I told him “no” and that I was just cautioning him—as
a friend. The next day, in the prop room, Victor noticed the ice
between us and asked what was up and Randy said, “Bo thinks
I’m a racist.” Victor said, “Well, you are.” Randy never talked
to me again—nor did he offer me any more work. He and
Victor remained friends. I’d say that Randy had the problem
here, not me. And, in fact, Victor was the one who made the
accusatory comment. But because Randy never hired me or
talked to me again, to Victor this meant I “had trouble getting
along with people.”
2) Also on Phantom . . . (remember, Victor, Timmy and
I worked together there for some 5 or 6 years) . . . the head
carpenter, Dick, who I also subbed for, wanted me to add
another “room” on my home cable system in order to acquire
another cable box for Dick to use in the carpenter room at the
theatre. (I lived 3 blocks from the theatre.) I told him “no, I
didn’t want to get into trouble.” He stopped talking to me and
stopped hiring me. Again—I think the problem is with Dick
who felt he could take advantage of his position to cure favors
from me. To Victor this meant I “had trouble getting along
with people.”
3) Timmy (who, even while working on Phantom, will
oversee other shows as Production Propman) gave me a job
on Les Miz when the head contract propman was leaving. The
assistant contract propman (Joe) moved up to the head
position and I became his assistant—much to Joe’s chagrin,
because he had wanted a friend of his to have the job. For a
year or more I took a lot of public shit from Joe while he
claimed he “didn’t need me on the show,” and that he was
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“perfectly capable of running the prop department by
himself.” And this undercut my position to the point that
others, including the House Propman, felt they could give me
shit too. Finally I told Timmy I had enough and I quit—
giving Joe what he wanted, his friend in the job. Joe, however,
told Timmy that I “was the one causing all the trouble, and
had been from day one” (I overheard this conversation
between Timmy and Joe). A bold face lie! Can you say ego?
3a) Referred to above . . . the Lez Miz House Propman,
James, decided it would be “fun” to spend a week or more
needling me about my being single. He even went so far as to
tell a dresser on the show that I had a crush on her—even
though it wasn’t true and I told him not to (how sophomoric).
One matinee day after he had gotten “fortified” at diner he
became almost belligerent in his zeal to embarrass the dresser
and me. I went toe to toe with him backstage and demanded he
stop. He shoved me backward onto a prop table. I grabbed him
by the lapels and told him never to touch me again. This, of
course, got turned around on me as if I confronted James—
because James is a department head. So I got reprimanded by
my boss Joe (food for him). It did however end the bullshit
from James. Nothing was ever said to James as a reprimand
for what he had done. And I am accused of not getting along
with people.
Then there were a couple of “strained relationships” that
Victor decided to just make up out of thin air.
4) The head electrician on Phantom, gave me work on
a follow spot 3 or 4 times in the 6 years I was there—when he
had no one else he could call. We have had a few interesting
discussions about the Union and other things, but we never
had a problem. Victor, has, several times, tried to create a
problem here. I don’t know why.
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5) Finally, after I was cast adrift (on 9/12/01) by the
House Prop Head at the Plymouth Theater, after having
worked for her on 2 shows over 3 years, Victor saw another
chance to “create” a rift where one didn’t exist. The truth was
that despite getting along fine with her, she decided to backdoor me by hiring the son of another house head on Thou
Shalt Not—what would have been our third show together—
and just blow me off with the standard line: “I have no work
for you at this time.” She basically didn’t have the decency to
explain why she did what she did and I didn’t actually find out
what she did till almost a year later. But this didn’t deter
Victor from creating a feud between us where one didn’t exist.
So . . . that’s it. Those are the people and the stories
that Victor likes to twist and re-tell in a negative way so as to
infer that I have a “problem getting along with people.” It is
obvious that the “problem” does not come from me. And
notice, lo and behold, that all these people were Department
Heads—just like Victor and Timmy—exerting their power
over me—or, at least, trying to. Only in Victor’s mind can
these stories add up to my having a problem getting along with
people. All Victor cares about is that when he needs to put me
down or disparage me he makes the wild accusations. This, of
course, casts aspersions on me and my character. And this is
slander. The fact of the matter is—I get along pretty well with
most everyone—crew (all departments) and cast alike—and
have always been able to float in and out of all departments
on several shows with ease. Ask anyone in any other theatre I
have worked—where Victor isn’t trying to stir up shit.
Anyway . . . back to the present and all the current
“can’t get along with people” bullshit. Where was all this
coming from and more mysteriously—why? Why did Victor
feel a need to create a negative picture of me? Did this make
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him feel better about stabbing me in the back? Could he live
with himself better if he convinced himself that I “deserved” it
in some way? At any rate, the inference was clear—I was not
on good terms here. And I guess (trying to make some
connection to events) that meant that I was also somehow to
blame for Timmy’s unprompted outburst against me.
Continuing with our conversation outside . . . I
reminded him that he (Victor) and I never had a problem (he
agreed) and that I always do my job and do it well (he agreed)
and that I could give him a list of the other heads I had worked
for with no problems. I said "I give what I get. I never start it.”
I asked him if he saw how it started with Timmy on 5/1. He
said “yes” and that “Timmy already apologized for going off.”
(He apologized to Victor – but not to me!)
Then it was all about how grateful I should feel about
having had 2 years of work at $100,000. (How arrogant!) I
made reference to not feeling so happy when I had been
bounced down in hierarchy behind Bivone. He made some
lame explanation about how I was off doing other shows and
Bivone was there doing Lion King shows and earned the
higher position.
(Victor apparently forgets that I had been doing shows
for him more frequently and over a longer period than Bivone;
and forgetting that it was Victor, himself, who told me I should
go find other work; and forgetting the fact that I would free
myself from other shows whenever Victor needed me on The
Lion King. All he did was repeat that Bivone was a “better fit
in the department.” In my mind I was asking myself - "So this
is loyalty. Boy did I back the wrong horse.” And, I
remembered, Baron, whose job I had inherited when he
retired, once asked me, “Why is Bivone getting preference
over you?” I told him I had no idea. Baron and I were both
bewildered.)
Victor said he would try and keep “Timmy and you
apart.” I resented this because it implied that I have a problem
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like Timmy has a problem. Let’s not forget that Timmy
verbally accosted me—unprovoked. I am the victim here!
He mentioned that there were people in our own prop
department who have said negative things about me. I did not
bring up the fact that there are people in our theatre and other
theatres who have had bad things to say about Victor, Timmy
and Bivone (and even people in our prop department who had
negative things to say about Bivone.) In hindsight, maybe I
should have.
But lets try and be real here . . . any comments against
me are probably made by people who think they are saying
what Victor wants to hear—he is, after all, the guy who does
the hiring. Some people are desperate sycophants and will say
anything to ingratiate themselves with Victor. Besides, there
isn’t anyone in the theatre that doesn’t dislike someone else in
the theatre. I have heard Victor and Timmy both say how they
don’t like Mike T. and Jay (among others)—but not to their
faces. Why do they think that opinions about me should be
used as judgments about my worth?
More back and forth. The upshot being: I was bad and
everyone else was good and never at fault. He ended saying it
was up to Boomer if he was taking the job.
I was left, once again, literally dumbfounded by all of
this. Where was this all coming from? Certainly it wasn’t only
about my telling him “I wouldn’t do it to you.” That was such
an innocuous throw-away comment. Did it somehow strike a
chord? Maybe he is feeling guilty and instead of admitting it,
he now feels he has to justify his actions by tearing me down.
But why? I don’t get it. What is the point? The rationale?
Does he feel he now needs to rip me apart so Timmy doesn’t
feel so bad for ripping into me? Or that Victor feels justified in
bumping me out for Boomer? It’s all a big mystery to me.
It was very clear to me after this chat just how little
Victor thought of me and my years of loyalty to him and to
Timmy. He could have ended all discussions by anyone
regarding my "getting along with people" at any time over the
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years by simply saying to them "Bo is one of my key guys. I
have had no problems with him. I respect him and his work
implicitly." He has said similar things about others. This, to
me, is a comment on his lack of appreciation for my loyalty.
All he thinks about regarding loyalty is how much I owe him
for the work he has given me. But there are other heads that
would defend their “guys” with confidence and support. I have
never spoken ill of Victor—or Timmy for that matter—before
now. Victor doesn't understand that my loyalty to him should
get the same allegiance in return—not, as they are
demonstrating, with knives in the back.
I’d like them to tell me what I did to them to deserve
the unprofessional treatment that I am now getting. But it is
obvious I will never get an honest explanation.
I also chatted with Jimmy (a member of the carpentry
department and someone who goes back to Phantom days with
Victor, Timmy and I) inside the theatre, right after my chat
with Victor. He approached me and said he saw Victor and
me together. I told him what Victor said. He said I should
fight it (the moving aside for Boomer). I told him that I didn’t
want to make any trouble. I made the agreement and intended
to stick to it because if I didn’t I’d never work again. He said
Victor couldn't fire me no matter what agreement I had
made—it’s against the law. (Something I was unaware of until
that moment). And he also told me that agreements to stiff
jobs were prohibited by our By-Laws. I knew that stiffing was
a common practice, so I thought it was OK. This surprised me.
This means that our original agreement for me to hold (“stiff”)
the job for Boomer was bogus to begin with.
Jimmy suggested I call Boomer to see if he was
actually taking over the job and that maybe I could convince
Boomer not to. I said that wouldn’t be appropriate, and beside,
why wouldn’t Boomer want to take over the job. Jimmy says
that he didn’t think Boomer really wanted to work here—
especially not with Timmy. But he would, only because it
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would be a change in scenery and it would get him out of the
Majestic Theatre where he and Billings weren’t getting along.
(In my mind I was remembering Victor’s comments about my
not getting along with people – and now here was a story that
Boomer—my soon to be replacement—wasn’t getting along
with someone. I wonder if Victor knows this and who Victor
blames for the disagreement between Boomer and Billings?)
Anyway, Jimmy went outside to call Boomer for me
(instead of me making a cold call) and ask if he could give me
Boomer’s number. He came back in a few minutes later and
gave me Boomer’s number saying Boomer expects a call from
me. He also mentioned that I should have taken Timmy
outside for the outburst the other day! And informed me of
something I didn’t know—that Timmy didn't get a very big
vote of confidence when he was voted into Local One.
Later, after the evening show pre-set, Jimmy told me
that Boomer was just at the theatre talking to Victor. And so
was Kevin (Local One B.A.). And that Kevin told Victor and
Boomer that they really couldn’t bump me. I didn’t really
know what to make of this information—especially the part
that had both Boomer and Kevin visiting the theatre.
Apparently there is a clause in our By-Laws that prohibits a
department head from asking a crewman to “stiff” a job for
someone else and vacate it at a later date, as Jimmy told me.
Here I was, fully intending to step aside, as per my agreement,
and now there is some discussion that may lead to my staying
because the agreement between Victor and I was “illegal.”
This would be great if it was true. But it is all so strange. Why
all the animosity toward me. I didn’t do anything. What am I
missing?
Thursday, 5/6/04—My phone call to Boomer; A reprieve
In the afternoon I called Boomer. Told him I was
curious what his decision was going to be because I needed to
know if I should look for another job. He said that was up to
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me. I asked why? And he said it depended on whether I was
going to make trouble. This was out of the blue for me
because I never hinted or threatened that I would make any
trouble. Where was he getting this? I told him I had no plans
to “make trouble” and commented that it wasn’t as easy for
me to find another place to work—as easy as it was for him.
I told him I know that Victor wants him and that he wants to
leave Phantom. So Boomer said he wasn't eager to bump
someone out of a job so soon after not being elected as
Business Agent. I said “I liked the sound of that.” Then he
ended by saying that he won't be coming to The Lion King.
During pre-set of the show Victor asked for another
chat. We went outside and he told me Boomer wasn't coming
because he heard that I was going to challenge the deal and it
wasn't in his (Victor's) best interests to go through with it. I
told him I had made no threats to make trouble. He said
Boomer got a phone call suggesting that I was going to. I told
him I had talked to people and the subject came up, but I made
no such threats. Boomer hadn't told Victor who called him. I
told him that I had called Boomer today and that what Boomer
said about me making trouble now made sense. Because when
Boomer said it I didn't understand what he was talking about.
But I reaffirmed that, despite knowing I had that option of a
challenge and despite talking about it to people (which were
my rights), I had made no such threat to anyone.
I expected him to say something that would cancel
Boomer’s bowing out or, at least, put it on hold a day, till he
could talk to Boomer again. But all he said was that he
couldn’t afford any trouble so I could “continue doing my
cues.” And then he walked away.
I was surprised and still confused about the entire
goings on, but I was happy. I was going to keep my job. This
was great news.
Later I got Jimmy aside and told him the latest. And
what Boomer had said. And Jimmy claimed he didn't tell
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Boomer I was going to make trouble, but that he did say to
Boomer that he (Jimmy) had advised me of my rights and that
I should start by talking to Ray (the shop Steward). Then
Jimmy told me I better watch my back and my peas and cues
and to keep a log of everything—because they would be
gunning for me and at the first opportunity I would get fired. I
mentioned I had already started writing some things down. He
advised me that I can't be late—even though they are routinely
late on matinee days after dinner; I can't forget a cue—even
though everyone does from time to time, and Bivone does
very frequently; and I can't talk back. And even if they try to
dump other cues on me I still have to do them. And even
though I made no threats about a lawyer or to go to the Union
to keep my job—they will spread the rumor that I did, to
anyone who will listen. Apparently I will get the rawest deal
from now on and I don’t understand why. But I will do my job
in the professional way I have always done it.
My head was spinning. I was not out of work. But the
events leading up to my reprieve, and Jimmy’s dire warnings
of what might be coming, were nerve racking as well as
mystifying. I still don’t know why all of this has been
happening. The most fundamental question is why I wasn’t
given the job when Baron left—outright. This would have
been the normal course of action in nearly any other theatre—
a promotion from within the department of a sub to a full-time
position. It had happened to me recently at the Plymouth when
I moved up from sub to regular crew on Jekyll and Hyde. But
here, for some reason as yet explained, after years of loyalty, I
didn’t get the promotion; Boomer was going to come in. Now
Boomer wasn’t going to come in and I was warned to watch
my back. What the hell is all this about? This, to me, is not
how a brotherhood should be acting. This is not how friends
should be treating friends. This is not how my years of loyalty
should be appreciated and rewarded. This was not behavior
according to the Golden Rule or ethics.
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So it looks like the whole thrust of this journal will be
changing from when I first started. I must now keep track of
everything that happens to me and around me. I have no idea
if anything will come of it, but I need to protect myself
because there seems to be an effort brewing to discredit me for
their failed, illegal, attempts to get Boomer on the show.
After pre-set, I was informed by stage management
(while I was sitting stage right as usual, reading) that the
conductor platform needed to be pre-set. (We had a conductor
sub on Lion King that was shorter than the regular conductor.
When he conducted the show we had to put a riser on the
conductor platform. And then remove it for the regular
conductor. There was no extra money for this. I was always
one of the 2 men who did it.) I did it without hesitation, by
myself, even though it is a two man job. It was hard to do. I
didn’t gloat or brag about it. Then I assisted Timmy in fixing
one of the Giraffes.
Act II, Bivone was not on stage for his tiara cue near
the end of the show. This represents possibly the 8th or 10th
time this has happened. The great Bivone, the “better fit,” was
blowing off a cue—how professional!
Friday, 5/7/04—Feeling like an outsider
Since I had not been told of rehearsal today I called the
prop room at around 12:40 to verify that I wasn't needed.
Timmy answered. I said "I am assuming I am not required at
the rehearsal today. I wasn't told but I'm just asking." He said
"That is correct." I said Thank you." He said "You're
welcome."
Later, at pre-set for the Show . . . I removed the
conductor platform with Timmy who came at the last minute
to help.
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It appears, at least at the outset that Victor and Timmy
are going to be saying to people that I threatened legal action
or going to the Union—as Jimmy predicted—even though I
clearly told both Boomer and Victor that I wasn’t going to
make any trouble. They just liked telling people things that
aren’t true. They have done it before. This apparently is their
level of truth and integrity. Instead of just diffusing the
situation and explaining that Boomer decided not to come,
they are choosing to make the situation even bigger by making
me out a bad guy. And no one will stand up for me because if
you dare to speak against a department head then you will pay
the price. I’m on my own.
Saturday, 5/8/04 —Timmy’s comments; Prop room doors
locked
Evening show. Victor, Timmy and Bivone were all 5
minutes late for the pre-set. They had dinner with Boomer.
Victor paid. Timmy was sure to mention all this in front of
me—for my benefit—while "chatting" with Victor. I can just
imagine who the topic of conversation at dinner was.
When I went to the prop room just before curtain to do
my usual 10 minutes of reading alone, I found the doors
locked. This has never happened before.
At intermission Timmy and Bivone had their heads
together onstage as Bivone was mopping. Am I paranoid?
Victor has been noticeably icy when greeting me.
"Bo," not his usual “Bo-man" (his pet name for me). I don’t
like the feelings around here. Gone are the good old days.

CHAPTER TWO
Let the Retribution Begin!
(5/09/04—7/12/04)

Sunday, 5/9/04—Retribution rears its ugly head
I was informed by Victor, “You are free to do as you
wish on the next two weekends because I am bringing Boomer
in for the ABC Roll-out and the Heather Headley Concert.” I
reply: “OK.” I am not surprised.
This will represent a couple of thousand dollars of lost
income and appropriate annuity payments. And so the
retribution begins. I am now to be punished for the fact that
they got scared, believed a rumor and their plan to bring in
Boomer fell through. Somehow, in their minds, they must find
a way to blame it on me—and punish me.
Wednesday, 5/12/04
Work call.
As usual – I did my weekly grass maintenance, survey
of props stage left (in case any repairs were needed), setting
up and breaking down of the coffee break items and general
sweep of the stage area. Today I had to wait around awhile
before lunch break to help Junior and Rolondo put their
instruments back in the opera boxes (where the percussionists
perform from). There had been a carpeting call over the
weekend—to replace some carpeting. I had not been called in
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for that, as I normally would have been. Another loss of
income. No one else had to wait around to help the musicians.
Matinee.
We finished putting instruments in the opera boxes.
That is . . . I did Junior’s box and Timmy showed up for
Rolondo’s. Then after Victor and Bivone were finished with
their pre-sets, they assisted. Victor actually thanked me.
COMMENTS: Boomer wanted to leave Phantom
because of not getting along with his Billings. And that’s OK.
But somehow I get slammed for a bad relationship with
Billings when I didn’t even have a bad relationship with
Billings. Strange. Ironic.
The fact that Timmy blows up at me is not counted
against him. But my defensive response is counted against me.
Ironic. Hypocritical.
What Victor wanted to do by dumping me was OK
(though illegal). My wanting to stay was just plain wrong and
worthy of hateful; retribution.
I deserve the job because I earned it. I was loyal and
the payoff for that loyalty should have been the job. It’s the
common practice. I had a $100,000/year job and Victor got
$100,000+ worth of dedicated professional work. What’s the
problem? Victor and I never had a problem or falling out. I
was always there for him when he needed me. I always did my
job. Why this is all happening is a mystery to me.

Thursday, 5/13/04
I saved the show tonight—so to speak. Victor called
the prop room after “places” for the start of the show had been
called because there was trouble with the ZaZu kite. I ran out
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to front of the house fix it. Timmy showed up 2 minutes later
but I had it under control. The show went on without delay.
Friday, 5/14/04
After pre-set I fixed the ZaZu kite with Timmy.
During the show, Bivone was late to make the ant hill
cue. He did not make the tiara cue again.
The wife of a mutual friend passed away last night.
Timmy was kind enough to tell me.
Saturday, 5/15/04
After matinee pre-set I was sitting outside reading, and
Rolondo showed up needed help with his musical instruments.
Victor: “Bo-man could you give Rolondo a hand?” (The
friendly pet name when he needs a favor.)
Evening—Timmy nearly was crushed under the stage
elevator because he waited too long to pass under it to help me
strike the water bowl under the stage. If I had done this he
would have ridiculed and condescended. I said nothing.
John, who is usually a prop sub, was the electrician
stage left for this performance. He came up for the top of the
show and walked right passed the light tower that he is
supposed to move. I tried to get his attention but he didn’t see
me. I sent a wardrobe person over with a message to move it
(because I was unable to leave my post). He came right over
and said to me: “Why didn’t you say something.” Not “Sorry”
or “Oops.” He played off his mistake as if I was at fault for not
pointing it out to him—which I had tried to do. He had no idea
that I was the one who sent April over to tell him. Sometimes I
don’t think John has his mind on the job.
Sunday, 5/16/04—Bivone has blown off the Tiara Cue
I fixed the ZaZu kite again after matinee pre-set.
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Both shows Bivone didn’t show up for his tiara cue at
the end of the show.
Jay was shocked as I was leaving at the end of the
show—and not staying for the overnight work call. I don’t
know if the other crew members knew that I was not going to
be doing the ABC Rollout.
The ABC Rollout took place over the weekend. Boomer
replaced me. This was the first time anyone from the regular
crew was ever replaced by an outside person for a special
event in the theatre. Even though everyone knew Boomer, and
I assume things went fine, it was strange for me not to be
there.
Wednesday, 5/19/04—Lateness
Things got started a little late today, due to the fact that
the Rollout strike went late last night. Victor and Timmy
started work call at 9am. Joe slept in the theatre last night but
he didn’t start till 9 either. I had to start at 8am - as usual!
Matinee: I asked Victor about rehearsals for the week.
He said there were none.
Evening: I mopped the stage after the carpenters did a
repair during pre-set that left some debris on the stage. I just
did it even though both Timmy and Bivone saw that it was
going to be needed. No one told me to do it. It wasn’t my job.
No one thanked me.
I also pre-set the ZaZu bird that the Puppet crew
brought down after pre-set—while Bivone watched me with
no thank you. It’s his responsibility to pre-set the bird.
Bivone actually let me go early because he had a
mirror call after the show.
Thursday, 5/20/04—Cues missed
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Bivone missed the Elephant cue. And he, once again,
missed the tiara cue.
Friday, 5/21/04—Cue missed
Boomer showed up to drop off his passport so he could
get paid for last weekend—just as we were taking out the
Elephant. He said “Hi Boesky” (his pet name for me). I said
“Hi Boomer.” It didn’t seem like there was any animosity.
This is good. So it’s just Victor being in a snit because he
didn’t get his way. But why be angry with me? Boomer’s the
one who got a dose of conscience and decided not to bump
me?
Then after we got back to the stage Timmy nearly
creamed his pants showing how delighted he was that Boomer
was present—all for my benefit.
Bivone didn’t bother with the tiara cue again.
Saturday, 5/22/04—Cue missed; Lateness
No “Good Mornings” today.
After matinee pre-set I helped Timmy fix the buzzard pole
without being asked.
Bivone was not there for his tiara cue. Whenever this
happens, the actor is forced to put the tiara on a nearby table.
Victor had dinner with Jeff (the Supervising Stage
Manager) and Drew (the head Carpenter) and Jim (the head
Electrician). He was not back for the pre-set for the evening
show. Timmy and Bivone did Victors pre-set.
Bivone missed his tiara cue again.
Sunday, 5/23/04—Cue missed; Retribution
I was told to change out the 7 shadow puppets, putting
new plexi puppets on each stick—all by myself. No help.
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While Victor and Timmy were outside smoking and Bivone
went to the deli. This should have been done on Wednesday’s
work call.
Bivone blew off his tiara cue.
Evening show: For the second time now, as I come
into the room to read just before the show starts, Timmy has
started turning off the TV as he leaves. It’s great for me, but
he thinks he is keeping me from TV (that I don’t pay for.) He
is so pathetic.
Bivone was almost late for the Elephant cue and once
again blew off his tiara cue.
Monday and Tuesday, 5/24, 25/04
The Heather Hedley concert took place. I was not
invited. Boomer replaced me.
Wednesday, 5/26/04—Cue missed; Retribution
During work call Bivone and Timmy spent 30-45
minutes adjusting the ant hill rig so the ant hill would hang
differently when stored after its use. When I asked “what’s
up” no one responded. The subject of how the ant hill hangs
was raised before and it was determined that moving it
wouldn’t change much. I saw no reason to move it. After they
spent 30 minutes on it they ended up moving it 3 times and
ended with it being ½” from its original position.
When Timmy took bird kites out to the their pre-set
position in the front of the house, he took all of the kites from
SL without leaving our spare. When I asked about it he didn’t
admit a mistake he just said, “It’s probably out front.”
Matinee: Joe blew off his tiara cue.
Evening: After Elephant pre-set I was instructed to
hang curtains in Scar’s dressing room. No one was assigned to
help (like when I remounted shadow puppets). Everyone else
just relaxed. This too should have been done during the
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regular Wednesday work call. They want me to object so they
have grounds for insubordination. I did the assigned work
without complaint. It seems I will get first crack at all the jobs
that are extra and don’t pay. Bivone will get first crack at the
jobs that are extra and DO pay (like mirrors). I am sure I will
never get a mirror call after the show ever again. It’s all called
retribution. Screw Bo whenever and wherever.
Various signs that I posted announcing my plans to
make an audition video for “Survivor” have begun to
mysteriously disappear from the various theater bulletin
boards. Is this a coincidence? A random act? Things have not
disappeared before for anyone—as far as I know. My gut
feeling is that someone is being real immature here.
Saturday, 5/29/04
Ken was in for Bivone who was doing Victor’s cues.
Bivone and I had trouble lifting Timone (the character)
off his rolling cart as he rolls off stage. I never have trouble
when Victor and I do it.
Tuesday, 6/1/04
Tiara cue missed by Bivone.
Wednesday, 6/2/04—Lateness
Victor late for work call. He called; Timmy answered.
Could hear Timmy say “Yes, he’s here.” Could they really be
waiting for me to be late?
Friday, 6/4/04
John in for Bivone. He set the River Silk upside down.
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Victor has stopped thanking me for handing him the
Timone puppet at intermission as he climbs the ladder to preset it. In fact he has pretty much stopped talking to me about
anything.

Sunday, 6/6/04—Survivor flyers and Video
50 members of the cast and crew volunteered to stay
after the matinee to appear in my Audition Video for
“Survivor.”
Throughout this week I had put up signs reminding
people about participating. Every sign I put up got taken down
from bulletin boards, from the elevator, and from various wall
locations where things of this nature are usually posted. Even
after I replaced them, they were removed again. No other
signs posted by anyone else were ever taken down from
anywhere. This wasn’t an inappropriate posting situation. This
was vandalism. I have a suspicion it was Timmy.
Thursday, 6/10/04—The missed tiara cue
Bivone has not done the tiara cue for some time now.
(The cue involves receiving the tiara from the Timone
character after he leaves the stage, and putting it on the prop
shelf.) Brady, playing Timone, made the comment “Where is
he?” when Bivone wasn’t there to receive the tiara. I said I
don’t know.
Tuesday, 6/15/04—Special work call – not invited;
Lateness
Victor was late. Didn’t show up till pre-set was
finished. Al (from electrics) helped with the Elephant. He does
this occasionally as a favor.
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The prop crew had cleaned the 8 th floor today without
me—an extra call for extra money. Someone else was in my
place. I think it was Hammer (an electrician). More money I
am loosing.
(It has always been a Local One practice, and even a
strict contract negotiating point, that stagehands do not cross
departmental lines to do work. i.e. prop people do prop work,
electricians do electric work, etc. Hammer doing prop work
on a work call is in direct violation of this practice.)
Wednesday, 6/16/04—Late; Retribution – Bowling Photo
I was tipped of by one of the ushers that my Bowling
Team photo, on the bulletin board, has been vandalized.
Someone had blacked out my eyes and drawn on a long
mustache. My immediate suspect was Timmy, since I have
suspected it has been him taking down every sign I had put up
about my Survivor video. I wrote a note attached to the
bowling photo saying:
“I thought I worked in a place with adults. I wonder if the
person who did this would be man enough to sign his work.”
Later I found a reply:
“Your not man enough to honor your agreements.”
I responded:
“You mean the agreement that was against Union rules?”
He wrote:
“Your word is your bond.”
It was obviously Timmy. It is the way he wins
arguments by diverting the focus to some innocuous babble—
like going off on the fact that I didn’t pay for TV in his tirade
of several weeks ago. So here, he wasn’t addressing the issues
he was hitting something about my not keeping my word and
leaving the show “like I agreed to.” Typically he twists things
and doesn’t know what he’s talking about, because I had not
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gone back on my word. Boomer decided not to come and I
was told by Victor I could stay.
I took down the photo and wrote a last note:
“Obviously you are not “able” to understand reality. The
agreement was canceled and therefore nullified. Get over it.”
I really don’t know how to deal with this kind of thing.
I don’t understand these kinds of psychotic people—who
totally ignore the facts in an argument and go off on twisted
tangents. Plus, he vandalized my photo and then had the
audacity to talk to me about honor! It’s all so high school. So
immature. Why should I have to deal with this kind of
behavior??? I did nothing wrong!
Then Victor and Timmy were late for the second show
(where is their honor?).
Bivone has altogether given up the tiara cue. The
regular Timone has gotten used to putting it on the prop shelf
himself.
Thursday, 6/17/04—Lateness
Rehearsal—I was invited!
Victor showed up right at 1pm. Bivone and I set the
piano. I didn’t see Timmy for an hour or more. I stayed on
stage and Bivone came in and out and we did everything that
was needed for the various scenes rehearsed—which was
nothing really till the Elephant was needed at 4pm.
Show: No other reply was added to my bulletin board
bowling note. I took it down when I left. I guess Timmy got
the message that I knew he was doing it because he didn’t
write anything more.
I told Juan (the doorman) that no one should touch the
trophy that I had put in the security room except me. And I
explained why. I put it in the security room because I figured
that would be the only place it would be secure from
vandalism.
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Tuesday, 6/22/04—Alienating; Marshal
I had dinner with Alexis (a dresser). After I told her
about what was happening she told me that all she had
heard—from Cynthia—was that “Bo has alienated himself
from the prop department.” Interesting . . . wonder where that
came from? I know that Cynthia idolizes Timmy and Victor. I
am not surprised that she is getting their viewpoint and
believing it.
Butch’s son, Marshal, is in tonight to learn Bivone’s
track. He is a non-card guy who worked a few shows as a
carpenter in his dad’s track. Victor is not in. Timmy is back
from his long weekend and Taccone is teaching Marshal the
stage left track (God help Marshal).
When I had asked several months ago (way before all
the bullshit began and we were all on good terms) if my son
could learn a show or two as a sub, Victor flatly refused on the
grounds that he “never hired non-card guys.” Interesting. I
guess that was just bullshit. And now it’s just another
retribution knife in the back. I can hear Victor and Timmy
chuckling about it now.
I may be the only Local One guy in history to not be
able to get his son some part-time work in the Union.
Wednesday, 6/23/04—Marshal
Bivone is now continuing to teach his track to Marshal.
I heard someone make a comment about Marshal being here.
And Victor’s response was, “Nepotism is what Local One is
built on.” He knows I heard his response. He is so proud of
himself that he hired Marshal and not my son. Could he be any
more juvenile?
Butch is tip toeing around me regarding Marshal. He
knows it bothers me but I do not hold Marshal responsible. I
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am not going out of my way to say much to him—but still
being cordial.
Friday, 6/25/04
Marshal is following me today and Victor didn’t even
have the decency to tell me himself. In fact he hasn’t spoken
to me at all for several days. Such a child.
Even though Bivone taught Marshal to do the tiara cue,
Bivone still doesn’t do it himself.
Saturday, 6/26/04
I have Marshal following me only for matinee. He
didn’t do too well. Especially with pre-setting the cloth on the
water bowl under the stage. He is doing his father’s cues
tonight in carpentry.
Sunday, 6/27/04
Marshal doesn’t remember which is upstage and which
is downstage (or he was never taught). Amazing!
He was hoisting the anthill dress with his left hand—
with a rope through a pulley—and couldn’t reach it with his
right hand. He failed to realize that all he had to do was lower
the rope with his left hand.
I did Bivone’s half of the bowl cue in the basement
since I was there watching Marshal do my half anyway. This
consideration was not reversed last week when Marshal was
learning Bivone’s track.
Bivone let me go from stage left and he watched
Marshall and did Baby Simba cue.
I offered to let Timmy or Victor go early—Timmy did.
I did his last cues.
Friday, 7/2/04—Special Work call – not invited
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The prop crew worked on the 8 th floor again—
cleaning. I was not invited to join them and it means loss of
income and this hurts. Hammer was in again—another
violation.
Saturday, 7/3/04—Retribution; Cue missed; Lateness
I talked to Butch and told him my side of the story. He
said he heard from another theatre that I had hired a lawyer to
get out of my agreement with Victor. So they are slandering
me outside the theatre. Also something about how I “fucked”
Timmy somehow, somewhere, and that was what motivated
his tirade against me. I have absolutely no idea what this
means. I don’t go around doing this sort of thing—especially
to those who hire me. I have no way to solve this if I don’t
know what it’s all about.
Victor was late for the 2nd show from dinner.
Timmy hadn’t moved the Mufasa shadow puppet
during intermission of the matinee so it wasn’t pre-set for the
evening show and Victor had to run and get it at the last
minute. The perfect Timmy has made a mistake!
Thursday, 7/8/04—Lateness
Timmy was late for pre-set. He came in just in time for
the Elephant pre-set.
Sunday, 7/11/04—Retribution – Marshal does mirror call
Victor went on vacation for a week which meant that
Timmy was in charge. Marshal was in for Bivone—who went
over to do Victors cues. Timmy assigned Marshal to do the
mirrors after the show! When I got home I called Jimmy (who
had talked to me about the union stuff when my job was on the
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line) to ask him if this was legitimate—a non-card guy getting
an overtime call before a card guy. He suggested I talk to Ray
(the Shop Steward) about using non-Union before Union man.
Tuesday, 7/12/04
I talked to Ray. He said he didn’t think it was
legitimate—to use a non-card guy before a card guy for
overtime. He will call the Union and ask a B. A. This will be
the first time I have taken an issue up the chain of arbitration.

CHAPTER THREE
Is Help on the Way?
(7/13/04—9/18/04)

Wednesday, 7/13/04—First call to the Union; Vacuuming
the orchestra pit
Ray called Union office. Kevin (the B.A.) is on
vacation but Wex (the other B.A.) will get back to him.
Wex called during our work call and Ray talked to
him. Wex said he’d call Timmy before the matinee. Oh Boy!
Lot’s of chatter about what did I do to make Timmy so
mad at me. By the end of the day people had heard about a
“dispute.” Butch asked me if I called the Union to complain
about Marshal. I set him straight.
Timmy hasn’t said anything. I asked Ray about the
chatter—he blamed it on Timmy and Bivone. He said Timmy
talked with Wex but Wex was on cell phone and the
connection was bad so Ray didn’t know yet what Wex talked
to Timmy about.
During work call Timmy had “extra” work for me—
particularly vacuuming out the orchestra pit which we stopped
doing years ago because the theatre porters were doing it. I
just did it with no objection.
Thursday, 7/14/04—Chat with Pat and Marshal; Light
Bulb Retribution
Timmy wasn’t strutting when I arrived for work, so I
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think the word from the Union came down on my side.
I had a conversation with Pat (a friend and carpenter
sub) and with Marshal about all of the bullshit. Pat
understands and calls Timmy an asshole/jerk. Marshal
understands that it’s nothing about him.
At the top of the show Ray informed me that Wex’s
opinion is that Marshal doing mirrors shouldn’t have
happened.
Kevin is back and Timmy ran into him at the Deli and
Kevin’s first reaction was that a head can hire whomever he
chooses. But Ray says he hasn’t heard the whole story and
Wex is now out of town. So when Victor comes back on
Saturday all will be discussed. Ray said Wex thought Victor
could be in big trouble and “even get fired.”
So, as days and weeks pass, I am being subjected to
vilification/slander, retribution with bogus work duties,
financial penalties—all adding up to be a harassment suit. Not
to mention their violation of work rules.
I went into the prop room at 8pm as usual—to find the
fluorescent light bulb out over the table where I read. I looked
around and found it in the corner. Marshal came in and I told
him the “boys” had pulled the light so I couldn’t read—as a
prank. We laughed.
Later Marshal was in the room with them and asked:
“why is it so dark in here? I came down at the top of the show
and the door was locked.” Bivone told him the light bulb burnt
out! How old are these people??!!
Friday, 7/16/04
Ray tells me now that Kevin also believes what Timmy
did was wrong. Ray said he reiterated that I don’t want to
make trouble—I just wanted clarification on the issue. He said
Kevin will be stopping by next week. I don’t know if that
means we will all be “getting together” or if he is just going to
talk to Victor.
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The light bulb was back in the light fixture in the prop
room – magically working again.
Saturday, 7/17/04—Victor returns; Timmy Late; Ray
busts balls
Victor was by the elevator when I walked in. Said “hi.”
Nothing was spoken of during the matinee. I thought there
would be an attitude thing hanging in the air or that Victor
would ask to speak to me—but nothing.
Ray asked if he said anything to me and I told him
“No.”
Timmy was a few minutes late for second show
Then at intermission of second show, as we were all
working onstage, Ray burst out with: “So, Victor, if you want
to know the truth about all that’s been happening while you
were away, just let me know.”
Victor: “I already know.”
Ray: “I mean the truth.”
Timmy chimed in something about doing “what he
was told” and “Ray thinks he know but he doesn’t.” And
Victor commented something about “heads doing the hiring.”
As I walked away, Fudie (a carpenter) said to me “see
what you started?” (Interesting how perceptions can be so
warped, so that the wrong people get blamed. Or was he
suggesting that I crossed the line by questioning my
superiors—a Local One philosophy?)
Then, at the end of the show I asked Ray if something
had prompted his ball busting and he said “no.” (Ray just
loves to bust balls.) And that Victor hadn’t asked to talk to
him. I told him the things that were said because he had left
the stage before the comments at intermission. Apparently
Timmy had told the B.A. that Victor left instructions for
Timmy to use Marshal (this is Timmy throwing Victor in).
They still don’t see that it’s about the overtime hour and not
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about the “principle” of hiring Marshal. Plus, apparently there
was some confrontation between Timmy and Ray where
Timmy was in Ray’s face with his finger (like he has done to
me) and Ray shoved him or his chair—I’m not sure of the
details. Kevin (the B. A.) is supposed to stop by next week.
That will be interesting.
Sunday, 7/18/04—Timmy flaunts work calls
Ray flashes the “V” sign to Victor. Victor says
“Victory?” Ray says “Peace.”
Ray waves to me across the stage. He is getting a kick
out of all of this.
Victor tells me there is a rehearsal on Friday. I say
“Roger.”
Timmy flaunts the piano/mirror call tonight—in front
of me. It’s not directed at me or anything. It’s just always the
way he grandstands— by asking Victor about the things they
are doing that I am not involved in. Like: Barbecue cook-outs
at people’s houses; Piano/mirror calls; cleaning the eighth
floor; phone calls to Boomer; dinners with various people. He
always asks or “confirms” these things right in front of me so
he is sure that I know it is all going on without me. I know that
he doesn’t need to ask or confirm these things. He is Mr. Alltogether such that the smallest detail has never escaped him.
He only does it to flaunt in my face. Have I used the term
“juvenile” before?
Wednesday, 7/21/04—Retribution;
Lateness; Missed pre-set

Edict

from

BA;

During work call Victor had me vacuum the stage
corners (not unlike Timmy having me vacuum the pit)—do
these two actually put their heads together to come up with
this stuff? But I also had to clean out the garbage that had
accumulated in the troughs and around the edges of the show
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deck. This was, to my knowledge never done before in the
entire run of the show. They are just creating jobs for me.
No word from the Union. Ray called and left message
for Kevin.
Victor forgot to pre-set the fight banner. Butch came
outside to get me to do it. I said, “It’s not my job” as a joke,
but, of course I went in and took care of it.
At the end of the matinee Ray told me Kevin called
Victor and told him he was wrong to hire Marshal for the
overtime call and if he ever did it again he would appear
before the board. That was more than I had anticipated as the
response.
Ray said that Kevin said that I could call him if I
wanted. I think I will.
As I was leaving the theatre I saw Victor huddled with
Timmy and I think he was telling him the bad news.
Second show: Victor didn’t show for the pre-set until
after the Elephant was done. Timmy discovered he had
forgotten to pre-set his Guinea Fowl. He noticed this as he
came up at the top of the show right in front of me. Then
Bivone came up and Timmy asked Bivone (in a quiet huddle)
to go get the Guinea Fowl for him. These guys are
concentrating too much on how to screw with me and not
enough on their duties and responsibilities.
Thursday, 7/22/04—Cue missed; Lateness
Ritchie is in for Victor. It’s been a while. He was
late—just in time for the Elephant pre-set. There is no
reprimand. Perhaps he had cleared his tardiness with Timmy.
He will do his old cues with me on stage left and Bivone
moves to stage right to do Victor’s cues.
Timmy made a point of telling me Ritchie wasn’t
doing the last cue stage left. This was not necessary but it
satisfies Timmy whenever he can dictate these things.
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Also Ritchie missed moving the Baby Simba
downstage at intermission. I did it without mentioning it.
Other than that things were cordial enough between us. We
chatted and co-operated just fine.
Kevin and I played phone tag.
Apparently Timmy was quizzing Sara and Donna
(dressers and bowling team members) about bowling. Perhaps
to get some dirt to be able to throw in my face, like the Cable
TV crack.
Friday, 7/23/04—Phone tag - e-mail
Called Kevin again and he was in another meeting.
Left a message.
At dinner I sent e-mail to Kevin:
Kevin,
I know you're busy. I hate phone tag, don't you?
Ray King said it would be OK to get in touch with you. And I would
like that, because I believe we do need to talk about this stuff. The
work call to the non-card guy - that I asked about - was not an
isolated incident in terms of the vendetta that is being waged
against me because you stopped Victor from dumping me. I don't
blame you certainly. But it certainly has been a mixed blessing to
have the Union on my side and have my boss AND assistant boss
wage a campaign of retribution against me.
I don't know how much you know. And I am sure that you don't
know my side of anything. But I believe we do need to talk.
I would be more that pleased to come to the office on Monday or
Tuesday (I live in the neighborhood) should you find yourself with a
half hour or so. Perhaps over lunch. I don't want to make trouble.
But because I didn't do anything to warrant the behavior against me,
I don't believe I should have to endure a hostile work environment
as some penalty for the Union stepping in on my behalf. Hoping we
can put it all behind us ...
Bo

I mentioned to a few people about my 208 at bowling
last night. Once to Donna when Timmy was within earshot.
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Saturday, 7/24/04—Cue made!
Tonight was the first time in weeks that Bivone was
there for his tiara cue.
Sunday, 7/25/04
Victor out, John in. He doesn’t speak to me. I could
care less.
Timmy has big greeting for Ray. Gee . . . are they best
friends now. It’s really funny how Ray is sliding by about all
of this. He, as Shop Steward, has actually helped me—
particularly regarding the non-card guy getting work over me.
It is surprising to me that someone who is, by all intents and
purposes, a thorn in Victor’s site, is getting worm and fuzzy
greetings from Timmy (and Victor too). While I, who did
nothing, am treated with contempt.
Tuesday, 7/27/04
Victor apparently has taken the week off. John is in
and Bivone has moved to stage right.
I still haven’t heard from Kevin.
Wednesday, 7/28/04
No outrageous work assignments from Timmy. Could
Kevin have contacted them and set them straight about
“Hostile work place”?
Saturday, 7/31/04—Lateness
I am sick with a cold or something.
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Marshal is in because John had to switch over to the
electrics department. (Both John and Marshal do the tiara cue.
Bivone doesn’t.)
Timmy was half hour late for second show and
completely missed the pre-set. What would happen if I was
late, or completely missed the pre-set?? I wonder . . .!
Sunday, 8/1/04
I took sick day because I feel lousy.
Tuesday, 8/3/04
Back to work. Victor is back. Marshal in for Bivone,
so he is working with me stage left. Apparently John did my
cues on Sunday and Marshal did Bivone’s. Why train Marshal
in all tracks if he never does all tracks?? Could it be that the
only reason he is in at all is just to be a figurative thorn in my
side (Marshal being hired and not my son)? I am sure that the
fact that I am friends with Marshal is a disappointment to their
intentions.
Wednesday, 8/4 /04—Talked to Pat about State Theatre
Work call: Offered to help Timmy with Elephant. He
politely declined. Helped Bivone with varnish on new
wardrobe rack.
I talked to Pat who told me about State Theatre and a
similar hostile work environment situation of a head trying to
get rid of a crew member. My impression about treatment of
me may be right—if Pat is picking up on it. Pat was going to
get a pamphlet for me from State Theatre about “Hostile Work
Environment.”
Thursday, 8/5/04—Lateness
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Victor late for pre-set. Timmy once said: “with rank
comes privilege.” Maybe this is what he meant.
Saturday, 8/8/04
Asked Victor to borrow the drill gun for use at home.
He said “help yourself.” Then I asked him about the big new
locks on the prop room door. He said: “you don’t know the
combination? It’s 2967.” So I guess the locks weren’t put up
for me. I asked if he was getting nocturnal visitors and he
indicated “yes.”
Maybe Kevin talked to Victor about treatment of me.
Is this a kinder, gentler prop department?
Sunday, 8/9/04—Fight on the fly floor; Taccone owns the
place
Victor out. Taccone in.
Kevin here because of the fly floor fight between Rob
and Mike R. who had gone to stage management about getting
slapped by Rob and that opened it all up. Hearing on Tuesday.
Kevin mentioned in passing that we would talk soon.
Taccone acted as usual – like he owned the place and
was the returning star. I don’t get how in denial or totally
without a clue all these people are regarding how they think
others feel about them.
Taccone and I were supposed to set the conductor’s
platform. I was waiting. Taccone apparently didn’t understand
the instruction from Timmy (he had no idea about the
platform). When I informed him I was waiting for him he got
all upset that I was infringing on his time talking to Eddie (an
electrician). I told him we had work to do and that I was
waiting and he was infringing on my free time. He started in
with “Get over it” and acting his usual holier-than-thou self.
He grabbed the platform and barreled through the pit knocking
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microphones and music stands grumping all the way about
“was he helping?” “are we done?” “is there anything else?”
Typical of him that no one can tell him anything. My response
was “You come here once a month and act like you own the
place.”
Dinner with Shannon (an electric department sub).
Topic: “How to change Local One’s attitude of arrogance and
ball-busting.” Nothing is resolved.
Tuesday, 8/10/04
Victor and Timmy striking the piano muttering
something about “Hot Head.” I didn’t understand what it
meant.
After pre-set, and after I do my reading stage left, I go
into the prop room at 8pm and usually everyone has left or are
just about to. And I usually try to sit under one of the lights to
continue reading. Today I had to sit across the room because
Timmy was still sitting in the chair with the light. After he left
I moved over. He came back in the room and saw me sitting in
the same chair and asked, “It’s still warm!” I said “Yeah
thanks.” But I didn’t understand his comment—a typical outof-the-blue, non-sequitur comment. I let it go. He left the
room.
At the end of the show I was stage right to do final cue
and peering out onstage at Rafiki, as I often do. And I was
holding the curtain tab in my hand. Timmy came behind me
and asked: “Bo, what the hell are you doing?” Quite a
condescending tone. As if I were a child caught with my hand
in the cookie jar. I just walked away.
I had the sinking feeling that these two episodes were
an indication that Timmy was going to start back in on his
patronizing comments toward me prior to his big blow up
back in May. I was worried that he was going to begin again. I
would prefer that he didn’t speak to me at all.
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Wednesday, 8/11/04—Victor the “hot head”
Mike R. and Rob were not at work.
There was a hearing yesterday and Mike R. was called
a “Hot Head” by the producer. He said: “Me? A Hot Head?
I’ll tell you who is a Hot Head. Your house prop man is a Hot
Head.” So this is what Timmy and Victor were talking about
yesterday. Poor Victor—being called something he is not.
George, Jimmy and Butch are testifying today.
Thursday, 8/12/04
Poor Victor is still lamenting that he is not a Hot Head.
I wanted to ask him how he felt about being accused of
something that wasn’t true and possibly having to suffer
repercussions. But I didn’t. I learned a long time ago that I
never win in the sarcasm department.
There was a rehearsal at intermission holding up our
setting of the water pond. In these situations Bivone hangs
around so Timmy can get out to the front of house for his bird
pre-set. But every time Bivone does the pond setting he
doesn’t pull it hard enough and the edges flutter inward. And
today, after we opened the pond, he just walked away and
didn’t help toe-out the edges (that we all do). He had nowhere
to go except down to the prop room to watch TV. It was very
inconsiderate and unprofessional and Victor said nothing. The
great Bivone—“a better fit.”
Friday, 8/13/04
Rehearsal: Put-in for new kids. Act One, twice. Bivone
forgot to strike bugs after first run through. He was dealing
with re-setting the mouse and butterflies and teasing Timmy
about doing “someone else’s job.” And Timmy says: “Not my
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job.” I wonder if Butch had told them about the time I said
that to him about my pre-setting Victor’s Banner.
Bivone came clean, though, during second act and
admitted he forgot to strike the bugs.
Timmy to Victor while he was guiding the Elephant in
with the guide ropes: “Don’t you want to use the gizmo?”
Victor: “No. I don’t need the gizmo.” (The “gizmo” is
actually a climbing devise called an “ascender” that I use to
pull ropes since I am usually the one guiding the heavy
Elephant in every day. Victor was doing the guiding today
because I was busy elsewhere. They love to kid me about using
it, suggesting I’m not macho.)
Sunday, 8/15/04
Taccone in doing Bivone’s cues because Timmy is out
and Bivone is stage right.
Taccone helps fly in the Elephant. Interesting how
Bivone never does.
Taccone forgot to move his 2 bird kites off of the stage
left prop table. I had to do it.
Taccone pre-set the anthill right in front of where the
Mayflower has to land. He, as so many others, is just so
oblivious about how all the parts fit together.
Bivone will never break down the house display table
out front where the animals are pre-set for the top of the show,
or move the sound cart out of the way, or move the
merchandise kiosk if it will be in props way. His attitude is
that it is not his responsibility. He also never unloads the
wildebeests from the flying rack for wardrobe during pre-set
when he is filling in for Victor (who does it regularly). And
this is the guy who “fits” better in the department! How can
Victor prefer and laud this uncooperative, unprofessional
behavior?
Wednesday, 8/18/04
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For the second or third time Timmy used the phrase
“Not my cue” within earshot. Not directed to me, but
obviously for my benefit. I need to ask Butch if he shared the
story with Timmy.
Thursday, 8/19/04
There was a special event today—Jeopardy—and
Victor and Timmy were the only ones called. I could tell
because whenever Timmy and Victor deal with props on stage
left (not their usual side) everything is out of place. Whoa be
tide me if I were to do something on their side of the stage that
was different from the way they were used to having it done.
Saturday, 8/21/04
Victor decided to put his chair in the place that
everyone knows to be the spot where I sit and read outside—
under the fire escape. I went out to read and saw him there and
just walked away. Timmy laughed. How old are these guys?
Sunday, 8/22/04—Cues and who should do them
Pre-set: Helped Timmy replace pole on ZaZu kite.
John and I did conductor’s platform in the pit. He
nearly yanked it out of my hands—like Taccone did. He is in
doing Bivone’s cues. Bivone shifting to Victor’s cues.
Lately, John hasn’t gone ahead with bringing in the
Elephant during pre-set—he just stands around talking to
Bivone till I get there to pull the guide ropes. It isn’t really my
cue (Baron never did it when Baron had the show). But
because I use my “gizmo” gripper on the rope, and it’s easy
for me, everyone has let it be “my” cue, while, at the same
time, ridiculing my “gizmo.” I don’t say anything. In fact, it
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was actually, originally Timmy’s cue but he never does it
now.
John also never makes it up to the stage to help me
hang the wildebeest masks during Act I (like Bivone does). I
know that he stops off in the electric room downstairs to kill
time “pretending” not to be able to make it up on time. Low
life!
Friday, 8/27/04—Talked to Drew about my son subbing;
Timmy snipping
Talked to Drew about my son being an emergency sub.
Possible but not probable.
Asked Victor about the specifics regarding Sunday’s
special show at 4PM for the Republicans. Timmy interrupted
and did his usual chiding, condescending patronizing thing
and said I should “learn how to read the call board and then I
would know.” Victor simply answered my question.
I just told Timmy that “there were lots of people
confused about the schedule and I thought talking to my boss
would be the best course of action.” No response from
Timmy.
Taccone in and talking to me as if nothing happened
from the other day.
Sunday, 9/4/04
During pre-set, Bivone, as Victor, crashes into the
upstage right light tower with the mask eyepiece. He made a
joke about it.
I helped with orchestra platform at Bivone’s request.
Timmy (as boss) made it a point in front of me to tell
John he would be doing the piano and mirrors after the show.
His flaunting is pathetic. He never usually makes this
announcement so I should hear it. This time it was done
because Marshal had been shifted to carpenters for today and
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John was in props (with Victor out) and so they would not
have to give me the mirrors call since John was a card guy and
he was permitted to do it.
Ray called me “Champ” and then told me he heard
Victor had scolded Bivone about all of his complaining.
COMMENT: Sexual harassment? This has been
bothering me.
A couple of times during last week or the week before
I observed Kristin and Ruth Lynn shunning the affectionate
advances of Victor. Both of them pushed him away and
admonished him for trying to hug them. Kristin’s was
somewhat less agitated that Ruth Lynn. Ruth Lynn actually
moved away and had a sour look on her face. Victor has a
reputation as a letch. (People have actually said this to me.) He
“handles” nearly every female in the show under the pretext of
hugs and affection and him being friendly and magnanimous.
Most women just let it happen. Some avoid it by not getting
too close. Some welcome it. Others reprimand him. After Ruth
Lynn shunned the advance, Victor said to Timmy “Shelves in
her office . . . last on the list.”
I don’t know how he gets away with it. Except that
people would rather just let it go than cause a scene. This is, of
course, enabling behavior. The worst I saw was when Victor
would sit out behind Cynthia (rehearsal pianist/conductor)
during rehearsals at the piano. He would actually rub her.
“Massage” her. But once I saw him start to just rub her leg and
she took his hand and removed it.
The few people I have talked to about this think it is
disgusting, but they won’t do anything about it.
Saturday, 9/11/04
Timmy again making his grand announcement about
his grand plans for dinner, listing the invited guests as if to
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hurt me by pointing out that I am not invited. I could care less.
Childish. He is also talking about the crew for the Actors Fund
Special Event of Hair this coming weekend, and I am not on
the list. What a surprise!
For the evening show the light in the prop room had
been removed again over the table where I do my reading. I
put it back in and read my book. This time I left it in.
Bivone nearly late for Elephant cue.
Sunday, 9/12/04—Bumped on Elephant rehearsal
First 2-show Sunday of this year.
Bivone still hasn’t bothered with his tiara cue for quite
some time. Everyone else who does his show is there for the
cue.
At pre-set for 2nd show I asked Victor about rehearsals
next week. He said “Nothing.”
I said “There is an Elephant on Thursday. You have
someone else for that?”
He said “Yes.” I did not challenge him on the
departmental lines work rule violation this represented.
Monday, 9/13/04
Call Union office and left message for Kevin about
Elephant rehearsals. I thought this kind of this was settled.
Tuesday, 9/14/04
As of 6PM I have not heard from Kevin.
Wednesday, 9/15/04—Retribution
Work call: I did the grass, as usual. I was given a
sewing job on the Zazu kite because of my abilities. Then, at
10 after 11, I was told to vacuum the stage perimeter – when
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Timmy and Bivone were just hanging out with nothing to do. I
didn’t object. I just grabbed the vacuum and went to work.
There really wasn’t any need. We usually break at 11:15 to
wash up for lunch. Timmy was already gone. At 11:20, while I
was still working, Victor told me to take lunch.
Thursday, 9/15/04—Kevin
Finally got in touch with Kevin. I called again to the
office, he was on the phone, and I left another message and he
called back. We talked for 30 minutes or so. I gave him my
perspective and asked him about the propriety of Victor’s
behavior and about using someone else at rehearsal today. He
filled me in on his side of the original situation and
conversations that had ensued. Basically he said Victor should
not have hired Marshal for the mirror call after the show, but
there was little he could do at this point. Regarding rehearsal:
Kevin explains that we were all weekly employees and
theoretically could be hired on a day to day basis. Victor had
the right to hire whomever he wanted. It may be “conduct
unbecoming” but that’s all. Outrageous rationalization which
totally ignored the fact that the person called in for a rehearsal
in place of me was returning to the show in another
department while I did my prop cues. This was not Victor
hiring someone else for the day.
Kevin told me that he advised Victor originally that he
should find a situation for me to go to, rather than just be put
out on the street. His suggestion to Victor included work with
Timmy. When I told him of Timmy’s tirade he understood I
wouldn’t work for him again. Apparently Boomer had brought
Kevin into the mix originally. Boomer didn’t want to bump
me. I don’t know how altruistic that was—or how paranoid.
When I hinted at the uncomfortable work environment—
without using the term “hostile,” Kevin suggested I should
“look elsewhere if I was unhappy.” Interesting—that it should
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be up to me to remedy my feeling of hostility by leaving the
show!
When I would ask him questions about the voracity or
legality or “right-ness” of Victor’s actions he would always
query whether I was talking about a court of law. Clearly he
wants to keep this “in house” where he and Victor feel they
can manipulate me. He is limited within the Union as to what
can be done—unless I file a formal complaint. But he seems
concerned that I may take the whole issue to court. He is
trying to be very careful about what he says but he is saying
more than he knows. I am just letting him.
I got the distinct impression that he wasn’t going to do
anything in my favor—and I was careful to state that I wasn’t
asking him to do anything because I didn’t want anyone to be
able to say I was sicking the Union on Victor. But I also
clearly implied that what Victor was doing was wrong—
because I did nothing wrong. I had been fully prepared to train
Boomer and then to vacate the job for him—and I never
threatened to go to the Union or hire a lawyer.
I am well aware that Kevin is friends with Boomer and
Victor which is clearly a conflict of interest. But I don’t
mention this. I’m sure he doesn’t want this to blow up because
it could reflect badly on the Union and on him. He is playing it
safe and trying to “handle” it by “handling” me. He is
implying that his hands are tied (repeating that we are all
“weekly employees”) and that he can do little. He never came
out and said what Victor was doing was wrong.
At the show, I found out from Pamela that Hammer
was in for the rehearsal today to do the Elephant. She also told
me that Dave (Company Manager) called a halt to shelve
building because apparently Victor and/or Timmy were double
billing. I don’t know how that could happen because we don’t
“bill” for time building shelves in the theatre. They would
have had to add on a work call that they didn’t attend and
build the shelves during a rehearsal or something.
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Ray came up to me and asked who was in for the
rehearsal and I told him, all he did was make a “hhmpf”
sound. No discussion. I didn’t really see Hammer till the end
of the show as I was leaving and we passed each other. He
said “Take care.” I said “You too.” I think he realizes that I
know he’s been in for Elephant rehearsals. I think also, maybe
he, after the fact, realized that he back-doored me.
Bowling night. Lane Kings had a bye so we took a free
23 points. I also had a 231!!!
Friday, 9/17/04—A crowd around Victor
Just before the show, I stopped Hammer and asked him
if he wanted to hear my side of the story; that I’d be happy to
tell him. He new right away what I was talking about. And
apologized because he said he didn’t really know what was
going on. I told him that was why I wanted to talk to him to
fill him in so he wouldn’t be an unwitting pawn in the game.
Timmy was not at the show. John was in.
No one crowded around Victor on the sidewalk. He
must have felt lonely. Usually there are 3 or 4 people around
Victor while he smokes his cigar. Sometimes as many as six.
Timmy is usually there. They have a great time. Victor regales
everyone with his stories, Timmy brags, and everyone else
fauns and makes kissy-kissy noises. It’s sicken. Talk about
sycophants! And Victor thinks everyone crowds around him
because he is such a marvelous person, when really it is
simply because he is a department head and Local One guys
are accustomed to grovel in the presence of department heads.
Saturday, 9/18/04—Talk with Hammer
Kevin stopped by my reading spot and we chatted. I
told him the whole story about Boomer. He was, as everyone
is when they hear the truth, surprised and confused and
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amazed by the whole story. He said he was amazed at how I
have kept my cool in the whole thing and complimented me
on my dignity. He volunteered not to do anymore rehearsals if
I didn’t want him to. I said “take the money,” better you than
someone else.” I just wanted him to know what was going on.
He wondered why I couldn’t talk to Victor and settle the
whole thing. I said the only settlement Victor wants is for me
to leave even though he told me I could stay. He now regrets it
but isn’t man enough or in possession of enough dignity to
talk to me. His way of dealing with it has been to ostracize me
from the group and bad mouth me to others. All Hammer did
was nod, knowingly.
Talking to Hammer made me feel more comfortable
about things—especially about my perception of things and
my taking what I believe to be the high road about everything.
It’s so quiet whenever Timmy isn’t in the theatre.

CHAPTER FOUR
“Loyalty has nothing to do with it.”
(9/19/04—10/29/04)

Sunday, 9/19/04—Second Talk with Victor
I asked Mike T. what he has heard about the situation.
He said he heard that I had a deal and I was going to make
trouble. I told him I wasn’t, but, once again, this establishes
the slander and character assassination that is happening. He
then said—it didn’t even matter because he thought the whole
deal was a mistake and shouldn’t have happened to begin
with.
Victor told me there was rehearsal next Friday. I
thanked him.
After pre-set I chatted with Victor outside. I mentioned
that it had gotten back to me that Timmy was telling people
that I “reneged on the agreement.” Victor said “Boomer too.” I
was shocked. He was so cavalier about the fact that they are
spreading the story and it only revolved around their claim
that I went back on the agreement. (I wonder who is hearing
the bullshit and lies and how damaging this might be to my
career.)
I tried to re-iterate that I made no threats to make
trouble and that I was in fact going to leave but didn’t when
Boomer changed his mind about coming and he (Victor) said I
could continue doing my cues. He thinks I should have said –
“no matter, I’ll go, thanks for the work.” He asked, “Didn’t
you notice when you weren’t getting calls on the events that I
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might be angry? You should have come to me an apologized.”
The audacity!!! What do I have to apologize for? He
controlled everything.
He’s angry because he didn’t get his way. And now he
is upset that I didn’t apologize! Unbelievable! I can’t solve
that for him. That is a small-minded, delusional way of
responding. He really only considers the agreement and the
fact that it didn’t go through. He has no room in his brain for
the fact that the agreement was, first of all, wrong or that he
rescinded the agreement himself out of his own fear of the
possible ramifications of a rumor he believed. I brought up
loyalty and he blatantly replied “loyalty has nothing to do with
it.” He stated that everyone works at his pleasure even Timmy
and Bivone and that we should all be grateful. Talk about
arrogance.
He has absolutely no concept of what “loyalty” means.
If nothing else it means standing up for the guys on your crew
and not stabbing them in the back by passing them over when
a full time job is available. He would never treat Timmy as he
is treating me and vice versa. He even allows Timmy to treat
me badly.
After all, what is this? – a profession or servitude??
Someone needs to teach this guy the things he didn’t learn
from his parents.
I re-iterated that I was going to step aside but that he
told me I didn’t have to. He re-iterated that Boomer and he felt
I was going to make trouble—even though I told them both I
wasn’t. He keeps skipping the part (and responsibility) that
they thought trouble would come because the agreement was
wrong and they both feared for their own skin.
I was so flustered by his twists and lies and denials and
prevarications. I should have said “Fine you tell your story,
I’ll tell mine.” But I didn’t. I was just so tongue-tied and
couldn’t think straight. He was adamant that I should have left
– even though he told me to stay. He conveniently forgets or
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glosses over the part where I was just doing what I was told to
do - stay!!
He of course would never entertain the idea that maybe
the original agreement shouldn’t have even been made. And
he chose his own course of action. He chose not to believe me
about not making trouble; he chose to tell me to stay; and he
chose to retaliate by not giving me the extra work—and by
defaming me. There were other ways he could have handled
it—he chose to handle it in an aggressive, negative, dishonest,
punitive and unprofessional way where I became the
scapegoat who defied him.
But to tell me I should have ignored Boomer’s decision
not to bump me and his own decision to let me stay—and beg
to leave—is preposterous! To expect me to thank him for the
“honor of working for him for two years”—how totally
egotistical. (I have always been grateful to him for all the
work – this was different.) I had been given a reprieve and I
took it. He now regrets it, OK, I get that. But it’s not my fault!
He has let this power thing go to his head and now he wants
me to suffer the consequences.
I now wonder if he will pull back on the Friday
rehearsal.
Monday, 9/20/04—Talk with Laura
Talked to Laura (Assistant Company Manager) to let
her know that I didn’t want to be “associated” with the prop
department regarding any questionable pay for shelf building
in the theatre. She was unaware of Dave’s clamp down on the
building because of, as I was told, “double billing.”
I then explained why I was estranged from the
department. She commented that it was “too bad” – because
she knew “how we had all worked together often in the past
and were friends.” I wonder if she will get Victor and
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Timmy’s side if she hasn’t already. I am sure she thinks highly
of them so she will probably be prone to believe them.
Tuesday, 9/21/04—Still reeling
I’m still stunned and reeling 2 days after I talked to
Victor. It is just outrageous how he has totally put this all on
me, accepting no responsibility for his own decisions and
actions. And even more—he is cavalier about telling people I
reneged with lawsuit threats, and using that as the basis for his
behavior toward me. It is such a lie and is slanderous talk.
Wednesday, 9/22/04—Late; Hair aftermath
Victor is late for the work call. It is his birthday. I
guess that makes it all right. I wished him a Happy Birthday.
He barely got out a “thank you.”
Over the weekend was the Actors Fund show of Hair. I
was not invited. Boomer and Taccone and John were in.
(More money loss for me.) Ray made a joke to Victor that it
took 3 people to replace me on the call. (Sometimes I love
Ray.) They apparently didn’t get everything finished Monday
night because there was still a lot to go out on trucks this
morning, and all of the Lion King props weren’t put back in
their show positions. I, of course was asked to help with this
restore—from a special event that I was not allowed to work
or get paid for! Interesting ethics!
Prior to the matinee, in the prop room, Timmy was on
the phone to his wife going over his schedule. He mentioned
that he had an Elephant rehearsal on Thursday, which I have
not been called in for. (He wouldn’t have mentioned Elephant
if I wasn’t in the room.) And he mentioned that he had a work
call Friday morning which I also wasn’t called in for. This is
what he does all the time—mentions things in my presence to
others because he thinks this is all a dig at me because I am
not involved. So pathetically childish. He obviously doesn’t
realize that his grandstanding is just food for my case against
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them. If he wasn’t so intent on show-boating the extra calls
that I am not invited to, how would I know there were calls
where they were in violation of work rules. He is basically
saying: “Hey Bo, pay attention, here is another time we are
violating the rules at your expense.”
When I came back from lunch after the work call
Victor told me I still had the saw horses, from my work on the
grass, to put away. I had forgotten them. And Timmy chimed
in that they were out by the elevator. Interesting—that they
left them for me and didn’t take care of them themselves. I’m
sure Timmy probably had an orgasm to discover something
that I forgot. There have been countless times when I have
picked up after them without saying anything. Like restoring
props from the event I didn’t work on! But this is one of the
differences between us—I will always do extra work and
cover them without mentioning it; they will always go out of
their way to point out that I forgot something and never cover
me.
Thursday, 9/23/04 —Breaking down conditions
Hammer in again for the Elephant rehearsal. Ray
expressed his opinion that he wouldn’t do what Hammer is
doing. It has also been expressed that Victor was breaking
down conditions—crossing departmental lines.
I thought there was a new moratorium on abuse of Bo.
I guess I was wrong or they were just verbally placating me.
Timmy forgot to pre-set his crash cart for the night
show. Interesting—the great Timmy who can do no wrong. I
said nothing. He had Bivone set it at intermission (instead of
doing it himself!)
Friday, 9/24/04
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I was in for rehearsal because it was a full put-in and
there was no way Victor could have Hammer do the cues. I
half expected that he might have John come in—who does
know my cues. But he didn’t.
After dinner I mentioned to Victor that I had a dentist
appointment next Wednesday, could he cover me for the work
call in the morning. He said: “No problem.” I said: “I’ll be in
for the matinee.”
There are three ways this could go. 1) He covers me
for the work call and I don’t have to come in. 2) He says he
can’t find anyone to cover the call unless he gives away the
matinee as well. At which point I will cancel my dentist
appointment. 3) He covers the work call AND the matinee and
tells me that’s what he HAD to do—without getting back to
me or giving me the choice. At which point I make a big stink.
I hope the first choice is what will happen. I don’t think he
will go as far as #3 although I have no doubt that Timmy will
suggest it. What possibly might happen is number two.
Ray made a few comments for Bivone’s benefit about
the work call this morning that I wasn’t invited to. Bivone just
shrugs his shoulders.
Saturday, 9/25/04—Timmy late and filled with pettiness
Timmy was late coming back from dinner. Victor did
most of his pre-set for him. Amazing. And he (Timmy) had of
course made it a point to mention dinner with Boomer in my
presence. How is the head of the department doing the
assistants work?
Apparently Timmy is now trying to make friends with
one of the dressers who happens to be my good friend. He is
offering to try and get her a job as a dresser on Chitty Chitty
Bang Bang. This is what he did with me for years. Promise
work to get me to bow and scrape. He is also doing it to Stack
(in automation) who has said he’d love to do props. Timmy
gets people to “need” him for work then he pretends to be
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your friend so you pretend that he is important and also do the
requisite groveling. Stack is finding out that Timmy probably
won’t give him a job. I warned him.
I also explained all of this to my friend Alexis. She can
see his manipulation but will go ahead and let him get her a
job if he will. I doubt that it will happen. He primarily just
wants Alexis to be indebted to him and be his friend not mine.
He has never tried to get any dresser a job before. Nor do I
think he can.
I am convinced Timmy never mentally graduated from
high school. His petty pranks and shenanigans are so
sophomoric.
Sunday, 9/26/04
Bivone noticed the Elephant was broken (after they
worked on it last Wednesday—and they are such great
“engineers”). We took it out and then Timmy and Victor went
to get materials and tools to fix it. I was not asked to help. I
went outside to read.
There were bagels and lox in the prop room when I
went down at 2pm. Drew stopped in the room and Timmy
invited him to partake. I was not offered. I did not partake.
At evening show—I went to the prop room and both
doors were locked.
Nothing else was said about Wednesday’s work call. I
am assuming that he has covered me with (probably) Boomer.
Wednesday, 9/29/04—Ticket order form vandalized
Well it was great to not have to be at the work call
today—and listen to Timmy’s incessant talking and watch his
self center strutting or watch Victors sleep on the sofa or
watch Bivone run around kissing their asses. Bivone had to do
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the grass because, apparently no one was called into work for
me—they just went one man short.
After the pre-set of the second show, I finally
remembered the ticket order I had put in last week and went to
get it from the stage managers office. “Someone” had written
on my form the word “SHOE!” Gee I wonder who.
I showed it to Victor and just said “High School” he
shrugged his shoulders as if to say – “well, there you go, what
do you expect?”
I showed it to Jimmy and he shook his head. Then
later, just before the show, I showed it to Ray and he said “I
heard all about it.” Apparently Victor immediately asked
Timmy if he did it. Timmy denied it. (But interesting that
Victor went right to Timmy). But then for some reason Timmy
went to Ray. This I don’t understand yet.
Anyway, as I expected, it got some air time on stage:
Ray making some comments about launching an
“investigation,” and Mike T. commenting about “12 year
olds.” And then Ray asking, jokingly, if I was all right? I said
“yes, I’m fine, and thanks.”
I asked around and no one knows what “Shoe!”
means!!
At intermission, in automation, Timmy made one of
his famous grandstanding statements to Stack. They were
talking about the new railings and the new “netting” that will
go in over the orchestra pit. And Timmy said; “We’ll probably
do it on some Tuesday or something.” Only because I was
there and because I wouldn’t be invited to do it.
He is so pathetic. He actually thinks he is getting to
me. He just proves, day by day, what a complete jerk he is.
How can Victor think the world of him? How did I think the
world of him?
Thursday, 9/30/04 —The beginning of the Great Chair
Mystery
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After the pre-set I was sitting outside reading in my
usual spot. Victor approached and told me that starting
tomorrow we couldn’t use the black folding chairs to sit
outside anymore. “Stage Management doesn’t want them
leaving the building.” I said “OK” he walked away.
My immediate thought was that this was just another
high school prank. Don’t know if anyone actually complained
about the chairs. But I have my suspicions that it was Kristin
(stage manager) who handed down the edict.
Friday, 10/ 1 /04—My birthday; more chairs
Neither Timmy nor Victor wished me a Happy
Birthday. They know it is my birthday because the three of us
used to have a special dinner around this time—when we all
have birthdays.
Stopped in to the stage managers office and asked
about the chairs. I directed my question to Kathy (the PSM):
“I was told that stage management didn’t want us using the
black folding chairs outside to sit on.”
Kathy turned to Kristin whose back was to the room
and Kristin said “Yes. There are chairs that say ‘Do Not
Remove’ on them and they shouldn’t be leaving the theatre.”
Ron chimed in and said. “Not that you don’t return them, but
others see you using them and they use them and don’t bring
them back.” Then he offered other chairs that were sitting on
the landing outside the office. “You can use those chairs.”
I said: “Oh. Seems strange but, if we can use these
chairs. Cool. Ok. Thanks.” And I left.
What was interesting about this was how Kathy looked
to Kristin for confirmation of a stage management policy. And
Kristin got all puffed up about laying down the law.
So after pre-set I was outside with my new chair. And
Victor was in his spot in his camp chair and Timmy was in his
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spot in a chair. I don’t know what kind. I half expected Victor
to come over and tell me I had to get rid of the chair. He
didn’t.
I really don’t understand why Victor didn’t explain the
situation better and explain that there were other chairs for me
to use. But, then again, yes I do understand.
Saturday, 10/02/04—Timmy grandstanding
Today was all about Victor, Timmy and Bivone
winning $150 in the lottery. Comments from several people in
carpentry as to whether I am going to get a “share.” At
intermission the comments flew. From Pat and Drew and Ray.
Timmy said: “He didn’t contribute to the purchase of the
ticket, unfortunately.” Don’t really understand what the intent
was there. Never expected to share.
After dinner break Timmy making comments about the
great steaks they had and that he even brought Bobbie’s food
back with him. All meant to dig at me because I wasn’t there
and that now, presumably, Bobbie knows all about what
happened—from Timmy’s point of view. (I worked with
Bobbie on Sweet Smell of Success). I’m sure the conversation
was ripe. And I’m sure Bobbie sucked it all up as per his
subservient domain.
Sunday, 10/03/04—The Great Habitat Flyers Mystery
Victor approached me and told me “Stage management
wants you to stop your ‘antics’ with the singers. It is
distracting to them.” I kind of chuckled and said OK,
hopefully giving the impression that this was silly.
We all have fun backstage. All I was doing was
conducting the singers in their offstage singing. My guess is
that it was Kristin again. I thought later that I should have
asked “who in stage management?” The next time it happens I
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will. I’m sure Victor takes great pleasure in being able to give
me these “notes.”
I noticed that my flyers for Habitat for Humanity were
gone from the bulletin boards. Here we go again!
Wednesday, 10/06/04—The only one who works
Victor late for work call. Then went home at coffee
time. I wonder if Victor will pay himself for the work call.
At 10:30 Timmy gives me a project to do—a shelf in
the hair room. Well of course it was planned to take up all the
time till 11:30. It wasn’t hard. Timmy was on the computer
doing work for his other shows (doubling). And Bivone was in
the recliner. I was the only one working. Bivone offered to
help, but there wasn’t anything for him to do really. He knew
that. I got done about 11:20 and got my jacket to leave for
lunch. On stage Timmy was mopping and asked if I was
finished. I said “yes.” He said “Good job.”
John is in for Victor for the shows.
Saturday, 10/09/04
Timmy’s birthday. Since he did not wish me greetings
on my birthday, I returned the favor. How childish of me!
Out on the street I happened to notice that Timmy
carried one of the black chairs that didn’t fold up (not folding
but from the same set of chairs needing to stay inside.)
Apparently we are allowed to use them. At least Timmy is.
But it is interesting that I was not informed of this by either
Victor or stage management.
Sunday, 10/10/04—“Dollar Sunday”
Dollar Sunday for Habitat for Humanity—I am
collecting to defray costs of my trip to build a home for
underprivileged family. All of the carpenters, a couple of
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electricians, and no prop men contributed. Comments flew
about whether the prop department was going to contribute.
Dillon said he’d double anything Timmy put in. I collected
$85 and Alison in hair won half the pot.
At pre-set of second show, Timmy pointedly, in my
presence, “clarified” with Victor whether they had an 8 hour
work calls next week. Victor said “no – the following week.”
All, as usually, meant to say to me “look what you are loosing
out on.” Let me make a note.
Monday & Tuesday 10/11, 12/04
At the theatre there is work going on building shelf
units for Alan Levy (the general manager). I am not involved.
Wednesday, 10/13/04
I was sick and took the day off
Thursday, 10/14/04—The Great Gizmo Mystery
Victor was late for the pre-set. I guess there were
traffic problems.
For the second time in a week the “gizmo” I use to
help grip ropes for lowering things was missing from its place
on its shelf. I mentioned it to Victor and all he said was
Hmmm. The first time I found it on the prop shelf. This time,
Andy, a dresser, later found it in the laundry baskets in his
corner. It couldn’t have gotten there unless someone put it
there. I have known for some time that Timmy is playing these
high school games. Unfortunately, as it was in high school,
there are no eye witnesses.
Friday, 10/15/04—The Great Habitat Flyer Mystery
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Another Habitat for Humanity Donations flyer was
removed from the bulletin board today. I happen to know that
Timmy and Bivone were in all day making cabinets for
Allen’s office. Was it a coincidence? Mine are the only flyers
that get removed from the bulletin boards. Interesting.
Saturday, 10/16/04—Victor’s cell; Habitat Flyers; “Later,
you two”
Today I asked Victor what his cell phone number was.
I had an old one and when I needed to reach him over the
weekend to call out sick, I had to call his home number and
leave a message. The number he gave me was totally different
than the old one I had. Too bad it wasn’t important enough to
him that I had the new number.
Last night I brought the water bowl cloth up after the
cue, telling Timmy it needed some sewing. Today I took it up
to wardrobe, all on my own, and sewed it.
I hung up new Habitat flyers today and by the second
show I had to replace one that was taken down from a
community bulletin board.
At intermission, in the automation area with Stack, I
was waiting, as usual, for my first cue in Act Two. Timmy
usually comes in the area to chat a minute with Stack. Usually
taking the opportunity to fill Stack in on all the extra work
calls he is doing and all the other shows he is doing. Proud as
a peacock. He had hinted to Stack weeks earlier that there
might be a job for him on one of the new shows. I told Stack
that he should be on guard and not hold his breath. So far there
has been no job offer.
But today, April (a dresser) was also in the area and
Timmy was leaving and he said: “Later, you two.” To which
April immediately replied (without realizing the significance):
“There are three of us, but, yeah, see ya later.” Timmy just
kept walking without hesitation. I started to laugh.
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April admitted she realized how obvious her comment
was as soon as she said it. I informed her that I did not exist to
Timmy. And also let her know, for the record, that whatever
he has said about the situation is only his side of the story. She
said he hadn’t said anything; that they didn’t have that kind of
relationship.
Sunday, 10/17/04—Trying to give up Wednesday work call
Big chatter in front of me between Timmy and Victor
about next week’s schedule as we took the Elephant out to the
front of the house. Part of it had to do with the producer’s
cabinets being made and part had to do with rehearsals and
who would do them. At one point Timmy actually said well if
you can’t do it we can always get Hammer. I was hearing all
of this blatant arrogant insult. Hammer was the one doing the
Elephant calls a few weeks ago and here we were again
talking about a schedule as if I wasn’t even there.
A few minutes later I decided to “test” something with
Victor. I told him I’d like to give up Wednesday morning
work calls if possible. His immediate response was
“Absolutely.” Strong and firm and final. No doubt. My
wardrobe friend Alexis was there to hear him.
After pre-set of second show he told me it couldn’t
happen; that there was no one to cover me from electrics or
carpentry. I reminded him that he had no trouble replacing me
for work calls and rehearsals. He said “the job is 8 shows and
12 hours.” If I’d like “to take off for the day he could arrange
that.” How to prove you are a Prick in one easy lesson!
So – suddenly “Absolutely” wasn’t so absolute. My
guess is that he talked it over with Timmy and they decided
that they wouldn’t let me go just to screw with me again. And,
probably, no one else wanted to be responsible for what I
accomplished on the work calls every week. How easy it has
been to find a sub for me for everything else, but now, when I
want to give up a call, I am forced to stay. A bit too ironic. I
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don’t think Victor even pursued finding a replacement. And
suggesting that I could take the day off—was he meaning both
shows as well? Was he now going to stick me with not
breaking up the day. Because that would be interesting in light
of the fact that he himself has broken up the day before and
only taken one show off on a matinee day.
Then, I was talking to my dresser friend Sara, who has
been a confidant in all of this, and filled her in on this latest
round. As we were chatting, Drew passed by and I casually
asked him whether he had anyone extra in the carpentry
department that would want to do a prop call on Wednesdays.
He fidgeted a little bit. I played dumb with regard to who all
was ordinarily called in for carpentry. He said he’d think about
it and talk to Victor. And mentioned he didn’t think anyone
would want to do the grass. (Restoring the grass palettes is my
main job on Wednesday mornings – among all the other things
no one else wants to do).
This talk with Drew was meant to open the dialogue up
and sure enough, by the time the show started, Ray was
already asking me questions—about what I had to do
Wednesday mornings instead of the work call, etc. I deflected
most of it. I asked him for a copy of the contract. We mused as
to whether work calls were mandatory and he admitted that
Dew didn’t make them mandatory in carpentry. I don’t now if
that means “no show no pay.” But Ray also mentioned that
Victor always considered them mandatory even back with
Ritchie who didn’t want to do them. I wondered to myself
why, then, had Victor initially said I could “absolutely” give
them up? It seems more like more retaliation.
So now I need to call Kevin (the B.A.) again.
Also today, two, count them – two, of my Habitat
flyers were taken down from the bulletin board. Timmy seems
to be hard at work. I’m sure he will deny it. And maybe even
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has someone else doing it like Bivone, so he can have
deniability.
Monday, 10/18/04—Calling the B.A.
Calls into Kevin—left messages.
At the theatre there is a prop work call going on
building shelf units for Alan and I am not involved.
Tuesday, 10/19/04
Another call to Kevin. This time I explained why I was
calling. I asked the question – whether Wednesday morning
work calls were mandatory.
Wednesday, 10/20/04 —Timmy is CAUGHT IN THE ACT
Now because of the inclement weather, I no longer sit
outside after pre-set to read my books. I sit on the steps stage
right. This is what I have done in the past. It’s nice because I
see and chat with my dresser friends who are on their pre-set
routes and my actor friends who are coming to the stage area
for their warm-up routines. It’s bad because, sitting there, I
also get asked to do “prop” things. One of two things always
happens: either wardrobe or puppets needs to fix or switch
something that requires lowering in a rig for them—which I
do without hesitation; or I end up doing part of Victor or
Timmy or Bivone’s pre-set that for some reason they forgot.
Today, I pre-set the banner which was a Victor pre-set.
And I helped wardrobe when they needed both grass hat rack
lowered to make a change. The boys in the prop room never
realize I do this stuff. In the past, last winter, there must have
been something every day or so. If they had to do part of my
pre-set—especially Timmy, on as regular a basis as I do theirs,
I would never hear the end of it. I just do it and never mention
it (except, of course, in this journal – for the record.).
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But the big thing that happened today—was catching
Timmy IN THE ACT of tearing down my Habitat flyer from a
bulletin board.
It happened after we set the water bowl under the stage
for the apparition scene in Act 2. I usually go up to stage left
through the bunker and Timmy hangs in the hallway outside
the physical therapy room for a minute, until traffic passes and
then he proceeds up to stage right. It apparently has been in
this minute every day that he has been ripping down my
flyers.
Today, as I walked through the bunker, I happened to
pause and look back to see if I could see the bulletin board
where the flyer was posted. Not only did I see the bulletin
board but I saw Timmy, in profile, rip the flyer off the board
and crumpled it up. Then he moved out of the line of sight to
throw the flyer away. I walked back to the bulletin board just
as he was walking away from the trash can and said; “I just
saw that.” He said: “Yeah.” I said: “Leave the shit alone.” He
said “Fuck you! Why don’t you call the B.A.” I turned and
walked away. His downright, brazen effrontery is
unbelievable!
As I passed back through the bunker, I said to Sara
(my dresser/bowler friend, who knows all about this stuff) – “I
just caught Timmy tearing down my Habitat flyer.” Her face
dropped in amazement. I continued up to my next cue position
(upstage left)—and was shaking.
Sara came up and asked what happened. I related the
scene and dialogue. She said, “If you get nothing from the
B.A. you should go to Human Resources at Disney. This shit
has to stop.”
After the rest of my cues, this being a matinee, I am
able to leave before the end of the show. I walked to stage
right, got my jacket and approached Victor who was there
waiting for his next cue.
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I said: “Ask your boy what I just caught him doing.”
He said: “I know. I already reprimanded him. Severely.” As I
walked away, I turned back and said: “Reprimanding isn’t
enough.” And I left.
Juan, the doorman was standing on the steps near the
stage door. He jokingly said to me that he was “guarding the
flyer” that was on his bulletin board—it was a different
bulletin board than the one I just caught Timmy at, which also
had one of my flyers removed from it. I told Juan that I found
out who did it; that I caught Timmy in the act. He wasn’t too
surprised because I had explained thing to him and what my
suspicions were and he was really trying to help me catch
whoever was doing this.
So I told him he didn’t need to stand guard because I
didn’t think it would disappear again. (Unless of course
Timmy gets Bivone or even Victor or someone else to remove
the flyers – so he can “swear” that he didn’t do it.)
When I got home (I only live two blocks from the
theatre), I put a call into Sara on her cell, hoping to talk more.
I was livid and needed to get talked down.
Apparently Kevin had called my cell during the
matinee. I never have my cell with me during work time and
therefore didn’t get the message. I listened to the message:
“Hi Bo, Kevin here. Got your messages, Buddy. Ummm. Give me a
call back... I’m leaving town a little bit later today. Try and give me a
call back before your show is down. Hopefully I can get an
opportunity to talk to you a little bit. Don’t think this is pressing for
the moment, but we do need to have a little bit of a discussion about
your situation over there. All right? You have my cell 646…. Hang in
there Bo and I’ll talk to you soon. All right. Bye.”

I left a message back to him explaining that I don’t
keep my phone with me at work; that we do need to talk; and
that there was a new incident today that we needed to talk
about as well.
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Then my son came home for dinner. I told him the
story. He was flabbergasted. The one really interesting point
about the exchange with Timmy was how he immediately
suggested I should “call the B.A.” It seems to me that this is
confirmation that the fix has been in on my attempts to get
help from Kevin. It’s helpful to know this; I will play it out as
if I don’t.
At the second show… they acted as if nothing had
happened. I half expected Victor to want to talk to me. He said
nothing. There was also no chatter about next week’s
schedule.
If he had wanted a conversation I wasn’t going to talk
to him unless Ray, the shop steward, was present.
I put up a new flyer to replace the one Timmy tore
down.
After pre-set, I talked to Sara some more and was able
to flesh out the situation.
The show went on without a hitch. No one said
anything. I mentioned to a couple of people who knew that
flyers were being ripped down, that I caught Timmy in the act.
Everyone was amazed, flabbergasted, surprised, and
dumbfounded.
At the end, I was prepared to do the last cue stage right
and noticed Victor and Timmy both there. Usually Victor has
left but if he is there it means that there is a piano call and he
and Timmy do all the piano calls (for the extra money – rank
has privilege) unless either of them have pressing business
(rare). So, to make sure this was so, I asked Victor if he had a
piano. He confirmed and then I left.
Thursday, 10/21/04—Bringing Ray up to speed
I decided to talk to Ray today to bring him up to speed.
We started with my call to Kevin because that is already
around the theatre. Apparently Kevin has already talked to
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Victor—I don’t know when. And obviously Victor has talked
to Timmy because Timmy has actually gone up to Ray and
said “Have you heard? Bo went to the BA.” So, Ray is only of
the opinion that this current round is about my not working the
Wednesday work call. He doesn’t see anything wrong with it.
But then I informed him of my catching Timmy in the act of
ripping down my flyer. He said he guessed that it had been
Timmy all along, and even that Juan told him so.
I told him that I was waiting to hear from Kevin. And I
told him that I would appreciate him not talking about all this
stuff all over the theatre.
I also asked him if he would be a witness to any
conversations I had with Victor or Timmy in the future—with
respect to any of the problem situation. He agreed
immediately and even added “so we don’t have any he said, he
said stuff.” I couldn’t have said it better.
Then a little later, around half hour, Fudi started up a
conversation with me on stage right, where I sit and read,
about Wednesday work calls. He wanted to pump me, in his
inimitable way, to get me to say something interesting or
offensive. It was almost like he was put up to it. But Fudi is
just that way. He took the position that he too was interested in
whether or not work calls were mandatory because he wanted
back pay for them. I just stated my case that I was told by
Victor that the job was “8 shows and 12 hours” and that work
calls were mandatory.
Shortly after that, near to 8pm, Timmy walked in from
outside with a black folding chair!!! Gee. I wonder how that
can happen. I thought we weren’t allowed to use the black
folding chairs! And there was Timmy returning his to it’s preset position. Either he got dispensation from the rule
(favoritism) or he bought his own chair to use, or he is just
flying in the face of the rule. Interesting. (Rank has privilege.)
And then as I went to my new reading position in the
greenroom, I saw Fudi having a conversation with Timmy in
the prop room.
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At the top of the show, Ray came up to me and said “I
heard a rumor they intend to fire you.” I said “Good. I’ll own
their homes and their jobs.” He said “they can’t fire you even
if they wanted to. It’s against New York State Law.” I agreed.
Later Ray came up to me again and said “Kevin isn’t
going to do anything. He’s not going to take a stand.” I said,
“Gotta give him his shot.” Ray said, “He may be out of office
in three years and he probably doesn’t want to piss any boss
off.” So it is not just me who understand the possible
nonfeasance and collusion on the part of Kevin.
My Habitat flyers were left alone today.
Tonight was awards ceremony at bowling. I won a
trophy for League High Score – 231. I intend to display it at
the theatre along side our second place trophy from last
season. Hopefully no one will attempt to mess with it.
COMMENT: “Aye, there's the rub”- as Hamlet once
said. Here it is, really, the whole crux of the dilemma I find
myself in; the whole problem with Local One in a nutshell.
Those in power – rule! Those in power can do what they
want. And even those who are charged, by their offices, to
maintain the ethics of the Union are compromised by the fact
that, they too, are simple stagehands who may be looking for
work when they are out of office.
Ray hit the nail on the head when he said Kevin won’t
do anything to compromise himself with any boss. Even if
Kevin never seeks work from Victor in the future, if he
compromises Victor’s or Timmy’s authority, he will have a
reputation as someone who broke down that authority—an
authority and power that exists in every theater—and he may
have problems seeking employment anywhere. This power
makes Victor think he can treat me as he has, hire who he
wants and never be held accountable. The power also allows
Timmy to harass me, tear down my flyers, and cavalierly tell
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me to “go tell the B.A.” and never be held accountable. Power
gives both of them their ego’s and their arrogance. They hold
all the cards and no one will do anything to attack that
situation—no one, that is, who has a hope of working in this
business.
I knew about this power but I had never really seen it
displayed before. Even when I talked to Kevin and he tried to
convince me he was helping me, I knew, deep down, that he
was jerking me around. But I hoped to reach his better self.
Ray’s words have convinced me this will never happen. No
matter how gracious Kevin, or anyone, is it is all just a phony
front. Victor and Timmy will never be officially reprimanded
by the Union.
From now on, I need to just let them play their games
of power and authority and keep an accounting in this journal
of what transgressions transpires. Victor and Timmy will go
on pretending that they have me under control since they can
keep me from extra work at a loss of income, as well as give
me extra duties. No one in the theatre will stand up for me—
because they are all in the same boat as Kevin. They all need
work and those in power hand out the jobs. No one will ever
go up against a department head if he wants to keep working.
This is the power paradigm that I am faced with.
I am alone in this. I don’t know where any of it will
eventually go. I don’t know if they will actually try to fire me,
or not. I don’t know what else they may have in mind for me
to endure. Maybe I will be forced to find a lawyer. But, I need
to keep my job. So all I can do is what I have always done—
my work, in an honest, diligent, professional way.

Friday, 10/22/04—Holiday schedule; No one dictates terms
Right away, Fudi is asking me if I heard from Kevin
regarding work calls. I said no, that he was out of town. He
said he has determined (possibly through conversation with
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Timmy) that it’s the boss’s call—the terms of employment.
All I said was that everyone has opinions, I’m just trying to
find the answer.
There goes Timmy again—taking a black folding chair
from the stage right area to sit on the sidewalk outside.
Hmmmm. I wasn’t seeing things before. I wonder why he gets
to do that. Did he buy his own chair? Or just get from storage
a separate chair. And why wasn’t that option offered to me?
Or—is he just either ignoring the rule or assuming it doesn’t
pertain to him?
Woops . . . wait a minute . . . was that Al Manganaro
carrying Timmy’s chair back into the theatre (5 minutes later)?
Where is Timmy? Oh there he is. Without his chair. I guess Al
is doing Timmy a “favor.”
As I was pulling in the Elephant, Mike T. came up to
me and whispered “Did Mickey Mouse actually tear down
your flyers?” I said “yes.” He said “Cocksucker.”
The holiday schedule. We have a change in schedule
next week due to Halloween. This brings up something I may
not have remembered to mention before. The new holiday
schedule covering thru New Years was posted on the board a
week or so ago. I happened to catch Drew giving out copies of
the schedule to all of the carpenters on his crew. Today, Mike
T. was showing all the carpenters the notice reminding us we
have a Tuesday show next week. This is all good, thoughtful
and professional. Did it happen in the prop department? No.
At least not with me. My boss did not give me a copy of the
schedule (if he gave it to others I wouldn’t know) and he
didn’t mention it was on the board for me to look at. And he
didn’t remind me that we had a Tuesday show. The last time I
asked about a schedule change was when we had a house full
of Republicans and the curtain was going up early. I asked
about it because I was hearing scuttle-butt about it from
others. I asked Victor for clarification. What I got in return
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was a typical insulting comment from Timmy that I should
read the call board so then I would know.
My question from all of this is: Aside from the
rudeness and unprofessional nature of the situation and
comments, why have a boss if the boss isn’t going to keep us
informed of the schedule. If we can all self determine what our
schedule and call times are, (and even our work duties), who
needs supervision?
Ray tells me that Kevin called Victor about my
Wednesday work call request and Victor told Kevin that “no
one was going to dictate the terms of their employment to
him.” Outrageous! I wasn’t dictating anything. I was simply
asking a question. See how he twists things—which implies a
demeanor from me that never existed??? The implication I
clearly got was that if I didn’t want to do the Wednesday work
calls, and didn’t take the day off, then I would be in violation
of the terms of my employment and, I suppose, subject to
action. Hmmmm.
My Habitat flyers were left alone today.
Saturday, 10/23 /04—Flyers go up and Flyers come down
Today I posted new flyers announcing “Dollar
Sunday” for Habitat for Humanity. By the beginning of the
matinee the flyers were gone. I told Ray.
One nameless member of the crew said he could hook
me up with someone who, for $50, would beat the shit out of
Timmy. I said $50 – is that all!?
Before pre-set of the second show I posted the flyers
again. By the time the show started they were gone. This is
from 3 bulletin boards, the elevator, and a wall position near
the orchestra pit.
Victor was not at work today. I guess Victor’s
reprimand to Timmy regarding the flyers didn’t apply when
Victor wasn’t present and Timmy was “acting” head.
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I informed security. I informed Ray. Mike T. and Pat
were present when I informed Ray. They said this was
harassment and a hostile work environment. Pat even said
he’d get me the name of the attorney who won the State
Theatre case for a member who was also being victimized. I
told Ray that tomorrow, when Victor returns, the three of us
should have a little chat with Ray as my witness. He agreed.
Sunday, 10/24/04—Conversation with Victor & Ray
I didn’t get any sleep last night. Since I knew I was
going to be speaking to Victor, I was in knots and a furry of
conversation kept running through my head. This really has to
stop. I can’t keep feeling this way about going to work.
This is exactly what is meant by a hostile work
environment!
Besides, I had a “Dollar Sunday” to deal with today as
well. My legs were actually rubbery when I was walking to
work. The last conversation with Victor was actually shocking
at how profoundly indifferent he was to me and my situation. I
am getting a knot in my stomach.
During the pre-set, I noticed the ZaZu kite missing
from its perch. I asked Bivone about it. He said it had to be
repaired from yesterday and they all forgot to bring it up from
the room. He’d go get it. I said I’d get it. Then he said “I got
it” as he went down the steps.
The meeting with Victor and Ray took place in the
house. I was glad for this for two reasons. First, Victor uses
his imposing physical stature on you if you’re standing face to
face. Even with me only 2” shorter. And also, I was glad to be
able to sit down when talking because my legs where still
shaky.
I said I asked Ray to be at any conversations we would
have from now on based on our last conversation when things
were attributed to me that weren’t true and Victor accused me
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of saying and doing things that weren’t true. This would be
avoided with a witness.
I asked him about Wednesday and my catching Timmy
ripping down my flyer. He said Timmy came to him and told
him it happened and that he was reprimanded and told not to
do it again. I asked if the conversation between Timmy and I
was repeated to him. Victor said yes that Timmy told me to
call the BA. I said – “He said, ‘Fuck you. Call the BA.’”
Victor nodded. (I’m not sure if that meant he had heard the
whole thing from Timmy or he was just acknowledging my
statement.) Then I asked him if he knew what happened
yesterday with the flyers being taken down twice. He said yes,
and that Timmy told him he “didn’t do it.” I said “he’s either
lying or he put someone else up to it.”
Victor asked “what are you going to do about it?” (or –
“what do you want to do about it?”) and I said that I
considered this all harassment and that it all fell under the
legal term of “hostile work environment” and that I was going
to file a grievance at the Union. He interjected with a question
as to whether I was going to have some investigation. I said
whatever it takes and that if I don’t get satisfaction from the
Union then I will take it from there. He asked if there was
“anything else” and I said “no,” I just wanted to inform him.
We all got up and left. I thanked Ray for his participation.
I went about my business of doing the “Dollar Sunday”
for my Habitat collection.
Ray came up to me during the first Act and stated he
thought that the bullshit should all end now and that I could
probably put up all the flyers I wanted.
When we got back for the second show, and I
continued my collecting, I discovered that the flyer I had
posted in the elevator, above the door, had been ripped
down!!!!
My stomach was in a knot all day. I hardly ate
anything for dinner.
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NOTE: They say I am a “trouble maker.” When I am
the victim of harassment, and I fight back, they call me a
“trouble maker.” Is this not the height of irrational arrogance
and ego?
Monday, 10/25/04—Dealing with the harassment
Called and left a message on Kevin’s cell regarding
work calls and recent flyer developments. I said on the
message that “I’m fed up with things at the Lion King.”
He is out of town till tomorrow (I was informed by
receptionist at Local One).
I called the Union also to try and get Pat’s phone
number. It’s really sad that I need to spend my day off dealing
with harassment.
Tuesday, 10/26/04
Another call to Kevin – left message
Wednesday, 10/27/04—Timmy and the chairs
It was interesting to note – during today’s work call,
Bivone did the stage perimeter vacuuming (which has, for
some time, been dumped on me), and Timmy and Bivone
broke down the coffee table near the end of the day. All this
happened while I was busy with other assigned chores (not
sitting around doing nothing like they do when I am working).
I took this to mean that Timmy and Bivone had nothing else to
do, as well as giving them plausible deniability regarding
always giving me the shit jobs.
I noticed that Timmy is using the folding chair outside
again. During the first Act I asked Ron, one of the stage
managers, whether Timmy had special dispensation regarding
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the chairs. He said “no” and was surprised to find out he was
using them.
I asked to take off Saturday because my niece and
nephew are in town. The request was approved.
Thursday, 10/28/04
Timmy used a chair from stage right outside again.
Kevin called my cell phone again, while I was at work.
I have told him I never have it on at work. I don’t know why
he doesn’t call the stage right phone. He knows about the
stage right phone because he used to work at Lion King. He
said I could call him in the morning.
Friday, 10/29/04—Talked to Kevin
I got up early to reach Kevin before his board meeting
at 10am. It was a short phone call. He told me the issue about
work calls had to do with hiring someone for a 4 hour call at 8
am and having to pay for 8 hours. Bullshit! Someone on the
show can do the work call and if someone on another show
agrees, they could do the work call too. There is a legitimate
way to solve this but no one wants to solve it so they think up
bullshit answers for me.
He also mentioned that it also may be considered
“mandatory” for props because of the work needed to be done.
I didn’t want to get into debating this issue at this time—in
this short phone call. I didn’t want to start talking about Victor
never doing anything but walk around, and possibly the
payroll, and reading junk e-mails, and sleeping in the prop
room.
I wanted to concentrate on the flyer issue and the
general issue of harassment and hostile work environment. I
filled him in on recent activities with the flyers and the
meeting with Victor with Ray attending, and my intention of
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filing a grievance. He said this was unacceptable behavior and
that he was going to bring this to Allan Frost at Disney.
I made it clear that I was fed up with what was going
on. I considered it harassment. I suggested that Timmy go do
Chitty Chitty Bang Bang and never come back. I filled him in
on Lez Miz and my quitting after all the shit, and that that is
what they are trying to do here—get me to quit. But that I was
not leaving the show.
He repeated that this was unacceptable behavior. (Let’s
see if he does anything—takes any official disciplinary action
against Timmy.)
Timmy was late for the show. He used the chair
outside again.
After pre-set, I re-made the shelf in the security guard
room window so I could add my new bowling trophy. So far
no one has messed with the trophies. I can’t imagine what
would have happened to them if I didn’t put them in the
window of the security room.
Victor had to track down the fish for pre-set, because
Timmy couldn’t find it. It was behind the bird rack on the
stage left prop table. Then Victor put the fish in the wrong
basket for pre-set. I pointed this out to him. He said “Oh, yeah,
right.” He doesn’t even seem to know what others in the prop
department are doing. Sometimes Victor seems rather vacant.
At intermission, Timmy went down stairs without the
basket (with fish) and had to come back up to get it. Wonder
where his mind was?
Bivone didn’t show up for the first half of Act Two. It
was suggested he may be puking his guts out from too much
to “drink” at dinner. He said nothing to me when he appeared
later to do the fish pallet cue. Isn’t on-the-job inebriation cause
for dismissal?

CHAPTER FIVE
Bigger Fish
(11/01/04—12/31/04)

Monday, 11/01/04—E-mail to Kevin
Once again I am spending my day off dealing with
harassment issues.
I don’t know when I will hear from Kevin regarding a
possible meeting with Frost at Disney. I don’t know whether I
need to get a lawyer. I have the name of the lawyer for the
stagehand that sued at the State Theatre.
I sent an e-mail to Kevin to make “official” some of
the issues in writing. I tried to play dumb but I was leading
him—to see how he would respond.
Kevin,
Thanks again for finding the time to talk with me last Friday. I know
you are busy and I am very appreciative. Just to catch up...
I am going away November 13th - November 30. This is my
vacation, but I am going to build a house for "Habitat for Humanity."
So, I will not be around during this time for any meetings with Allan
Frost, etc. I will have my cell phone with me but I do not know what
the service will be like in Hawaii.
I don't know how all this happens - regarding the process and time
frame of filing grievances. I can guess, but I never really expected to
have to deal with all of this when I chose theatre as my career 30
years or more ago - or when I hooked up with Victor and Timmy 10
years ago. I don't even know if I need to seek out a lawyer. I don't
want to, but I am also quite prepared to - realizing that my rights
need to be protected as well as advocated here.
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I would be quite happy if it would all go away - and I could be
treated with the respect I deserve. But, at this point, an apology and
promise that it won't happen again will not satisfy me. It's all gone
too far.
And I hope the whole affair doesn't degenerate into "all the trouble
Bo is making." This would be a typical ploy of Victor and Timmy. As
I mentioned on the phone - I did not start this snowball down the
mountain.
Also, I wanted to make sure you realized that I do not consider the
question regarding work calls to be finished. I didn't want to dwell on
it and debate it in our recent conversation because the main issue
of harassment was more important, and our time on the phone was
limited.
Some important "philosophical" questions : 1) when is the job my
job - with the inherent legal rights? 2) when is the line drawn, in
terms of a head-of-department’s authority - beyond which it is called
"abuse of power"? 3) when do punitive penalties enter into the
situation?
I don't know if these are Union questions, Disney question, or legal
questions - but they are some of the questions that will need to be
addressed at some level.
I await word from you regarding the next step(s).
Thanks again.
Bo

Tuesday, 11/2/04
Day off. Nothing from Kevin regarding my e-mail or
meetings with Frost at Disney.
Wednesday, 11/3/04—Typical Wednesday work call
I have no longer stop in the prop room in the mornings
to have Victor tell me the grass was my assignment. It always
is. I felt uncomfortable in the prop room in the mornings,
sitting there waiting for the day to start. In fact for a few
weeks now I haven’t gone into the prop room at all except to
get my payroll paperwork. I have chosen to avoid Timmy
whenever I can because all he ever does when I am around is
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have little “conversations” with people about all the things that
I am not part of i.e. extra work calls, other shows, special
events, dinners with friends, etc. It is pathetic to hear him talk
about all of this. He has even started mentioning the building
of shelves for Alan Levy and Todd Lacey in the Disney office
– every chance he gets.
Today, Victor was a little late. I go get my saw horses
and head directly to the stage to begin my usual grass
maintenance.
I usually set up the table for coffee sometime around
9am and then set up coffee when it arrives as well as inform
the rest of the crew that coffee is ready. No has ever told me to
do this. I just do it.
Today after coffee and after I was finished with my
grass, I went to the prop room, as is my custom, to get my
“next assignment.” Today, Victor was on the phone and I
didn’t want to interrupt him. After waiting several minutes and
watching Timmy and Bivone come in and out a couple of
times talking about their shelf project, I decided to go re-do
the tape on the poles of the large Mufasa Mask piece that I
didn’t get to last week. While I was doing this, Timmy and
Bivone were breaking down the coffee table. When I was
finished with the mask piece, I started sweeping around the
edges of the stage where grass and fuzz have a habit of
accumulating. Sometimes when I do this I use the vacuum.
Today, since Bivone had just used the vacuum last week, I
used only the broom and pick-up. After that I changed the
water in the apparition water bowl in the basement. None of
this was assigned to me. I just do it because I know it needs to
be done and I am a professional.
Then, I went to the prop room again, to see if there was
anything else – it was around 11am by this time. Timmy and
Bivone were just hanging out, and Victor seemed to just be
getting off the phone. Victor turned to me and asked if I was
looking for another job. I shrugged and nodded. He told me to
work on repairing some bird kites. He didn’t assign anyone
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else any jobs. Timmy kept talking about his shelf project. And
today another topic was his dinner plans with Feikles, a
mutual friend.
After about 10 minutes, Victor headed up to do his
mopping (which he gets paid extra for even if he does it
during work call hours) and said on his way out, “OK work for
another 10 minutes and then take lunch.” The only thing
was—I was the only one working! I worked 10 more minutes,
Bivone and Timmy talked. Timmy checked his e-mail. And
then, they left the room with their coats. I followed. On stage,
I moved the gazelle rig off the stage so Victor could mop, and
I got my jacket and went to lunch. It was approximately 11:20
– 11:25.
So aside from the assignment of repairing the bird
kites, everything else I did (including, I forgot, repairing one
of the bug pallets) I did on my own initiative without having
to be told. I knew these things needed to be done and I just did
them. Many times I do this and Victor and/or Timmy are not
aware of all that I do. It is not so much a comment on their
authority as it is a comment on my professionalism. No one, in
my 15 years as a stagehand, or before, has ever had a problem
with my ability to work hard and do what is necessary. If
anyone has, they have never articulated it to me.
Timmy used the folding chairs again today – and it
was the one with the big label that said “Do Not Remove” on
it. I don’t get this.
Sara brought in flyers she had made up announcing our
plan to order more bowling shirts and letting people know
they could order them even if they weren’t on the team. We
decided to put her name on the flyers hoping they wouldn’t get
ripped down. As of the end of the day, they were still in the 2
places on bulletin boards where she hung them.
Thursday, 11/04/04—First call to a lawyer
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Today, six months after this all began, I have finally
decided to call a lawyer. I called the person who represented
another stagehand with a hostile work environment case. This
is the first time I have approached a lawyer about the bullshit.
She was in deposition and the secretary took my number.
Friday, 11/05/04—Ray breaking conditions?
The lawyer called back. On the phone, I briefly laid
out the bullshit scenario from the point of view of a hostile
work environment. Essentially she said I didn’t have a case
because I wasn’t loosing my job. “There is no law against
someone being a prick.”
What the hell is a hostile work environment case
then!!!
At rehearsal today – Hammer was there – I wasn’t.
When I arrived for work, Ray was at the elevator with
the mop bucket used by Victor to mop the stage prior to each
performance (for an extra hour of overtime). Apparently Ray
did the mop of the stage for Timmy, who was in for Victor
and who, I am guessing, was delayed.
I asked him: “crossing departmental lines?” “breaking
down conditions?” He did not reply. (A carpenter never mops
the stage.) There would, of course, be no way that Timmy
would have called me to come in early to mop the stage and
give me the extra hour—despite the fact that I live only 5
minutes away. I am surprised that Ray was asked to do this
and my guess is that they are trying to get Ray on their side.
Victor out. John in. I repeat: John never jumps in to
lower the Elephant during pre-set. He will sit there stage right
and wait for me to lower it in. And the cue isn’t even my cue!!
It was Timmy’s cue originally. And when Barron had my job
he never lowered in the Elephant.
Saturday, 11/06/04—Timmy doubling?
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When I arrived for the show, Ray was setting the
ladder onstage. I said to him, “Hey, what up mop boy?” It was
a reference to me seeing him with the mop bucket yesterday.
He didn’t respond and seemed “offended” by the comment.
Gee, he gets to break people’s balls, but I can’t. I had also
made a comment on Friday that they (meaning Timmy and
Victor) could, I guess, “buy” someone’s loyalty with a work
call. Perhaps he didn’t like being called on the truth.
(Work and work calls are the main commodity in this
business. You can buy loyalty with work. It’s part of the nature
of working in this business. If you kiss up, you get (or may get)
work. If you don’t kiss up, you don’t. Department heads use
this philosophy and position to control crew people and
elevate themselves above all other employees. I hope Ray is
not a sell-out.)
Later he warmed up and was talking to me again.
Timmy was a little late for pre-set. He was loading into
the rehearsal hall for Chitty Chitty. Hmmm. Doubling? (two
payrolls at the same time) I thought that was against the rules?
Sunday, 11/07/04—Flyer vandalism again
Dollar Sunday. The flyer I put up in the elevator
announcing Dollar Sunday for Habitat was sliced down the
middle by the second show. Two halves remained taped to the
wall. A sharp knife was apparently used. Gee, I wonder who is
responsible.
Monday, 11/08/04
Day off – writing in the journal. Also getting ready for
my Habitat trip.
Tuesday, 11/09/04—Call Kevin
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Called Kevin to touch base. He said he had talked to
Frost at Disney who was taking it seriously regarding a hostile
work environment—that he and Kevin and Victor would have
a face to face regarding the situation. He wasn’t clear and was
struggling to be somewhat cryptic about what would be done.
But he did express again his own “outrage” and expressed
Frost’s concern and misgivings about employee relations.
I don’t know what they have in mind regarding
redress. Kevin was careful not to even crack that door. I asked
if I was going to have a chance to talk to Frost and Kevin said
they’d go with this step first and then determine anything
further. I expressed my misgivings regarding others doing the
talking for me, especially Victor and Timmy being able to tell
their side of the story with all the garbage and twists and
misleading statements they like to throw in (like “he has
trouble getting along with people”). Kevin said I was very
clear about what was going on and he completely understands
and knows the parties. I don’t believe a word he says. We’ll
see. He wished me well on my Habitat trip.
Wednesday, 11/10/04—A “feeling”
There is a different “feeling” about. I don’t know if it
is related to Kevin having a chat with Victor or what.
After coffee today we took the Elephant out because
Victor planned to be late for pre-set. He mentioned to Timmy,
in my presence, that he got a call (or e-mail) from Frost. He
didn’t make it sound like it had anything to do with me. He
mentioned Frost talking about all the shelving recently done in
the offices for Alan Levy and Todd Lacey. Victor told Timmy
he’d talk to him later about it. I wonder if this has to do with
me and either Victor is being cryptic or Frost was being
cryptic.
I asked Victor to extend my vacation one more day. I
will not come back on Wednesday December 1st. I will return
on Thursday. Principally because the flight is 11 hours and I
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get home on Tuesday and will be exhausted. He said “no
problem.”
At the end of the second show, I was giving a tour for
the BC-EFA and said to Timmy he could leave and I’d do his
last cue. He thanked me and left. (Even in the face of all the
shit he has given me, I am professional, courteous and
considerate! No one would ever have volunteered to do
something for me!)
Thursday 11/11/04
Some people are wishing me well for my trip on
Saturday to Hawaii and Habitat for Humanity. A few are
joking around about the “weather” in Hawaii being monsoon
season.
Timmy was not at the show tonight.
Friday, 11/12/04/04—Plot thickens
Electrician Steve asked Victor if he was “counting the
days.” I was within earshot. I don’t know if they knew I could
hear; or cared. Victor replied “Counting the minutes.” And
Timmy added “We’ll have some fun for the next 2 weeks.”
Ray said to me: “They are already trying to figure out a
way to keep you from coming back.”
MY HABITAT for HUMANITY Trip – to Hawaii
Two weeks building a house. A great experience!
Tuesday, 11/30/04—Frost will meet
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Back to NYC after Habitat. Called Kevin. He said
Frost will meet us. And that he doesn’t entertain the idea of
allowing any hostile work environment. This sounds good to
my ears. The meeting is scheduled for Monday Dec 6 th –
11am.
Thursday, 12/2/04—Back at work
My first day back at work. Timmy is not in. Bivone is
stage right. John doing mirror call tonight. Chris (yet another
sub) learning Victor’s cues.
Lots of welcomes at my return. Showed photos. Victor
mentioned that there was a Lion King anniversary gift in the
prop room for me. He said nothing else to me.
Friday, 12/3/04—Chris learns shows
No Timmy. John is in. Chris learning Victor’s cues. He
is usually an electrician and not too quick on the uptake. Nice
guy though.
Saturday, 12/4/04—Leap frog
Second show Victor out. Bivone is the head!! John (a
sub) is the assistant. Not a surprise—apparently there is still
no love lost. Elevating a sub to be “acting” assistant with
commensurate pay is a specific and deliberate strike at me—a
regular crew member.
There was a problem with the Elephant ears that we
worked on (Bivone & me) at pre-set. John (the assistant)
walked away. Marshal (fourth man – non Union) didn’t have a
clue.
Bivone says, after we finished, “Thanks for your help,
everyone.” Who is everyone??
Joked to Ray about who was “assistant” tonight. He
said “I don’t know but I can guarantee one thing . . . not you.”
We said “not you” in unison.
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Sunday, 12/5/04
Victor and Timmy are still out. John is still being paid
as acting assistant.
Monday, 12/6/04—The meeting with Frost at the Disney
office
The meeting didn’t go as I had hoped or anticipated or
was lead to believe. Kevin and Wex are at the meeting, as well
as Frost and me.
Before I even had a chance to say anything, Frost
started out by showing me a notice from the Company
Manager that had been posted in the theater. It was about
company postings on the theatre bulletin boards—essentially,
they should be of a certain nature and no one should touch
other people’s postings. I had not seen this Policy Notice on
our main bulletin board at the theatre where all such notices
would be posted. So, to me, that meant the notice wasn’t very
obvious.
His supposition about this notice was that it would
settle the ripped down postings problem. Who is he kidding!?
The vandalism will go on, as it did after Timmy was caught,
as long as no one sees the perpetrator and no one gets
punished for it. The notice (if, in fact, he has seen it) will only
make Timmy more careful.
But the real farce here is the pretence. Frost makes a
show of how Disney is “on top of it” and expects that this
demonstration of his efforts will assuage me and make it look
like management is taking appropriate action. Lame bate and
switch.
And what gets me is that he launched into talking
about this notice even before I had a chance to say anything or
tell my side of the story. And too, he effectively minimized
and defused the whole specific problem between Timmy and
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me by addressing it a “company” notice. There will be no
direct repercussion for Timmy. Amazing.
Essentially the outcome of the meeting is that nothing
will be done about the hostile work environment that I am in.
They, of course, don’t even want to call it that and Frost
would rather not use his position for that. Timmy may be a
prick but you can’t fire someone or even reprimand them for
being a prick. This is why Timmy believes he can do whatever
he wants, because he is backed up by his superiors. (It’s ironic
that I am possibly on the verge of being fired for what I didn’t
do, while Timmy goes scot-free after he was caught redhanded!) Frost has the “utmost respect for Victor.” My mouth
is beginning to drop. I am shocked at how this is all being
white washed. Frost hasn’t really known Victor very long.
Victor has a great image and he may survive a lot because of
his image, but I have known Victor for a long time and his
image belies his true nature.
It seems they (Frost & Kevin—whose head is bobbing
in agreement like a child’s toy) think that Victor & Boomer
are still of the opinion that I was going to make trouble. No
one acknowledges that this is not true. No one acknowledges
that I was slandered. (People bad-mouth people all the time.)
No one cares if I lost income. (Victor has the right to hire who
he wants.) No one cares if my stuff was vandalized. (No talk
of restitution.) No one cares that all was well in prop land
before all this started—including people’s opinion of me. And
no one cares that Victor told me I could stay on the job. The
theory that I was going to hire a lawyer remains as the reason
for my “deserving” what I am getting; that I caused the rift
and the problems; and that I am now making trouble in
retaliation. But it is all a lie, and repeating it won’t make it
true.
Frost says that it is his belief that Victor and Boomer
still think there is a deal in place. I agreed with him though I
don’t know why they would think that.
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Frost (and Kevin too) believe that Victor can do
whatever he wants including still terminate me. They seem to
easily gloss over or completely ignore the fact that I didn’t do
anything wrong and I do not deserve to be treated like this! It
simply doesn’t matter to them.
I am basically shit out of luck and Kevin cannot (will
not) protect my job. Frost will say nothing—unless retaliation
for the meeting happens. Kevin offered to talk to Victor again
to make sure no more shit happens and casually try to discern
whether there is a specter hanging over my head—since Victor
(according to Kevin) retains his prerogative to terminate my
“weekly” employment for no reason. I asked that Victor not be
shown that door because I don’t want to leave.
Frost does not see the behavior by Timmy as
harassment. He sees it as “Two guys having a personality
conflict.” Who is he kidding!!?? I am not in a “conflict”—this
shit is happening to me and the perpetrator is my supervisor. I
am a victim. This is classic harassment! How can Frost ignore
this!!?? Is he totally clueless or just incompetent? Apparently
Timmy is above the law and no one is going to get in the
middle of this “personality conflict.” Undoubtedly Victor
came to Timmy’s defense in any pre-meeting that happened.
I had mentioned my chat with Jimmy and his help in
connecting me with Boomer, and so now, apparently, Kevin
and Frost are labeling Jimmy as the “shit stirrer” who possibly
opened the door to the lawsuit rumors. But if they believe this,
then why don’t they believe I had nothing to do with it? (If
they can’t blame me for threats of a lawsuit, then they will
have no reason to point to for all their retaliation.)
This is all unsettling. I am still looking for the integrity
and ethics in all that has happened. I didn’t do anything but I
am being vilified as a trouble maker, a deal breaker, and now,
if it gets out, as a squealer. No one even suggested that there
should or would or even could be an apology let alone any
recourse for me or disciplinary action against them for what
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has happened to me. There really was no reason to meet with
Frost.
What I am left with is a feeling of being alone in all
this. Anyone can do whatever they want and I have no
recourse except to shut my mouth, be grateful for the work or
hire a lawyer. I’m the bad guy because I stayed when I was
told I could.
Apparently it was OK for Victor to pour retribution on
me simply because he “thought” I was going to make a fuss—
even though I assured him and Boomer that I was not; and
even though they have acknowledged Jimmy’s possible
responsibility for the rumor. Victor’s “fear” was all he (and
Timmy) needed to treat me like shit. And this, apparently, is
OK with everyone. And Victor is still treated with respect. Yet
when I seek redress for actions against me, I am patronized by
terms like “personality conflict.” This is a blatant, pathetic,
ironic and totally unethical double standard.
The Union will defend the department heads
position—but not the members. How can a member ever call a
heads behavior into question, if either the head is allowed to
do anything above reproach or it is just simply characterized
as a “personality conflict?” “Not everyone gets along,” as
Frost said. But everyone had gotten along before this all
happened.
I was always under the impression that a head could
only terminate a crew man for specific reasons—like
drunkenness, fighting or direct insubordination. This is in the
By-Laws. I wonder how many members would be surprised to
find they have no guaranteed jobs and they are subject to a
heads whim—at least according to Kevin (the B.A.).
The practice of “stiffing” was never called into
question. In fact, it was characterized as a “time honored”
policy by both Frost and Kevin. Are you kidding me!!?? Here
is a Union rep agreeing with an employer that “stiffing” is a
“time-honored” policy!! What about the By-Law that
specifically forbids “stiffing??” What about the By-Law that
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forbids outside influence on crew selection?? And, by the
way, what about the time-honored policy of promoting from
within?? My, aren’t they being selective about their time
honored policies?
I wonder what was said in the meetings between Kevin
and Victor and Timmy – and Frost.
Frost has totally dropped the ball in this. It is known
that Disney has little consideration for Union employees in
their business practice. It was demonstrated here. Victor is
their employee and they will support him to the max. It is sad
and ironic to realize that if Victor had supported me the way
Disney supports him, we wouldn’t be in this situation to begin
with.
Kevin turned his back on me. I was worried before that
he might have a conflict of interest—him being friends with
Boomer and Victor. Now I see that he is “hiding” behind rules
in convenient interpretations as well as directly lying to me.
And the fact that he totally agreed with Frost, in everything,
gives me no feeling of support for my position within the
Union hierarchy. Kevin is who I needed to go to for redress.
He has turned his back on me while pretending to “do his
best.” I can’t trust him. It was as if he and Frost were on the
same side and had even worked all this out ahead of time.
That’s called collusion.
Wex didn’t say anything. I think he works in Kevin’s
shadow and is careful not to open his mouth.
I am sure that Frost has been lied to by Victor and
Timmy, and that my reputation was impugned. (But, to them,
this isn’t slander.) So Frost had preconceived notions on what
he thought was happening. But for Frost to blatantly twist the
hostile work environment issues into a “personality conflict”
is the height of manipulation. Timmy should have been
disciplined, and the fact that he wasn’t means the fix was in.
After Frost left the meeting, Kevin and Wex and I
chatted for a few more minutes. I expressed my dismay that
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nothing was done to Timmy. Kevin defended the posting of
the Policy Notice. He also reiterated that Victor could let me
go at any time, and more about “weekly employees.” We
debated this a little and I suggested that there would be tons of
members who would find this philosophy alarming.
I did confront Kevin somewhat regarding Timmy’s
comment when I caught him tearing down my flyer. “Fuck
you, go tell the B.A.” I told Kevin that it almost seemed like
Timmy knew nothing would be done. This made Kevin a little
uncomfortable. Exactly the response I expected. Because I
believe there was nothing Kevin was ever going to do.
On the way out, I thanked them for their help, still
pretending I was relying on them. Kevin said to keep in touch.
That was a waste of time, an insult to my
professionalism and integrity, and spoke reams about who I
was dealing with. Kevin has shown his true colors today. And
Wex too, by keeping quiet. It is clear that my Union will not
protect my interests but Frost will go to the wire for Victor
and Timmy.
Tuesday, 12/7/04
I am debating whether to call Kevin and share with
him my reflections on how the meeting went. A lot was said
and I definitely got the short end. I don’t think it will change
his opinion of what can be done, but clarification is always a
good thing as far as I am concerned. I’d hate for anything to
be misunderstood again—since that is what set this whole
thing off.
Wednesday, 12/8/04
During work call—I was surprised as hell when Ray
announced to Victor, loud enough for everyone to hear, that
the BA was on his way in to speak with him. I thought Kevin
was going to “casually” get in touch on the “down low.”
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Kevin arrived during coffee. He greeted me but said
nothing else. He and Victor retired to the prop room. Everyone
knows what this is about.
At the pre-set for second show, Victor actually said
“hello.” Actually, it was just saying my name, but that is the
usual greeting. I thought this was interesting. Was this a result
of his conversation with Kevin? Has Kevin suggested Victor
needs to make nice and stop the shit? I keep hoping someone
will get some integrity.
All in all, the day was incident free. Timmy apparently
is doing his other show, although no one has actually said this
to me. I am only guessing. It’s great not having him around—
running his mouth non-stop.
John is in on stage left and Bivone is doing Timmy’s
cues stage right. I have been volunteering to stay for the last
cue so John can catch his bus—even though John has never
ever lifted a finger for me.
Thursday, 12/9/04—“We will turn back the clock”
Well, what a difference a day makes. Just when I
thought things were taking a turn for the better I get another
rude awakening.
After pre-set, when I was outside the theatre using my
cell phone, Victor was there and struck up a conversation.
Upon reflection, after he made his first statement, I should
have immediately gotten Ray, because what followed wasn’t a
pleasant experience.
Basically he knew about the meeting with Frost. (He
wasn’t supposed to.) And he said he was “happy I had my
chance to express myself.” (How arrogantly patronizing).
Then he proceeded to inform me that we were “turning
back the clock” and proceeding as if the agreement we had
was still in effect so that when Boomer was free from the Billy
Crystal Show (currently at the Broadhurst where he was the
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flyman) he would be coming in to replace me. I was shocked
and enraged, as well as completely dumbfounded. Where was
this coming from?
I asked if I was just “supposed to forget the last 7
months of all shit that has happened to me.” And then we got
back into the same “I said, you said” exchange we have had
before. It got a little heated because I was being railroaded—
not to mention feeling betrayed by Kevin and Frost.
I told Victor the agreement was dissolved when
Boomer said he didn’t want to bump me. Victor claims a
“misunderstanding” and assumes the solution would be to
simply go back and resume the deal. NOW he thinks of this!!
Why didn’t he claim “misunderstanding” the day after his
“misunderstanding” – before all the retaliation and harassment
and character assassination? Apparently, according to Victor,
Kevin claimed that I was agreeable to reinstating the
agreement. I told Victor that Kevin didn’t get it right and that
he didn’t speak for me. Absolutely not. Never.
I wondered—this “turning back the clock”—will it
include all the money I lost? Will it include a formal
reprimand for Timmy’s harassment and some restitution for
the destruction of my belongings? Will it include a withdrawal
of all the slander and name calling and the revitalization of my
reputation which was smeared by their lies? Will it mean that I
will, once again, be considered the principle sub in the prop
department and be treated, as before, like a valued member of
the team? Because, if you are going to “turn back the clock” as
you so patronizingly suggest, then you are going to have to go
back to the way ALL things were before YOU got scared and
dissolved the deal. Something tells me this is not what he had
in mind.
I dialed Kevin’s cell phone number as Victor walked
away. I said to Victor “Just because you think something is so,
doesn’t make it so.”
This is outrageous. Who’d have thought the situation
could get more absurd.
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I left two messages for Kevin: 1) to contradict Victor’s
assertion that I was agreeable to re-instituting the agreement;
and 2) to question why Kevin mentioned our meeting with
Frost.
I don’t know how Kevin could have surmised I was
willing to turn back the clock. All I talked about was staying
on the job. Even if Victor was now claiming a
“misunderstanding” about my making trouble—and even if I
was, at the time, willing to leave—I gave no one any
indication that I wanted to resume the agreement now! I was
filing a complaint. I wanted redress of my grievances. Kevin
was only supposed to find out what Victor’s intentions were.
As far as I am concerned the agreement was nullified
when one of the parties cancelled out (Boomer). It doesn’t
matter if he did it based on a misunderstanding or out of fear
of reprisal. You can’t single-handedly re-activate an
agreement without both parties agreeing. And you can’t
impose an agreement on someone for your gain or so you can
subsequently blame them for turning it down or backing out.
Victor seemed quite cavalier about how all that has
happened was just water under the dam. He said he had “made
it clear” to Timmy that he should cease his harassment.
Nothing about him being wrong or out of bounds. The
inference (though I am sure debatable by Victor) was that
Timmy just sort of stepped out of line, but was fundamentally
excusable for his actions.
Victor seems to think he can impose his boss authority
over me—and “tell” me what the situation is and expect me to
fall in line as if he were giving me a work assignment.
This couldn’t be further from reality. He is not my boss
in a dispute!
Ray came up to me during the show and asked: “So I
hear you agreed to step aside.” I said “No.” Ray: “Funny that’s
what Victor said.” I said: “He got it wrong, Kevin
misrepresented the situation.” Ray: “Yeah, because when he
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told me, I asked him “Why would Bo volunteer to leave?” I
said: “I didn’t.”
So even Ray thought it was unbelievable for me to
have agreed to turn back the clock.
Friday, 12/10/04—Called Kevin
I called Kevin at Union – left message.
Began writing e-mail to Kevin about where I stand.
Nothing was said today by anyone.
Had to fix Rafiki staff and asked Victor about rubber
cane tips, and he responded professionally if not kindly. I
can’t read what this means.
Saturday, 12/11/04—“What does he want?”
Tony is in Carpenters today. He has already heard
there is a new effort to get rid of me. He said he thought it was
all over with.
Marshal is in because Timmy is out.
Juan the doorman told me he overheard Victor talking
to Butch. “What does he want?” was what he heard Victor say.
How about justice; how about professionalism; how about
ethics, stupid!?
Sunday, 12/12/04
General calm. I am sick to my stomach. Walking
around on eggshells till the next shoe falls. How could this
possibly get more twisted?
End of the second show, Ray asks if I have a lawyer. I
say “I hope it doesn’t get that far.” I am not sure he hasn’t
been put up to this question by Victor. Probably not, but you
never know. Then he suggests I should get a lawyer. I ask him
if he knows any. He says “No,” and then suggests I get the one
from the State Theatre. Interesting. I pretend not to know
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about this and ask what he means. He tells me there was
something similar at the State Theatre. Nothing more is said.
Monday, 12/13/04—Kevin calls me
Kevin wakes me up. We talk as he is driving in to
work. He tells me that he suggested to Victor to turn back the
clock and start treating me as if nothing happened. I tell him
that Victor took that as a signal to re-enter the agreement. And
I clearly told him that was not going to happen. Who does he
think he is suggesting this!?
He tried to get me to forgive and forget. What!!!!!???
Are they completely out of their minds!!??
He kept restating that Victor could still fire me if he
wanted to. I informed him that I would take action if that
happened.
We went around about how no one is protected /
should be / employer rules / right to hire / negotiations.
Bottom line was me saying that if I have to get a
lawyer I will. I will not forget what has been done to me. I
don’t trust Victor to use me as a sub. I don’t even trust Kevin
to see that I am re-hired. I remind Kevin of the Buonassisi
situation; a Phantom prop man who was promised other work
if he left a Phantom job because the boss wanted his child in.
He never got the other work and ended up leaving the
business.
Kevin keeps telling me it all shouldn’t happen and he
will do his best for me. “Let’s see how it plays out.” were his
last words. Bullshit!
I didn’t make an issue about him telling Victor about
the Frost meeting. My guess is he realizes it was a mistake.
He doesn’t want any precedent for Drew or Jim to “fire
at will” to be set at the theatre. This sounds good.
If he doesn’t understand where I stand after this chat –
then he is ignorant.
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Probably no need for the e-mail, at this time.
Tuesday, 12/14/04—Called the lawyer
Talked to my sister who advises me not to send an email to Kevin. She advises me to contact the lawyer and see
what she says.
Called the lawyer and left message that I needed a
consultation.
Wednesday, 12/15/04—Catch Victor bad mouthing me;
talk to Frost & Tony
What a day!
Just when you think it’s safe to go back into the water,
it’s not – there are sharks. And they are out for blood.
I had thought that the outward air of “getting alongness” that I felt after my Habitat adventure was the result of
people getting to Victor and imploring him to back off. Even
after the sham of a meeting with Frost, where nothing was or
would be done to or about Timmy, and the meeting being
exposed to Victor, it still seemed that people were friendlier.
Well, now I know why. . .
Work call. I am doing my usual grass maintenance,
and repair of one of the bug pallets. No need to assign me
these jobs, I know they need to be done. Then I see that
Rafiki’s staff need some repair and I go to the prop room to do
the work. I open door and enter, as I have done every
Wednesday when work needed to be done or I needed a tool.
And Victor was lying on the sofa talking on the phone. No big
deal—happens all the time.
I walk right next to him and start working at the work
table six feet away. I assume he sees me. There is no way he
couldn’t know I was there. And he keeps talking. He doesn’t
ask me to leave the room if the call was private. I am working.
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Then I begin to become aware that he is on the phone with the
Disney office and he is talking about me and the situation. At
first I am not sure who he is talking to. But what he is saying
is outrageous. He is holding me responsible for the “animosity
in the prop department.” He is saying that “no one wants to
work with me.” That the “department’s cohesiveness and unity
are gone.” And he is blaming this all on me. He mentions that
he has told everyone “that I am to be treated with kid gloves.
Absolutely nothing said or done against me.” He mentions that
he has “even impressed this upon Timmy who he has talked to
in Chicago.” He talks about speaking to Kevin after I did
(presumably yesterday) and uses the phrase “360 degrees” to
characterize my point of view on the original agreement. He
assures the person he is talking to that Kevin assured him
(Victor) that he can run the department “how he sees fit.” He
mentions something about my “moping around” after last
Thursdays brief exchange out on the steps. And mentions that
I have “nowhere else to go”—implying that I am
unemployable and, through some fault of mine, had not
broadened my available job sources in the industry by
networking. (Ignoring that I have been working with him and
Timmy for my whole career and chose not to extend myself
out – BECAUSE OF MY LOYALTY!!) Then Victor seems
to be answering a couple of questions: he says “52 same as
me” (he still doesn’t remember that I am older); and he says
“no despite the name” (could the question be about Jewishness?) And he says “Nothing about age or gender or
religion—nothing.” All, I presume, are answers to questions
related to whether I might have a traditional discrimination
case.
By this time I am flabbergasted by what I hear. He has
to know I am there and apparently doesn’t care whether I hear
this or not.
Then he says the name “Alan” and starts asking
questions and discussing pay scales regarding some shelf/wall
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unit construction coming up for the office. I assume he means
Alan Frost. This is the first person that comes to my mind.
And it makes sense, since he was just talking about me. I can’t
believe he has said these things.
The audacity—to blame the demeanor of the
department on me! They all seem to be enjoying the hell out
of themselves on a daily basis. And all the work gets done.
And communication is there when necessary. Everything
functions the same—except for how they treat me.
I finish my work. Nothing is said between us. I can’t
believe this has just taken place.
After returning the Rafiki staff to its place onstage, I
go back to the room to see about further work. Bivone and
John had already broken down the coffee and are roaming
around with nothing to do. I ask Victor if there is anything else
and suggest working on the kites needing repair. He says yeah.
I start working. There is no conversation about the phone call.
He is acting as if it didn’t happen. I am mystified. He couldn’t
have been unaware that I was there and heard everything—I
walked passed him into the room and out of the room facing
him. I am flabbergasted.
After I finish a few kites he says to break for lunch. I
go home and call Kevin—left a message. And then I call Frost
at Disney to clear up the misconceptions about prop
department animosity.
Frost says he didn’t just talk to Victor—then it dawns
on me that Victor was probably talking to Alan Levy! And this
is even worse—that he is telling Alan Levy that all the trouble
is my fault. Alan Levy hires all personnel for Disney shows.
There is no way I will ever work for Disney again.
So Frost and I have a little chat anyway—he says he is
writing me a follow up letter including the understanding that
I have agreed that the original deal is still in force. I once
again object and tell him I do NOT agree that the agreement is
still in force. He says—that’s the way he remembers the
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conversation. I tell him it’s not so. (The audacity!) He believes
that he can decide what my words meant. No matter what I say
to explain my words, he has distorted them to his liking, and
now is holding me responsible for his distortions—rather than
admit he might have misinterpreted or misunderstood. He does
not have the right to impose his will on my words—who does
he think he is? My clarification should have been answered
by: “Oh, I guess I misunderstood you Bo. Thanks for clearing
that up.”
He says I am trying to separate what has happened to
me from the agreement. This is astonishing. I don’t know how
people can twist things like this. I am absolutely NOT trying
to separate things—I am, in fact, trying to tie it all together in
terms of cause and effect. The agreement went sour because of
their fear and the effect was retribution and lies against me.
Ironically it was after our office meeting on the 6 th that I
thought Frost was the one trying to separate the things Timmy
did from the treatment I was getting regarding the agreement.
Amazing. He really needs to pick his point of view and stick
with it. He is beginning to sound like a politician.
I think, once again, that I have cleared it up, but I guess
I’ll see when the letter comes. I will not be surprised if he has
totally disregarded what I have said and only believed what he
wants to believe. This arrogance is beyond belief.
Later, in thinking back over the office meeting with
Frost, it dawns on me where they misinterpreted. Both Frost
and Kevin said at one time or other that “Victor apparently
feels the agreement is still intact.” To which I replied: “I
agree.” MEANING: I understand and accept your observation
that it is probably true that Victor thinks the agreement is
intact. NOT: I “agree” that the agreement is intact!
There is no way in hell I would EVER concede that the
agreement is still intact! They obviously misunderstood.
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Back at the show—Richie is here visiting; in town to
go to the Local One holiday party for dinner. He greets me
cordially but makes no effort to talk to me.
After pre-set, I have a chat with Tony (from
carpenters). He has known Victor and Timmy and me since
Phantom days. He has been bewildered, as all of this has
played out, and has commented a couple of times “just like
Phantom, another house of hate.” Today he says, as he did the
other day in passing, that he thought the whole thing was
finished. I said they are trying to resurrect the agreement to
have cause for my dismissal. They want to turn back the clock.
Then I tell him about Kevin’s constant assertion that Victor
can do what he wants including fire at will without cause.
Tony’s jaw dropped. He is amazed. He says that “I thought
there needed to be cause.” I told him that was my opinion too
and I think all of membership’s opinion. He is amazed to think
this is so, that this is Kevin’s opinion and that no one else
knows this. I tell him that he can “inform” people that this is
what is at stake here. That if Victor succeeds then all heads
will have precedence regarding firing people they don’t want
around anymore. And multitudes of members may be on the
street. If for no other reason . . . people need to get behind me
on this and start speaking out.
I told him if I am dismissed I would probably have to
get a lawyer.
It is clear to me, I tell him, that Victor is trying to hold
on to the agreement because this, at least figuratively, gives
him “cause” to fire me. This is why the agreement and
whether it is still in play are the current focus and the crux of
everything. If they have the agreement in play—they move on
the agreement and I am out. If the agreement is not in play—I
am out and I must hire a lawyer and file a wrongful
termination suit.
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THOUGHTS: So I spend the rest of the day thinking
about things and even into the evening after the shows and
here is what I have come up with:
I am not sure I want to talk to Kevin anymore. I don’t
believe he has my best interests at heart even thought he says
he does. I have several direct questions to ask him:
1) Do you believe that the stiffing agreement is till in force?
2) Do you understand that it is my position that the agreement
was nullified in May? And that I will not re-agree to step
aside?
3) Have you urged Victor and Boomer—to accept their
nullification of the agreement?
4) You keep telling me, as does Frost, that a head of
department has the right to “run his department as he sees fit.”
Do you think that includes the way Victor has chosen to treat
me and defame me? Do you think it includes the way Timmy
has treated me? If so, then you have made them above the law
and untouchable. If not—then something should be done about
it!
5) Are you more a champion of Victor’s right to do whatever
he wants—than a champion of professionalism, ethics and fair
play?
6) Do you think a wrong should be punished when it is
perpetrated by a head of department or his assistant?
7) You are in the middle. What are you doing to protect my
rights and interests?
8) Are you trying to solve this by trying to leverage me out
peacefully as per an old broken agreement or are you trying to
solve this by securing this job for me because I deserve and
have earned it?
9) Have you told Victor that defamation does not fall under
the category of “run your department as you see fit”?
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It is completely clear to me what is going on. It is
blame the rape victim here. Rake the rape victim through the
coals.
I am not going to be a rape victim. I will not be
intimidated. I am not “causing” anything—I am only reacting
and protecting myself, my reputation and my rights.
I don’t care if Michael Eisner gets in the picture and
tells me Victor can do what he wants. There still is “right”
versus “wrong” in this. There is abuse of power. There is
harassment. There is hostile work environment. There is
slander. There is unfair labor practice. And these questions
have far reaching impact on our Union and on the industry.
There is always a Brown v. Board of Education or Roe
v. Wade that establishes right vs. wrong. If there needs to be a
Metzler v. Amerling then I am prepared.
I have not wavered from my opinion that the original
agreement was nullified on May 6th when both Boomer and
Victor said I would be staying on the crew. Meaning—there is
no agreement left.
I will not be bullied into reverting back to a defunct
agreement – so Victor has an excuse to get rid of me.
I will not crumble under the pressure of defamation—I
know who I am and what I have done and NOT done. I know
who has behaved honorably and professionally and who has
not. And so do a lot of other people. The crew has eyes and
ears—even if they are afraid to speak up—afraid of
repercussions and retaliation.
I will never agree to leave—after everything that has
been done to me.
If we cannot resolve this, professionally and ethically,
then a judge will.
Maybe the lawyer can get a “cease and desist” order.
Thursday, 12/16/04—Carl learns my show
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At 6:30 Victor says to me, “hold off on starting your
pre-set because I have a guy here to start learning the shows.”
I say sure and wait. It is Carl who works for
Tiggeloven (Disney’s production coordinator) and who has
previously come to the theatre to fix things and even, recently,
has subbed on Drew’s crew in carpentry. He follows me.
This is strange because usually the first position to
learn is Bivone’s track, stage left. But maybe Victor didn’t
want John, who is filling in for Bivone, to do the teaching. (He
can be paid as assistant but not train new employees.
Interesting.)
Or maybe Victor was “using” this to try and scare me.
A better guess. Who knows?
At intermission he asked me, in front of others, how
Carl was doing. I said, “fine, taking lots of notes, seems to be
relatively intelligent.” Everyone gets a chuckle.
Carl assumes he is going to be learning all 4 tracks. He
has no idea he is a pawn in Victor’s game.
Friday, 12/17/04
Victor is out. Bivone is “acting” head and John is
“acting” assistant again. Marshal is in doing Timmy’s cues.
All goes well with me training Carl.
Saturday, 12/18/04—Receive the letter from Frost
Upon entering the stage door, Juan the doorman gives
me a letter that was supposed to have been given to me
yesterday. It is from Frost at Disney.
It is a “recap,” as he sees it, of our meeting. It is a
reiteration of several points most notably that Disney feels the
issue of “harassment” on Timmy’s part in “moot” because
they have taken “prompt and effective measures to address
those concerns,” and that “certain individuals … have been
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told … that such action will not be tolerated.” They also brag
that there “has been no reoccurrence.” (This is not due to their
warning but to the fact that I have not posted anything on the
bulletin boards.)
There is a repeat of the terms of my employment: that
it is a “daily position” and that Victor can “replace” me
whenever he wants “without cause.”
And there was also the articulation of his position
regarding whether I believe the deal between Victor and I was
still in play. Frost states that, at the meeting, I “unmistakably
acknowledged the current viability of the deal” but allows how
I have “disputed its current application.” (There is no way I
would agree the deal is still in play.)
And now, when I object to his interpretation of my
words, he suggests something has “changed,” implying I have
changed my mind, not that he has come to understand the
meaning of my words.
As with all misunderstandings it is a matter of
semantics. But he will not relent to a mistake. Even when
confronted with my clarification of my position he still has the
audacity to suggest that I have “changed” my words. This is
unbelievable arrogance.
He is obviously just trying to twist it and avoid
responsibility for the misunderstanding. I did not change my
mind, or go back on my words—he simply didn’t understand
my original meaning and is now too much of a weasel to
admit it.
It is their manipulative agenda that is at play here.
They cannot—none of them—ever accept responsibility for
anything—not Victor for his part in letting me keep my job,
and now, not Frost for his part in misinterpreting and then
trying to dictate the meaning of my words, or his completely
dropping the ball regarding harassment. My opinion of the
character and integrity of these people has now sunk to a new
low. I wonder: How low can they go?
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I talk, again with my sister, who says find out from the
lawyer what to do.
She says they are just stating their position and setting
me up as having been informed of my situation—regarding
being “replaced.”
They are also going on record regarding the illegal
stiffing deal having been made and that we are all day or
weekly employees and can be fired at will without cause. The
fact that all this was agreed to by Kevin, puts him in direct
conflict with our Union Constitution.
I am half expecting to be “replaced” after tonight’s
show.
Sunday, 12/19/04
I was not “replaced” after last nights show.
Victor is back. Carl is not following me today; his
learning time has ended. He is also not scheduled to follow
anyone else. Curious. This is really out of the normal routine.
Mike T. expresses his negative feelings about a
management person (Carl) being allowed to learn Union jobs.
Ray suggests again that I should get a lawyer. I tell
him Kevin’s opinion is that I can be let go without cause,
which is Disney’s opinion as well. He says this is not what
people (Union guys) have always believed. I try to insinuate to
him that if Victor succeeds in replacing me, then it establishes
a precedent and that everyone’s job is at risk. Whether this has
always been the situation or not—it certainly is not what the
common Local One worker understands or believes.
Monday, 12/20/04—Talked to Kevin - rehash
Called the lawyer and set up appointment for 11am
tomorrow.
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Kevin called—finally answering my call to him
regarding last Wednesday’s prop room conversation between
Victor and Alan at Disney.
We (Kevin and I) go around and around again about
how Victor has the “right to hire and fire at will.” (Why do
they keep harping on this?) And about the “current viability”
of the original deal and whether I agree it is still in force. He
has not received the copy of the Frost letter.
I try to let him know that I will fight any termination—
as is my right—without coming right out and saying I have
been in touch with a lawyer. I try to get him to call Victor off
if he has plans to dismiss me when Boomer becomes available
again. He then tries to imply that I am making this a bad
situation by trying to fight it. He actually says I am “driving
this thing.” I hotly object to this characterization. Is he out of
his mind?
I also let him know that his insistence that Victor can
“dismiss at will” is understood as Kevin’s belief and Victor’s
belief but that I believe that it is a policy that is at least
debatable and testable outside the realm of the people who are
in authority. I wanted Kevin to understand that when he says
“this is the way it is” and I say “I understand”—it’s that I
understand his words and that it is his opinion, but I believe
the policy is questionable.
He repeats that I am making this a confrontation—
even while he admits that it is my right. I again strongly object
to being held responsible for “making trouble.”
We just go around and around.
He says he is trying to keep me employed but he won’t
tell Victor not to fire me. Because he keeps telling Victor he
has the power to terminate.
I ask him whether Victor’s right to “run the department
how he sees fit” can involve defaming me. He asks how, and
we are back to the beginning about the phone call in the prop
room when I was standing there—and how Victor is blaming
all the bad vibes on me. And that I have turned 360. etc etc.
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He says that he doesn’t know about that, even though I
have just told him. So it seems he wants wiggle room on this.
Basically he says there is nothing he can do. He
interjects that Victor has told him he wouldn’t dismiss me if
Boomer keeps being busy at the other theatre.
Once again I am being blamed for their behavior based
on how I react to it after it is perpetrated upon me.
I am being blamed for causing trouble because I didn’t
like how Timmy treated me. I am being blamed for pushing
this thing, “driving” it because I reiterate my right to seek
council because of how they are treating me, and the fact that
Victor might terminate my employment.
Kevin asks, also, if there is still any “harassment”
going on. He calls it “”harassment” even though Disney says it
doesn’t measure up. I tell him Timmy is out of town and I
haven’t posted anything else up on the bulletin boards. But I
mention that I am being passed over for John (who is a sub) to
be upgraded to “acting assistant” when Victor and Timmy are
not in the theatre.
I update my journal and print a copy of the last 10
pages for the lawyer tomorrow.
Tuesday, 12/21/04—First meeting with the Lawyer
My meeting with the lawyer was educational.
Basically she tells me that this is not a clear cut situation. No
one is protected. There is a chance that if I sue the Union for
not protecting me I will damage my reputation and probably
never work again. The Power Paradigm. (Where is the
whistleblower law?)
She suggested trying to make peace if they do make
actual threats to fire me—like a timetable. Or, offer to leave if
I have a place to go.
She said that there would be things we could do if I am
terminated. Even, at that time, use the “help me get work”
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ploy to get them to find work for me and hope they see this as
a way out of possible legal trouble.
She thinks they may still be scared to throw the rock
into the lake for fear of the uncontrollable ripples. I agree.
I am being blamed for everything so, I tell her, I don’t think
they are going to be magnanimous regarding the future with
regard to sub work on Lion King.
We agree and hope that they begin to see clearly what
ramifications there are. And don’t take the step.
She was going to check with a colleague regarding
legal rights in the realm of the Union and regarding
defamation. She suggested I try and hint at or subtly suggest
an olive branch of leaving if I have a place to go and
assurances I am still on the dance card at Lion King.
I tell her this is probably not possible. Appealing to
their better selves is probably not an option. To them it is
entirely my fault. They are children and it’s their ball, their
park, their game.
She tells me not to write anything (e-mails). Don’t
have any conversations. Stay light. Do my job. Don’t make
waves. Hold my breath. Cross my fingers. Pressure them to
get job security with employers. Call if you get work—or if
you get fired—and we’ll take the next step.
At the show that night: Nothing is happening. I am
doing my work. I am being cordial. Victor and I are actually
greeting each other again. I have to wonder why. Perhaps it’s
part of his edict to treat me well. I don’t trust it. I don’t think it
means that all is well.
John has been in all the time since I got back from
Habitat, except of a couple of days. He has been friendly. He
has also moved ahead of me on the hierarchy, even though he
is only a sub. He gets the piano & mirror calls and he is
elevated to acting assistant when Victor and Timmy are out
and Bivone is head. These are, to me, still examples of
retaliation on the part of Victor.
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Tonight Carl is in again following John to learn his
track. I have been staying and doing the last cue stage left so
that John can catch his bus. He has thanked me, but he has
done nothing for me in return.
Wednesday, 12/22/04—A day of conversations
Work call: The usual—me doing the grass. Victor
doing payroll, I guess, and maybe checking his e-mail, surfing
the net and making a phone call or two. And Bivone and John
doing—I have no idea. Sometimes I see John just roaming
around following Bivone. Today he tries to fix the little
wildebeest shields on the stampede rollers. Bivone must help
him. Around 10:45 John was sitting stage right reading the
paper. Bivone came buy and I asked him what else there was
to do—he being the assistant. (He gets all puffed up with
authority when it has to do with things like getting paid what
he “deserves,” or about the table out in the Ellington Room
not being put away by house staff—but when it comes to
managing, he plays dumb.) So I go down to the prop room and
volunteer to work on some bird kites. Victor says yes.
Then there is a phone call—the pies that Bivone
ordered came. Victor goes up and the three of them bring
down pies and while Bivone sorts through his list, Victor sits
like a lump on the sofa and John stands around reading labels.
I am working on kites through all of this – don’t forget.
20 minutes later – the pies are all sorted and I have
fixed 4 or 5 kites and Victor says – finish that last kite and go
to lunch. Gee thanks, sir!
After pre-set of matinee, I am reading in my newfound
quiet place stage left. (It is out of the traffic pattern and I’m
not asked to do what the other prop guys have failed to do.)
Ray return from the store and I chat with him about our
conversation regarding “firing without cause.” He repeats his
dismay about the Union (as in Kevin the B.A.) saying this is
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OK. I suggest that he should let other stagehands know that
this is the Union’s stand and that, since contract negotiations
are coming up, everyone should let Kevin know that they want
everyone contractually covered by a “cause” clause in the next
contract. It seems that Ray may start suggesting this to people
though he doesn’t say so. I am relying on his impulse to stir
things up to get this word around.
He also tells me he has spoken to Victor about Carl
working here. Victor says that he (Carl) wants to be a
stagehand and is smart and talented and wouldn’t be out
getting other work, so it seems he’d be a good person to have
as a sub for props, basically always available. Victor has
trained about 6 or 8 people over the last 2 years as prop subs.
Only Marshal is still working in props. He just trained Chris –
what happened to him?
Ray didn’t respond much about the issue regarding
Carl being management. Maybe he didn’t hear me ask the
question or make the point. That, to me, is the issue. Victor is
hiring a management person when there are many Local One
guys out of work. And for this the Union supports Victor in
his abuse of me. I don’t get it.
NOTE: The two ironic contradictions here are: Victor
hiring non card and management people when he wouldn’t
hire my son because he wasn’t a full Union guy; and, saying
that Carl is viable and valuable because he would always be
available and not be out hustling up other work, while he
criticizes and even patronizes me for not having “any other
place to go” because I committed to Victor and didn’t go out
hustling up other places to work.
A little later I suggest to Ray that he should at least
mention this stuff to Jay because Jay would get all riled about
it. Then Ray makes a throwaway comment about giving up his
Shop Steward position. This is something he has said before in
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passing as a joke, and even suggested that I should run for
Shop Steward. At the time I didn’t think I was on the chopping
block and didn’t want to deal with all of the bullshit. But now,
since it seems I am on the chopping block, it is something I
was hoping he would bring up. The situation is not conducive
to be talking about this now though. I will bring it up later or
hope he does.
By the time intermission of second show is here, Ray, I
assume, has been talking around. I get a surprise comment
from Mike T. and he is hot. He says “when you sue, make sure
you sue the Union for not protecting your job.” I say only that
“if that happens, make sure you speak up.” He says he has. I
thank him. But I had just been thinking about this today. From
something Ray said about all the dues I paid into the Union for
job protection. And I had already come to the conclusion that
if there was a lawsuit it would be against the Union for the
return of my dues. Anyway, I was encouraged by Mike’s
comment. It showed that people were talking and the gist of it
was that people thought I was being treated unfairly and that
the Union should protect my job.
At the end of the second show, as I was getting the
baby Elephant, Ray says again—this time specifically and
directly—that he is going to resign as Steward and nominate
me. I say “OK sounds good.” He tells me that then they can’t
fire me. I said “I know.” I tell him it should be a secret ballot
because there would be people intimidated to vote for me. He
said “nothing to it. I nominate you and someone seconds and
we vote. And there aren’t enough guys in the prop department
to win.” I don’t have time to explain that there are several
electricians who want to stay in Victor’s favor and that Victor
would nominate Bivone as Steward—so that the vote might
not be so big for me. Jay is there now and gets into the
conversation and explains that some guy named Robert
Johnson at Disney, a labor vice president, said at the last
negotiations that no one could be fired without just cause. I
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tell him what Kevin and Frost have been telling me. He says
he has heard this and that we will talk more about this
tomorrow.
I leave the theatre thinking this all may actually work
out. I can’t get too excited however, because it could all just
blow up. John has heard all this conversation and would
probably tell Victor. And Victor could come in tomorrow and
fire me before we have a Steward vote.
But wouldn’t it be sweet!
Thursday, 12/23/04—Jay is hot
The furor about me becoming Shop Steward had died
down. Ray isn’t talking about it. I am not bringing it up.
Victor is out and John is acting assistant again.
Marshal is in.
Jay found me in my corner during pre-set and told me
about the last contract negotiations that he was part of—with
Timmy and Al and Tony DePaulo with Robert Johnson of
Disney. He is like the big labor guy out in Burbank over all of
Disney in terms of labor. Jay was adamant that when the
concept of all employees being covered by just cause came up
Johnson supposedly assured everyone that if any employee
was fired without cause it would not bode well for the head of
department who did the firing.
I explained to Jay all of the things that had been said in
various meetings. As well as dispelled for him some of the
rumors that he had heard about how things went down in May.
He was hot about this being totally wrong: that a head could
fire. And where was the Union. I was glad to get him hot and
bothered. He said he was going to write to Kevin. And he
would get me a phone number for a friend who was in labor
that I could talk to. He suggested, as others have, that I should
get a lawyer. I responded as I always do, “If and when I need a
lawyer I will get a lawyer.”
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If this is true about Robert Johnson, then this may be
my fall back position after being fired. I would get the lawyer
to write to Johnson on my behalf and implore him to get my
job back. I need to talk to Tony DePaulo to make sure what
Jay told me is true. How do I do that without sending up red
flags?
John was there when Jay first came over to talk. Mike
T. walked by, as did Kirk, and noticed Jay getting hot.
A little later Bivone came over to give me my pay
check and Xmas gift from Kathy (stage manager). This was
surprising. Victor never went out of his way to do this. Victor
never bothered to ever communicate anything to me—even
the changes in the holiday show schedule. I had to find out and
figure these things out on my own (which I was perfectly
capable of doing, but none-the-less this shows how Victor has
been treating me and yet says I am “disrupting the moral of
the department.”)
The pay check Bivone gave me was a surprise as
well—since I am on direct deposit with the company. I
haven’t been given an actual check for almost 2 years. I asked
around and it seems I am the only one who this happened to.
At first I thought there was a holiday issue with the computer.
Everyone else who is on direct deposit had no problems. Then
I began thinking if this was some kind of set up for me to be
taken out of the system and dismissed. Am I paranoid? The
saying is: “I may be paranoid but it doesn’t mean they are not
out to get me.”
When I got home, I wrote Laura an e-mail asking why
I wasn’t on direct deposit.
Friday, 12/24/04—Christmas Eve.
As I have done in the past I brought presents to work
for Christmas. I gave pies to Victor, Bivone and John. This
year, however, there were no return gifts. Hmmm. Can’t say
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whether they gave each other anything but they didn’t give me
anything—except lame “thank you’s.”
I also gave out my usual Lottery Tickets to the
company. Each department and each dressing room got a
Mega Lottery ticket for tonight’s drawing worth $40 million.
Got a real nice hug from Latrice and from Kylin when I gave
their dressing room a ticket. Some people remembered I did
this last year. Some didn’t and some were new to the show
since then.
The Simba shadow puppet was not in its place for the
scene today. Mike T. mentioned it as they were striking the
graveyard stairs and then Drew asked about it—apparently the
Stage Managers and an actor were looking for it. I
immediately looked for it where it gets stored after use, and
there it was. I grabbed it and got it to the right pre-set place in
time for the scene. The fact that it was not in the correct place
means that when Victor was out yesterday and Bivone was
doing Victor’s cues, he forgot to pre-set it in the correct
position at intermission.
Ray didn’t mention anything about Shop Steward
again. Maybe someone heard all of the chatter on Wednesday
and got to Ray and convinced him it wasn’t in his best interest
to do what he planned. I want to suggest to Ray, if he has been
silenced, that maybe Jay could nominate me and go on the
line. Jay is an outspoken guy who has already taken the stand
with me regarding “just cause,” so him nominating me would
be good because he would speak on my behalf. I guess we’ll
see.
Saturday, 12/25/04—Christmas
Off.
Sunday, 12/26/04—Ray may call Kevin
Still nothing has been said regarding a Shop Steward
election. In fact, no one is saying anything about anything.
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Everyone just seems real friendly—even Victor. I do not, for a
minute, think that this means all is over and I have nothing to
worry about.
Jay does not say anything about a phone number for
his friend. I do not ask.
Bivone forgot to pre-set the crash cart to stage left. I
told him when he came up for his first cue. Then I saw him tell
John about it. I wonder what he said. “Why didn’t Bo just deal
with it?” (Because I only noticed it at the top of the show and
wasn’t in a position to deal with it – I didn’t tell him this.) or
“We don’t need to let Bo have the goods on us.” Who knows?
Then at the top of Show 2 Ray approaches me out of the blue
and says he is going to call Kevin tomorrow and tell him the
guys are furious about how things are going down and how
Victor is strutting about being able to fire at will. I tell him I
appreciate this. Perhaps he can convince Kevin who can
convince Victor that things better not go too far.
THOUGHTS: There are laws and rules and practices
and conduct—and ethics. It is through one or more of these
motivators that people behave. The problems arise when
people start using one motivator to excuse behavior that
should be called into question by another motivator. Practices
and conduct should never take on the weight of rules and
laws—or ethics. Like “stiffing” or “right to run a department.”
Ethics involve things like integrity and loyalty and fair play.
Power doesn’t give anyone the right to do wrong. “Absolute
power corrupts, absolutely!” Respect and dignity are far too
often replaced by ego.
You do not have to earn respect before it is given. You
have to live up to the respect that should be automatic because
we are all human and we are all professional.
There are always the have’s and the have not’s. There
is always order and hierarchy. But when you abuse this
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delineation and abuse this power, then you are abusing the
dignity of your position and you are corrupting your power.
This is all about power and those who have it as
apposed to those who don’t. And it is about the abuse of
power. And it is about idiots like me who always stand up to
power when it is abused. Those in power call it “making
trouble.” In earlier days I would have been called “uppity.”
Victor and Timmy and Kevin and Frost think they can
dictate how things are going to be and believe that, simply
because they dictate it, I (or anyone) will fall in line or “face
consequences.” This would be fine if what they were doing
was ethical. But what has been happening is not ethical. Not
by anyone’s stretch of imagination. And this is what is
aggravating others at work. I am not the only one who sees the
violation in ethics going on here.
Let’s break this down:
There is a difference between “power” and “authority.”
Victor (or Kevin or Frost) may think that their positions give
them the “power” to dictate behavior and opinion and truth.
But their positions do not give them that “power.” That
“power” comes from facts, rules, laws and ethics—the
superseding “authority” that dictates human behavior. The
Union President or B. A. has the “power” or the “ability,” by
virtue of his office, to adjudicate organizational matters. But
the Constitution and By-Laws are the “authority” or “right”
from which leaders derive their power. Victor has the power to
hire and to accomplish the tasks of his job. Authority is the
knowledge or expertise and guidelines that dictate the terms of
the power. In labor, the boss has the “power” to dictate the
precepts of the job. He does not have the authority to dictate
something that is wrong, illegal or unethical. Authority is like
the supreme power. Ethics and laws dictate authority.
Authority assigns power. Power determines action and ability.
Power does not determine authority.
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A man has the power (the ability) to rape a woman.
But he does not have the authority (the right) to impose
himself.
With power (or control) comes responsibility. And that
responsibility is determined by the ethical building blocks of
authority and acceptable behavior. Having power doesn’t give
the powerful carte blanche in behavior. Even the most
powerful people are obligated to follow ethics—the precepts
of dignified, fair, honorable behavior.
It has been said repeatedly that Victor has the “right”
to hire who he wants. But is it a “right?” Or is it a privilege?
Rights are things that are automatic. Rights are fundamental.
Free will is a “right.” Religious freedom is a “right.” Voting in
elections is a “right.” No one bestowed these things on people.
They are fundamental (though some had to be fought for – like
the right to vote or the right to ride on the front of the bus.)
But the adage “right to hire” is a misnomer and
therefore it has been misconstrued and abused in practice. The
ability to hire is a “privilege” afforded by our By-Laws based
on an arrangement with the owners of theatres and producers
of shows. The adage “privilege to hire” holds no less weight in
the practical sense of filling crew positions on a show and
dictating job responsibilities. But with the elimination of the
term “right” it removes from the situation the specter of
power—the power that assumes too much weight and
becomes the motivator and excuse for abuse.
This is a radical theory here—when you are in the
realm of Union politics. And I can hear people raising their
voices already. So – calm down. Think. Use your heads and
reason. This theory does not change the structure or hierarchy
or intent of any practice in our Union. It is only and exercise
in semantics to illustrate and deconstruct the concept of Power
vs. Authority, particularly when it leads to abuse—which is
the whole point of this book.
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A distinction should also be made between “right” and
“preference.” A person may have the “right” to have
“preferences.” But “preferences” do not give a person the
“right” to engage in certain behaviors. Someone may think
homosexual behavior is an aberration and only heterosexual
behavior is acceptable. That is a “preference” and anyone has
the “right”—either by religious or moral reasons—to have that
“preference.” But no one has the “right” to take the law into
their own hands and punish a homosexual. No one’s rights
supersedes anyone else’s rights—not even in a hierarchical
situation, because, remember, “rights” are fundamental to all
people in all situations. Preferences are not fundamental. So,
in labor . . . a department head may have the position which
gives him the “authority” to exercise his “privilege” of hiring.
No problem. It’s the structure of things. But . . . and here is the
concept that will be hard for some to grasp . . . a department
head’s “privilege” to hire may not be colored solely by
“preferences.” There are laws; there are hiring regulations;
there are acceptable hiring practices and there are ethics—all
of which must be followed and adhered to by the department
head, as his (or her) duties of hiring are carried out.
A department head may not hire an undocumented
alien. A Union department head may not give preference to a
non-Union worker over an available Union worker. A Union
department head may not be influenced by outside pressure
regarding hiring choices. Promotions to higher positions made
from within an organization are a common, acceptable and
laudable practice. Gifts of jobs for favors or friendship are not
an acceptable practice. And ethics determines how all these
“rules” get played out and how people are treated.
Victor and Timmy and Kevin and Frost want me (and
everyone) to buy into their concept of ethics—as they define
ethics. But they do not define ethics. Ethics is fundamental
and predates them, as well as the Union itself. They cannot
redefine ethics to suit their desires, goals or motivations.
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So, you see, when Victor and Timmy and Kevin and
Frost exert their respective “power” and start dictating how
things should be, based on their “preferences” and their
positions—without the fundamental determinates of law and
labor practice as well as ethics, they are, in fact, abusing their
power. And when they excuse or justify this misused power as
their “right” they are corrupting the fundamental precepts of a
civilized society. No Union—or Union leader—can stand by
and acquiesce or approve or sanction or turn a blind eye to
this. This unchecked abuse of power is the fundamental reason
that department heads control the rules and practices rather
than vice versa. And why the rank-and-file members are at
their mercy.
One more thing: Victor and Timmy are management.
They were hired by management and they have always been
company men. They are owned by there bosses and bend to
the will of their bosses. This is where their allegiance is. But
what trips people like this up is when they get caught in the inbetween of the hierarchy. This is exactly why, in every other
theatre on Broadway, there is a crew head and a company
head—each with delineated responsibilities.
Victor and Timmy, as management, should not be
protected by the Local One. Their allegiances are in conflict
with their concept of Union brotherhood—especially with
Disney as their boss, since Disney is notoriously anti-Union.
Let me be clear . . . I am not trying to restructure or
redefine the Union or the work rules and precepts that we
work under. I am only trying to refocus our professional
behavior on ethics and not on personality, preference and
power. Nothing has to change—except the way people treat
each other and the way people are held accountable for their
behavior.
It’s about ethics, stupid.
Monday, 12/27/04—Timmy returns
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Jay tells me his Union friend is out of town so he
hasn’t gotten a phone number.
Victor is out.
Timmy is back! When I saw him—or more precisely,
“heard” him—I mentioned to Mike T.: “And it was so quiet
here.” Kirk asked what I meant and Mike T. said “Howdy
Doody is back.”
Ray took the day off. I don’t know if he called Kevin
today or what might have been said.
Timmy said nothing to me. No apology—yet. Still
acting as though he was King of the Hill. Untouchable. Above
reproach. Arrogant. Holier than Thou.
Tuesday, 12/28/04
Pretty un-eventful. I do my pre-set. I chat with friends.
I read. I do my cues. I go home.
Now that Timmy is back, John is staying late for the
last cue. Interesting how his catching a bus was no longer
important.
At pre-set, Timmy made it a point to mention to
Bivone something about the desk they are going to build for
Schumacher at Disney. Once again just trying to make me feel
out of it or lacking in some way. He hasn’t skipped a beat by
being away. I could care less that they have sold themselves to
management and feel a need to brag about it.
As we did the water bowl (Timmy & I) there was a
piece of trash in the bowl after the scene. I didn’t see it in the
bucket as I poured the water into the bowl, because it was
dark. But Timmy made the comment afterwards, as he fished
it out, “Real good. Real good.” It was a light bulb box from
the electric department. I am waiting for him to make a
comment that it was somehow my fault.
Wednesday, 12/29/04
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Work call. I am a self starter. I do my grass palettes.
And I do anything else that affects my job—without needing
to be told. This, of course, will be twisted by people in the
prop department into a claim that no one wants to work with
me. The truth is: most everything I do during the work call
only requires one person.
I don’t know what the others did, besides John
vacuuming for about 30 minutes and Bivone and Timmy
doing some seat repair. But I was working non stop. Bivone
cut some fabric late in the day and when I asked him what he
was making he said. “A little somethin’ for a little somethin’.”
Some strange guy came in and wondered onto the
stage wearing a Lion King jacket. Never saw him before.
Philips saw him too and made the comment “Maybe it’s
another management person come to learn the show.”
After I was finished I returned things to the room and
Timmy was there with someone I had never seen and they
were pouring over some furniture drawings. Looked like
desks. Perhaps drawings or photos of the desk they are going
to make for Schumacher. Certainly not Lion King related.
If there isn’t enough work to keep us all busy, I’d just
as soon not come in on Wednesday mornings.
I asked Timmy if it was lunch (I didn’t see Bivone or
John anywhere) he looked at his watch and said “Yeah,
lunch.”
Top of second show, after pre-set: I asked Ray if he
spoke to Kevin. He said he called him but Kevin hasn’t
returned the call.
Thursday, 12/30/04—Payday
Timmy, Bivone and John were in early to do piano and
mirrors. Meaning they stayed late last night to do them.
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Meaning John stays when he earns money but doesn’t when
he has to catch a bus. Just like Bivone.
Timmy didn’t deliver me my pay voucher—like the
other heads do for their crew. Victor stopped doing it too. I
have to go to the prop room and get it myself. How childishly
and professionally inconsiderate.
Ray still has not heard from Kevin. I overheard Mike
T. say to Ray something about “start the new year right by
shaking things up.” Referring to new shop steward elections.
Then Ray replied he wants to “shake Kevin up a little first.”
Friday, 12/31/04—New Years Eve
Matinee. Eventless. Victor continues to be out. Timmy
continues to be the head and continues not to talk to me as he
walks around like the king of the world.

CHAPTER SIX
A New Year, Mr. President
(1/02/05—2/26/05)

Sunday 1/02/05—A New Year
Timmy makes a point, in his inimitable way, to
mention to Bivone that they will be working on a new desk for
Schumacher. It is pathetic how Timmy feels he must brag and
grandstand about himself to such a degree. And always when I
am around. He is delusional if he thinks that flaunting things
in my face matter to me. All it does is demonstrate how small
minded he is.
Haven’t really talked to Ray. He hasn’t heard from
Kevin. I need to make Ray realize that he needs to make sure
everyone is on board for this Shop Steward thing or it will
backfire and we will see Bivone as Steward and me out of a
job.
Jay says he did write to Kevin regarding upcoming
contract negotiations. He mentioned “just cause” for everyone.
He used the term “basic crew” and I need to clarify with him
that contract-wise “basic crew” has a specific meaning that
does NOT mean everyone.
COMMENT: It just really bothers me—the injustice
of this whole thing. How callous and unprofessional and
disrespectful Victor seems to think he can treat me. My
reputation has suffered. My income has been affected. He
thinks he can say anything he wants to people, and, because of
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his position, they believe him. He thinks he can defame me
and that it is OK. He has no integrity. And instead of people in
authority seeing this and stopping him, they are telling him to
do what he wants—and Timmy too.
Kevin doesn’t deserve to be BA.
I was a great guy, always professional, always did my
job, better than most. But suddenly I am perceived as a pariah.
All is washed out because Victor didn’t get his way and was
afraid to bump me. He’s a spoiled child. Someone needs to
teach him a few lessons—just like you teach children how to
behave—by taking away his treats.
I still lay awake at nights trying to reason with them in
my mind, but I know I will never to be able to. They just don’t
get it. It’s about ETHICS, stupid!
Tuesday, 01/03/05—Visit Joe H.
Stopped by Ford Center to say hello to Joe H.
Mike C., our Lion King flyman, was there working on
the put-in and mentioned “I hear you are going to run for Shop
Steward.” I said: “That what you hear?” “Yeah. Rumor has it.”
“Might be possible.” “Don’t mean to put you on the spot.”
I asked: “If I should—would you vote for me?” “Don’t mean
to put you on the spot.” “I guess I would. You’d be a good
Shop Steward.”
Joe H. had nothing for me because he will be using his
regular guys. I knew this and made the comment that I wish it
were so across the street. “Regular guys.” Victor doesn’t
understand the concept. They don’t deal with loyalty the same
way at Lion King.
Wednesday, 1/04/05—Interesting day
Work call: I didn’t see Timmy or Bivone do anything
except carry in the lumber for their desk project. And I had to
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help. Sure . . . when they need me they have no trouble talking
to me or working with me!
In the meantime I was onstage non-stop doing grass
and various other things that I knew needed to be attended to.
Tony actually asked me at one point if I was the only one in
props that did any work.
I still wish I didn’t have to come in for these calls.
At the end of the call there was a mini discussion on
stage left regarding contract negotiations and “just cause.”
Tony, Ray, Mike T. and Jay were there expressing their
opinions. Mostly they didn’t feel that what was happening was
right, and that it was all about “getting rid of Bo.” Everyone
felt “just cause” was something we all thought was part of our
life even though it isn’t specifically written in the contract
(except with Shuberts according to Jay).
There is still some residual feeling that I reneged on
the deal and that is obviously the reason Victor wants me
gone. I re-iterated, briefly, what had gone down.
Mike T. spoke of how hated Timmy in around the
business (yet he is always working!!!) and the idea that
everywhere they (Timmy & Victor) went there was a new
“house of hate.”
Nothing was said about what people were willing to do
regarding my situation. I don’t think people want to commit
unless they have to. Even though they may think I was
wronged it doesn’t mean they will be champions for my cause.
Stagehands may curse at each other and bust each other’s
balls, but when it comes to making trouble, most do not, for
their own security. No one wants to be on anyone’s bad side—
especially the bad side of a department head.
Ray still hasn’t heard from Kevin and was going to
wait to hear his responses before he went ahead with the Shop
Steward thing.
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People know that “just cause” is the fundamental
issue—regardless of how I am being treated. They also talked
about how pro management Timmy and Victor are.
Then I walked away and Victor (on the other side of
the stage) told me to go to lunch.
Before the matinee I chatted some more with Tony
who I consider a friend and someone who stays out of the fray.
I asked him what he would do if he were in my situation. He
said he didn’t know. He thought Timmy was driving all of this
but couldn’t understand why. It was all about getting rid of
me. But no one really understands why I am not part of the
“team.” Even before the “deal,” why was I asked to stiff the
job? Why wasn’t I just given the job, outright, as those in
other theatres would have been who sub for other heads. It’s
the reason we all do the grunt work so that one day we can rise
to the level of regular crew member.
But NO – not Bo. And that is a BIG question for me
and, apparently Tony and others as well. Tony didn’t think
even Boomer really wanted to come to work here, and that
they were just using him as an excuse to get rid of me.
Tony suggested I meet up with Timmy outside and
beat the shit out of him. This is like the third time this has
been suggested to me.
At intermission: Timmy talked once again about his
desk project—to anyone who would listen. And as soon as I
enter the area it’s all about “we” and “a bunch of us are”—so
that I realize I am not part of this group. (Hello – I get it. No
problem!! Shut up!)
He went on and on with wardrobe people and then
with Stack about this glorious desk. He makes sure people
know that Alan Levy personally asked Timmy to build it and
that it is for Tom Schumacher “the producer.” His ego is out
of control.
After he was finished talking to Stack and left to do his
cue, I mentioned to Stack that I was not part of this enterprise.
Stack said he guessed as much.
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At the end of the matinee, Bivone didn’t show up for
the baby Elephant cue. He hasn’t done his usual cues for a
while so he probably “forgot.”
THOUGHTS: What is really motivating these guys?
Why does Victor let Timmy dictate to him how the
department should be run and what should be done? Why is
Timmy so hot against me? Why does he garner respect and
engender hatred all at the same time with no ramifications?
Does Victor know he is being manipulated by Timmy?
Is he that stupid? How can he just coldly forget my loyalty?
Do they really think they are above the law?
Is Timmy angling to get a Disney Head job? Does he
care if Victor is in the way? Victor did beat him out for this
job when they both first applied for it.
Timmy really needs to be taken down a peg or two.
Why hasn’t it happened before?
Why don’t people speak out more against all that has
happened? It could happen to them.
I think I want to see if Victor actually fires me and
takes the chance that all hell will break loose. And it will.
If I am Shop Steward then I am still in the same boat
and also will have to deal with the shit I don’t want to deal
with. But I will get to do the outside events and make more
money—because the Shop Steward must be on all calls. This
would kill Victor!
One thing Shop Steward will get me—if everyone
votes for me against Bivone—is bragging rights that everyone
is on my side in this. And maybe that will shut them up. This
is a situation devoutly to be wished.
Thursday, 1/06/05—Hammer in for rehearsal
Hammer in for rehearsal today—in my place. Ray tells
me later that he asks Victor “Where’s Bo” Victor doesn’t
reply—only smiles. Kevin replies “He was busy.” I tell Ray
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that he (Victor) just can’t stop giving me ammunition to shoot
him with later. Ray says this is definitely a hostile work
environment and to write it all down. I told him I have been.
50 pages so far. He agrees that this is crossing departmental
lines and that he now has something else to talk to Kevin
about. Although I am sure Kevin will do nothing, just like, so
far, he has done nothing.
Later I ask him if he is going to call Kevin back or
continue to wait for him to call, and he says he will try calling
again.
I see Hammer after the show as I leave the theatre. He
says goodnight. I just point at him. I know that he knows that
he is doing my cues. I know he feels guilty. And even though I
told him to take the calls if they are offered, I kind of wish he
had a backbone and said no “on principle.” But he is afraid to
get Timmy and Victor upset. It’s his rock & hard place.
Friday, 1/07/05— Shop Steward talk
At the end of the show Ray asks me if I got anything
from Joe H. I laugh because that means he has been talking to
Mike C. I ask him if this is so and he nods. I tell him: “No, Joe
tells me he has to take care of his regular guys first. Can you
imagine, a Local One head standing by his regular guys.” (I
say this sarcastically.) Ray says: “Happens everywhere.” I say
“except here.”
Then I reference the Shop Steward talk that Mike C.
and I had and tell Ray I asked Mike C. if he would vote for
me. He said yes. Ray says no one had to worry about votes
before cause no one ran against anyone. I said “Don’t you
know that Bivone is going to run,” just as Bivone comes up
the steps. I don’t know if he heard me. Ray stops the
conversation.
Then Jay comes over. Ray says to Jay “Jay, why don’t
you be Shop Steward again.” Jay just points to me and says
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“Bo should.” I ask Jay—because I didn’t remember—if he
was Steward. He says yes for a short time.
I need to make sure Ray realizes that Bivone will run
and that there is no reason to step down for me to be Steward
if I won’t get enough votes.
Tossing and turning all night as to whether I should
talk to Hammer or not.
Saturday, 1/08/05
Mike T. and Ray are remarking about the big deal desk
Timmy and Bivone are building and about how much they are
being paid and whether Victor is also getting paid even though
he is not working on it. And they also reference the railings
and the pit cover regarding why some things are done in-house
and others not. Then Mike T. says “I’m surprised that
Hammer isn’t in on the desk call.” Bivone is there and I do not
hear his responses. But he must understand the intent of the
conversations. I wonder if he is relaying them to Victor and
Timmy.
During last cues Ray and Jay are having a conversation
about Shop Steward and who will run and whether Jay should
run again. I don’t really hear all that is said and find it curious
they are talking about Jay running.
At the end of the show I ask Hammer if they (Vic &
Timmy) told him I was “busy” (as Ray told me) the other day
for the rehearsal. He said “They didn’t say anything to me.
Why, were you?” I said “No.” He said “Sorry” and I walked
away smiling and went home.
Sunday, 1/09/05
Victor greets me with his old “Bo-man” greeting. I
reply “Good morning.” He asks “How are you?” I say “OK.”
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I tell Ray what Hammer says about the work call. Ray smiles.
He asks me if I asked him why he was a shit for taking my
work. I smile and say nothing.
At the end of the second show a few weird comments
as people were leaving: Mike T. says, “Take it easy.” He
never usually says anything to me; and Drew says “Take
care.” And I start to wonder whether I am going to get booted
when I get to the other side of the stage and they were just
saying goodbye to me. But how would they know if Victor is
going to do it? Then when I get to the other side of the stage
Victor is still there. I start to think again that Victor has waited
to catch me on the way out and tell me not to come back on
Wednesday.
After the last cue I am bringing in the Ostriches for
puppets and I don’t see Victor. Then he re-appears from the
stairs. I take a deep breath. I finish the Ostriches and begin to
walk out expecting Victor to say something. But he doesn’t
and I leave.
THOUGHTS: Victor and Timmy slander and defame
me—lying about what happened and making up stories about
me—because that is the only was they can try to make valid
their efforts to get rid of me.
Alan Frost may know a thing or three about Labor
Relations but he apparently knows little about Human
Relations. I really believe that the meeting with him was a
sham.
I was heralded as an asset to the team as recently as
“Chess” (Sept. 2003) but now I am ostracized because they
were afraid to get rid of me—then blamed me for everything.
There is a big difference between what they “don’t like” and
what is actually “wrong.” They still think, as they have said,
that I should be grateful for what I got.
A negative characterization of a situation does not
make it a negative situation. They are constantly making
comments implicating and inferring that I have done
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something wrong when the comments themselves are twisted
and contrived and wrong.
Wednesday, 1/12/05
The usual during work call.
Timmy is not in – thank God. John doing some sewing
on the Elephant. I think that is all he did and took his sweet
time doing it. Am I the only one working around here??
I fixed the Baby Simba puppet better than Timmy
did!!!
I asked Ray if he heard from “his” BA. He said “No” –
he’d pretty much given up. He mentioned that Mike C. had
informed him that Kevin asked him (Mike) to tell Ray to put
together the negotiating team. Ray was upset that this message
had to go through Mike C. and not a direct call to Ray.
This apparently was what Ray and Jay were talking
about last week when I thought they were talking about Jay
running for Shop Steward.
Thursday, 1/12/05
Ray tells me he had a dream that I got fired.
Friday, 1/14/05
I asked Ray about his dream. Wasn’t much to it.
Someone tells him in the dream that “today is Bo’s last day.”
That’s all there was.
I say to Mike T. that I hear he is on negotiating team.
He goes on about how absurd it is and how pre-ordained the
contract negotiations are. We talk about objectives and he
shares mine regarding payroll parity (in fact he brings this up)
and about “just cause.”
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THOUGHTS: The bully syndrome:
A bully is uniquely insecure. He persecutes and
belittles people while puffing himself up. Timmy & Victor
both are guilty of this.
People who follow bullies stand in the background and
watch how bullies treat people, so they know how to behave.
Usually these followers are not in agreement with the bullies,
as to behavior, unless they were small and hateful on their
own—or just totally ignorant. But these people also fear the
bully and are loyal to him unless a bigger bully comes along to
get rid of the first bully. Followers are usually stupid and
sheep-like in the face of rank and authority. You can’t just ask
followers to stop following, based on their integrity, because
they generally don’t have integrity. They don’t stand up for
what is right when doing so jeopardizes their safety. They are
sycophants.
Revolutions:
Revolutions are scary. People get comfortable with the
way things are. This is ever so true with Local One. People
don’t want to upset the apple cart. “It’s been done for 7 years
this way.” Stiffing the job; heads are God—these things are
accepted practices but have little to do with fairness, ethics or
professionalism—not to mention Loyalty.
People need to be lead; to believe that “right” is right.
They are afraid to embrace “different,” because status quo
seems “right” and is safe, and “different” seems threatening or
unnatural.
Abuse of power:
It’s everywhere. People in power use their power over
people to get things they wouldn’t ordinarily have. Sex is a big
“get” in abuse of power. But so are job status and the ability to
hire and fire. People in power intimidate with their power.
“Absolute power corrupts – absolutely.”
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I made an agreement with Victor for the job saying I
would step aside for Boomer. This was power imposing itself
on me where I had no recourse but to agree. If I didn’t I would
remain unemployed. There was no “choice” for me. It’s like a
cop who stops a woman for speeding. “Do you want a ticket or
do I get a blowjob?” This is abuse of power. Yes, the woman
may “agree” to the blow job. But what were the alternatives?
The cop can “say” she agreed. But what were the alternatives?
This agreement should never have been allowed to exist. In
Local One, the “practice” of “stiffing” should cease. Integrity
and fair play and loyalty should have dictated that I be given
the job because I earned and deserved it—not because I
agreed to step aside in order to get it on a temporary basis.
Motivation:
There is something uniquely satisfying about beating
bad guys at their own game. This is what motivates me. Yeah,
I chose the business of theatre. Yeah, I chose to work and be
loyal to these people. And yeah, I gave tacit agreement to
practices and procedures by either following and/or not
speaking up. But I was always in the situation of not being
hired again if I spoke up. On Lion King I would never need to
find another job. I won’t have to worry about being out of
work till I wanted to retire. This is the kind of situation all
stagehands strive to get to. Security! Then the Union tells me
there is no job security and I could be let go at any time for
any reason or no reason at all. I am compelled to fight this!
Right and Wrong:
It’s hard and dangerous to be right when it’s the boss
that is wrong. But right is right and wrong is wrong. The only
reason that wrong still prevails and is “called” right is that no
one has stood up to fight before. I may be stupid to do it—but
I believe right should be fought for.
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Loyalty:
No question. Loyalty should have prevailed here. I was
loyal and I got screwed. And then the slander and defamation
ensued. Seems Victor & Timmy feel that loyalty is a one way
street. They rely on my loyalty to them—to do what they want,
to do their “right” thing, to jump when they say jump. But
they have no sense of a reciprocal obligation of loyalty to me.
They have no understanding of allegiance—and that it should
be mutual. I feel used and abused and Victor wants me to
thank him because he gave me a job.
Language:
It has been interesting, challenging and eye opening to
experience the use of language and to be misquoted and
twisted by my adversaries. But I am watching it all and
writing it all down. The biggest abuse came from Frost who
said he “unmistakably heard me” agree that Victor’s deal was
still in play. Preposterous.
Kevin kept telling me that “Victor has the right to run
his department as he sees fit.” That he could “hire and fire at
will.” I kept saying things like “I hear you” and “I
understand.” When I finally spelling it out for Kevin, that I
didn’t agree with this attitude and practice, he said I was
always saying “I agreed.” I told him I was only expressing an
understanding of HIS opinion. I wasn’t accepting his opinion.
Mastering the equivocal word is a hard process. Frost and
Kevin and Victor are good at it. Timmy can twist things like
no one I have ever seen. And when I explain how these things
were twisted they are mystified. Either they don’t know they
are doing it or they are continuing the deception by playing it
off.
I am very careful about what I say. I have said things
that were intended to mislead—in order to bring out in others
their true feelings. I have used meaningless sentences to draw
people out. And they have not disappointed. There are
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ambiguous words, and by using them, and seeing how people
react and use them, it is clear what their attitudes are.
Example: by my stating to Kevin (after the Frost
meeting) that Timmy said “Fuck yourself, go call the BA,” it
was clear that Timmy was flaunting his position and his belief
that he was untouchable because of his own friendship with
the B.A. It was clear that he knew Kevin would back him and
blow me off. I did not state that aspect of Timmy’s statement
to Kevin. I wanted to see if he would pick up on it. He didn’t
indicate in his response that he did. So either he didn’t get it,
or he got it and knows he can’t or dare not comment. Either
way he spoke volumes about where he stood with me.
The High Road:
I have tried to take the high road in all of this. I have
not talked back to Victor when he has done what he has done
(except getting angry when he suggested we “turn back the
clock.”) I have done everything extra that I have been asked to
do on the job. I have not challenged them in their decisions
about who they give work to ahead of me. I have gone
along—letting them present by their behavior what kind of
people they are and where their integrity lies. Perhaps I should
have challenged them. But it would have done no good. I
hoped to set an example of professionalism in the face of
adversity. I hope to let people see that what they are doing is
wrong. It wouldn’t surprise me to find out that people might
infer a tacit agreement on my part with all that has happened
by my “going along.” But I hope not. People have seen what is
right and wrong. They have seen that I am a competent
professional. They have also seen and even verbalized their
hatred form Timmy and Victor and their behavior. My only
hope is that things will be rectified even though I don’t believe
Timmy or Victor will ever really get it.
Hammer actually even commented on how well I was
dealing with all of it. I had hoped that his observation would
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be enough to inspire him to behave in a like manner. When I
told him to go ahead after he said that he wouldn’t accept the
work anymore I hoped his integrity would come into play and
he wouldn’t. I did not hope or expect that he would claim I
gave him permission or sanctioned his doing my cues.

Their image:
How can they be so oblivious regarding their own
images? How can they not see that people don’t condone their
behavior? Though no one had directly spoken out on my
behalf there have been some, Ray in particular, who have
made comments that indicate my point of view. Do they just
think Ray is joking?
How, if people are so against them, are they able to
keep doing what they do?
Does Victor actually believe that he can fire me and
get away with it?
Quitting:
There are times when I have thought about quitting.
But this is my career. I am the good guy here. I quit at Les
Miserables and I was still vilified. I may not get to change
how things are done and how people behave, but I am not
going to give them the satisfaction of being able to say “we
got rid of him.”
They are the ones that should go. They are wrong. By
every shred of dignity and integrity—they are wrong. By any
definition of loyalty—they are wrong. By any measure of
justice and ethics—they are wrong! They are the ones who
should go.
Saturday, 1/15/05—The negotiating team
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Bivone tells me he is the prop designate for the
negotiating team. If I have any problem with that he says “we
could put it to a vote.” Sure, like I could get a vote in the prop
department. So I say I don’t have a problem. He tells me we
should make any suggestions for negotiations in writing.
I am thinking I will give my suggestions to Mike T.

Sunday, 1/16/05
I ask Ray how Bivone became prop designate for
negotiating team. He says Timmy first wanted it but that he
had already done it, then Bivone volunteered. I was not around
for this conversation. I should have been included. Just
another example of Victor’s lack of professionalism.
I ask Ray if he is still going to try and reach Kevin. He
says he is going to give him another call tomorrow.
Victor leaves early after second show. Bivone must go
over to stage right for banner strike so I must put away
Bivone’s shadow puppets along with my own.
Wednesday, 1/19/05—More on Steward election
At the end of the work call, Victor calls up to the stage
to talk to Hammer. He is in the lift, so I take a message to tell
Hammer to call Victor when he is down. I want to say “Maybe
he has some work for you.”
Timmy is not in today.
At the end of the matinee John pulled a fast one on me.
He asked if I would stay for the baby Simba cue this afternoon
and he would stay tonight. I said “Yes” and immediately
realized that he was probably doing mirrors tonight and had to
stay anyway – AND get paid! I got the short end. I didn’t
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challenge him on it because it is futile to challenge these
people on issues of fairness and propriety.
At the end of the second show Ray says next
Wednesday we will have Steward election and he will
nominate me. I ask him if he thinks that should do it. He says
yes. We didn’t have time to discuss it. I want him to
understand that everyone has to be on the same page or
Bivone will be our Shop Steward. Ray mentions elections to
Jay and he says “Bo has my vote.”
I am torn. I don’t want to have to deal with this stuff.
There will only be complications. And I don’t think Victor is
going to fire me anyway. But I can’t be sure.
He wants Bivone elected as Shop Steward and has
made it known—if for no other reason than to get Ray out
because he has been a thorn in his side. And if Bivone, his
boy, is Shop Steward, then I will have no ally to go to the
Union on my behalf. There may even be an attempt to get me
disqualified as “a temporary employee.” Ray needs to realize
that there are people who will vote for what Victor wants just
to stay on his good side.
People don’t need to stay on my good side: first,
because, unfortunately, I have nothing to offer anyone except
my professionalism, and second, because they know already
that I will always be professional.
Thursday, 1/20/05—Ray finally talks to Kevin
I had a chat with Ray about Steward stuff. He was not
absolutely sure if being a steward protects my job. I told him I
didn’t want all the hassles if I was getting no protection.
He is going to call Claffey (Local One President) to
ask him about heads firing without cause (as Kevin contends)
as well as protection for Shop Stewards.
After the show started Ray came up to me to say Kevin
finally called him back and Ray told him about hiring
electrician for prop rehearsals. Kevin was going to call Victor
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and tell him that it wasn’t right. Also Ray told Kevin that I
was not getting satisfaction from my Union. Kevin responded
that he didn’t know what satisfaction I was expecting. (For
one – stop telling Victor he can fire me). On that: Ray says
Kevin was going to tell Victor if you’re going to fire him do it
already. I don’t know if I like that.
Now Ray is saying Steward election will be Saturday
because negotiations are going to start and the Steward in on
the team automatically. Kevin plans to come to the theatre
next Wednesday for a meeting. So Ray wants to be out of the
job in time for that meeting.
My gut still says not to become Shop Steward because
of all the hassles.
I started to skim the By-Laws and see that it says in
Section 18: “No dismissal of a member of this Union shall be
permitted without justification, except for intoxication,
incompetence, dishonesty or a violation of Section 39 of the
By-Laws.”
As well as language that specifically disallows
“stiffing.” (Part of Section 39)
Why then is Kevin telling me – repeatedly – just the
opposite???? It appears he has been less than truthful. Or
maybe he thinks I can’t read or understand the By-Laws.
Friday, 1/21/05—Calls from President Claffey and Kevin
Claffey called me after Ray spoke to him. He doesn’t
feel this all should be happening. He says Kevin is Boomer—
they are friends. And he suspects that Kevin is working on
Boomer’s behalf. A definite conflict of interest. He will speak
to Kevin and possibly to Frost and hold his feet to it. He’s
going to ask Frost if he (Frost) is actually going to stand by
and let Victor fire me without cause.
Undoubtedly Kevin and Frost will give a different
version of things particularly with regard to the agreement I
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made with Victor. What Claffey will do about the discrepancy
is unknown.
Claffey referred to Victor’s denouncing me as his tact
to have “grounds” to dismiss me; calling me a “disruptive
element” to the work place. Absurd!
Claffey didn’t think there was need for me to become
Shop Steward to save my job.
I called Ray and filled him in on the conversation and
told him not to nominate me. He understood my reasoning
especially as it appears Claffey in involved. We will see what
we will see.
After the show started Ray tells me that Kevin called
him and said he was calling Victor. And that there was a
message on my phone.
I waited until I got home to listen to it. When I got
home there was also a message from Claffey.
Kevin’s message:
“I spoke with Ray the other day regarding the committee, and he
was telling me that there were some problems…you were upset with
the fact that Victor evidently wasn’t giving you some rehearsal calls
and he was calling in other people in-house, things to that effect.
I spoke to Victor today and told him we object to that, obviously, and
I would appreciated it if he wouldn’t jerk you around like that. It’s a
bunch of crap. He said he gets it and won’t be dealing with you in
that fashion as we go forward. I guess its wait and see.
Call me and let me know if that persists so we can deal with it
further. As I left off with him before was that I hoped he would deal
with you like he would expect to be dealt with himself. Let’s see how
it goes forward.
I hadn’t heard from you so I thought things were going well. Perhaps
this just cropped up. Hopefully we can nip it in the bud.
Alright, talk to you soon. Goodbye.”

COMMENTS: First of all—it took Kevin almost
three weeks to get back to Ray from his original phone call.
Second—He has known all along about Victor’s actions and
done nothing to curtail them until Claffey gets involved.
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I also wonder about all my lost wages??? And: Doesn’t Kevin
realize that if Victor understood the Golden Rule, none of this
would have happened in the first place.
Claffey’s message:
“Bo, how are you? By now you should have gotten a message from
Kevin. I’ve got him in the right direction so I apologize for the
confusion before. I will be in touch with Frost. If you can call me in a
week or so and let me know what kind of progress is being made
with your department head, I would appreciate it.
I have asked the BA to go in the right direction and also make Victor
go in the right direction at this time. I will take care of Frost as we go
in the next couple of weeks. Please give me a progress report. If
you need me in the meantime, just call.
Have a good night.”

COMMENTS: I hope he takes care of Frost. I hope he
has set Kevin in the right direction. I am really tired of all this
shit. If they are found to have treated me badly, I hope Claffey
has the conviction of invoking some disciplinary action.
At the show, I didn’t get a warm reception from
Victor. Lately he has been saying hello. He didn’t tonight. Ray
got the cold shoulder too.
I told Jay I wasn’t running for Shop Steward and why.
He said he respected me for that.
Dillon asked if I was running and I told him no—that it
wasn’t the right way to solve things. Mike T. asked me as
well, and I told him I wasn’t running.
Saturday, 1/22/05—Shop Steward Election
Carpenters had voted to determine who would be their
negotiating team member. Apparently there was some
question about the vote. Stack challenged Mike T. and Mike
T. won by one vote. But Stack believes there was miscounting.
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Timmy is not in today.
From Victor I got a “Put-in rehearsal Friday 1 o’clock”
statement. He’s not too happy. I said “OK.”
We had Steward election. Bivone was nominated and
so was Stack. Bivone won 13-5.
Before vote Victor was hanging around and there was
an exchange between him and Ray.
Victor: “Had your fill of being Steward?”
Ray: “Yeah I wouldn’t have had anything to do if it
weren’t for you.”
Applause for Ray who did a great job.
A couple of people asked why I didn’t run. I told them
it wasn’t right.
Right away Ray starts joking, in his inimitable way,
about how I can’t talk to him and he is going to report me to
Shop Steward. The only thing bad about Ray’s sense of humor
is that some people take him seriously.
Sunday, 1/23/05
Timmy back.
Victor cordial to me. No “Hello,” but we chatted, as I
lowered in the Elephant, about security I.D’s and the new
Security head.
Bivone is out – his first day a Shop Steward.
Just before the matinee Timmy changed out the ZaZu
Bird for Brady to be on. Then two minutes later Victor comes
over to stage left to change out the Bird—apparently not
knowing Timmy already did it. I stopped Victor and told him
Timmy already did it. I didn’t have to do this, but that is the
way I am. If I hadn’t stopped Victor they would have changed
the bird twice—right back to the wrong bird and they would
have egg on their faces at the top of the show when it was
determined that the bird “hadn’t” been changed. But I didn’t
let that happen. This is an example of how I have always
maintained a professional attitude in spite of everything else. I
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saved the show. And I saved Timmy and Victor.
Apparently Victor doesn’t feel that giving John the
mirror call at the end of the second show falls under the
directive “New Direction.”
Wednesday,
negotiations

1/26/05—Work

call;

Victor’s

excuse;

Timmy is out.
John and Bivone are striking the piano that was used
yesterday for rehearsal. Bivone has to instruct John on how to
put seats back together!! After all this time he doesn’t know
how to do it. Sometimes it amazes me just how dumb John is
—yet he is promoted ahead of me to “acting” assistant.
Kevin and Wex show up after coffee for meeting with
negotiating committee. Wex says hello and shakes my hand. I
chat with Kevin a few seconds. He says he received my email. I asked if he got the humor. He said yes. I told him I just
want to do my job. He says he hopes all is on the right track. I
did not specifically bring up issue of piano/mirror calls. It’s
just hard to always be running to the BA every time Victor
pulls one of his retaliations—especially when the BA doesn’t
“do” anything about it—like penalty or disciplinary action..
Stack is invited to be on the negotiating committee
because there was so much angst over the carpenter election
between Mike T. and Stack. They will both be on.
John roams around during work call. I guess he is
touching up paint on the gazelles. A job that would take me
about an hour, somehow he stretches into a whole day.
Bivone is working on Schumacher’s desk. I am the
only prop person working—non stop (except for coffee)—on
prop stuff. Near the end of the call I do a little of my pre-set
because I might be late coming back from lunch. John is
wandering around for the last 30-45 minutes doing nothing.
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As I leave for lunch I tell Victor I might me a few
minutes late because of maintenance in my building putting in
new smoke detector and ground fault outlets in the kitchen. He
says “No problem.” I can’t wait to see when he will throw this
permission back in my face.
At the matinee Ray tells me he had another
conversation with Victor about me doing rehearsals. And this
time Victor comes up with the story that he thought I didn’t
want any “extras” because I had asked to drop Wednesday
morning work calls. So this is now Victor’s “excuse” for not
hiring me. At lunch I look back in this journal to find that
Victor started using Hammer for prop rehearsals in September
and I asked to be let out of Wednesday morning work calls in
October. So his “story” was totally bogus. This is what he
does. He totally fabricates things and pretends they are true. I
think it is Timmy’s influence. But how do they do it? How do
they actually rectify this behavior in their heads when they
know it is all twisted and made up? How long will it go on
that I must endure this subtle form of retribution and
harassment under the guise of Victor “running the department
as he sees fit?”
I consider having a chat with Victor. The problem with
that however is that Victor will simply deny what he said or
say that Ray misunderstood. Or twist it around in some way.
I do mention to Ray what I verified in the journal. He
says only that I should hang on to that info. He is a little
thoughtful about the fact that this means Victor has just totally
bullshitted him, but says nothing.
Bivone asks me again if I have any proposals about
contract. I tell him I have submitted my questions to Kevin
directly.
I suggest to Victor that the Pond Silk should be
cleaned. He says “whenever. I don’t look at it and have not
gotten any notes on it.” (What does he DO as head of
department?) So it is up to me to arrange this?
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At intermission I chat with Stack about him being on
the contract committee. He explained how it came to be. Then
we discussed “just cause” and “parity.” He says Kevin brought
up “just cause” and said similar things to the team as he
(Stack) had just said to me. Kevin and Stack both believe
Disney will never go for it. They trust heads to supervise etc.
Supervising has nothing to do with “just cause.” And
regarding parity, Stack says the earnings are not too much
different between the basic crew and extras, but he is going to
crunch the numbers.
Thursday, 1/27/05—“Extra” work; Negotiations; possible
work on Chitty
Timmy in.
There was a Wildebeest Shield leaning against the wall
on stage left when I came in. I asked the carpenters if they
knew anything about it. They said it wasn’t there when they
left (from rehearsal). I asked Victor when he came over to get
his mask pieces if this shield was “sick.” He said “No, it was
used in rehearsal and just didn’t get put away.” I didn’t say
anything else—and put it away. If Bivone had discovered the
shield, he would have said, “Oh, so you want me to clean up
for your rehearsal when I wasn’t called or got paid?”
After pre-set I notice that the conductor platform is still
in the pit from yesterday. And it is not needed tonight. So I
call down to the prop room and ask Victor if someone could
meet me in the pit. (I saw no one onstage.) He said yes and a
minute later he came up himself. This was maybe the third
time he has ever changed out the platform. I am usually the
one called on to do it with Bivone or Timmy—chosen first
above the others because it is extra work and I don’t get extra
money.
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At half-hour Bivone came over to where I sit and read
to tell me we were all getting together to hear about contract
discussions that happened yesterday when Kevin was here.
We gathered in the green room. Bivone conducted
meeting and gave a brief synopsis of points discussed. Some
discussion ensued regarding pay bumps for lowest paid “D”
rate (I am included in this). Jimmy made a flippant comment
that he wanted to see Victor get more money (Victor is the
highest paid person on the show.) Then Ray asked “What
about “just cause?” Bivone said “Yes that was discussed…”
(Why didn’t he list it in his opening comments?) And it was
stated that we were not covered; that is, the “D” level was not
covered. Ray pointed out that Bivone was included in that
group. They were going to try and get the security. My name
was not mentioned but I loomed large on the discussion. I
don’t know how Victor and Timmy can not see the
significance of this.
Jay was vocal about pay rates and about “just cause.”
Also discussed was whether the contract was between
Disney or Buena Vista and whether we wanted to write our
own “blue book” instead of just referring to the League’s.
So, all in all, the two points I raised were brought up
and I didn’t have to say anything.
At intermission, in the automation area with Stack,
Timmy is telling him he needs to find someone to work Chitty.
He is talking to Joe H. about it. It would be a Local One
contract with overages. Stack says he is interested. Timmy
tells him he’ll “keep him in mind” and leaves to do his cue.
Was that all for my benefit? Is he trying to get me to “ask” for
the job? I won’t ask. Is he flaunting the job in front of me?
Probably.
I tell Stack that that was ridiculous. I have already
talked to Joe H. and he said if there was room for me on the
show he’d use me. I asked Stack if he really thought Timmy
was serious about considering him for the job. He said
probably not. I reminded him that he is known for holding out
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carrots and wanting people to beg and grovel. And I warned
him to watch his back.
COMMENT: Victor and Timmy have made me an
outcast. They have ostracized me from the prop department
even though I did nothing wrong and even though they did
everything to me. If I can be an outcast—judged and
sentenced as if I was in the wrong—by their standards, then
their judgment and sentence should indict them on the same
principle; because they are the ones actually doing wrong. I
am only reacting and defending.
Saying you don’t like someone is not evidence that the
person is unlikable. It is only an opinion. If they want me gone
because they don’t like me, what about the fact that I don’t
like them and neither do a lot of others on the show? Can we
take a vote and get rid of the least popular?
And, besides, what about the fact that back when I
made the “deal” with Victor to step aside for Boomer, I was
still in good standing and was told I would be “first in” for all
vacancies. I was good enough then, and only became
unpopular when they failed to get rid of me—not because I am
a bad or incompetent employee.
Friday, 1/28/05—First rehearsal in a long time; doing
things for others
I am in for rehearsal; the first in several months.
Timmy is not it. I am happy every day that Timmy is not at the
theatre. Just seeing him turns my stomach.
Victor and I move the piano. I ask him if it’s “soup to
nuts” and he says “Someone will have a sheet.” This is a
response from someone who apparently doesn’t know what is
called for in the rehearsal to someone who he is being treated
like it’s his first rehearsal. I know about the rehearsal sheets. I
just wanted to see if he was on top of things.
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I get the percussion instruments from storage. No one
else is there to help.
John wants to know from me what we’re doing. I give
him a run-down from the sheet I got from Stage Managers. He
does as little as possible. I cover him on a couple of things.
At intermission I had another discussion-debate with
Stack regarding “just cause.” I wanted him to tell me what the
producer’s angle was against “just cause.” He just kept saying
we are per diem employees; we don’t work for Disney; heads
have been given the power, etc.
He couldn’t explain who we work for. We work for the
company that signs our checks. If we work for them and give
our best and are professional and conscientious . . . shouldn’t
we be able to count on the job? Stack only throws back the
“company” line and the line that Kevin used, “We can’t get
what we don’t have. We can’t be the trend setters.” It’s all
baloney!
After rehearsal Victor tells me to go to dinner even
though they are running a couple things again and instruments
need to be put away. I find this interesting.
After pre-set of show, I am chatting with merchandise
people in front of house and then go backstage to read (as
usual). John tells me Bivone was looking for me “something
about the conductor platform.” I look in the pit and see Victor
and Bivone doing it. I go to read.
John has a habit of forgetting little things like, today,
the Zazu kite didn’t get moved to the back wall at
intermission. I moved it as we crossed backstage to get fishes.
This is another example of the constant things I do for these
people that they aren’t even aware of. I just do them because
they need to be done. I never throw it in their faces. I don’t
even mention it. They, of course, are oblivious.
John seems to be very friendly towards me lately.
Joking and chatting. Is this a ploy?
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COMMENT: It is not a team if you are trying to get
rid of one member. And you cannot say that the resistance to
being fired is “making trouble” or the cause of the breakup of
the team—unless, of course, you are Victor, Timmy or Kevin.
Saturday, 1/29/05 – Generally quiet
Oh the things they say:
Victor: (talking to Timmy and Bivone about dinner
plans) “Boomer has no life except with us.”
Timmy to Bivone: (in my presence, for me to hear)
“Don’t forget . . . you and Hammer—Monday.” Obviously
his typical comment to let me know I am not included and
Hammer is—in some kind of call on Monday; probably to put
the desk in Schumacher’s office. What about not using
electricians on prop calls??
From Victor: (after I ask if Cynthia will come back as
conductor) “If I were 20 years younger and single I’d be all
over Cynthia.” As if he’d have a chance! I used to watch him
during rehearsals sitting out in the house near her as she
played the piano. He was, at times, blatantly fondling her leg.
And I once noticed her remove his hand.
Other than that, there seems to be a general quiet
amongst the crew. Not as much ball busting. Not as many
sassy remarks. I like to think I have been instrumental in that.
Especially where Timmy and Victor are concerned. They
make fewer smart remarks. Especially to me. And I am always
thankful not to hear Timmy incessant talking. Whenever he is
not working are the best days. When he is here he still gets in
his little quips that he makes to Bivone or Victor or Stack in
my presence and for my benefit.
Ray makes an occasional joke. But they are harmless.
Bivone informs me of contract meetings. Like the one
next Saturday between shows.
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I help set the conductor platform with Bivone and talk
about making a pair of platform shoes for the sub conductor so
he will be tall enough to see out of the pit without our having
to set and remove a platform for him every time he conducts.
Of course . . . more than likely, either Victor will dismiss it or
Timmy will take up the challenge and then take the credit.
Wednesday, 2/2/05—Why I want to give up Wednesday
work calls
The first work call I can remember in a long time
where Victor was on stage most of the time actually doing
something. Usually he is in the prop room playing games or
surfing on the computer—or sleeping in the chair or on the
sofa. And no Timmy.
Victor and John and Bivone were working on the stage
right grass head rig.
I did my usual grass repair. Victor told me to repair the
buzzard pole. I said OK. Then 2 minutes later Bivone came
over and asked where the missing buzzard foot was and he
repaired it. I also worked on the Gazelle cart.
The main reason I want to not do Wednesday work
calls is because I am tired of always being the only one doing
most of the work each morning. And being given shit jobs just
to keep me busy.
John hardly ever does anything when he is in, mainly
because he doesn’t know how to do anything except the basic
things. He helps Bivone or Timmy do whatever they are doing
a lot. He has done some painting of Gazelles and putting new
tape on the mask pieces handles. And occasionally he will
sweep.
Bivone does carpentry with Timmy a lot. He also
repairs the Elephant repeatedly as well as small roller-beasties.
I used to do these things with Timmy before Bivone entered
the picture.
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Both John and Bivone can be seen periodically just
chatting between themselves or with others. They may spend a
total of a half hour or so throughout the morning doing
nothing but standing still and talking & getting paid.
Timmy works, although he is also known to be in the
room and finished before 11am. But I do give him credit—for
always having a project. Whether it has to do with Lion King
or one of his other projects is another story.
Victor hardly ever does anything. With rank comes
privilege, I guess. The highest paid guy on the show does the
least amount of work.
Then there is me. I do grass every Wednesday.
Depending on how bad it is, it takes me up till coffee at 9:30
and then beyond coffee sometimes. Then I do other things that
I know need to be done even if I am not told. Cart, bugs,
Rafiki stick, etc. I also set up coffee nearly every week and
usually break it down except for the days when Bivone or
John or even Timmy break it down simply because they have
little else to do. When I am done with everything else I sweep
around the edges of the stage with the pick-up. And then I will
go and ask Victor if there is anything else—while I see John
roaming around doing nothing. Victor will invariably tell me
to fix bird kites or some other routine thing just to keep busy. I
work up till 11:15 every Wednesday. And then I am dismissed
for lunch when, sometimes, Timmy and Bivone have already
gone. The carpenters have noticed this. They sometimes ask
me if I am the only prop guy who works.
So, if I am not needed because there is not enough
work to be done, why must I be subjected to the retaliation and
be given the most work, when I would rather not be the victim
of their wrath? Wait . . . did I just answer my own question?
Thursday, 2/3/05
No Timmy again. Halleluiah!
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One of the butterfly wings broke off of a butterfly on a
bug palette—again. It is the same butterfly that has broken
now 3 or 4 times. Bivone keeps gluing it back on but it is too
weak now at the glue point and keeps breaking whenever it
gets bumped. This time, because the piece could not be found,
we replaced the whole butterfly with a metal butterfly. I have
wanted to do this for a while, but my opinion doesn’t carry
any weight or credibility anymore. It is part of the game of
making me seem not essential to the “team” if my ideas are
always deemed not “useful.” Even though my ideas have
corrected or enhanced the workplace considerably over the
years.
So now we have a butterfly that won’t break.
Friday, 2/4/05—John is oblivious
No Timmy again. Praise the Lord!
Tonight John forgets to pre-set the cart into the stage
left wing. This is one of the things that is common throughout
John’s work. He forgets things and, worse, he disregards or
ignores things and even mistreats things. He is basically
oblivious to what he is doing and what is happening around
him.
He hardly ever helps bring in the Elephant in during
pre-set. When I arrive after doing kites he is often just sitting
there waiting. It is not my cue (as I have said before). It was
originally Timmy’s cue and has gravitated to me because I am
there and go for it rather than stand around. (And I have the
gizmo). Timmy never does it anymore and, indeed, doesn’t
consider it his cue.
John often pre-sets the fish too near the stage track
slot. After he walks away I have to adjust them so they don’t
get bumped into the slot and get tracked on stage at the wrong
time.
When he is the electrician and has to turn the fish on,
he invariably yanks them off the shelf bending and nearly
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breaking the Plexiglas. They are put up on the shelf in a
particular order left to right and so that the right fish are in
front of the others so they come off the shelf without trouble.
When he turns them on he re-orders the way they sit on the
shelf so when we take them off we have to lift them over each
other so as not to break the plexi. He should be aware of this
since he does these cues in props, but he ignores the situation
as an electrician—not his responsibility.
When we hang the cart in Act Two he never sets the
gazelles on their wheels correctly so that when the rig comes
down it nearly always crunches the grass. I am not sure he
even notices. He certainly hasn’t done anything to demonstrate
that he cares.
He never makes it up to help hang the Wildebeest
shields like everyone else does. Even Richie, at age 62,
helped hang the last two. I think he stops off in the electric
room downstairs after storing the small shields and takes his
time coming back to the stage.
After I pre-set the grass for the scene and he is there
paging a curtain, he will drag his foot as he steps over the
grass and sometimes actually bend stalks of grass. He can’t lift
his feet??
He will forget to re-hang the Zazu kite on the back
wall at intermission at least once a week.
When he strikes the graveyard bones with Victor, he
lets them slip down the steps so that the first ones that need to
be gotten to on the next day are buried under the last ones
removed. He doesn’t seem to get the significance of this even
though he has done my track and should know. I don’t think
he puts two and two together most of the time. The tusks are
also in such disarray that when I am under the stage on the
steps to do the Pond Pull, I have to re-arrange the tusks so that
I can walk up and down the steps in the dark without tripping.
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These are the big obvious things. There are others. I don’t
know whether he is oblivious or stupid or he just doesn’t care.
But I’m the one who has to deal with it all.
Saturday, 2/5/05—Timmy grandstanding again
Timmy is in, but no Victor for the day. Bivone says the
contract meeting slated for today between shows is postponed
till tomorrow. Bivone says it’s because he can’t make it today.
I wonder if it’s because Victor can’t make it???
Ray can’t make it tomorrow. He at least raises the “just
cause” issue.
At intermission of matinee Timmy, in his inimitable
way, tells Stack that Caruso has been hired for the Local One
contract on Chitty. He tells Stack this under the guise of Stack
having wanted the job. He says he and Joe H. at the Hilton
Theater have decided on Caruso and Caruso will leave
Phantom to do it. He says these things while I am there and in
fact waited till I got there to say: “Oh, by the way…”
I wonder if he and Joe H. actually discussed the
position and whether my name came up. I wonder if Timmy
was just talking through his hat. Obviously he wasn’t going to
offer it to me. I don’t know if Joe H. brought my name up. Or
whether Timmy shot it down. I wonder if I should call Joe H.
to see. I don’t even know if I want to do it anyway. There is a
chance the show wouldn’t run long. On Lion King I have a job
till I want to retire.
Evening show: Bivone, doing Victor’s cues, was late
for the bone strike after the stampede. Drew had to jump into
the hole to help John.
I pulled a bird kite, that had gotten loose in the Act II
opening, down the drain hole! Got applause from the
audience.
Sunday, 2/6/05—Contract meeting
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No Timmy.
Victor got a kick out of my pulling the bird down the
drain, but didn’t want to immortalize it by hanging it on the
wall. I fixed it and put it back in the show. Others
congratulated me on dealing with the situation as it happened.
Contract meeting between shows. Bivone was late
because he had a tour to give. Stack conducted meeting. Most
talk was about raise in rates. I suggested we use language like
Eddie was using “industry standard” and not use
Nederlander’s or Shubert’s. We should define our work and
crew as “best” and require to be paid accordingly.
Some mention of “just cause.” Mike T. asked what I
was told by Kevin. I said: “That there was no “just cause” in
other contracts. I don’t know if that is true but it’s what I was
told.” Victor doesn’t say anything regarding “just cause” even
though he has things to say about other things.
A vote was taken as to whether we wanted contract to
spell out sick days and whether we wanted negotiations to
illicit management counting of them. Most agreed with Mike
T. to leave it alone might work to our benefit since
management doesn’t seem to be counting them. No vote was
taken regarding how many people want to push for “just
cause.”
Monday, 2/7/05—Claffey Phone Call
I called Claffey around 1pm. He got back to me around
5 or later. He hadn’t talked to Frost but will be doing so this
Thursday. He will put it to Frost as a question. What will you
do if Victor fires me? And see what he says, impressing on
him that it is not a good thing. He assured me that we were
going to hold Victor to better behavior. I told him things were
OK in general. Except not knowing what will happen when
Boomer is free after the Billy Crystal show closes. I
mentioned the mirror calls as no big deal but wondered
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whether Victor was only going to play straight on issues
specifically addressed by either me or the B.A. or Claffey.
Mirror calls had never come up before—except the time when
the non-card guy did them instead of me.
Talk about “just cause” in the contract and that Frost
won’t go for it because he (Claffey) thinks heads don’t want it.
Claffey may pigeon-hole heads to get them to go on the
record.
Wednesday, 2/9/05
Work call. No Timmy.
My usual grass maintenance. And then, at 10:30 Victor
tells me to touch up the scratches on the small wildebeest
masks. This took me up until 11:17. Victor, Bivone and John
worked on the banner together for the first hour. Victor
working – always a shock. It had to be explained to John how
the banner poles worked. I don’t know what else Bivone and
John did all morning.

Thursday, 2/10/05—Just Cause
There was the first contract negotiation meeting with
Disney.
Bivone told me that they balked at the “just cause” and
that the team was supposed to get our feedback as to how bad
we wanted to push it. I suggested a meeting to discuss.
Stack told me later, at intermission, that “just cause”
was dead. He told me of Disney’s throw back tactic of saying
“if you want “just cause” you must take heads out of
contract.” So Stack’s reaction was “I don’t want the heads to
get fired for this.” He totally missed the tactic. They intended
this to disrupt us and it is working.
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George stopped by the automation area and threw his 2
cents in about my situation as it pertained to “just cause” and
made interesting comments that indicated he had heard
Victor’s side of the whole mess, and that I should realize I was
only hired for a period of time. And he implied I was
dishonoring Victor. Actually said “stop beating Victor up over
this” as he left the room. He obviously doesn’t understand but
has even gotten insulting toward me. And I was surprised that
Stack, as smart as he says he is, doesn’t get it either. Jay got it
and called it what it was—a tactic.
Friday, 2/11/05—E-mail to Claffey & Kevin about Just
Cause
I sent e-mail to Jimmy Claffey and Kevin:
Gentlemen,
My 2 cents.
Regarding the "just cause" proposal put on the table on Thursday...
I have been told that Disney responded by saying "If you want "just
cause" then we take the department heads out of the collective
bargaining agreement." (Or words to that effect.) I don't know if this
is actually what happened, but I'm sure you can see that this is
nothing more than an insulting diversionary tactic on Disney's part,
designed to throw a wedge between Local One members on Lion
King, cause tension between heads and crew and divert attention
from a legitimate discussion, on merits, of "just cause." This tactic
should be deplored.
”Just cause" is simply—and only—about legitimate job security for
regular crew members.
The fact that it doesn't exist on other contracts should not be an
argument. It does exist for half of the Lion King crew. This is all the
precedent necessary to extend it to the whole regular crew.
Just cause is a principle. It costs nothing to implement.
All we are talking about here is a simple run-of-the-show agreement
for
every
regular
employee.
Dismissal
with
cause.
Chorus members have it.
Job security is the basic fundamental principle of all Union labor. I
am tired of hearing Union members argue against job security.
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Does "just cause" need to be in the contract? Maybe not.
"Just cause" is in our Local One By-Laws—twice.
Section 18 says: "No dismissal of a member of this Union shall be
permitted without justification, except for intoxication, incompetence
or
in
violation
of
Section
39
of
the
By-Laws."
Section 41 says: “No member of this Union can be discharged
except for cause satisfactory to the Executive Board."
If the By-Laws are followed then “just cause" may not need to be in
the contract. But it already is. So let's move forward and not
backward. (Women voting didn't exist at one time either.)
"Just cause" should be pressed on merits and principle—not argued
with diversionary tactics.
At least it should not be dismissed out of hand.
Is it a strike issue? Probably not.
But if nothing else—it should be used to get those not covered by
"just cause" a better rate of pay.
Thanks for listening. Call if you want clarification. Fight the good
fight. Don't be out-negotiated!
Onward...
Bo Metzler

Saturday, 2/12/05—Covering
John forgets to pre-set the cart in the wing again. I
don’t notice it from my reading place until I get up to go to the
bathroom around 1:15. As I walk out on stage to get the cart
(and move it myself) I see Victor approaching. It is
immediately clear that he had been called in the prop room to
get the cart moved for the curtain to come in. I waved him off.
He said: “Sure, now you show up.” I moved the cart saying: “I
was just going to the bathroom and noticed it.” He walked
away and after moving the cart I realized that he thought it
was my cue to move the cart during pre-set and that I had
forgot it. I went to the bathroom and noticed John had been
standing in the stage right wing talking to Hammer this whole
time and, as typical of John, without a clue, didn’t realize
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Victor had just been called to do his work and that I ended up
doing it. I said nothing.
I debated all day to say something to either Victor or John to
set them straight.
At the end of the matinee John had the audacity to ask me if I
would stay and do the baby Simba cue. I said no – I like to
have my early outs on matinees. (I stay for everyone else at
night if they ask.)
At the end of the second show I mention to John that
Victor had to come up to move the cart this afternoon. And
that I think he thinks it was my cue. John said nothing. No
apology. No suggestion that he would square it with Victor.
I wonder if Victor is writing things down that he
“thinks” I am doing, not doing or doing wrong.
Sunday, 2/13/05—Dissention in the ranks
At intermission of matinee Victor tells me that I am in
for Friday rehearsal next week. This was immediately after he
had told John that he was in for Thursday & Friday definitely.
This means I am in for full rehearsals, but not in for partial
crew rehearsals. John gets calls ahead of me when full crew is
not needed, even though he is the sub. Not my idea of Victor
going in “a new direction.”
At intermission of 2nd show Drew helped with the
floating of the pond as he does occasionally for fun. This
happens when things get out of sync for some reason and
Victor is still on the ladder hanging Timone on the water fall.
Whenever Drew does the pond in flutters short on the
side that he and I share. And he then always makes a comment
about how I fucked up. (The truth is that wherever Bivone is –
the opposite side always flutters because Bivone doesn’t float
the pond correctly. This happens when he is Timmy and when
he is Victor.)
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But because I am in the center their inclination is to
blame me. So, Drew makes his comment, which he has made
numerous times. But this time George makes a follow up
comment. (He is usually there having held ladders for the
waterfall set-up.) This time, after Drew comments that I
fucked up, George says: “This is the reason to not have “just
cause.” (Implying that if I am fucking up the boss should be
allowed to fire me.) Victor says: “George” in a soft “that was
uncalled for” tone. And George walks away. I said nothing.
Obviously Disney is succeeding in creating dissention in the
ranks and these idiots don’t understand.
COMMENTS: I didn’t start all of this!!!!!
Victor has been giving me the short end for a couple of
years now. I have been totally loyal—always did what I was
called on to do. I didn’t cause the break. I didn’t do anything. I
didn’t threaten to sue if Boomer came. I didn’t refuse to leave.
I didn’t do anything—except stay when I was told that I could!
I can only be faulted for finally not wanting to be treated this
disrespectful way anymore. But this is turned around and I am
now called a “trouble maker.”
But no one seems to get this. Not even Victor. He
thinks, as do others, that since he is the head he can do what
he wants and I should just be grateful for any work I get.
This is not right. It is common—but it is not right.
I am defending my job—the job that was given to me
by Victor after he and Boomer said they weren’t going to
bump me. It’s not my problem that they got scared by a
rumored threat. It’s not my problem that they caved under the
hypothetical pressure.
Why should I give them the satisfaction of leaving now
after all that has happened to me since—in retaliation???
They have shown what kind of people they are—
especially Timmy. I have shown that I can stand up to it all
and even though it has been uncomfortable, I have maintained
my professionalism. I have taken the high road and not
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resorted to slander. I have played by the rules instead of
twisting them. I have told the truth and not lied.
Many people know that I am in the right.
There is a difference between authority and power. I
have never questioned Victor’s authority—or anyone else’s. I
only take issue with these people when they want to throw
around their authority and use it as power against me.
Wednesday, 2/16/05—Things interrelate
Timmy is out now, I guess for awhile, to do his other
shows. Why doesn’t he just stay on the other shows and never
come back?
That means I have John who is empty headed and
clueless on my side of the stage (Bivone moves to stage right).
John gets his cues done, but I am always dealing with the
details and frequent things he either forgets or just doesn’t get
in terms of how things interrelate and effect other things and
people.
Work call—usual grass, grease the cart. Today I spray
painted the wheels. At 10:45 I get paint for bugs and Victor
says take off when you are done. I have thought of the
painting on my own. John and Bivone have finished already.
As usual I am the only one working.
Contract scuttlebutt is that we have given away our
bargaining position and undercut ourselves in the process.
Way to go guys!
Thursday, 2/17/05—Rehearsal without me: breaking down
conditions
There was a rehearsal today and I wasn’t invited. John
was in for me with Bivone and Victor. There was some
question as to whether this was enough men on the call. I
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debated whether to talk to Bivone or not, wondering how he
perceives the issue as Shop Steward. I chose to bide my time.
If they are now having work or rehearsal calls that here-to-fore
involved 4 prop men and now they are only using only two or
three prop men (so as to specifically cut me out of extra
money), then they are breaking down conditions. This is a big
Local One no-no.
Victor is splitting hairs on the issue of what calls he
gives to me. None of this would have happened (with John
ahead of me) prior to May when all the shit went down.
Friday, 2/18/05—Cop out
I was in for rehearsal. Victor was not. That meant that
John was making assistant money instead of me—even though
he is only a sub.
Bivone made comment to me that “I don’t do the
hiring.” What a cop out! It is what I expected with regard to
how Bivone would handle his Shop Steward job. Whatever
Victor wants!
Sunday, 2/20/05—Games
At the end of the pre-set, knowing that the conductor
platform needed to be moved, and seeing Bivone head for the
box office to pick up some tickets, I asked John if he was done
with his pre-set stage left. I knew he was. He said he wasn’t. (I
think he knew why I was asking.) I went stage right to wait for
Bivone. Victor was gone. I waited. I saw John stage left
looking at me and then he disappeared—slipping out of the
platform move. I waited. Bivone appeared. I said I’d meet him
in the pit in a minute because I was helping puppets fly the
ostriches. He grumbled. I finished with puppets and went to
the pit. Victor was coming up the steps. Then I saw Bivone in
the pit and he said: “If he got paid he’d be here.” Meaning
Victor and doing the platform. Then Victor stuck his head in. I
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told Bivone I tried to get John but he slipped out on me and
disappeared.
Because of Bivone and John, I think this idea that
Victor “has the right to hire who he wants” seriously reflects
badly on Victor. And I don’t think Disney should hold him in
such high regard for it.
Wednesday, 2/23/05—I get a work call
Today I was informed by Victor that next Tuesday we
would have an 8am work call. This is the first work call I have
been invited to for a long time. We are going to be working on
the tusks.
Thursday, 2/24/05—Things are calm
There is not a lot to write about these days. Timmy is
off doing his 2 other shows and John is in. Bivone is the
assistant. When Timmy is away there seems to be more peace
about. And he isn’t making any of his asinine condescending
comments.
Not many mirror calls are happening. Victor is
pleasant—but I don’t trust him.
Things still get forgotten by the illustrious prop crew
and I cover for them. People are still showing up late for preset—from 5 minutes to 15 or more sometimes. This usually
happens on matinee days when they go out to dinner.
Contract negotiations have quieted down. There
haven’t been any meetings lately.
Ray kids around a lot. Most everyone exchanges
pleasantries.
I stay out of the fray by sitting in my corner and
reading after the pre-set.
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I still have all of my friends in the cast and wardrobe,
and in carpentry and electrics, as well as front of house who I
share pleasantries with on a daily basis.
Saturday, 2/26/05
Today there was some chit chat between Victor and
Ray about mopping and that whenever Victor can’t make it
Ray was willing to do the mopping for him—all he had to do
was call. $50 is $50. It didn’t occur to him to suggest that he
call Bo—who lives only 2 blocks away—to come in early and
mop. Or maybe it did occur to him. The fact that Victor
wouldn’t call me is still evidence that we are not back to
normal. That he still harbors a grudge even though he has been
cordial. It seems there has been no “new direction” turned by
Victor—as Claffey suggested.

CHAPTER SEVEN
Winds of change
(3/01/05—12/07/05)

Tuesday, 3/1/05—Work Call
First work call I have been invited to in a while. I
guess Timmy was too busy at his other shows to come in. We
worked on tusks—that is Bivone, John (who was late and left
early, but who brought coffee) and I worked on tusks. Victor
did absolutely nothing! And then spent the entire afternoon at
the Majestic Theatre for a memorial for a stage manager friend
of ours! And he got paid to do this!!! (Rank has privilege.)
We all started on patching the holes and cracks with Plexis.
Bivone acted like Mr. Repairman. Then I shifted over to
painting. I am still the best painter (although I am sure Timmy
would debate this.)
In place of my half hour lunch I went to the memorial
myself.
We finished around 3 or so except for one tusk that
needed to dry first before painting.
Wednesday, 3/2/05
After I did my grass maintenance, I painted the last
tusk left from yesterday. Victor had said to do it “in your busy
schedule.” I am not quite sure what he meant by that. Possibly
he considers my doing the grass as all that I do. He is out of
touch and certainly doesn’t realize all of the other things I do,
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or that I am the only prop person to work non stop (except for
coffee) from 8 am until 11:15 when dismissed.
Victor forgot to move his banner at pre-set. Fudie
mentioned it to me and I took care of it.
Friday, 3/4/05
Timmy showed up in place of Bivone. My first thought
was—my God, why can’t this guy take a day off and be with
his family! Maybe Victor had no one else to cover or maybe
he didn’t want to hire someone else and then have to deal with
giving me assistant money (or not!). But Timmy said “Bivone
needed the night off and I said I come in.” Who knows? I pity
Timmy’s family.
As usual—at intermission in Stack’s area Timmy
regales Stack with news of all of his other shows. Today he
was going on about Chitty Chitty Bang Bang. And finished all
up with listing the crew “he” has, starting with Joe H. (I’m not
sure Joe, who is the House Head, would appreciate being
called Timmy’s crew), Caruso (“He’s great” Timmy says –
“He’s a jerk” I say) and Bobby (who I assisted on Sweet
Smell.)
Timmy is such a jerk. Only relating this info to Stack
because I am there and it is his way of trying to dig his foot in
my face. By extolling the virtues of Caruso so that I can hear
is a direct shot at me. I don’t know how this guy can live with
himself. Caruso was the guy who stabbed me in the back and
lied about it on Les Miz. Birds of a feather . . . .
Sunday, 3/6/05—What Bivone doesn’t do
I have been watching John sometimes crush the grass
as he steps from one side to the other on nearly a daily basis. I
came up with the idea of suggesting to him to leave a space
between the two grass palettes – to walk through, so he “didn’t
have to step over the grass.” He tried it and liked it. He has no
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idea he was crushing the grass or that I was trying to get him
not to, without asking him not to. Totally oblivious.
Victor mentions a seat that need to be fixed and told
me to go up and survey it then Bivone would fix it (like I
can’t). Then mentions it to Bivone as well and so he and I go
survey and fix it. Bivone treats me as though I never saw a
theatre seat in my life. He is “Mr. Seat Fixer.”
While I’m on Bivone let me mention a couple of things
he doesn’t do every show when he is either doing Timmy’s or
Victor’s cues:
He doesn’t move the wardrobe stool to the bunker at
pre-set (like Timmy). Victor does it.
He doesn’t pre-twist the buzzard pole wings to untwist them (like Timmy). I do at my first buzzard move.
He doesn’t move the sound cart out of the copy room
at the front of house (like everyone who is first in the room
does). I do.
He doesn’t straighten out the pond after we set it at
intermission (like Timmy). I do.
He doesn’t unload the stage right wildebeest rig at preset (like Victor). Wardrobe does.
Yet he is a “better fit’ according to Victor.
Tomorrow there is a New York Times Event.
Apparently only certain people are invited. It’s not a big affair.
I was not invited.
Also—so far—nothing has been said by Victor to me
regarding the upcoming Stephen Sondheim Event on March
21st. I can only assume I will not be invited.
Wednesday, 3/9/05
Victor is late.
A comment was made by the carpenters about “Silver
Spoons” making reference to people who feel they are
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“above” others or who get special privileges because of their
heritage. I think this is a BIG problem with heads of
departments and the Union in general.
There was a piano & mirrors call tonight and John got
it. What happened to Victor’s new direction? He is obviously
disregarding Claffey’s directive.
Friday, 3/11/05—Stirring it up
I heard John say: “Boomer will be here by then.” He
was talking to Ray. I don’t know what they were talking
about. But it got me to thinking that maybe there was still a
plot to get rid of me in May when Billie Crystal is closed and
Boomer becomes available. Everyone in props had been so
wonderfully cordial. It smells of deceit!
Ray has made idle comments too; about “hearing
you’ll be gone.” Mostly I ignore what Ray says because he is
usually full of shit and just trying to stir it up. He is great pals
with Victor now.
COMMENTS: I remember Timmy once saying “you
have to earn respect.” Well, that is not entirely true. But for
him, it’s only his way of being able to belittle someone that he
isn’t showing respect for, and make it seems that that person is
one responsible for any lack of respect. He gives himself
credence in not respecting people by espousing the “earn it”
philosophy. And then he proceeds to disrespect them. He
obviously never heard of or understands the concept of
“professional respect.”
Saturday, 3/12/05
Ray tells me he thinks I will make the cut for the
Sondheim Event. I just smile and shake my head. I don’t
believe it will be offered.
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Sunday, 3/13/05—Ignoring the directive
Piano & mirrors after the show. John gets the call—as
well as the call tomorrow to remove them. Victor again is
ignoring Claffey’s directive. I am not surprised. More lost
income for me.
Wednesday, 3/16/05
At the start of the work call, Bivone asks me to help
store the mirrors that were used yesterday for rehearsal.
Ordinarily the people who do mirrors the night before get
another call to store them before pre-set the following day.
John has been getting all of these calls—and others—since the
May shake-up. I have never been asked to handle mirrors. But
today I was—because there was no money involved! I only
made a simple comment to Bivone about “You want me to
help?” With a little chuckle. I am sure he understood how
blatantly offensive this was, but disregarded it. And, by the
way, where was Victor?? If it was an extra hour of pay, Victor
would have been doing it and I would NOT have been asked
to do it.
Then George asks me to help with lumber saying there
is an agreement that props helps on carpenter lumber
deliveries. I say to him, “check with Victor.” A few minutes
later Victor comes on stage and asks me to help with lumber. I
don’t remember carpenters helping with props lumber. I do
remember me helping with Timmy and Bivone’s lumber order
for there desk project—that they got paid extra for and I
didn’t!!
After my usual grass work and other assorted repairs, I
took the vacuum to the dressing room where Victor and
Bivone were hanging shelves. I was not asked to do this. I just
knew it should be done.
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I put a new Velcro closure on the back of Baby Simba
without being asked. We had usually used tape that kept
coming off. I showed it to Victor—he said “good job.”
John worked on replacing bird kites that were broken.
This involved walking to the different storage positions and
pulling broken birds and replacing them with undamaged
ones. Some of John’s time, along the way, was spent with the
March Madness Basketball playoff bracket.
There was another piano & mirror call tonight after the
second show—with John.
Friday, 3/18/05
Comments from carpenters about the Sondheim
Project coming up this coming weekend and that there were 6
prop people on the call—without me.
Then Mike T. made comment that I was “not a man of
my word”—I straightened him out with short explanation. I
thought I had explained before. Either he forgot, didn’t
understand—or didn’t believe me. He just said “oh.”
Sunday, 3/20/05
Victor is late for pre-set, 2nd show. Rank has privilege.
Tonight is all-nighter for Sondheim. I am not involved.
Monday, 3/21/05—Sondheim Event
Sondheim Event – without me.
Wednesday, 3/23/05
And guess who had to restore Lion King props to
normal after the event?? – ME! Where was Boomer or
Taccone who worked the Sondheim Event??
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After Bivone worked on ZaZu kite he didn’t bother
returning it to its proper location. I had to do it. Bivone and
John set the conductor platform.
Timmy stopped by the theatre (he has been away doing
All Shook Up and Chitty). He was there for the Fantasy
Baseball draft between shows. He made it a point to mention,
in my presence, something about how the weekend went and
how much money they made.
Sunday, 3/27/05
Marshal is in because Bivone is out (in addition to
Timmy.) It’s Victor, John, Marshal and me.
Friday, 3/25/05
Rehearsal—I was invited! Drew sees me and asks
“What are you doing here? Was Al busy?” I didn’t know that
Al was doing prop rehearsals.
Wednesday, 3/30/05
Timmy is back from his other shows. Kevin visits for
meeting with contract committee. He is cordial to me and I am
cordial to him. He asked if everything was OK and I said “As
well as can be expected.” Wex says hello. I am not gloating.
A dresser and I discovered that the edge of the ant hill
dress was burnt and melted apparently having been lowered to
low onto the upstage ground-row lights—by either John or
Bivone. The best employee’s money can buy!
Sunday, 4/2/05
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During the matinee, I was a little late pre-setting the
fish. Bivone did it. I also had to teach Steve (who was in for
electrician Jay) how to turn on the fish lights.
Timmy made sure I heard him tell Bivone about “5
mirrors”—his way of reminding me I will not be getting the
post show extra call.
Usually I stay and do Bivone’s last cue. Only when
Bivone stays to do mirrors do I get to leave early. It is so
amazing to me how it is so important for Bivone to leave on
non-mirror nights to catch his bus. But let there be an extra $$
to earn and suddenly he is OK with staying and doing his last
cue.
Wednesday, 4/6/05—Forgetful crew
And, of course, everyone who lives in New Jersey can
come in early for the mirror strike extra hour. No travel
problems when there is extra $$ to be earned.
Timmy forgot to pre-set the crash cart. The great
perfect Timmy!
John forgot to pre-set the Simba puppet—I had to run
down and get it at the last minute.
Timmy forgot the crash cart again – 2nd show.

COMMENT: I am taking the time, in this journal, to
point out the failings of the other members of the prop crew:
missed cues, lateness, lack of abilities, other mistakes. I am
doing it for one reason: to point out the disparity between what
they say about themselves and how they perform their jobs—
and what they say about me and how I perform my job. There
should never be any debate about who is capable and who is
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not capable in the prop department—in reference to who
should have the jobs.

Thursday, 4/7/05—Repairing the Elephant
At pre-set of the Elephant we noticed a large tear in
one leg. I volunteered to sew it on my free time before the
show. I did a masterful job while everyone else was outside
enjoying sun and cigars.
Friday, 4/8/05
I came in to discover the Elephant was pre-set out
front. Apparently there had been an electrics work call today
and some prop people were in to remove and replace seats for
the electricians to set ladders. The Elephant had been rerepaired where I had spent 45 minutes last night sewing on my
own time. It was Timmy’s way of always having to top me.
Even John commented to me that he didn’t see why it needed
further repair because what I did was fine. But the upshot was
that I was not in on the call and someone else was.
Victor is out, Marshal is in. John is in for Bivone (as
assistant). Timmy was 5 minutes late.
Marshal couldn’t handle pulling Timone off of the
crash cart. I should have moved over to stage right to do
Victor’s cues instead of Marshal. But to do this would have
been to admit I was more capable. And Timmy couldn’t admit
to that. He would rather have a cue or series of cues go badly
for the performer and the show, than admit I might be better
suited in a particular situation.
Saturday, 4/9/05
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Timmy makes sure I hear about all the Chitty comps he
is getting and how Caruso is bringing his kids to the show.
Each time he drops these little comments he is only
demonstrating what a small, pathetic, petty person he is. By
the way, Timmy and Caruso are both short—did I mention
that?
Sunday, 4/10/05
Gee, I thought we weren’t allowed to use padded
chairs outside. Now that the weather is nice again people are
sitting outside. Drew had a padded chair today and no one told
him it wasn’t allowed. Victor and Timmy have there own
camp chairs. I am using a chair from stage managers. Rank
has privilege.
Wednesday, 4/13/05—Timmy doubling; others take it easy
Ken in for Victor. As usual I do work during the work
call while others sit or roam. And Timmy is on the phone for
his other shows. (Doubling??) I was vacuuming while Ken
and John literally sat and watched me.
Timmy walked Ken through Victor’s cues during work
call. Again—I should have done Victor’s cues. This would
have been the best decision—for the show.
Timmy mentions John is in for the Easter Bonnet,
again dropping the hint that I am not. Fool! He also doesn’t
fail to mention who he is having dinner with.
Sunday, 4/17/05
Victor tells me I am in Thursday and Friday. Then later
changes to just Thursday because Friday is “cancelled.”
Mon. + Tues. 4/18, 19/05—Easter Bonnet
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Easter Bonnet Show. I am not in—of course. Boomer
has replaced me. I don’t know how he is treated when he is
in—by carpenters or others. No one has ever said anything.
He, I am sure, walks around as if it is his job and he is entitled
to it. I know Boomer. Entitlement is very important. And since
Boomer is well-connected, no one will take issue with him.
Wednesday, 4/20/05—Timmy doubling
Victor is late for work call – in at 10:30.
I helped carry Christmas tree from Easter Bonnet
Show outside to truck. Butch was asked to do things for
carpenters clean up and he told his people “Get someone who
was here for the show.”
Again, I am apparently the only prop person who
works during the work calls. I wonder what they will all do
when I am not here for 3 weeks. Someone else will have to
work. Or maybe the work just won’t get done.
Ray makes another of his lame comments about I will
“be gone soon.”
Timmy is on the phone regarding his other shows.
Does Disney know this?
During matinee my cell phone rang. I forgot to turn it
off (the first time). Timmy had the honor of telling me “I think
you should find the time to turn your phone off.” In his usual
condescending manner. I said “Thanks, I’ll try.”
People were using padded folding chairs again outside.
Friday’s rehearsal is still posted—the one Victor said was
canceled.
Friday, 4/22/05—Tony stops talking to me
Yes, the rehearsal took place. I asked Tony who was
in. He didn’t tell me. Like he was keeping a secret or not
wanting to get involved. I just said “OK never mind” and
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walked away. Now Tony isn’t talking to me. I hope he gets
over it. I have always appreciated his friendship, comments
and insight. It always amazes me that when someone else is
the fuck up, they feel they should stop talking to me as
punishment.
There was some contract chatter. Apparently the thing
is signed and sealed.
Sunday, 4/24/05—Phantom in Vegas
Timmy and Victor chatting about Phantom in Vegas.
Timmy making sure I heard that he was in charge of crewing
the show and them discussing who they would get. Several
names were mentioned. I couldn’t figure out if they were just
flaunting or they were hoping I would ask for consideration. I
will never ask Timmy for a job again.
COMMENT: For the next 2 weeks I am going to the
Philippines for my vacation.
I am tired of writing all of this petty stuff about these
assholes. I will probably write very little after I return—from
now on. Only major stuff.
People are still coming in late. Some are coming in
inebriated from dinner. Cues and parts of pre-sets are still
being missed.
I am still not given any preferences except I am always
called on first to do extra work that does not generate extra
income.
I am still only invited to put-in rehearsals. I am never
invited to do mirrors or to get bumped up to assistant in
situations where 2 of the 3 (Timmy, Victor and Bivone) are
out. John always gets preference ahead of me—and he is a
sub. So I am still being punished for what happened. The
vendetta is still in place and in force.
I don’t talk to Timmy or Victor except about the show.
Maybe a few times Victor and I have an exchange on a purely
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social basis—but it is not because we have returned to being
friends. I will say good morning to him, and he to me. And
that is about the extent of it. I never talk to Timmy socially. I
never make comments about all of his showy talk when he
drops names of all his “people” to make me feel bad I’m not
one of them. He doesn’t see that I don’t care. He doesn’t see
that he is a jerk of the highest order. He never stops talking.
And I am not the only one at the theatre who had negative
things to say about him.
I do my job. I do it well. I do what I am told to do in
terms of my job. I never grumble. I have never made any
outright negative comments to them or about them. All I have
said to people is my side of the whole story and when people
hear it they tend to believe it. And they make comments that
they were under a different impression of what went down as
expressed by Victor and Timmy and even Boomer. This is the
slander I have talked about before.

Thursday, 5/12/05—Back from trip to Philippines
I am back to work after my vacation and Victor handed
me my vacation check and actually said “Welcome Back!”
Friday, 5/20/05—Incessant lateness
Victor is late for pre-set.
Wednesday, 5/25/05
Victor late for matinee pre-set. He was playing video
games on his computer in his office.
Thursday, 6/2/05
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Victor called. He will be late for pre-set. Didn’t matter
because Timmy and Bivone did all the pre-sets (except mine)
during rehearsal that afternoon.
Wednesday, 6/29/05
Work Call. Victor out. Timmy showed up at 9:45am.
Friday, 7/1/05
During rehearsal, John slept through the grass strike
cue stage left.
Wednesday, 7/6/05
Work call. Victor showed up as I was leaving for
lunch.
COMMENT: Before I went away in April/May I said
I wasn’t going to write about the petty things anymore. But I
see that I have—at least as how it relates to Victor. If I were
Victor’s boss I wouldn’t be too thrilled with his personal and
professional ethics on the job. He is the highest paid person on
Lion King and is the biggest slacker doing the least amount of
work. Others have noticed too. And what’s the deal about
showing up late? Does Disney know that there heralded prop
man eschews his work?
Monday, 7/25/05—Second trip to Philippines
Two months later, I am taking a second trip to the
Philippines to see my fiancée.
Wednesday, 8/10/05
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When I returned from the Philippines the stage right
antelope rack had been changed. Victor had some explanation
that it was coming out of the pulleys. I didn’t understand his
explanation. But the result may have made things easier for
Timmy when he unloads the rack—but it made my pre-set
harder. I just deal with it and move on. There will be no use in
raising the issue.
Saturday, 8/13/05—How little for how much?
Bivone missed the baby Elephant cue stage left twice.
This is where we lower the baby Elephant for the end of the
show. I let out the rope and he guides it to a landing. He made
a comment to Ray that “Bo takes it out by himself, why can’t
he bring it in?” Ray related this to me. Taking the Elephant out
is different than bringing it in. It’s hard to explain, but the out
is easier. I guess Bivone’s idea is that he shouldn’t need to do
cues if all he is doing is assisting someone else. He has done
my show before. I wonder if he feels the same about needing
assistance. Generally, Bivone’s idea of what he should do is
always determined by “how little for how much.”
There are rumors starting regarding the show moving
to another theatre to make room for Mary Poppins. It doesn’t
seem like a good idea—because it will cost a ton of money.
We will see. If the show moves, I will probably be out of
work. I am sure this is what Victor and Timmy hope for.
Saturday, 9/4/05
Timmy makes an announcement to Bivone, John and
me: “You’ll hear about this soon enough, but we’re moving.
There’ll be a meeting Wednesday.” He’s almost choking on
his gloating.
Wednesday, 9/7/05
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At coffee Timmy made another reference: “I guess
we’ll be having a little meeting with the big news.”
The meeting never happened.
Timmy’s only purpose in articulating anything about
the show moving is to send me a message that my days are
numbered. Ray asked me if I talked to Victor yet about work
on the next show. I just chuckled.
I don’t intend to be out of work. If I have to sue Victor
for slander, to keep my job, so be it. I am considering
discussing the situation with Claffey at the Union for his
advice. If people ask me about it at the theatre I am just going
to say I fully intend to be here and that this would be in
Victor’s best interest.
Thursday, 09/08/05
Had a chat with Kurt about the show moving. (His dad
is Head Carpenter at the Minskoff.) He didn’t know where he
will be. He hasn’t discussed it with Drew. He has observed
several people kissing up to ingratiate themselves.
I also explained about the problem between Victor and
me. He had never heard the whole story. He couldn’t
understand it. I also hinted to Kurt that Victor would be a fool
if I was unemployed.
I am hoping that I don’t have to confront Victor about
work. I am hoping that either through “word” getting to him
about a possible defamation suit against him that he will keep
me employed without incident. I will suggest that Claffey
make that suggestion to him.
Mon. + Tues., 9/12&13/05—Tarzan Presentation
This Monday and Tuesday was the Tarzan presentation
in the New Amsterdam for group sales. I was not invited.
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Wednesday, 9/14/05
Caruso showed up at the theatre. I don’t know why. He
is currently working across the street for Timmy on Chitty. I
said hello as I was going about my pre-set. Heard him make a
comment about the deck. Don’t know what he said or why.
Heard Victor make a comment to Timmy – something about
“letter.” Could he have referred to my letter to Caruso calling
him a liar after he stabbed me in the back?
People don’t like me when they find out they can’t
walk all over me. Gee, how sad for them. Caruso is a scum
bag. He totally lied about me to Timmy when I quit Les Miz.
For some reason Timmy decided to believe Caruso. I don’t
know why. I guess little people have to stick together.
Thursday, 9/15/05
I walk into the theatre and see that Taccone is in, and
Bivone and Timmy are there so that means Victor is out. As
soon as Timmy sees me he tells the others “mirror time.”
Could this guy be more of an immature prick. It is all he can
do to point out every place and every time that I am not
making extra money. This is certainly not following a “new
direction” according to Claffey’s directive.
Apparently Timmy has nothing else to keep him happy
or content than to grandstand for my benefit.
Friday, 9/16/05—The Great Bird Kite Controversy
Timmy tells me that I should make sure I carry ALL
the kite out to the front for pre-set. Apparently, Taccone didn’t
know that there was no spare on stage left anymore. But
Timmy needs to point out that somehow I was at fault for not
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noticing. It is sad when all he has on me is how I fail to notice
someone else’s mistake.
Wednesday, 9/21/05—Usual work call
Victor late for work cal— arrived in time for coffee.
Timmy worked all day on the revamping of the Zazu bird
holder. He was occasionally on the phone about his other
shows. Doubling.
Bivone spent an hour on painting one bug pallet—
green worms. All the while he was chatting with the
carpenters.
Meanwhile I was working constantly—as usual—on
grass and, today, on taping the pole handles of some of the
large pole puppets. I also did the usual pick-up walk around
the stage.
I don’t know what Victor did after he arrived, except
maybe payroll and surfing the web and playing video games
and sleeping (all usual things).
Thursday, 9/22/05
Victor helped me with the conductor platform. Timmy
made sure to mention to Victor that he had done it himself
before. I almost said “Good, from now on you do it yourself.”
I expect at some point he will get Victor to assign it to me—by
myself.
Monday, 9/26/05—Another Special Event without me
Special event in the theatre. I was not invited. I saw
Boomer coming into the theatre after Sunday’s show. He did
not see me.
Wednesday, 9/28/05
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Victor late again. Maybe he has begun a new policy
where he doesn’t get here on time. There were props
missing—the fish, bowl and horn. No one knew where they
got to after the event over the weekend. Calls were made to all
who worked in props to see if anyone recalled what happened
to them. Juan discovered a box on the steps and opened it to
find the props in it. The box had a name sticker on it with a
house person’s name. I gave the box to Victor.
My blue payroll sheet was missing from the desk
drawer. Victor called company manager and asked for a new
one. He was bewildered that it was missing.
I was told that there was rehearsal on Friday, instead of
Thursday. I had asked stage management if the Thursday
rehearsal could be on Friday because some of us were going to
Rockefeller Center to build houses for Habitat for Humanity.
It seems as though they complied with my wish.
Evening show: Bivone didn’t make it to pre-set at
6:30. Consequently, he did not move his bird kite from stage
left to the bundle of kites on the back wall. I didn’t notice this
when I grabbed the bundle to move them out to the front of
house as part of my pre-set. On my way back, Timmy was
onstage with Bivone pointing to the lone kite where Bivone
should have placed it before—if he had been here on time.
Timmy indicated that I needed to deal with it by pointing to it.
No apology from Bivone for not doing his job. Just silent
accusation to me for failing to notice that Bivone, being late,
had not moved the kite in time for me to take it out front.
Then Bivone disappears and Timmy does his grass
rack for him as well as the ant hill pre-set. I was waiting
onstage for Elephant rehearsal as Timmy passes he says (to no
one, and no one can hear but me) “Always willing to help
out.” Why didn’t he “help out” with the bird kite and take it
out front himself when he took his own bundle of kites? Of
course not. Is there a lower snake in the business? I think not.
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Wednesday, 10/04/05
Work call: Victor arrived 8:15 – 8:30.
Timmy to Bivone “Did you get a lot of video from the
barbecue?” Apparently there was a barbecue at Hammer’s
house over the weekend and, as usual, Timmy feels compelled
to let me know that it happened, that everyone was having fun
and they all the best people were there. I was not invited.
Victor was actually working on a prop—the Simba
pole puppet—in the prop room. After he was finished (or so I
thought) I came into the room and noticed the Simba puppet’s
waist belt still lying on the table. I took it to its place to hang it
up (because it might be forgotten or overlooked and it was
needed with the puppet) and I discovered the pole puppet
wasn’t on its hook. Later, apparently, it was till getting worked
on and I mention to Victor that I put the belt in its proper place
because I didn’t want it to get forgotten.
Friday, 10/06/05—Prop room key
I tried to give the prop room key I had back to Victor. I
don’t use it and it is a nuisance on my key ring. Also—I didn’t
want to ever be accused (wrongly of course) to have taken
anything from the room. I told Victor I didn’t see a need for it.
Maybe someone else could use it. He told me to keep it “You
never know.” I said I can’t even use it, ever since the
combination lock went on the door. He asked if I knew the
combination and I said “no.” Before I could tell him I don’t
want to know, he told me. So he didn’t take the key. Al was
there and heard us. There was a joke about people knowing
the combination and it changing as things seemed to still be
disappearing. I said I just didn’t want to be on anyone’s
suspect list and walked away.
Saturday, 10/07/05
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There was rain leaking on the stage after the show.
Philips and I put buckets out to catch the water.
Sunday, 10/08/05
I was outside reading. So were Victor and Timmy—
smoking cigars. Suddenly I hear Victor yell to me “Bo-man,
the roof is leaking—put out your buckets again.” I am always
the first person asked to do the extra chores; the last to get an
extra hour of pay.
I told stage management there was a leak and would
monitor it.
Evening pre-set: Apparently Timmy set the conductor
platform by himself between shows. Victor had told Bivone
and me to do it and as we walked by the pit Bivone noticed it
was gone.
Wednesday, 10/12/05
Work call: I did grass (as usual), painted touch-up on
bugs, pulled off some loose tape from the mask poles and
broke down the coffee. Timmy worked on patching on the
Elephant all day. I don’t know what Bivone did. Victor was
working on Timone puppet.
At pre-set, Victor and I removed the conductor
platform. Since we had pre-set the Elephant during work call,
I was finished with my pre-set before the others. Timmy hates
that and I could see him and Bivone trying to figure out
something else for me to do. Bivone has the least amount of
pre-set to do and he is always the last to finish because of the
usual sequence of things. I have been waiting for word to
come down that I should have more pre-set duties.
There are still rumors about the show moving. Timmy
was sure to tell Stack in automation, in my presence, that he
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was told to measure the orchestra pit for Tiggeloven
(Production Manager). I don’t know if all of it is true because
we have heard no official announcement. I certainly hope we
don’t. I must decide whether to call Claffey at the Union Hall
to talk to him. I don’t want to call him if we aren’t moving.
But I also don’t want to wait too long and have Victor and
others make decisions about crews on the new shows without
me.

Friday 10/14/05
Elephant rehearsal. I’m in. There is some discussion
from Elephant actors about the Elephant being “wrong” and
they can’t deal with it the way they could before it got broken
a few weeks ago. Hammer in for Timmy. Hammer saying:
“How do I do this?” Why? He was in for Elephant rehearsals
for me before. Why ask that question?
Bivone with an offhanded comment later, when we put
back B.J.’s handle to its original position; “You mean back the
way it was?” Bivone has a clear animosity here for work and
for actor’s needs. He has made several sarcastic comments
like this. He will never be upset about being paid, only
grumble about what he has do to get the check.
Then, there was Victor hugging Leonora (the dance
captain) and Jacki (who plays Shinzi). And I am not too sure
either one of them appreciated it by the looks on their faces. I
really don’t know how he gets away with this.
I pointed out to Victor that the gazelle cart was broken.
He said he’d have Bivone fix it.
Wednesday, 10/19/05
Timmy arrives just in time for coffee. Does he get paid
for the full day? Doubling?
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Sunday, 10/23/05
Victor tells me “Thursday 1 o’clock.” To which I
always reply. “OK”
Timmy and I did the conductor platform.
Scott, the sound guy, mentions in passing, idle chatter,
that “Rolondo conducting means early out.” Timmy replies to
him “We’ve got piano and mirrors anyway”—only for my
benefit.
Wednesday, 10/26/05
Evening show: One of the firefly props was not pre-set
for the top of the show. Apparently it was being worked on by
Timmy and didn’t make it back up to the stage. Victor had to
run down to the room and was able to retrieve it in time.
Shame!
Thursday, 10/27/05
Rehearsal: Gazelle cart fan belt replaced. I cautioned
the technical aces that they couldn’t connect the ends of the
fan belt until they strung one end through the rig. After they
were done everyone but me went down to the prop room while
some brush up rehearsing went on onstage. General rehearsal
wasn’t supposed to start till 2pm.
Around 2 or so the wardrobe people started setting up
and asked for the grass heads. I brought them in. Then went to
the other side for the swap out. What I thought was a simple
favor ended up as the beginning of pre-set and no other prop
men were in sight. Ray asked if I was all alone—where was
my crew. I said “in the prop room.” “You should call them
because all the other stuff has to be done too.”
So I called down to the room and said “I could use
some help up here.” And then I started sorting Victor’s
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Mufasa mask pieces. Well, it took the guys several minutes to
come up and by the time they did I had finished pre-setting all
of the mask pieces. Grass hats and mask pieces are not part of
my pre-set for the show or for full run-through rehearsals.
When we were about to lift the Elephant, I mentioned
that the grass hats were swapped out and the mask pieces were
all pre-set. There was no indication or awareness regarding a
realization that none of them were present for this pre-set, but
were lounging in the prop room.
There was some kind of meeting for the heads at the
Disney office about the move to the Minskoff. Something
about employment.
Later I asked Kirk about it and he didn’t really know
much except they were talking about who would go where.
This would be a perfect opportunity for Victor to push for my
going with the show to the Minskoff—that is, unless he has
already ruined my reputation with his slander so that the
department head in the Minskoff wouldn’t want me.
Friday, 10/28/05—Trying to contact Claffey
Called Claffey at the Union office to talk about the
move and my job.
Sunday, 10/30/05—Job security
I have stayed after on several occasions lately to give
tours for the BC-EFA fundraising drive. When I do, I
generally assist Drew and/or Philips putting the railings in on
the steps to the house. Today, Victor, Bivone and Timmy were
doing piano and mirrors. When the curtain went up, Timmy
had a comment when he saw me with the railing. I didn’t
really hear it and didn’t want to ask for it to be repeated, but it
was something like: “Bo, workin’ hard.” Philips thanked me.
They all left.
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It appears, since I know these guys, that they are
seeing me helping Drew (the other day) and Philips today, as
evidence that I am sucking up to them for work and that, of
course, volunteering to help the carpenters is all the extra work
I will get. This is the narrow view of their minds. They don’t
see me just doing a favor because no one ever just does favors.
I am sure they are in pig heaven thinking that I “know” I may
need to find other work in the future—if we move. They are
all secure in their jobs. I should have been also if I had been
treated with loyalty and respect.
Monday, 10/31/05—Talk to Claffey and Victor about
future work
Called Jimmy Claffey back. Voice tag. He returned my
call around noon. Asked me how things were going. I talked a
little about the juvenile behavior regarding mirror calls and
being passed over by subs. He asked if I wanted him to talk to
Victor about it. I said I really wanted to talk about this
possible upcoming move.
He is sure we are moving and equally sure Victor has
no intention of hiring me on Mary Poppins. I told him I can’t
be unemployed in May. I shouldn’t have to be out there
hustling another job—because I didn’t do anything wrong. I
am not at fault for the way things went down—they believed
the rumors about me hiring a lawyer and I denied them.
Victor told me to stay.
Claffey told me he intervened 3 months ago or so
when Victor was making noise again to drop me for Boomer.
(I was unaware of this).
We didn’t rehash the “incident” but Claffey said Victor
feels that I defied him. What?!! Are you kidding me??!
I inferred a little about slander and harassment.
Claffey’s take is only that I am spoken highly of as a
stagehand. I suggested that Victor bad mouthed me to Disney
and therefore I have no future with them. He said he wasn’t
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sure of that. That Disney had nothing bad to say about me. (Of
course they wouldn’t accuse Victor of bad mouthing me.
Because they know it is slander! I didn’t ask for details here).
I suggested Claffey only has Victor’s side of the story and, of
course, he isn’t going to be honestly forthcoming. Told him I
thought Timmy was the real snake in all of this. He agreed. It
seemed he had a negative opinion of Timmy.
He suggested I check in with Frank at the Minskoff.
And that he (Claffey) would also put in a good word for me.
He suggested that I at least have the perfunctory conversation
with Victor before I go see Lavaia, so Victor can’t say later
that he “heard” I was seeking other employment so he dropped
me. I agreed and would get back to him.
I called Victor and he couldn’t talk because he was on
the golf course.
Victor called me back around 3PM.
“What’s up?”
I told him I was waiting for the official announcement
to talk but with all the hubbub and with this meeting the heads
had last week (Wednesday) I guess we are moving and there is
discussion about jobs at the Minskoff.
Victor: “We are moving but you never know. They
have to go ahead with discussions and contracts and the like so
. . . The meeting Wednesday was about where we (Jim, Drew
and I) were on the situation. Disney wants some continuity on
the show over there in all departments.”
Me: “Well I guess that brings up where I’ll be in the
mix.”
Victor: “Frank and his son will be head & assistant and
if I get to offer another position it will be Taccone. He lost a
daughter and as far as I’m concerned that gives him a free pass
in this business.” (I can’t believe my ears. Is he serious??)
Me: “My guess is that I will not be on Mary Poppins.”
Victor: “I don’t know how many jobs there will be on
the show, but as it stands it will be me, Timmy, Bivone and
Boomer.”
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Me: “So be straight—am I on either list or not?”
Victor: “My suggestion is for you to look for other
employment. There are other things breaking out there.” (No
offer to assist—and I didn’t feel like asking for any
recommendation.)
Me: “I thought our longevity would have counted for
something.”
Victor: “I don’t want to get into rehashing things.
You’ve had 4 good years” (Wow! Gee! But really only 3) “of
work on Lion King and you have 6-8 months to look for
another job. So I’d plan on that.”
Me: “I’ll be planning.”
Victor: “See ya Wednesday.”
I called Claffey to fill him in on this conversation, but
he never got back to me.
Tuesday, 11/01/05—Met with Frank at Minskoff
Still waiting for Claffey to return my call.
I called my friend Bob who is the contract prop man on
Fiddler at the Minskoff. I asked him what Frank’s schedule
was, because I was going to drop by. He told me I was
probably wasting my time because Frank had all kinds of
people to hire for the show. I explained that there may be this
“continuity” thing where Disney wants someone in each
department. So, not expressing any faith in that as a
possibility, Bob suggested I intercept Frank as he came to the
theater at 5.
I went there and spent perhaps 1 minute with him. He
said that he didn’t know yet what was going to happen and,
besides, he had a lot of people to take care of. I tried to broche
the subject of the “continuity” thing as Victor explained it. He
only reiterated that he didn’t know how things were going to
work out, and, at any rate, he didn’t think that the continuity
thing would probably include props. He said I could leave my
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number and “if anything comes up, I’ll let you know.” Gee,
how many times have I heard that. Plus—did you notice,
Frank’s first response was “I have a lot of my own guys to
take care of.” Once again everyone but Victor shows loyalty to
their regular guys.
When I got home Claffey had called and I missed it.
He was responding to my call about my talk with Victor and
wanted to know the details so we could determine where to
go. He said he was “absolutely going to do everything I can to
help.” I called back and left a message on his cell and tried at
the office but the office was closed.
Wednesday, 11/02/05
Claffey is busy with Radio City negotiations. His
secretary called to try and schedule some time for us. Don’t
know if that means “in person” or just on the phone again.
Chatted with Kirk at Lion King, whose father is head
carp at Minskoff (lucky for him). I told him about Victor
wanting to put Taccone at Minskoff and that I would not be
invited back on Mary Poppins. He was surprised, like me,
about Taccone. And not surprised about my not being invited
back.
Timmy—more grandstanding about rehearsals
yesterday and tomorrow.
Piano and mirrors after the show—I was, of course, not
invited. And Bivone, as usual, doesn’t have a problem with
“missing” the bus in order to earn another $50.
Thursday, 11/03/05—Claffey phone tag
Called Claffey’s secretary again, left message.
Arrived at the theatre to see Timmy and Bivone up on
the loft ready to hoist up the mirrors. Only problem was—
there was no Victor to lift them up. They stood up there for 5
minutes waiting for Victor. Finally he showed just at 6:30.
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Funny how they all get paid an extra hour for this. Hilarious
how they looked trying desperately to avoid my involvement.
Friday, 11/04/05
Rehearsal—after which the Simba and Mufasa shadow
puppets were not pre-set for the show. Generally Victor and
Timmy are responsible.
Rumor again that Alan Levy will come next
Wednesday for official announcement about the big move to
the Minskoff.
Saturday, 11/05/05
Taccone in for Bivone. He didn’t move bird in his preset. Thank God I noticed or I’m sure Timmy would have
jumped all over me.
Victor forgot grass heads in the pre-set. I wonder if
Timmy pointed this out to Victor.
Victor didn’t like the way a carpenter piece was flown
out stage left. It made his carrying of a mask piece a little
more difficult. Instead of just asking Kirk (who was filling in
for Mike T.) to take it out a little, he chose to berate stage left
for “falling apart when Mike T. isn’t there.” A few barbs are
exchanged between Victor and Ray. Typical of the ball
busting. Also typical of the house of hate mentality that has
followed Victor from the Majestic. He instigates all of these
similar types of derogatory exchanges. Does he not even
realize he is the biggest rabble rouser??
Evening: I misread the show sheet regarding conductor
so I didn’t hang around to put the platform in the pit. I was
outside when Timmy opened the door and yelled at me in a
smarmy voice “Bo, we have the conductor platform.”
Insinuating that I purposely and maliciously avoided it. I said:
“I looked at the sheet and didn’t see his name.” Timmy replied
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in his condescending way “Well, that’s because you didn’t
read it right.” Then when I went in, he was standing by the
sheet prepared to “teach” me that I should notice the “day”
and “show” and that is how I can determine who the conductor
is. Like I haven’t done this every day all along!! I said,
mockingly, “Oh, is that how it works?”
Timmy never gives me credit for all the times I do
things right—but he is always there whenever I slip up in the
least possible way to jump in, wag his finger and patronize
and condescend in his haughty way. I NEVER mention ALL
the times he has forgotten something. I just either cover him or
let it pass. (I’d rather work with people like me.)
Monday, 11/07/05
Called and left message for Claffey.
Tuesday, 11/08/05—Chat with Claffey
Claffey got back to me and I further related my
conversations with Victor and Frank at the Minskoff. Claffey
was busy with Madison Square Garden and tomorrow is off to
Hawaii for “labor conference.” We will talk when h gets back.
He said he will be contacting Victor and Frank but didn’t want
it to seem prompted by my having just gotten in touch with
them. I guess this means he will talk to them when he returns.
My guess is that Frank will say “I will hire my guys,” and
Victor will say “I will hire who I want.” Then we will see
what influence or leverage Claffey can and will have on them.
I don’t want everything to come to threats or legal action. I
want everyone to be made to realize that what happened to me
was wrong and should be rectified.
Wednesday, 11/09/05
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During work call, Victor actually told me that when
“Doc” was here last week he “commented on how great the
grass looks.” It’s nice to be noticed.
Thursday, 11/10/05—The big formal move announcement
5PM meeting at the theatre to officially announce what
we have all been talking about for months—that we are
moving to the Minskoff. Todd Lacey did the honors. He didn’t
say too much. He said all the details weren’t completely
worked out, but the public announcement was coming today.
He addressed most of his comments to the performers.
The show would be the same with the same but newer set, the
same number of crewmen and the same size orchestra. He
really believes this makes it all OK.
He didn’t answer too many questions because he said
things were still being worked out. (What have they been
doing for 6 months?)
Garvey asked “why.” Lacey didn’t really answer, just
said “it’s the right decision with Mary Poppins coming in.”
They are going to renovate the Minskoff and put up a new
marquee on Broadway. I had heard this was a main driving
force for them.
No reference to anyone loosing their jobs. I bit my
tongue about asking.
Questions about dressing rooms, bunker, help with
personal belongings.
It was all over in 10 minutes.
I went up to Lacey after and asked about front of house
(because my son is an usher). He said they were still talking. I
said what’s to talk about? They will be out of work. He said
they would be back for Mary Poppins. He didn’t really tell me
anything. Todd is a great politician.
I heard Timmy in the distance saying “Out with the
old, in with the new.” He is such a jerk! Remember he was the
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one who announced one day several months ago that this
meeting was going to be held—back then.
And of course he doesn’t care because his job is
guaranteed on the next show.
Later, when I came back for pre-set, Victor says to me,
“Bo-man, Claffey called the other day on your behalf. Just
wanted you to know.” I said: “Oh kaay.” Kind of stretching it
out because I didn’t know how to respond and didn’t know if I
should respond. Victor said nothing else.
At the end of pre-set with Bivone stage left finishing
the grass heads, and me in my corner reading . . . Timmy
comes over and proceeded to tell Bivone “You and I are loadin this thing in. John, Taccone and Frank will all be over there.
That’s how it’s going to be.” I wonder if Frank knows this,
and what he might say about Timmy deciding who will work
in his (Frank’s) theatre and in what capacity?
The point of this was, to let me know (me being within
earshot) that I wouldn’t be going over there. Just his usual
grandstand bating.
Then he helped with the grass hats and Elizabeth (a
dresser) thanked him “You’re so nice.” “Just helpin’ my
buddy Bivone out.” Again—grandstanding. He never came
stage left before, except recently, and only to “help” Bivone—
but really to suggest that “team playing” didn’t include me. He
would never do anything to help me! And Bivone would never
have helped anyone else bring in the grass hats—ever.
Later in Stack’s area: more bating. Timmy asked Stack
if he knew where he’d be after the move. And Stack said he
wasn’t sure (even though he already told me he was going
over there at least for the put-in). Stack said, “I expect the
BA’s would be getting involved at some point.” Timmy said,
“I guess. We’ve already heard from Claffey.” No explanation.
But, again, for my benefit. His implication was that Victor
heard from Claffey on my behalf and, at least so far, nothing
changed about my being out of work.
He is soooo self righteous it is unbelievable!!
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Later during water bowl sequence: to Ron (stage
manager) who, I guess, asked if Timmy was going over there?
“I’m only setting up the show. We’ll have Taccone over
there.” Taccone is principally an electrician and only,
occasionally a sub in props—with limited artistic and repair
abilities. And he is going to be suggested as the prop guy to
transfer with the show to the Minskoff. Outrageous! In
addition—no one really likes Taccone including Bivone and
John (both of whom have articulated this to me personally).
But Victor is all behind him and a staunch supporter. If he had
only been behind me in the same way—back when there was
talk of Boomer coming in—we wouldn’t be in this mess. I was
not any less loyal than Taccone and probably more so. And I
am certainly more competent as a prop man than Taccone is.
Ask anyone.
Friday, 11/11/05—Supercilious
I now have the right word for Timmy: Supercilious:
arrogant, condescending, haughty, disdainful, pompous,
patronizing, scornful, stuck-up, snooty. Antonym: humble.
Saturday, 11/12/05—Is this guy twelve?
Bivone to Ray and Kirk, stage left. “Victor just wants a
gold star for turning in the smallest possible payroll.” This was
about something to do with hours, and when crews are called
and when work is done on Wednesday morning as apposed to
a special call.
Then Bivone say “I told him I’m in it for the money.”
Talked to Kirk about whether he’d put my name in for
a carpenter job with his father at the Minskoff. He said he
would. Several carpenters from here would be going there.
George, Philips, Stack, himself. I asked if his father had many
guys to take care of. He said not too many.
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Timmy to Stack at intermission: (I’m right there, as
usual, for these grandstands.) “They’ll be collecting ID cards
after the show June 4th.” Stack: “Oh, really?” Timmy: “Yeah,
people who won’t be working here will not be allowed in the
theatre after that.”
Is this guy twelve??? Who is he trying to impress?
Stack? April? Me?
Who does he think he is - making decision about
security?? Unbelievable!!
Thursday, 11/17/05—Who’s job is it?
I walked in to the theatre to find the mirrors on stage.
This means they were used for the day’s rehearsal. This means
they were put out last night by Victor, Timmy and Bivone.
This means Bivone stayed after the show. This means that
Bivone should have done the last cue stage left. But I did the
last cue last night. So what’s up?
I asked Bivone: “Why did I do the baby Simba cue last
night if you had mirrors?”
Bivone: “I thought you had a tour.” (He was ready for
my question)
Me: “I didn’t have a tour.”
Bivone: “Do you have a tour tonight?”
Me: “No.”
Bivone: “Then I’ll do the last cue.”
Me: “But are you saying that if I have a tour, and you
have mirrors I still have to do your cue?
Basically he was saying to me that we had an
agreement about the last cue, which to me was that I was
doing him a favor by doing his cue so he could catch the bus
(which is what I have always done for anyone). His opinion
(which came at me out of left field) was that the cue was my
cue and he was doing me a favor by doing the matinees. I told
him it was always Richie’s cue (the guy who had Bivone’s job
before) he said it was Baron’s cue (my predecessor). I begged
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to differ. He said “Let’s ask Victor.” (Too quick and too easy.)
I fell for it and followed him outside.
Bivone asked Victor “Is the last cue stage left Baron’s
cue or Richie’s cue?” Victor answered without a moments
hesitation “Baron’s” (My first thought was they had this all
planned.)
Then Victor when on about how he and Baron would
travel home together for the first 4 ½ years so he knew that
Baron did the cue. (DID the cue doesn’t mean it was his cue.)
I told him that I learned it as Richie’s cue and even
Baron confirmed that to me. None of this mattered. (Timmy
invaded this conversation by starting to interject something. I
tell him this conversation is between Victor and me. He shuts
up but stays. A person with any integrity would have walked
away in this situation.)
Victor said that it was for us (Bivone and I) to settle
and that if he was getting involved, he would make the cue
mine for all shows. (Guess whose side he is on?)
By the way—Bivone had walked away after he asked
his original question, knowing how Victor would answer.
So once again, Victor was spinning it into his
(Bivone’s) favor, avoiding the facts.
I told Victor that I have always done the last cue for
anyone. I could have accepted a misunderstanding from
Bivone. But that Bivone threw down over the issue of whose
cue it was—NOT me. And he, as well as Victor twisted the
truth.
The conversation ended by Victor saying he would
make sure the “sharing” deal remained in effect. These guys
are the lowest.
As I said—Baron told me directly it was Richie’s cue.
And, besides, if it was my cue then why was Bivone always
asking me if I would do it for him during the transition period
before he actually took over Richie’s job?
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It is typical of how they plan and twist things. And
typical of how I am not good at thinking on my feet. And
typical of how Bivone tries to weasel out of things.
Later during the bowl cue Timmy comments to
Antonia (of course so I can hear) “Lot’s of dramatics in the
theatre tonight.” Antonia asks, “Onstage?” Timmy responds,
“Yeah, and elsewhere.” His typical smug grandstanding bating
comments.
Friday, 11/18/05—Finally talked to Claffey
Talked to Claffey about his conversation with Victor.
He talked to him last Tuesday after he talked to me. I told
Claffey what Victor said on Thursday when I came into work,
“Got a call from Claffey on your behalf.” And said (to
Claffey) that was all he said.
He told me briefly that Victor thought it best to go with
someone else on the next show. This was not a reflection on
my capabilities. (Implying personality conflict I guess).
Claffey told me that Victor’s words seemed quite
cautious and that he seemed to have been “coached.”
Coached? We didn’t discuss by whom. It could be
Timmy but also it could be Boomer or Kevin or even Frost.
They are trying to establish that my not being hired is not
about capabilities and that Victor was just using his hiring
prerogative to “go another way.”
Claffey asked Victor if he could look to reconsider.
And Victor said no, he was resolved.
There was no discussion about Taccone getting a
position at the Minskoff.
Then Claffey and I went around a bit about Victor’s
right to hire and my right not to be slandered. He was trying to
get me to be specific. I told him generalities. And also
mentioned the harassment by Timmy. And even tried to slide
in a “suggestion” of collusion with Kevin and Frost without
coming right out and saying it.
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Claffey’s main point was that Victor could hire who he
wanted on a new show and that he wasn’t going to interfere in
that by telling Victor who to hire. And also he wasn’t going to
make any suggestions to Frank to hire me instead of Taccone.
I tried to broach the subject of ethics. I tried to get
Claffey to see that Victor was abusing his power. But Claffey
didn’t get it. He just fell back onto the comfortable position
that heads “have the right . . .”
On the subject of harassment and defamation he finally
said that he would be remiss if he didn’t follow up on this and
that he would get a lawyer to hear what I had to say and then
determine if an action was warranted. It would be an action
against Victor and Disney. I reaffirmed my sense that legal
recourse was the last thing I wanted (I always reaffirm this)
but that I just can’t let all that happened be forgotten. (Plus . . .
I don’t trust using the Union lawyer to settle this dispute.)
Claffey tried to make it sound like I was only bringing
up all the shit as leverage to keep my job, and that I had let it
all go before when I was continuing to work. I told him, yes. I
was only interested in remaining gainfully employed. And the
relaxing of my claims about harassment and defamation
before were reflected in the fact that I remained on the job.
But now, with the show moving, that unstated “settlement” is
at risk because I will be loosing my job due to Victor’s “right
to hire.”
He said he’d check about a lawyer and the three of us
would discuss the situation after the holidays.
I don’t think he gets this. Or if he does, he is not
showing it. That all I want is my job. That I was the one that
was wronged here. He keeps forgetting this aspect. I didn’t do
anything wrong—yet I faced extinction. I can’t let this happen.
It’s not fair, just or ethical. (By the way, Claffey’s comment
about ethics showed he knows nothing about ethical principals
or about the Golden Rule—“Do unto others . . .” Or at least
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doesn’t want to admit it or go on the record about it. Because
then he might be held to it.)
I was actually talking to Claffey on my cell as I walked
to the theatre. I walked into the theater at precisely 6:30 (I am
usually diligently there 5-10 minutes before this) and Victor
was there starting his pre-set. The wall clock said 6:35 but
Victor didn’t say anything about my being “late.” (I
remembered I caught Timmy once actually fidgeting with the
clock to make it seem like I was late—long ago before the
mess started.) Anyway I just passed Victor, saying hello, hung
up my jacket and went to work. I wondered all day whether I
would be called on “being late.” It would be the height of
irony and abuse to call me on this when they are late nearly
every week.
At intermission Timmy grandstanded again with
bragging about another new show he is getting.
THOUGHTS: I am constantly thinking about all of
this shit. Even as I am reading my novels, thoughts pop into
my head prompted by something I am reading.
What about the representation of my Union. Claffey
says he can’t make decisions based on preference of one
member over another. But he is, really. He is using Victor’s
“right to hire” to wash everything else regarding unjust
behavior and abuse of power.
Is each member of Local One equally represented or
just equitably represented with preference going to heads?
And I am waiting for someone to say that if I didn’t
like how I was treated I could always leave. Timmy once told
me “If you don’t like the heat, get out of the kitchen.”
These people arrogantly think they can treat me this
way, blame everything on me and hide behind their rank
privilege. Now I am learning how those charged with
leadership in our Union only pay meager lip service to the
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rules. There is a two party system here—the have’s and the
have not’s.
Saturday, 11/19/05
As we were preparing to move the Elephant during pre-set,
Timmy grandstands his hiring of Bivone to help with a load in
of Nightingale’s rehearsal props to the 42nd Street Studios.
They mentioned a confrontation Timmy had with the door
man. Bivone asked if there was going to be any trouble.
Timmy called the doorman an asshole. Gee . . . Timmy
doesn’t get along with other people. Amazing!
After we set the Elephant out front for the evening
show, as we were walking back to the stage, Timmy
grandstands with a comment to Bivone “Frankie likes you.
What’s not to like?” I don’t know what Bivone had said to
Timmy to prompt this comment. But the fact that I didn’t hear
Bivone and I DID hear Timmy shows just to what extend
Timmy always makes sure he talks loud enough for me to hear
whatever comment he is making for my benefit. I’m sure that
if he were confronted on all of his grandstanding he would
deny it.
THOUGHT: I am the good guy; by definition all the
bad guys hate me.
By the way, I could give anyone a list of reasons why
NOT to like Bivone. Many people at the New Amsterdam
can’t stand him—including people in the prop department. So
I find it hard to believe that Frank likes him. I think that was
bullshit for my benefit.
Sunday, 11/20/05
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No Elephant during the opening. Apparently it was
broken. I asked B.J. (the actor who has had trouble with the
Elephant) about it and he said “Don’t get me started.”
The head cable had snapped and they didn’t see it till
the guys lifted the Elephant to go on stage. B.J.’s inference
was that it should have been checked before. Which may be
true. Timmy and Bivone carry the Elephant from the front leg
position where all of the controls are. If anything was wrong
they should have noticed it.
During pre-set for evening show Victor says: “Boman, do me a favor. . .” then has me fix the fireflies while
“they” go fix the Elephant. But, at this time in the game, to ask
me to do “favors?” I just thought it was a stupid choice of
words. Just tell me to do something and I will do it. Don’t ask
me to do a favor. Because you never pay back any favors!
(Every time I left my job on Jekyll & Hyde to come a bail out
Victor when he needed someone in a pinch, he would always
say, “I owe you.” It happened 20 or 30 times over 3 year. Well
. . . He has never paid up.)
After I fixed the fireflies, I walked out to the front of
house to check on the Elephant (I didn’t need to; no one else
would have) and see if I could assist—even though they want
it to seem that I am not needed (or maybe even unqualified) to
help with the Elephant. I assisted anyway, holding the
flashlight so their hands were free as they strung new cable.
Then I mentioned to Victor that we also have
conductor platform to do. Victor helped me with the platform.
I am reading a book on ethics.
I am researching defamation and slander and wrongful
termination.
I picked up my time sheet in the prop room. Like last
week it was mangled. Victor sets it on the work bench and it
gets mangled. I asked Victor to put it in his desk. But he
doesn’t. I know that Timmy takes every opportunity to mangle
it and his defense will be—get it off the table and it won’t get
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mangled. Instead of, oh, gee, let’s take care here to move Bo’s
time sheet to a safer place. Unprofessional conduct.
Monday, 11/21/05—Will talk to Jim & Drew about future
work
Received an e-mail reply from Jim (head electrician)
about future work. He will be back at the theatre in a couple of
weeks and said we will talk then.
I have already asked Drew about work on the next
show. This happened after the show one night as he was
waiting to do railings and I was waiting to give a tour for BCEFA. His reply was “There may not be very many jobs on
Mary Poppins. I have to take care of my regular guys first.
There will probably not be any extra jobs.” Did you hear that
refrain? “. . . take care of my regular guys.” It is the attitude of
every department head in the jurisdiction—except Victor!
Tuesday, 11/22/05—They’re being super nice
We have a Tuesday show this week because of
Thanksgiving. Taccone is in for Bivone.
John greets me with “Hi Bo, How ya doin’?” Just
because they are being super nice doesn’t mean they are super
nice. I understand the game. Someone told them to be nice so I
wouldn’t have a “hostile” grievance. Maybe Alan Levy, Frost,
Kevin or even Boomer. Someone, as Claffey says, is coaching
Victor. But hey, that ship has sailed. The hostile environment
happened—just because it isn’t actually hostile now, it was
before. And it is still uncomfortable now.
The only one who is still running his mouth is Timmy.
He doesn’t let an opportunity go by where he doesn’t
grandstand or try to bait me with some leading insipid
comment. I have never given him the satisfaction of
responding.
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Wednesday, 11/23/05
Timmy arrives just in time for coffee time. Hmmm I
wonder if he gets paid for the whole day?
I have no idea what Bivone did during the work call
either. He wasn’t working onstage.
I found Victor comfortably ensconced in his big chair
watching TV. If it isn’t the chair, it’s the sofa.
Bivone really needs some medication for his smelly
farts. I think he enjoys leaving them. This is typical of
someone with a high school mentality. No wonder Victor says
he’s “a better fit.” They all engage in high school behavior.
Timmy found an extension chord in the Sono-tube out
front where we store the bird kites. He brought it back and
chided me with comments: “Bo, this was in the Sono-tube.
How could you NOT see this.” He just loves to find something
he can fling at me.
I didn’t see it. So what? It’s not important. I don’t
respond. Besides it was probably left from the last special
event, and it is not my responsibility to clean up after.
Friday, 11/25/05—Taccone needs help
Taccone in for Bivone who is covering for Victor.
Apparently Victor didn’t make it back from his quick trip to
Denver for Thanksgiving.
Taccone comes to me and tells me the Zazu Bird kite is
broken. I tell him to take it down to the room. Why does he
need me to tell him this?? He’s going to be the prop continuity
at the Minskoff and he comes to me for advice on what to do
with the Zazu bird?
We got a new apparition bowl cover, thanks to my
giving the old one to wardrobe on Wednesday night—on my
own initiative.
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Saturday, 11/26/05—Timmy “helping”
There was something funny about the Elephant’s back
legs as we carried it out front. I could have just let it go and
not mentioned it. But, true professional that I am I mentioned
it. Victor didn’t seem to think there was a problem. It’s on
him.
Timmy did another drift to stage left after he was done
with his pre-set to “ask” Bivone if he “needed help.” Bivone
said “No, I’m good.” Timmy is just grandstanding because he
knows I am in my corner reading. Bivone knows (though he
may not admit) that whenever help is really needed I am there.
But I don’t help someone just to grandstand. During the show,
I helped him by covering his gazelle rack cue when the
dressers were lagging and Bivone needed to get down stairs.
And over the years I have always covered him when he didn’t
show up for cues.
At evening show Pamela (the puppet person) asks
Victor if someone from one of the road companies can come
in and take a few photos of the Elephant for her records.
Victor hemmed and hawed and asked why. Bivone (our Shop
Steward) says, sort of under his breath, “It’s a four or eight
hour photo call.” Anything to make more money. Ridiculous!
Then Timmy is back helping the wardrobe department
hold the grass head rack so they can unload it. He has never
done this before. There is supposed to be a wardrobe person
there to do it. He makes a big deal out of how he is helping.
“Any time girlfriend.”
Then to Bivone again. “You need any help with
anything?” He never came over to stage left before these last
couple of weeks since the BIG announcement of the move. He
doesn’t even know what we do on stage left. He never asks
Bivone to help with the pre-set when Bivone is just standing
around doing nothing (which is half of Bivone’s job—waiting
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for others) It’s all for show. Grandstanding and trying to bait
me.
I’m not sure exactly what his intentions are. Does he
think I don’t notice? Does he think he is humorous or crafty?
Because he is totally a jerk. What motivates him? I can only
think he just wants to aggravate me.
Baby Simba’s head falls off during the curtain call of
the evening show. I collect the pieces and temporarily put it
back together and lay it on the prop table stage right for
someone (Victor) to see when he comes in the next day. I put
it back together primarily because I didn’t want anyone who
would be coming back for a tour to see it in pieces.
Sunday, 11/27/05
Timmy holds grass rack again for wardrobe on stage
left, while Bivone pushes the button. Bivone would NEVER
hold the grass rack for wardrobe himself. Never! Bivone
would NEVER help anyone else out, unless he was sucking
up. He has never done anything for me except what he
absolutely had to. And then he is always trying to find ways
how he can cut corners and dump cues that we share.
(Remember the tiara cue? He has stopped it completely.)
Baby Simba got fixed by Timmy, but during the
matinee I noticed Bivone doing some extra work on him. I
guess Timmy didn’t do a very good job.
Wednesday, 11/30/05
All present for work call. What an event.
Timmy and Bivone work on the Elephant for an hour
and a half till coffee. Victor joined them around 9:15. As far
as I could see, that’s all Bivone or Victor did for the rest of the
day. Timmy started working on a tree slice – sanding it. Looks
like homework.
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I did my usual grass and cart. Also I painted bone
pallets stage right.
Timmy broke down coffee while I painted Rafiki’s
staff.
Thursday, 12/01/05
They were all in early to do mirrors. Also Bivone did
most of his small pre-set. And Victor had done all of the mask
pieces. Yet, Bivone didn’t bother letting in the Elephant stage
right. He just stood around talking until I did my pre-set and
ended up letting the Elephant in. So much for “helping a
brother out.” As Richie used to say, “Bivone thinks only of
himself.”
Timmy actually lowered the Elephant—first time in
years! I wonder who lowers in the Elephant when I am not
here.
So we were done with the whole pre-set early and
Bivone had to wait around for wardrobe to finish his pre-set.
Too bad.
Friday, 12/02/05
Bivone is doing Timmy. Taccone in for Bivone for
rehearsal and shows.
Funny, Bivone (as Timmy) didn’t show up on stage
left to offer his “help” to his “buddy” Taccone and to the
wardrobe department.
Victor with “hands on” hello to Antonia (new stage
manager). Either Antonia likes it or is just pretending to like it
to ingratiate herself. I really don’t know why people want
Victor as a friend. He betrays his friends.
Evening show: Baby Simba is broken again. I show
Taccone and he grabs it from me to “show” me how to open
the back. Unbelievable! I tell him I am well aware of how to
fix it.
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I fix it and discover the problem was that the last
person to “fix” it strung the elastic too tight and the levers
were being forced over the stops. I wonder who that was.
Bivone?
It breaks again during curtain call. I leave it for the
next day—put it on the prop table stage right for Victor to see
when he comes in early to mop.
Saturday, 12/03/05—The great and wonderful Bivone
Timmy launches into “all about Phantom Las Vegas”
just when he comes over to do the Elephant. It’s all for my
benefit otherwise he would have “shared” his thoughts in the
prop room. He specifically waits to “share” all about his life
till I am around to hear.
Nothing was said about Baby Simba, which had been
fixed.
Evening show: Timmy “mentions” that I “forgot” the
kite from stage left again, muttering something about my job. I
said he should talk to the right guy.
Later I mention to Bivone that he and Timmy have a
great routine going about the kite. (I should know better, by
now, than to open something with Bivone.)
He goes off on how if he is a couple of minutes late he
is not going to make a “special trip” out front with the kite.
(He has no problem that I end up taking the extra special trip
when he forgets to move it!) Unless, he says, if it were still
there at the end of the pre-set he would take it out. (Half of the
time he spends on his pre-set is just waiting around. He has
plenty of time to take it out front when he sees he didn’t move
it and I have already left with the rest of them.)
He goes off on the relationship between me and
Timmy as the problem—not that he just was late and didn’t
move the kite. He reminds me that we (Victor, Timmy and
me) are a trio with a long history. ??What is this about?? That
he isn’t involved with them? Is he kidding!!?? I told him he is
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more “in” with them than I ever was. He says he is working as
a member of a prop “team”. (Except for when it calls for him
to go out of his way for me. Or defend me, as the Shop
Steward, about work calls that I am not getting.) And that he
gets along with everyone. Unbelievable! He hasn’t got a clue.
I tell him he is not as popular as he may think he is.
Does Bivone contend that he “gets along” with the
entire cast too? He made a big thing of bragging by
comparison that he gets along with “everyone” whereas I
don’t.
Bivone has no relationship with any cast member.
Primarily because they are black and he is an admitted racist.
And because he treats the cast as pests who only get in the
way of what he has to do.
Once again I am stunned by his rambling deflections
from the issue—of him just doing his job and taking
responsibility for when it isn’t done which infringes on
someone else.
I am amazed at how their minds work. I can’t figure it
out. Do they think this shit up on the spot, or have they
planned all this spinning and deflection and hyperbole?
Bivone and Timmy have it down pat.
Bivone has no sense of doing anything wrong about
not moving the kite in time for me to take them out front. He
has no sense that it is his responsibility. But actually had the
audacity to say he’d take it out if it was still there at the end of
his pre-set “because the show comes first.” He is actually
suggesting that by my taking issue with this, and not just
taking the kite out, I am actually not working for the sake of
the show!! The audacity! The unmitigated gall!!
And, of course, Timmy is only going after me when he
sees the kite still there. I have noticed the kite not moved
dozens of times, and moved it myself. No one sees this and I
don’t mention it. Timmy just loves to find the three times I
didn’t notice it and starts to insinuate I have a “habit” of not
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seeing the kite. He just needs something to criticize me about.
He is so desperate to feel superior. It is pathetic that this is the
only thing that he has to criticize me for.
Sunday, 12/04/05
I started to do stage left grass hats for Bivone when I
noticed he wasn’t at his post and wardrobe was ready. A
minute later he came back and got a tool saying he was fixing
the Elephant, and could I finish. I nodded.
No “thank you” from Bivone, he just left.
Was this my job? Yes, as I said, I always pitch in when
needed. It’s just too bad that no one else pitches in—at least
where I am concerned.
Would Bivone have done this? No—as evidenced by
the fact that he never takes out the kite that he didn’t pre-set
for me to grab.
And, by the way, lo and behold, Timmy didn’t show
up stage left to “lend a hand” and “just help out” with the
grass hat rig while I was doing Bivone’s cue. Wonder why?
Wednesday, 12/7/05
All present for work call. Victor, as usual, staying in
the room playing video games or surfing the net.
Timmy and Bivone working on the Elephant. Gee for
two guys who are supposed to be the best, they sure have to
work on the Elephant a lot.
I started doing my reading in the house after my presets. This way I avoid listening to Timmy come over to stage
left and grandstand about how helpful he is. And lo and
behold Timmy hasn’t gone over to stage left ever since he
noticed I wasn’t there.
At the end of the show Bivone says “I’ll stay.”
Meaning he will do the last cue stage left. He says it like he is
volunteering for it and being magnanimous. Truth is he is
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staying for piano/mirrors and getting paid. He would never do
anything for anyone magnanimously. It really is amazing how
their minds work. How they can think up this bullshit and
actually, seriously try to pass it off as a gesture of good will.
“Oh what tangled web we weave, when first we practice to
deceive.”
Part of me will be glad to be rid of these people come
next June. A big part.

CHAPTER EIGHT
Breaking Conditions
(12/08/05—2/28/06)

Thursday, 12/8/05—Dumping the cue and splitting
At the end of the show I get to stage right to do the last
cue and no one is there. Usually two of us stay—one to take
the zebra rack out after wardrobe loads it and one to receive
the bird from Zazu and put it in its holder after the bows.
Usually it’s Bivone and I. It originally was Victor and Timmy
because it was their side of the stage. Then Victor sloughed it
off, and one of us from stage left was asked to stay each day to
do the cue for Victor. Then it became automatic that one of us
from stage left would stay and Victor would leave. Then last
year Timmy started leaving early too and so both of the stage
left guys would stay and do the final cues stage right.
But tonight I was the only one. Everyone had split. I
was left doing what two people had done for eight years. No
warning, no notice, no explanation.
Friday, 12/9/05—How others see them
Taccone in for Bivone. He laid a big hug and kiss on
Joelyn at the top of the show. He is sooo gregarious but I see
how the women he hugs react. Does he not notice this??
I tried to ask Victor about no one staying last night for
last cue. But he didn’t hear me as he went down the steps. I let
it go to see if it would happen again.
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I asked Taccone if he was staying, he said yes. I
explain that Bivone cut out last night. He says “Well that
would be something Bivone would do.”
At intermission in Stack’s area, Timmy is going on
about all of his work again. And he always waits until I get
there to do it. All about Phantom in Las Vegas, and Beers
calling him for help on a new show, and Nightingale. He is
just so impressed with himself and really wants me to know it.
Stack and April (if she is there) join in and ask him questions.
She doesn’t see he’s just grandstanding. Stack sees it but plays
along because he doesn’t want to make any waves. He hopes
Timmy will hire him someday. It’s all so pathetic.
THOUGHTS: I am, of course, bothered by this latest
stunt by Bivone—leaving before the last cue and stiffing me.
How callous and unprofessional. If I had done it to him he
would have freaked out. Does Victor know about it? Does
Timmy? How are they going to justify it? I’m sure they will
find a way.
It’s not the first cue Bivone has decided he doesn’t
want or need to do. He doesn’t stay onstage for the tiara—
ever. When he is doing Timmy’s cues he never helps me
straighten the pond. He has commented to Ray about how I
should do the baby Elephant cue (near the end of the show) by
myself. And now he has figured out that he can just walk out
on the last cue of the show. If I had walked out on the last cue
of the show I would have been fired on the spot. I am sure
they will come up with some bullshit explanation for why it
makes sense for Bivone to split. Probably so he can catch his
bus (which I do not believe leaves as early as he wants people
to think).
I really don’t understand how these minds work. They
talk out of both sides of their mouth. Bivone pretends to beall
about “team” and “what is best for the show,” then he walks
out on a cue. It harkens back to the tiff we got into when he
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didn’t let me leave early from stage left when he had mirrors.
Then he tried to pass the cue off as mine and that HE was
doing ME a favor when he stayed for matinees. It’s
outrageous!
Saturday, 12/10/05
Ken in for Bivone who shifts across for Victor’s cues.
Ken has got to be one of the worst stagehands I have
ever seen. But he keeps getting hired and everyone chips in to
help him do his cues. Even Brady commented to me “Who’s
that older guy working today?” “Ken?” “He’s the worst! He
has no idea what he is doing.”
I have chosen not to say anything to Bivone about
Thursday night and him leaving before the last cue. I’ll wait
until he does it again.
At the end of the show I asked Ken if he was going to
be staying for the last cue. He, at first, talked about a train he
had to catch. Then he said he had told the others (Timmy and
Bivone) goodbye for the night and that Bivone told him he
didn’t have to stay for the last cue. Well, needless to say, he
was not on stage right when I got over there. So I had to so the
two cues myself.
Sunday, 12/11/05
I ask Bivone: “Why was there no one there for the bird
cue last night?” He says: “What, you can’t do it yourself?” I
say: “It’s always been two people.” He says: “We’ll see what
they say.” (the set up)
I check with Victor: “So, I’m all alone now at the end
of the show?” He says “You were?” Nothing else.
I go back later: “It was OK when there were speeches,
but it’s harder when everyone is coming off at the same time.”
He says: “I understand. When did this start?”
“Thursday and then again last night.”
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“I’ll see.”
After pre-set Victor finds me for a chat with Bivone.
Victor: “Is it really too hard for you to do the two
things by yourself?”
Me: “It’s just that for 8 years it’s been two people. It
holds up wardrobe.”
Victor: “So if it delays them a few seconds it should be
OK. I’ll talk to them if it’s a problem.”
Bivone: “When I do it by myself . . .” (Really?? When
is that Bivone?)
Victor: “So can we try it?”
Me: “Is that what you want?”
Victor: “Yes, so we can get another guy out of here
earlier.”
Me: “OK.”
I should have asked for something in return – but I just
walked away. Unbelievable!
Oh, they were so polite and cordial and business like.
But that fact is they had found another way to stick it to me.
They are so sanctimonious.
The Golden Rule doesn’t mean a thing to these people.
Victor got played by Bivone (who wanted to dump a cue) and,
if he knows it, he is complicit in the game. If he doesn’t, he’s a
dumb fool.
Nothing was said about Bivone having simply stiffed
me on the cue and walking out.
If I were to have walked out on a cue I would have
been fired on the spot. If I were to have asked to be able to
dump a cue on someone else I would have been asked if I
really wanted to work here. It’s a double standard. Like when I
wanted to dump my Wednesday work calls—I was told “the
job is 8 shows and 4 hours.”
It’s all about how Bivone can do as little as possible.
Richie Segal’s words come back to me. “There is only one
thing that matters to Bivone – and that is Bivone.”
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Evening show: I have to get Bivone’s bird kite before I
take all the kites out front. I see Bivone just standing around
doing nothing. I imagine he’ll just get Victor to OK that I get
the kite myself from now on. Pretty soon I will be doing all of
Bivone’s cues and he will be getting paid for doing nothing.
At the time during the show when we send out the fish,
Stephen (a cast member) asks me: “Can we get a new River
Silk?” I tell him to talk to the boss. He says “Who’s the boss?”
I tell him “Victor.” He says: “Is he here today?”
Here is an actor who doesn’t know Victor is the boss
AND whether he is here today. Doesn’t speak well about
Victor and his presence. Reminds me of times I have
mentioned Timmy to certain people and they didn’t know who
he was. Anyway, I tell Stephen that I think we have a new
River Silk on order.
So I am alone at the end of the show—one guy doing
what two guys used to do—and they feel so big about
themselves that, once again, they have stabbed me in the back.
If this isn’t breaking down conditions, I don’t know what is.
I’m sure at the next contract negotiations no one will be
explaining how it’s always possible for stagehands to double
up on cues so people can go home early.
I see Philips and ask him: “Please take me away from
this!!” He says “Yeah.” But I am not sure what that means. I
hope he can get me on the crew at the Minskoff.
Monday, 12/12/05—Laying some foundation
Sent an e-mail to Victor: (a little dig on my part)
Victor,
Just want to give you a heads up.
Starting either the week after Christmas - or the week after New
Years - I will need 10 days to 2 weeks off.
I cannot be more precise about these dates at this time. I will let you
know as my situation unfolds.
And, just a thought . . .
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Since it is apparently very important that you all get out of the
theatre fast at night (as you have expressed), and my living so close
makes me the obvious choice to stay (as you have pointed out), I
wanted you to know that I'd be more than happy to continue to help
facilitate your escapes on piano/mirror nights as well.
This seems to follow the same logic you have used.
Just let me know.
Thanks
Bo

Also sent e-mail to Jimmy Claffey: (laying foundation)
Jimmy,
Just wanted to touch base with you.
What with the holidays and all, I'm a little busy - as I am sure you
are too. So let's hope to maybe get together sometime after the first
of the year. I may be going to the Philippines the first week of
January, so I will call you after that.
I'd like to come in and chat with you - go over a few things, and
discuss how I hope to resolve this whole thing with your indulgence,
support and possible intervention - without having to file any
lawsuits.
Once again, I really appreciate all of the time you have given me.
Take care.
Have politically-correct "Happy Holidays."
Bo

Wednesday, 12/14/05—Visual evidence; Bivone “forgets”
another cue
Victor not in at 8am.
He replied to my e-mail:
“Thank you.”

Ray talks about Victor nearly molesting Cynthia
Cortman during rehearsals. He tells me that if I had had a
camera at that time, I would be on easy street.
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Bivone works on the tree slice. I find out that this is
going to become a clock for Hammer. Hmmm . . . working on
a clock for Hammer during work call time . . . What’s up with
that? I guess this is how Hammer gets repaid for his
complicity in all the rehearsals he has bumped me for. As if
earning the money wasn’t enough.
Timmy works on one of the pole puppets.
Victor spends his usual time at the computer, surfing
and playing video games. But he did actually do something on
the props today—he did some fiberglass work on a mask
piece.
Evening show: There were some Elephant problems
that Timmy and Bivone worked on before we carried the
Elephant out front. When we got there I noticed that they
didn’t close the head flap on the Elephant. I closed it without
saying anything. If it had been reversed Timmy would have
purposely and patronizingly and condescendingly pointed out
that I had forgotten “to notice” something.
I also let in Victor’s grass hats stage right—without
being asked.
When I went to stage right for my new last TWO cues,
Philips told me that he had to let in the Zebra rack. That means
that Bivone failed to do that cue as well. This is his cue right
before the set of final cues he just dumped on me. It’s his
newly ordained walk-out-the-door cue, and apparently he
“forgot” it or maybe he is trying to dump this one too. If they
spent as much time concentrating on their jobs as they do on
trying to find ways to stab me in the back, then they wouldn’t
forget things.
Thursday, 12/15/05
Taccone in for Bivone. It’s still amazing to me the
things he does different on the show—and he believes it is the
right way. I have given up pointing things out to him because
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he always says “It’s not the way I learned it.” Or “What,
things changing again?”
It’s amazing to me how one set of cues can be done by
four or five different people, all differently, all saying it’s the
way they learned it.
At the end of the show Taccone asks if there are
speeches tonight. I tell him “no” so he asks to do the bird half
of the final double cue stage right. I tell him “No problem.”
Apparently Bivone getting out early and my staying
wasn’t important enough to inform Taccone about. This means
it had nothing to do with not “needing” two guys for the cues,
or for getting someone out earlier—which were the arguments
made to me by Victor. It means that, as I thought, it was all
about Bivone getting to dump a cue, and Victor making it
happen at my expense.
Friday, 12/16/05
As we were sitting stage left, me and Mike T. and Ray,
Bivone walks by saying “Good evening.” I respond. No one
else responds.
Timmy makes a point of thanking Victor for dinner in
my presence. Another shot at me because I wasn’t there
enjoying the dinner.
Bivone stands around stage left doing nothing, while
others bring in the Elephant.
QUESTION: If you don’t use morality and ethics for
guidance, what is your code?
COMMENT: I have pointed out all of the many times
I do things for the show and for the other guys without
prompting and without gratitude. I don’t mention it all here to
gloat. I am only mentioning it to point up the contrast between
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me and the others on the prop crew. It is an integral part of the
whole picture of what I had to deal with for all this time: the
lack of professionalism and lack of ethics. These guys have
no moral or ethical fiber in them. Through all I have done, in
all the theatres, on all the other crews and for all the other
bosses, I have never encountered such a collection of moral
misfits such as these. Just my luck!
By the way—John is in for Jay in electrics. When he
is, he doesn’t even do Jay’s show the same way that Jay does.
He never does any of Jay’s courtesy cues. And also doesn’t do
other things. Today, a fish went out, as John turned the light
on, but the light shield wasn’t in place. This was because John
doesn’t pre-check the fish lights before the cue. So he says:
“No cover. What happened to that?” As if there was someone
else responsible for the shield not being in place. Hello!? Pay
attention!! Are you working here?
Saturday, 12/17/05
Bivone passed us (Ray, Mike T., Tony and me) saying
“good morning” and no one responded.
Evening show: All 3 late from dinner. But it didn’t
stop Timmy from bragging about the great dinner they had.
Bivone failed to do his kite move in his pre-set. I
noticed and covered for him. No one thanked me. No one
lectured Bivone.
Sunday, 12/18/05
Victor asked me if I had dates yet for the Philippines. I
told him I was on the waiting list and I should know by
Wednesday.
Show #2: Victor was back in time but Bivone and
Timmy were a couple of minutes late. They hadn’t even gone
out to dinner—it was 6’ sub sandwich party in the prop room.
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Poor Timmy—he had to gather his kites by himself. No Victor
to help him.
Typical intermission with Timmy going on to Stack
about stuff. Today was about the 6’ sub dinner that everyone
was invited to—except me.
I have taken to doing my post pre-set/pre show reading
sitting out in the audience. This is to avoiding Timmy drifting
stage left to “help” Bivone finish his pre-set. Coincidentally,
Timmy doesn’t bother drifting stage left to “help” Bivone
finish his pre-set. If I am not there, there is no one to
grandstand for. Hmmmm.
Monday, 12/19/05
We are on a Christmas schedule.
John in for Bivone. Timmy sees me go into my stage
left corner to read. I figure if Bivone isn’t in, then Timmy
won’t be “helping” anyway. But he is right there holding grass
rack for wardrobe—and grandstanding for my benefit again.
When finished, Timmy says “It’s all about the show.” And
John repeats: “It’s all about the show.”
How old are these guys??
Intermission bullshit from Timmy about a “big”
meeting with heavy hitters—sewing up the staff for the
Minskoff. Why was Timmy at the meeting? It is just for heads.
(Timmy must be the unofficial head of prop department.)
Tuesday, 12/20/05
Transit strike.
Gave Victor my vacation schedule.
Wednesday, 12/21/05—Using sick days for vacation;
Bivone puts broken prop in show
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Work call: Victor helps me put the bones in the bone
steps. He asks me about my wanting to use sick days for my
vacation (as others have), but, in my case, the company may
want a doctor’s note. I tell him, they can choose to not give
them to me if they don’t want to. But Victor doesn’t even want
to put in for them. I told him I would think about it.
Dillon comments that I am the only prop guy who does
any work.
By 10:45, Victor is asleep in his chair in the prop
room. Timmy working on wood slice for Hammer’s clock.
I ask Mike T., who takes many days off and uses sick
days, whether he ever had to produce a doctor’s note. He says
no. I tell him Victor is giving me the run around. He says
“That’s just Victor.”
For some reason Timmy decides to change the mirror
that is located on one of the rolling light towers. It is there for
people to check makeup before going on stage. When a dancer
(Kristina) asks about it because her “barre” was covered over,
Timmy says “Talk to stage management.” He never mentions
he did it.
Evening show: I notice that Baby Simba has a broken
leg. Instead of saying anything to Bivone I wait to see what he
will do with it because it is his responsibility to check it and
pre-set it. I see him pick Baby Simba up and work the levers,
and I see that he notices the leg is broken. He takes the prop to
its pre-set position. I think he is going to fix it. As the show
starts, there is the broken legs twirling around like a helicopter
rotor. Obviously Bivone chose to ignore it and put the prop in
the show broken. So much for his sanctimonious claim that the
show comes first. I mention to Bivone that Baby Simba has a
broken leg. He grumbles something I can’t hear.
At my next break, I fix it.
Friday, 12/23/05
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Victor asks me about my decision regarding sick days.
I told him to put in for them and if anyone asks that he should
explain (like he did with me) that they were my earned days
and this was how I chose to use them. “Maybe the company
would be in a Christmas frame of mind,” I tell him.
Victor won’t accept that. He thinks it might “raise a
question” about using sick days for vacation. I suggest that it
is all in how the situation is presented and articulated. Victor
keeps referring to sick days as paying for a vacation. He won’t
back off. Because it isn’t about the question he raises about
propriety, it’s just about rationalizing a way NOT to give me
the sick days.
We go around about this for a few minutes. He is
preaching to me and I am just suggesting he put in for the days
and let the company decide.
Finally he suggests that he should run it past Dave (the
company manager). It is because he believes Dave will deny
the deal. But he suggests to me that this would be a way to
clear up the question before hand. I suggest that making a big
deal about this could backfire on everyone. He doesn’t get the
significance of this. His own argument back on him. I told him
I would ask Dave about it.
I search for Dave and don’t find him right away. I go
ask Stack and Philips if they think my request for sick days
would have any bad repercussions on the rest of the guys.
They says “No, go ahead.”
Then I leave a note on Dave’s board that I have a
question and Laura (Assistant Company Manager) finds me. I
tell her what I am thinking. She tells me to see Dave but that
she thinks Victor already talked to Dave. Hmmm. I find Dave
and ask if I can use my sick days, he says Victor already
called him and it was OK. I asked when Victor called him and
he told me 20 minutes ago.
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Thanks Victor for pre-empting me! I am sure Victor
wanted to color the situation against me. But, too bad, it didn’t
work!!!
At intermission Victor say’s: “I talked to Dave. All is
well.” I reply: “I know. All is well.” I didn’t get on his case
about going to Dave before me. He wouldn’t get it.
Evening show: Victor missed pre-set. Bivone and
Timmy pre-set his mask pieces. I did his stage right pre-set
stuff until he showed up.
Saturday, 12/24/05
Handed out my Lottery Card Christmas gifts.
I asked Butch about his comment of a few months ago:
“I know we aren’t supposed to know this, but congratulations
anyway.” He told me he had heard I was engaged but couldn’t
remember from whom. He says: “Because of your situation I
don’t talk to anyone about you.” I make a face like I don’t
quite know what that means but he offers no further
explanation.
MY VACATION - TILL JANUARY 11th. I am off to
Philippines the day after Christmas to bring my fiancé back to
the U.S.
Monday, 01/23/06—A New Year; Jim won’t use me in
electrics
Well, as you can see, I haven’t written anything since
12/24/05. Partly because I went to the Philippines to get and
bring back my fiancée. Also, because I am tired of writing
about all the bullshit.
Mostly, I see that for a while I have only written about
petty stuff—cues missed or lateness’s or bullshit by Bivone or,
especially, bullshit grandstanding by Timmy. These things still
go on, and on and on, and it is important to see this and to
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realize that the behavior in the prop department is systemic
and constant—not just a few isolated incidents or mistakes
that they can simple excuse themselves from.
And I still am purposely passed over by Victor for any
extra calls despite Kevin’s and Claffey’s assurances that “they
will follow a new direction.” The breaking of conditions is
ongoing too.
This is still an uncomfortable place to work. I have
been ostracized. I have been maligned and defamed. Most
people treat me with professional detachment. The prop
department treats me with distain.
I repeat—I do not deserve this.
I was betrayed by Victor. I did not cause this rift.
Writing about all of this petty stuff is tiring, but it
needs to be done. If anyone ever reads this they need to see the
whole picture with all of the details. And it may be
informational should any court case ensue.
I did have a little chat with Jim about working for him
either here on Poppins or at the Minskoff on Lion King. His
basic response was that he “has a lot of guys to take care of.”
He was very tight lipped with his comments. Our usual casual
banter was not there. The good relationship we had, which
really began when I worked the electric load in on Bells Are
Ringing and he was blown away by my abilities, is gone now.
(On Bells Are Ringing I was his main focus guy. Even the
lighting designer asked for me.) It is apparent that he had no
intentions of using me. I surmised that it was useless to say
anything more except that I hoped he would disregard what he
hears others say about me. And I re-iterated my desire to work
for him again. He has obviously been soured toward me and I
can only surmise it is because of all that has gone down here
and what has been said about me. This is the result of the
slander lodged against me, and clear proof that it has had a
detrimental effect on my reputation.
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Friday, January 27, 2006—Ray’s bullshit
Today, I asked Ray why he never moved the carpenter
steps out of the way and into position at the beginning of preset. He has never done this. I always do this. It was not a big
deal question, but he sidestepped it in his usual way. Now it is
important to point out that Ray and I have had a friendly
relationship. No problems. He helped me during all of the
disputes last year. And we have maintained a cordial,
lighthearted relationship. But, for some reason, in his
inimitable way, today Ray decided to be a little feisty and
sarcastic.
First he asked why he should move the steps. I said
because it is a carpenter piece. Then he said he never moved
them. And I said “exactly, why I am asking.” Then he asked if
anyone else moves them. I told him Mike T. does. Then Victor
walks over for his mask piece and Ray asked Victor, in his
inimitable stir-the-pot way, “Victor, when is this guy outta
here?” To Ray, this is humor.
Well, this is exactly the kind of thing that Victor feeds
on—someone saying something against me—even in jest.
Because he needs ammunition and because any little thing,
true or not, that is against me is desperate nourishment for
Victor. Because there is very little that he actually has against
me. Just like he has thrown in my face many times that I
“can’t get along with people,” he will now be able to add Ray
to the list. ALL because of an innocuous comment from Ray
which meant nothing and was only bullshit.
So I said to Ray, “This is exactly what Victor needs—
ammunition against me that says I don’t get along with
people.” He says it was nothing. I ask him why he wants to
keep contributing to the bullshit. He suggests that the bullshit
is over with, the show is moving and I am out anyway no
matter what. I tell him that I have not heard the fat lady
singing.
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And I repeat “Always adding to the problem, aren’t
you Ray. Always causing trouble.”
I know he doesn’t understand any of this. I know he is
brain dead on the subject of how all the elements of the big
puzzle fit together and how Victor and Timmy thrive on any
little comment like this so they can blow it out of proportion
and twist it against me. And they will. And I know he doesn’t
understand what I mean about the fat lady singing. But maybe
it might spark his curiosity a little. He actually said “You
won’t be working here after June so what does it matter.” I
didn’t want to explain everything to him.
He has also asked me a couple of times what my plans
are after June—do I have anything lined up. I have always
been vague in my reply. I don’t want to tell him what is going
wrong so I usually just give a non-answer or joke like “I
expect you to find me a job, Ray.”
Also, this afternoon, I called Claffey and left a
message on his machine about wanting to meet with him in his
office.
Saturday, 1/28/06
During pre-set Victor asks Timmy for specs on labor
and time to build a new ramp for the eighth floor. Timmy says
“No problem, I can do that.” Just another indication of how
lost Victor is without Timmy and the crew. He can’t even
make his own labor estimate.
Timmy failed to pre-set the crash cart on stage left.
Hmmmm. The great Timmy Abel forgetting something! How
can that be? I wonder if he will remember. Bivone is not in,
John is in. So there is no Bivone around to cover for Timmy. I
wonder how he will handle this. Will he even notice? Should I
mention it to him in the same manner that he never fails to
mention anything that I forget?
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At intermission I didn’t say anything I just went and
got the crash cart and pre-set it in the right place. He saw me
do it. I pretended not to see him see me. He said nothing. Once
again I have taken the high road.
For the evening show I noticed that Victor pre-set the
crash cart. Interesting. Pretty soon Timmy won’t have any preset to do—other people are always doing his pre-set for him.
There was some innocuous comment by Timmy to
Victor about “Do they want you to submit names?” Victor
responded “Not officially.” I don’t know what this referred to
but a guess would be for the crew at the Minskoff. It could
also be for the special event coming up Jan 30th (which I am
not invited to) but this is unlikely.
Monday, 1/30/06
Got a call from Claffey secretary regarding a meeting
tomorrow with him and me and Kevin. I am not thrilled that
Kevin will be there. Some of what is wrong is Kevin’s fault.
Tuesday, 1/31/06—Meeting at the Union with Claffey and
Kevin
Meeting at the Union office with Claffey and Kevin.
My main point—I didn’t do anything to deserve what
has happened to me and I should continue to work. If I need to
sue for slander I will.
Their main point—the show closed and the crew
changes. Victor can hire who he wants. We can’t tell him what
to do. I probably don’t have a case for slander or harassment
(according to them). If Victor has a reason to let me go—valid
or not—he can do it.
They recognize my value as a stagehand. They don’t
recognize my right to keep working.
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Kevin is best friends with Boomer—definite conflict of
interest. I felt stifled by his presence at the meeting. I felt I
couldn’t say what I wanted to say about him to Claffey.
The three of us mostly just talked around in circles.
They will meet with Victor and try and reach his better nature.
There is, of course, a lot I wish I had said. I tried not to
get overbearing and strident. I tried to be calm and rational.
But they just kept talking about the “nature of the business” as
they saw it and talking around what happened as if it didn’t
happen or wasn’t that big of a deal or that, somehow, I was to
blame for it.
I think they realize I am serious. Whether they can
convince Victor of it remains to be seen. If Victor is just going
to run a line of bullshit on them and twist everything or deny
everything, they have already said they can do nothing.
As diligently as everyone sticks up for Victor—Victor
should have stuck up for me.
Everyone seems to think it is right to stick up for and
defend Victor. Why?
They look for reasons to validate what has happened to
me. They try to blame me for how Victor feels about me—
after the fact.
Conflicts are not my fault. I did nothing wrong. I did
everything I was told to do. I was loyal. If people don’t like
me it doesn’t mean I did anything wrong. Two people make a
bad relationship.
It was obvious that I was the least important person in
the room and in the situation. We are talking about a rank-andfile member (me) going up against department heads (Victor
and Timmy). No one (Claffey or Kevin) will defend a rankand-file against a department head in this business. Everyone
needs work—even, potentially Kevin and Claffey if they
aren’t re-elected—and so no one wants to alienate a
department head.
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THOUGHTS: I don’t appreciate Claffey trying to find
a reason to justify Victor’s treatment of me—at my expense.
Victor’s power has corrupted his moral and ethical
sensibilities. He is full of himself. He is immature and doesn’t
understand the responsibilities of power and authority. He
thinks he is a big deal and everyone around him feeds him
bullshit that he takes seriously and it inflates his ego. If
everyone treats him like he is holy then of course he will think
he is God. He is making up lies and bullshit—after the fact—
to justify and validate his treatment of me. They twist the facts
and the truth to disparage me.
I am tired of the implications that I have done
something wrong and deserve the treatment I am getting. I am
tired of being misjudged and maligned. I am tired of being
told I had my share. I deserve better. I earned better. I paid my
dues. I was loyal. I never had to be “coached” as to how to
treat anyone.
I maintained my dignity throughout the whole affair. I
never called anyone names. I never smarted off to anyone. I
was never belligerent. I always did what I was told—even
when it was obvious it was about attacking me. I always took
the high road.
It was their behavior that needed checking and
changing, but no one will hold them accountable for this! No
one ever suggests any disciplinary action.
Why can Boomer have three or more jobs to choose
from and float in and out of them—when I get nothing? I am
no slouch. I worked hard. I am a professional. I have a resume.
Now Victor “doesn’t like me.” So what! There is no
valid reason except that he didn’t get his way. I have done
nothing to be disliked for. And this is no reason to validate his
behavior.
There are ways to impress upon people what the right
thing to do is. You don’t have to come right out and order
Victor to hire me; you just have to be clear about what is right
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and what is wrong. Claffey must “influence” Victor to do the
right thing.
Anyone who uses power to control someone is abusing
his power. Anyone who gets something at the expense of
someone else is abusing his power. Anyone who manipulated
the truth or events because of his position is abusing power.
If no one has a guarantee of a new job why do Drew
and Jim and others say “I have to take care of my guys
first”??? This is the only job security we have—the loyalty of
our department head. It’s the true “nature of the business.”)

Wednesday, 2/1/06
Timmy was not at the work call today. I wonder if he
will be paid for this.
Thursday, 2/2/06—Bivone works his magic
Arrived at theatre to catch Bivone with mirrors waiting
for Timmy and Victor to put them away. This was a surprise.
If there were mirrors last night then I should have been
allowed to leave early but I didn’t. I stayed for the last cue.
I said to Bivone “You didn’t mention there were
mirrors last night.” He says: “I didn’t know.” I said “So they
set them at rehearsal today?” He said: “I guess.”
Very interesting. I wonder who will get paid for
mirrors. I think Bivone is lying.
Kirk tells me that they are considering pink contracts at
the Minskoff.
Friday, 2/3/06
Phone tag with Claffey. I wanted to talk with him
again and make two major points: Kevin has conflict of
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interest; and if there are pink contracts going into the Minskoff
then I better get one, because if I don’t, because of what
Victor may have said about me, then my slander suit is a slam
dunk.
He left message that he and Kevin had meeting with
Victor and there is no change in his attitude. I left another
message outlining what I wanted to talk to him about.
Arriving at the theatre there was Bivone again with
mirrors. And again, I wasn’t allowed to leave early last night. I
didn’t say anything to Bivone. I didn’t want to hear his lies
again. And this is the guy Victor calls “a better fit!!”
I am sure if I confront Victor about this he will say that
the mirrors were sprung on him at the last minute. He will
support Bivone and even make up bullshit for him.
But me he will stab in the back every chance he gets.
(By the way, have I ever mentioned, I have worked for Victor
(and Timmy) more years than Bivone.)
Sunday, 2/5/06—Bivone disappears
Matinee: Suddenly Bivone disappears! We were doing
the fish cue—retrieving them from stage right to return to
stage left. When I got to stage left Bivone wasn’t following
me as he should be. Victor appears and asks “Where is
Bivone?” I say “I have no idea.”
I did Bivone’s next cue—folding the river silk and
putting it on the shelf.
No explanation from Bivone or Victor about where
Bivone was. No gratitude from Bivone for covering him. He
has never thanked me for covering him when he has missed
cues. I’m sure he would say it is my obligation to cover him
“for the sake of the show.” A true low-life!
Wednesday, 2/8/06—Working non-stop
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Work call: When I arrived, Victor tells me Bivone will
repair the new grass pieces that are going to be used at the
Minskoff—I should show him what I had in mind.
Then he changed his mind—I will repair grass pieces.
He said there was a whole list of other things to do.
John was in for Timmy. Bivone and John spend the
first 20 minutes cleaning up from the event that was in the
theatre on Monday. Then, mostly I saw Bivone and John
standing around talking; or John talking to others. All I saw
John do was re-tape the mask poles. This is something I do in
an hour. It took John all day to do just this.
I saw Bivone holding one of Scar’s canes. I never saw
him doing anything with it.
Victor put the piano away by himself (usually two
people get paid to do this.) Then he spent the rest of the day in
the prop room on the computer.
Meanwhile—I did the usual grass repair of bent stalks
plus the repair of the palettes by replacing Styrofoam with
wood because the Styrofoam has crumbled. Plus I also set up
(with John) the coffee and I broke down the coffee alone.
I work, non stop, all morning. Others do not – but I’m
the one being let go!!!!
THOUGHTS: I am a whistleblower and I should be
protected.
Theatre is not just a job to me—it is my career and my
life.
The show didn’t CLOSE—it was moved.
I always act professionally. I have never spoken
inappropriately to Victor. I always help out—offered my
assistance—covered the others—do more than is my job. I
never ask for reward and most of the time I never even
mention the things that I do. I certainly don’t boast like
Timmy does—constantly.
Conscience.
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“Nothing worse than someone who is stupid, arrogant
and has power.”
In a dispute Claffey should not be able to give
deference to Victor because of his position. This only negates
the whole purpose of arbitration.
If I am not suggested for the contract position at
Minskoff, for which I am more than qualified, then they are
caught in the ramifications of the slander. If Disney won’t hire
me because of what happened, and Victor’s comments, then
we have slander.
Their “niceness” now belies there rancor before. This
is a fact in my favor. They were told to act nice which proves
that they weren’t acting nice before.
But they still shun me. And I am loosing money.
They are small miserable people who now hate me—
not for anything that I did—but because I dared to resist being
overpowered and frightened by them. All I did was choose to
stand up for myself and object to the treatment. This is called
being a trouble maker!!)
Thursday, 2/09/06—Why can’t anyone be upstanding
about mirrors and last cue?
No Bivone. John is in. Surprisingly, there were mirrors
to put away. This means that John stayed last night to do the
mirrors. This means that, once again, I was passed over for
mirrors.
At the end of the show John asked me if I would do the
Baby Simba cue for him. I said “yes.” (I always say yes.)
Either he had another place to go or Timmy or Victor finally
clued him in to “leaving early.”
Today there was a rehearsal scheduled with grass—“in
time.” This takes all four members of the prop crew during the
show. I was not invited to the rehearsal. Breaking conditions
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or crossing departmental lines—either was, a Union violation.
Where are my representatives now?
Friday, 2/10/06—Breaking conditions
Another grass palette rehearsal—“in time.” I was not
invited. If the grass rehearsal is required to be “in time,” it
requires four people. Has always required four people. If two
or three people did the grass during rehearsal then this was
breaking down conditions. It couldn’t be clearer.
I asked Jimmy Lee (PSM) if he would consider me for
a full time stage manager position. He asked for my resume. I
told him I have more experience than some of the stage
managers he has been hiring lately. Later I gave him my
resume.
COMMENTS: “Disloyalty, even born of weakness,
is the unforgivable sin.” Patricia Cornwell, Blow Fly.
What is justice? Is it only for the rich and powerful?
Allowing is condoning.
Fifteen years of always being there for them. Always
on call. Always doing what they asked. Always doing the right
thing. Always being a professional. I never flaunt or gloat.
I’ve never said “Fuck you.” Or called anyone an asshole. Or
refused to do anything. Or lied.
Crossing departmental lines (electrician doing prop
cues). Breaking conditions (doing rehearsal with less people
than usual), these are violations of work rules. All
documented. No one punished!!!
Sunday, 2/12/06—“Don’t you fuckin’ question me…”
The big snow storm. Timmy and Bivone were late (the
only understandable lateness thus far). Victor asked me to do
Bivone’s pre-set.
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Victor still doesn’t know where things go. He put the
crash pad in the wrong place. He put bird kites in the wrong
place. He is the head of department for God’s sake!
No surprise—Bivone never thanked me for doing his
pre-set. Never has – for anything I have done for him.
At intermission, as he crossed the stage, I overheard
Victor say to someone: “Everything is within our executive
power. Don’t you fuckin’ question me and don’t you fuckin’
forget it.” I don’t know what it was about or who he was
talking to, but it surely speaks to his attitude about himself and
his position.
Wednesday, 2/15/06
Work call. Victor was at the computer with a XXX site
on the screen. Taccone in for Timmy.
Bivone broke tusks on the Elephant. Taccone repaired
black bird kite and two or three mask poles and this was all—
all day! Victor put the piano away by himself. Breaking
conditions. Meanwhile—I worked on grass palettes including
renovation. As well as greased the cart and set up and broke
down coffee.
COMMENTS: Good cops make bad enemies – ask
Serpico. Allegiance and loyalty are two-way streets.
You don’t ask a criminal if he wants to be punished.

Thursday, 2/16/06—Breaking conditions
Grass palettes “in time”—I was not on the rehearsal
call. Breaking conditions.
Friday, 2/17/06
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Grass palettes “in time”—I was not on the rehearsal
call. Breaking conditions.
Boomer stopped in to pick up check. Hail and
farewells all around. Mr. Popular (why doesn’t he ever win
elections??) Timmy nearly falling over himself to pal up to
him.
Kevin and Wex stop in for a crew meeting to explain
President’s Day holiday pay and why we may not get it.
Kevin’s opinion is that the fight is a lost cause, so
don’t fight it. The men’s opinion was—we fight it and expect
our leaders to do our bidding. (I should take heed.)
Kevin said: (about Spivac the Union lawyer) “He
works for us. We can tell him what we want him to say.” This
is extremely enlightening! Gone is my desire to meet with the
Union lawyer at Claffey’s suggestion. It’s a set up.
The men were pretty irate at the conciliatory stand
taken by Kevin and Wex. The crew claimed past practice.
Kevin explains that Disney believes they are being
hoodwinked. Kevin quite smug, patronizing, and
condescending—just like with me.
COMMENTS: Riddle: What is the difference
between a prop head and God? Answer: God doesn’t think he
is a prop head
Victor isn’t dumb—he is dense. He doesn’t even
realize that Boomer and Timmy and Bivone are manipulating
him for their own satisfaction and toward their own ends.
They fill him so full of hot air so they can float him at their
pleasure. He thinks he runs things and makes decisions. But he
is lead to where everyone wants him to go.
How can Victor be an employee of Disney and a
protected member of Local One?
There is a difference between deference and worship.
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Wednesday, 2/22/06—Inalienable right to hire
Work call. Victor out, Taccone in.
I am in Stack’s area and Butch is relating an
occurrence at the Belasco where Feller tells the Union “I will
hire who I want.” The Union doesn’t like it but what can they
do. They have given heads this inalienable right.
Thursday, 2/23/06—Crossing departmental lines
I came in to discover that the Elephant was already
pre-set. I found out that Hammer helped. I checked the
rehearsal sheet on the board and confirmed that there was an
Elephant rehearsal. I was not called in! An electrician was
called in to replace me. This is directly contrary to what Victor
was told by the Union regarding the crossing of departmental
lines. Or was he told?
Victor was out, Timmy was head, but Victor had given
me my calls for this week last Sunday—he only mentioned the
put in on Friday.
Bivone was there and said nothing about crossing
departmental lines. Aren’t Shop Steward sworn to uphold the
Constitution and By-Laws? As a Shop Steward he is a
hypocrite!
I guess when they are pretending to be nice to me they
still love to stab me in the back. And since no one is
reprimanding them, they continue to get away with it.
Dillon suggested: “why don’t you just beat the shit out
of Timmy and get it over with.”
Friday, 2/24/06 /06—Incompetence
Put in rehearsal for new kids. I am invited.
Taccone in. Victor out. He doesn’t remember from
time to time what things are. I reminded him again to take off
the front three gazelles (from the gazelle cart)—not the
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downstage three. He says “Last time you said downstage
three” “No, why would I say what I don’t want. I said the front
three.” Then I had to explain why—it was obvious but not to
Taccone.
Also we had new river silk. I tried to tell him how it
went—top vs. bottom. He said just the opposite. I had to prove
it to him that I was right. As a prop man Taccone is a great
electrician. But his daughter died—so give him a job for life!
I just can’t believe that Bivone and Taccone and John
are “preferred” to me. These are NOT the best or the brightest.
It’s an insult to me and to every other competent, professional
stagehand.
Thursday and Friday everyone is working on the
eighth floor for renovations for new Disney offices—cleaning
and throwing things out. I have not been invited. I have been
loosing a lot of money as a result of this unwarranted
retaliation against me.
Saturday, 2/25 /06
Victor is back. Nothing was said about using an
electrician in for Elephant rehearsal.
Evening show: Victor late for pre-set. Timmy missed
the whole pre-set! True professionals!
COMMENTS: Why is Claffey trying to rationalize
and excuse everything they do? Why is he trying to find
reason to over look it all? Why is he trying to find a way to
blame me or hold me responsible?
There was no universal outcry on my behalf when all
was going down—because everyone thought I had reneged.
This goes to my slander cause of action.
You take away my career, sully my reputation, put my
healthcare in jeopardy, slander me—and you don’t think I will
do anything about it?
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Denial, misrepresentation, prevarication (deception,
distortion), negligence, attempts to placate me.
A man without ethics is a man without conscience.
And vice versa.
My situation is prevalent in the Union. Power trumps
truth. Victor and Timmy abuse their power.
Arrogance is based on an outrageous and usually
unfounded self image.
These guys are delusional.

Mon. + Tues. 2/27&28/06—What does the Union stand
for?
Marry Poppins special event for group sales. I was not
invited. It seems that non-card Marshal was invited. THIS IS
WRONG!!! What does the Union stand for???
Tuesday, 2/28/06—Second meeting with President Claffey
A 3PM meeting with Claffey. More of his same dance.
He can’t really do anything.
He got nowhere with Victor. Victor says I’m not
someone he wants to work with and neither does anyone else
in the prop department. (Of course he’d say that I’m the one to
blame!) Victor called me a “pain in the ass.” Absolute
bullshit! It’s what he couldn’t do to me that ended up being
the real pain in his ass. And he brought it on himself!
I told Claffey about the bullshit with Elephant and
grass rehearsals without me—breaking conditions; crossing
departmental lines; Bivone’s lack of monitoring as Shop
Steward.
What will Claffey do? My guess—nothing! And this
would be a flagrant dereliction of duty. A failure of his sworn
responsibility. He has let it all morph into a personality
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problem between Victor and me—and completely avoided the
slander and harassment issues as well as the By-Laws
violations.
He is sure that Victor understands that a lawsuit is
possible and Disney is aware too.
Suggested meeting with Frost again—as a last ditch
effort.
All in all another unsatisfying meeting with my Union
president.
Claffey says he’ll try and help me find work. We’ll
see. Some possible things in TV.
I sent my resume to him because the Shuberts are
looking for a carpenter. I am not holding my breath.
The bottom line: No action will be taken on my behalf.
Why not? Because, though he doesn’t say it, Claffey doesn’t
feel that he needs to take action. After all, what power do I
have to compel him? He subtly suggests I would probably find
it harder to work again if I pushed this. I don’t think he even
wants this thing to be discussed with a lawyer, as he
suggested. He certainly hasn’t pressed me to file a formal
grievance with the Executive Board. What he is trying to do is
fritter this away and let it all be settled by the Lion King move
to another theatre. It is all being swept under the rug. This is
not due diligence.
He harps on the fact that Victor has “the right to hire
who he wants.” This is his main thesis and he wants to focus
on it because there is little argument with this fact—unless, of
course, the system is changed. This “right to hire” thesis gives
Victor a nice comfortable place to hide while everyone avoids
all the other issues: harassment, slander, collusion, conflict of
interest, breaking conditions, etc. etc. etc. This “right to hire”
is a charade meant to deflect attention from the truth. Claffey
refuses to consider the extenuating circumstances—like
violations of the By-Laws that forbid “stiffing” and forbid
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outside influence on jobs. And what about my rights? Any
independent analysis of the situation would show that I am a
victim of my subservient position and that my Union is
abdicating its responsibility toward my grievances.
Everyone is telling Victor it’s OK to feel the way he
does. No one is telling Victor otherwise. He has been made to
believe he is above reproach. Victor’s arrogance and pride are
his problem. He has blatantly lied about how things are
between us and about what went down. Ethics has no meaning
for him.
COMMENTS: Every time Victor—or anyone—
suggests that I am a “troublemaker,” or that I am a “disruptive
element,” or that “no one wants to work with him,” or that “he
reneged on the agreement,” or that “he threatened a lawsuit,”
or that “he has difficulty getting along with people” —they are
slandering me. And they don’t get this!
All we have in this business is our reputations—more
even than our capabilities as a stagehand. And if my reputation
has been harmed, by their slurs and character assassination,
then it is slander and actionable. At the very least, it is
Conduct Unbecoming and there are specific regulations in the
By-Laws that address this behavior. Claffey is avoiding all of
this. He is using the age old rape-case defenses of “your word
against his” and “blame the victim.”
They are relying on the fact that everyone at the
theatre, who has seen and heard everything, will not dare
speak out on my behalf because they will risk their own
retaliation and job security. I am not only a victim of what
happened to me, I am also a victim of the system that rewards
power and tight lips.
This was the second chance I have given to Claffey to
man up and do the right thing. He has chosen to abdicate his
responsibilities. I have played dumb through a lot of this—
purposely acting like I was at their mercy. I wanted them to
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demonstrate their integrity and go on the record with their
ethics. They did—clear as a bell.
George Mitchell’s report rocked baseball regarding
steroid use. Maybe this journal will rock Local One and
expose the corruption. Mitchell said that he gives no apologies
for the outcome; that he would tell it like it is, and he did; and
that he got the brush-off from many people and could not
compel anyone to cooperate. (Sound familiar?) Those found
guilty of steroid use are banded from sports. What about those
found guilty of Union By-Law violations, and breaking
conditions, and crossing departmental lines, and harassment,
and slander?

CHAPTER NINE
Bigger Picture
(2/29/06—4/23/06)

Wednesday, 2/29/06—Work
Work call. Victor did nothing. John in—worked on
blackbird and re-taped poles on mask pieces. Bivone—river
silk and tusks.
I noticed Bivone and John carrying on lengthy
conversations as no work was being accomplished.
By 10:45 they were all relaxed in chairs in the prop
room as I was still working on grass re-fabrications.
“This is why he hates me, because of everything that I
am, everything he could never be. He can’t understand what’s
inside me. What makes me who I am. So he hates me. He
doesn’t just want me gone he wants me ruined.” From a novel
I am reading. Interesting.
Thursday, 3/2/06—Behavior
No Bivone. John is in. He is nice to me. We chat. We
joke. I’m sure he is following orders to “treat me OK” from
Victor. He is, in fact, treating me as he always treated me
except for the period of time he was told to treat me like shit.
He is a follower. He will do whatever Victor wants him to
do—because Victor hires him. He would never take a stand on
my behalf.
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Friday, 3/3/06
Timmy announces to Stack that they are having
troubles with the new set at the Minskoff—getting it finished.
He also mentioned that the crews are “set.”
I asked Stack who was going where. He said he was
staying. Mike T., Philips, Kurt, Butch, George were going to
the Minskoff. Rahilly, and Jimmy are out (Won’t be hired at
either place). Didn’t know about Fudie and Dillon. Others are
staying.
COMMENT: My working all the time for Timmy and
Victor, thinking I was working toward a permanent job, and
then being dumped, is like a bait and switch.
Victor blaming me for our troubles is like Scar
blaming Simba for Mufasa’s death.
Saturday, 3/4/06—No Timmy
No Timmy – God it sure is quiet without him!!!!
Sunday, 3/5/06
I mentioned, with tongue in cheek, to Scott (sound)
that if he added a little gray to his hair and deepen his voice he
would be the spitting image of Taccone. He resented the
comment (in good humor) and Ray chimed in that I had really
insulted him and “them’s fightin’ words.” I guess they don’t
like Taccone. But then I don’t know anyone who really does.
And he is preferred over me!
“The good thing about being honest is you only have one
story. It’s easy to repeat and you don’t get mixed up in lies.”
From a novel I am reading.
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Mon. + Tues., 3/6&7/06
New York Times special event. I think it was only
Victor and Bivone.
Wednesday, 3/8/06
Work call: No Timmy. Maybe he is gone to Las
Vegas. It has been sooooo quiet! Thank you Jesus!!
John is in. He re-taped poles on mask pieces again. I
didn’t see him do anything else except carry on long
conversations with people. Bivone worked on Elephant and
gazelle hangers. I did my usual general rehab.
Brett Porter and some others from shop came in to
look at a few things for the new Minskoff set. I knew Brett
from 30+ years ago. We exchanged hugs.
I asked Mike T. if he could do anything for me at the
Minskoff and he said he wasn’t doing the hiring and if he
didn’t get the deal he wanted he wasn’t even going. (So I
guess the crew isn’t set as Timmy so boldly announced for my
benefit!!)
COMMENTS: I am a professional stagehand. I do
everything as it should be done— professionally. I will always
do extra. Bivone will always do as little as possible. He will
even walk around in circles rather than do anything extra. Yet
he is preferred!
The constant non-sequiturs, like: “No one wants to
work with Bo” or “Don’t like to work with Bo” are slander—
because they implies something bad about me which has no
foundation.
Defamation is the issue, stupid.
It’s about ETHICS, stupid.
Everyone assumes I’ll be gone when Lion King moves.
This is exactly my case!
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He fucks ME, I don’t like it – yet I’M the pain in the
ass??? I am a pain in the ass because I stand up for myself.
George Bush—leader—incompetent. Chaney—power
behind the throne.
Victor—head—not as competent as people think.
Timmy—power behind the throne.
Ask other heads in other theatres about their loyalty to
their men.
I am tired of being pushed around. I am angry.
They lack scruples (a sense of right and wrong,
conscience, principles, and ethics).
I work professionally with everyone—even Timmy.
On the job I am totally professional.
The mafia says they are “legitimate businessmen” and
“There is no mafia.”
Timmy and Victor talk out of both sides of their
mouths depending on who they are talking to.
I have said the same things to everyone—no matter
who they are. When people find out the truth of what
happened to me, they understand my side and agree with me.
But this is always on a one-to-one level. Because no one wants
to be seen going against Timmy, Victor, Boomer, Kevin or
Claffey—even though people have talked bad about all of
them. Even Victor and Timmy have dissed Claffey.
My credentials and professionalism and my ethics and
honor are impeccable.
Don’t make me trot out all my friends and people I
have worked with in the past.
Friday, 3/10/06—I get an Elephant rehearsal
Elephant rehearsal: I was invited! Makes me wonder if
Claffey called Victor for a chat about my not being called for
recent rehearsals. Or if no one else was available. (Unlike the
four man grass rehearsals “in time” that could be
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accomplished with less, Elephant rehearsals absolutely require
four people.)
Bivone did nothing but huff and puff about having to
be there (yet he was getting paid).
Saturday, 3/11/06
Marshal in for John who has been in for Timmy. Did I
mention how quiet it is in the theatre without Timmy ???!!!
Marshal treats me fine. He does not have any trouble working
with me.
I asked Ray if he would miss me. He said there are two
reasons he wouldn’t want to be me. “You’ll be unemployed
and you’ll be unemployed.” He says he can’t be unemployed
because he has too many responsibilities.” Does he think I
have no responsibilities?
Sunday, 3/12/06
I still have not been invited to rehearsal next Friday—
we are doing fish (“in time”). This takes four prop men.
Always has. Anything less would be breaking conditions?
Wednesday, 3/15/06
Work call: I did my usual grass, cart, etc stuff. John in
for Timmy.
At the end of the day, I noticed that Bivone and John
were struggling in the shop with one of the big plant pieces
which was getting new wheels. I pitched in to help (wasn’t
asked, wasn’t required, no one else would have). I noticed that
the holes Bivone drilled weren’t lining up. I helped improvise
a solution. Gee, isn’t Bivone supposed to be the greatest
technician!?
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“There is no regulatory commission to see the
condemned haven’t been victims of a corrupt system. It’s time
for the authorities, the law to set an example and not leave it
to chance, ego or position.” Great thoughts from novels I am
reading.
COMMENT: I think Local One should have an Ethics
Committee made up of NON-Union people who are not
beholding to anyone in the Union. Then grievances could be
arbitrated and adjudicated without conflict of interest. And
those who are guilty of violations will be disciplined—
according to the By-Laws.
Thursday, 3/16/06
Tomorrow’s fish rehearsal was canceled. I wasn’t ever
invited to it.
I found out from John that he was scheduled to be
there. That means that either he was one of two, or that three
out of four prop people were called. It has always four men.
And two people doing the fish cues “in time” is a breakdown
in conditions.
Friday, 3/17/06—A view from the hair room; chat with
Jimmy
My fiancée had a hair appointment with Allison in the
Lion King hair department, and we talked about my situation.
Apparently Matt (an electrician sub) is announcing who got
jobs and who didn’t at Minskoff & on Poppins. And also
spreading the rumor that I was suing for my job. Allison can’t
believe how I have been treated. She tells me that if they stop
using certain hair people and are asked by others for
recommendations, that they are strictly prohibited from
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speaking ill of someone. She says they are only allowed to say
she showed up and did her job.
Talked with Jimmy. He says Victor blew it by
suggesting Taccone to go to the Minskoff. He could have
pushed for me and redeemed the whole situation and come out
of it smelling like a rose. But that is just not in Victor’s
character. Too bad for Victor.
I told him about being set up regarding the meeting
with Frost and that I was considering defamation suit.
We talked about who was not going to be rehired and
he was surprised to hear he might not have a job (when I
suggested it to him). He told me that Victor had gone to Drew
and tried to get him (Jimmy) canned for talking to/helping me.
He may help if I have a lawsuit. He still denies ever having
said that I was going to get a lawyer but it is my contention
that this all started with his initial talk with Boomer. He may
have just casually, not directly, mentioned a lawsuit. And
maybe Boomer misinterpreted or read too much into his
words. But all along, Jimmy has kept quite, when he could
have set the record straight by telling people I never
threatened a lawsuit. Everything could have and would have
been so different if Jimmy had just come forward.
THOUGHTS: “You need to stop being smart and start
being wise.”
Human rights versus legal rights.
Patronage.
They can’t use their failed attempts to get rid of me as
the reason for wanting to get rid of me.
Power and position—this has ALL the weight in Local
One.
If you are going to take away a man’s livelihood you
should have a real viable reason for doing it—because he
might not like it.
Obfuscate: to confuse, disguise, conceal, complicate—
Victor & Timmy are guilty!
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Why do people always make mitigating comments on
Victor’s behalf? Because he is a department head, and
everyone bows to the department head.
Wednesday, 3/22/06
No Timmy for work call. Kevin stopped by. Talked a
lot with Mike T. Lots of whispers about Minskoff.
Victor made be vacuum the pit. This is total bullshit.
Piano switch in the pit. Paul (a musician) needed to
rehearse with new keyboard. He asked me if I was going to
continue with the show. I told him “no.” He said it’s “too bad
we don’t get to keep the good guys.”
Thursday, 3/23/06—Nowhere without Timmy
Timmy’s back. It was so quiet without him!
In his inimitable way to Stack: “I’ve got to spec out the
plywood order for the seat job.”
Why not Victor?? Victor would be nowhere without
Timmy. This is why he would never go against Timmy. Think
about it!
Saturday, 3/25/06—Grandstanding
Timmy announces to Stack and April that he’s having
dinner with Bobbi (“You know him don’t you April?”
“No”)—it’s for my benefit. Bobbi is doing Martin Short for
Timmy.
I wish Timmy would go and do all of these other
shows and leave us in peace here at the New Amsterdam! He’s
a terrific contract man.
Timmy asks Stack: “What’s our schedule?” Just to be
able to talk about what all they have coming up. Because
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Timmy knows very well what the schedule is. He probably set
it up himself.
He talks about all the work coming up: on the 8th floor
and seat repair. Talks about doing the Hannity Event: “Props
are in.”
COMMENTS: We are not work rules or clauses in
contracts. We are people. We are professionals. Either we are
guided by honor, respect, loyalty and ethics—or we are not. If
we are, we can work this out. If not, we’ll have to fight it out.
We only have Unions, By-Laws, contracts, and work
rules because some people stopped being honorable and others
needed protections from unscrupulous labor practices; from
being abused and from being taken advantage of.
Human interaction only needs rules when, in the
absence of honor, there is abuse.
You don’t need power to get professionals to do their
jobs. We just do it. That’s why we are professionals. So . . .
why give heads “power” if it isn’t necessary to accomplish the
job.
“‘Tis the business of little minds to shrink, but he
whose heart is firm, and whose conscience approves his
conduct, will pursue his principles unto death.” Thomas Paine

Wednesday, 3/29/06
Taccone in for Timmy and Taccone was late.
Victor did his usual nothing, except diddle on the
computer and sleep.
Bivone and Taccone did little. Bivone worked on a
fight club. Taccone—poles on the mask pieces which takes me
an hour and everyone else all day. Taccone was also on his
cell phone a lot. Finished by 11am.
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Thursday, 3/30/06—Mixed up ethics
Timmy is back.
He came into the house where I was reading to tell me
“we’ve” got the conductor platform to remove. I jumped up to
do it. And when we got down to the pit Victor was already
there doing it. Why did Timmy make an effort to get me?
There was a seat call today. Butch was in, and
“Jimmy” is all I heard Timmy say. Jimmy who? My confidant
Jimmy. If it is – what’s his game?
Bivone was in on the electrics crew!! Hey Jim - Why
not me? So we had a prop guy on the electrics crew and two
electricians on the prop crew. And, of course, I was nowhere
in sight.
The Elephant fell down onstage in the opening scene.
B.J. just left the stage and Victor and Jim had to go onstage
and carry the Elephant off—in their street clothes, in the light,
in front of the audience. And, while everyone was watching
from the wings, Timmy forgot his mouse cue and was late
getting the mouse sticks to the actor.
Friday, 3/31/06—Elephant rehearsal without me
Apparently there was an Elephant call today. Work and
rehearsal. Who was in? I wasn’t!!!
Marshal in for Bivone.
Mike R. tells me I should talk to Richie Coen.
Saturday, 4/1/06
Victor out. John in.
John always picks up the Baby Simba by the ear!
Totally careless!
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Sunday, 4/2/06—Drama with Jimmy
A lot of ragging on B.J. for walking off the stage.
There is an Elephant rehearsal on Thursday but I won’t be in
because I am off for the week for my wedding. But rest
assured there will be four prop men at the rehearsal—no
electricians.
Jimmy is chatting in the Victor “Circle of Sycophants”
outside before the matinee. Is he in good graces again? He is
quite possibly the person responsible for the rumor that I was
going to fight being replaced by Boomer—and causing all the
trouble. Yet Victor has forgiven him! How wrong is this?!
Before the evening show Jimmy announces to Mike T.
“This is my last day and tomorrow I will be filing an unfair
labor practice grievance.”
Don’t know what this means. I try to listen. Jimmy
walks out.
Timmy laughs with Victor and Timmy says “It’s what
happens when you can’t live and play together.” Could there
be a more arrogant person in the business?
Later, outside, I try to get Jimmy to tell me what’s up.
He says he “can’t be seen with you – you’re a bad influence.”
Mike T. laughs. So even Jimmy’s troubles get blamed on me!
Then Jimmy proceeds to talk at length to others in the Victor
“Circle of Sycophants” after Victor cajoles him to explain
what’s going on. I can’t hear anything.
One week off for my WEDDING.
Monday, 4/10/06
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Victor called me at home to remind me that the Actors
Fund tomorrow was an early show; call time is 5:30. Also that
I will have rehearsal on Thursday.

Tuesday, 4/11/06
Victor congratulated me on my wedding with one
word: “Congratulations.” What . . . no wedding gift from the
prop department!!??
Wednesday, 4/12/06—John opens his heart to me
John in for Timmy. John and Bivone do tusk repair and
very nearly don’t get finished. Victor does nothing – as usual.
Talked to John: He doesn’t want to be in the same boat
as me when Poppins comes up. He will be hired to sub for
people for lengths of time but never have his own job. He also
wonders how Bivone will feel to be bumped down to 4 th after
Boomer. Boomer can work anywhere—why here? This is
what started the whole problem.
I concurred and sympathized with John about the
situation but wondered why he was talking to me so openly.
Was it to get info from me on what I might be doing? And
why didn’t John stick up for me when all the shit went down?
Also talked to Jimmy again. Apparently Mike R. hit
him and Mike R. is gone. I pointed out that it seems Jimmy
and Victor are on good terms again—talking. He says “yes.”
He also informed me that Victor thinks I will “do something”
to keep my job.
John stayed with Bivone to do piano. John made it
seem he was doing me a favor, not mentioning piano—just
giving me the early leave. Like Bivone does. Two-faced.
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THOUGHTS: This is all just Cronyism to the max.
Power breads it. Corruption feeds it.
If only our Brotherhood looked down on this. If only
our leaders would stop permitting it—and, more
importantly—stop taking part in it.
I am not responsible for your shortcomings.
Thursday, 4/13/06—Rehearsal
Rehearsal. I am the only one here at 1pm. I did
everything—even helped Paul in the pit move a keyboard. At
4:30 Timmy, Bivone and John come in to do the Elephant.
They work for 10 minutes and get paid four hours. I am there
for four hours. I’m sure this was planned and chuckled about. I
even helped break down piano while John sat there doing
nothing.
I always take the high road—I said nothing.
John stayed for mirrors—again not mentioning it.
Saying “Timmy is giving me a ride.”
Friday, 4/14/06
Baby Simba had a broken leg at the end of the show. I
am not surprised—the way John grabs the doll by its ear or a
leg.
Saturday, 4/15/06—There is no God
Victor is back. Bivone is out.
I had tour after matinee and gave John the early leave.
I did last cue stage left.
Asked Victor how the Dana Reeves Memorial went.
He said “Nice. Not a dry eye in the house. Sad about her dying
from second hand smoke.” He says “Another indication that
there is no God.” (Interesting viewpoint)
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John sprayed some cleaner on the stage at intermission
to get grease drips. When he was done there was more liquid
still on the deck from the cleaner than there was to begin with.
I noticed carpenters taking out the wardrobe chairs to
sit on outside. I mentioned to Victor “Looks like the wardrobe
chairs are no longer off limits.” Victor says: “I guess so. Use
at your leisure.”
Then we are ready for the Elephant and he says: “Are
we fuckin’ ready?” And several people say “Hey…”
indicating his nastiness.
Wednesday, 4/19/06—Timmy gone to Las Vegas
Taccone in. Timmy is gone to Las Vegas till June.
I am very happy about this. Not having to hear his
voice and listen to him brag about himself constantly will be a
blessing. Poor Victor—how will he live without him?
Bivone is in heaven because now he is the assistant.
This is a disgrace!
When Taccone is with me stage left, he has always set
the fish earlier than I do. I don’t know why. It’s my cue, but
when I go to do it, Taccone has already done it. Today he asks
me “You don’t do this cue anymore?” I replied “Sometimes
you’ve already done it. I have a time to do it so if you want it
done earlier you can do it.” He says “I respect that.” The thing
is he doesn’t even realize that he has been doing it himself,
earlier than I normally do it. So it has basically become his
cue. Now he is twisting it around on me to imply I am failing
to do it.

THOUGHTS: Victor needs to get passed his little
snit. I don’t need him to “forgive” me. I didn’t do anything to
be “forgiven” for. I need him to be a man of integrity and stop
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persecuting me, stop slandering me, and start treating me the
way he would like to be treated if our roles were reversed.
If I write a book it will explore the lack of ethics and
expose the egos.
I am who I am—not what Victor says I am.
It’s so pathetic when Victor is outside in his chair
holding court. Everyone is flocked around him like a set of
bobble head dolls nodding at everything he says.
Just because some behavior is prevalent doesn’t make
it acceptable.
Victor has lost stature and he doesn’t even know it.
Despite all the “warmth” and camaraderie from others, he has
less real friends than he thinks. They are all posers;
sycophants. After they see they way he has treated me,
everyone wants to stay on Victor’s good side. He is so full of
himself.

Thursday, 4/20/06—Rehearsal
Rehearsal. I am the only one in until 3pm when Victor
and Bivone show up to fix Elephant. Victoria expected me at
12. I told her I was told 1pm.
I was there four hours—they were there one hour. We
all got paid the same with Victor and Bivone getting head
rates. This is their little game of sticking it to Bo.
Saturday, 4/22/06
I forgot to replace a bird kite that was broken, from the
opera box on my side. So the performer didn’t have a bird.
Apparently this was no big deal. No one noticed. I fixed the
bird after pre-set of evening show.
The buzzard pole broke after the second entrance.
Victoria pointed it out. Later, she tells the PSM, on headset, to
make a note. I tell her it is already fixed—I did it on the spot.
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Sunday, 4/23/06
At the end of the show John asks me if I am in for the
Easter Bonnet Show. I start laughing. He gets the joke. He
says “It’s a sad state of affairs.” (Well, John, have you spoken
your mind about this to Victor?)
Easter Bonnet Event
I am not in. Taccone is. And my name has been struck
from the program under “Staff for the Lion King.” Not simply
replaced by “Easter Bonnet staff”—struck; eliminated. Only
three prop crew names are listed now! Unbelievable!

CHAPTER TEN
Bullshit
(4/25/06—6/17/06)

Wednesday, 4/25/06—The move to the Minskoff has begun
The load in has begun at the Minskoff. The carpenters
who are moving with the show are there and not at Lion King.
Dillon has moved over to stage left because it’s where he’ll be
at the Minskoff. (Dillon has had a full-time job for his life
starting at age 20—with no previous experience!)
Ken is in doing Phillips and Pat is doing Dillon.
Watching Ken and Pat work together is a joke. Ken is
worthless. Poor Pat, he has to show him how to do
everything—repeatedly. And Ken gets so nervous.
How do these people get jobs and I don’t!!??
The grasshopper leg breaks. It is made in such a way
that fixing it is a jerry rig. Bivone “takes charge” and he and
Victor survey it and discuss it. I come over and suggest red
tape to hold it together. And walk away. Later it is fixed using
red tape.
I am fixing kites and Bivone asks me if I need a hand.
Was he just trying to be nice?
Thursday, 4/27/06—Elephant rehearsal
A last minute Elephant rehearsal was called to deal
with B.J. and what he perceives as a “different” Elephant since
it was repaired. (He can’t lift or handle it now—it’s out of
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balance). First it was at 1pm and I got a call at 12:50. Then
Victor called back to change to 4pm.
Victor contributed nothing to the rehearsal. All upper
echelons were there: Doc and the Dance Director and Lewis
and Equity people and the Company Manager. All had
opinions but Victor said nothing.
I felt a little resentment from Bivone that I didn’t come
in until four and he had been there since one. John was called
in like I was. Gee, sorry Bivone.
Saturday, 4/29/06
At the end of the show—there was John and Jay
ragging on Bivone. I mentioned that Victor called Bivone a
“better fit” than me. They were stupefied.
Bivone is not as popular as he thinks he is—except
with Victor and Timmy. “Birds of a feather . . .” I just don’t
understand this. I guess I never will.
Monday, 5/1/06—5 weeks till the move
Stopped by the Union office to put my wife on the
Union insurance plan. Ran into Claffey. Mentioned that there
was five weeks till I am unemployed. He says he is “very well
aware of that.” He mentioned my resume was circulating.
Peter Entin didn’t think I was qualified to be head carpenter.
Wednesday, 5/3/06—The great Bivone
John was fixing the Wildebeests on the rollers. On
stage left Bivone was helping but the rivets were pulling out.
Bivone was trying to drill new holes. I suggested using a
backing washer behind the mask. Gee, it seems Bivone isn’t as
great as he or Victor thinks he is.
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John didn’t know there was an Elephant rehearsal
tomorrow. Victor failed to tell him.
Thursday, 5/4/06—Mirrors
Rehearsal. Piano and mirrors were here already when I
arrived. I found out from John later that they came in at 12.
Last night Victor said “Woops, didn’t I tell you?”
I helped put away mirrors. I’m always asked to put
away mirrors whenever no one gets extra money for it.
Sunday, 5/7/06
Bivone and Victor and I all wore red shirts today by
accident (not John). There were sarcastic comments. I asked
John if he got the memo. Someone else commented on the
uniforms and Victor said “Great minds think alike.”
Thursday, 5/11/06—Taccone is un-liked
Tarzan opened last night to bad reviews. I guess
Disney Theatricals isn’t perfect.
Ed is introducing his replacement Mike. He introduced
Bivone as “the prop guy to know.”
John says to me “I’ve got good news and bad news.
The good news is I have the weekend off. The bad news is
Taccone will be here.” It seems that John doesn’t like
Taccone. And Bivone has made it clear in the past that he
doesn’t like Taccone. Well . . . looks like there is someone
else in the prop department that is un-liked. Then why was he
pushed forward for the Minskoff job??
Friday, 5/12/06—Elephant rehearsal – Tony is assistant!
Elephant rehearsal Bivone, Me, Pat and Tony from
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carpenters. Tony gets paid assistant rate in the prop
department? over me? How can this be!!!???
At the top of the show, I watch the monitor as the
Elephant comes on stage. A dresser, Sarah S. is there. We
chat. Then Taccone comes over and sits next to her and gets
chummy. She moves away from him and he doesn’t get the
message. It is uncanny how Victor, Timmy and Taccone all
believe they are sooo attractive to any woman, and take great
pleasure in pretending so.
Saturday, 5/13/06
Marshal is in. I ask him if I am his favorite prop man.
He says yes, absolutely because I don’t make fun of him.
Saturday, 5/20/06
Victor is out—at the Minskoff. Bivone is head and
John is the assistant. Taccone is in.
Two subs in and I am still #4.
Tuesday, 5/23/06—Exchange e-mails with Claffey
Sent e-mail to Jim Claffey:
Jimmy,
Two weeks till the move.
So . . . I hope you (as our leader) have figured out a way to get
through to Victor and steer him onto the right course of action.
It really would not be good if we, as a Union, continue to place the
hiring privilege of a head-of-department above the right of each
Union brother to be treated ethically and professionally.
Sincerely, Bo

His reply:
Bo,
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I am in receipt of your communication. I will sincerely request a
reconsideration of Victor with regards to future employment for you.
However, it would be unfair to both of us to confuse a leader with a
miracle worker or someone above this law that provides who
decides who is or is not hired. I will make my best effort.
Sincere regards,
Jim

Once again still avoiding the real issues of By-Laws
violations & conduct unbecoming.
Thursday, 5/25/06—I injure myself
Work call—pre-load out: carrying stuff from dressing
rooms to truck. Victor, Bivone, John, Taccone, Marshal and
Chris. I was with Marshal carrying sofa from Danny and
Tom’s room. I tripped going up the stairs and fell and hit my
neck on the handrail. Barely finished the morning, then my
neck started hurting and radiating pain down arms. Headache.
When I got home, I called Victor to tell him I wouldn’t be in
for the show.
Friday, 5/26/06
Went to Doctor Fietti to establish injury and open
claim. Went back to work. Neck hurt.
Saturday, 5/27/06
At work despite serious neck pain. Frank and Matt
(from the Minskoff) were there watching the prop moves.
Matt was on stage left with me. No one mentioned this
beforehand.
Evening show was my last show.
Victor wasn’t there so I called him when I got home to
tell him I couldn’t work. He asked “Are you sure?” trying to
get me to come in tomorrow. I told him everything I do makes
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my neck hurt and, after all, it is my neck. I need to wait for the
MRI to make sure there are no serious problems.
Friday, 6/2/06
Had my MRI. Last night, apparently Victor had to call
someone in who had never done the show. It was a fiasco.
Where were all those subs he trained??
Saturday, 6/3/06
Dinner between shows at the New Amsterdam. I am in
a neck brace. Several people didn’t know I was out from
injury.
Ran into Jimmy after dinner. He said according to New
York Law I must be hired back to work full time after my
injury. I can’t loose my job.
Tuesday, 6/6/06
Fietti read my MRI. He had thought I had a cracked
vertebrae and herniated disk. The official diagnosis is
“spondylosis and degenerative disk bulging.” Need physical
therapy. May be out for several weeks—maybe longer.
Told Victor (by phone) I would probably be out doing
physical therapy for several weeks. He asked if there was
anything he could do. I said no. Just have to work this out.
Didn’t ask him about coming back to work.
Monday, 6/12/06—Exchange e-mails with Victor
Sent e-mail to Victor:
Vic,
Things are fine. I am feeling better.
I am having physical therapy this week and next, as per doctor's
orders - followed by a rap-up doctor visit on Monday June 26th.
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I am fairy certain I will be able to return to work Tuesday June 27th I just need to know what time.
Bo

Tuesday, 6/13/06
Victor replied to my e-mail:
I have no work for you at this time. I will call you if I need you.
VA

Called the lawyer I had talked to. She gave me names of
slander/labor lawyers.
Wednesday, 6/14 /06
I replied to Victor:
Does this mean the crew has been cut down to less than 4 prop
men? Or, have you simply replaced me?
Bo

Also sent e-mail to Claffey:
Brother Claffey,
I injured myself at work a week before Lion King ended at New
Amsterdam. I fell and injured my neck - herniated disk.
I am out on Worker's Compensation disability for the next several
weeks depending upon how well my physical therapy goes. Could
be longer.
I told Victor the earliest I would be back to work for the Lion King
load out would be June 27th.
His reply was: "I have no work for you at this time. I will call you if I
need you."
Does Local One also support the Head of Departments decision to
replace a brother on disability leave?
Bo
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I tried reaching Jimmy—had to call Pat and then the
Union to get his home phone. He suggests I get a lawyer. He is
not interested in joining forces. He is not interested in giving
me his lawyer’s name.
Troy Rosasco (lawyer) called me back. Advised me to
file with New York State Compensation (C-3 Form). This was
one of the forms I received from the Union and am supposed
to return it.
He also suggested I request Family and Medical Leave
Act form from employer.
Left message with Laura (Assistant Company
Manager) to get forms for Family and Medical Leave.
Thursday, 6/15/06—Claffey responds
Laura leaves message “Disney is not your employer –
check with the Union.”
Wow! What a brush off. “Disney is not our
employer”?? Who pays us??
Claffey responds to my e-mail:
Bo,
I cannot speak for the hiring choices of Department Heads on behalf
of their Employers. As you have been told before, the Heads
responsibility and obligation to you and others of the Running Crew
ends with the last performances.
As for the Union’s abilities and choices, please advise me of your
availability to be given employment opportunities elsewhere, if I am
unable to persuade Brother Amerling to change his mind.
(Claffey)

Talked to Eddie at the Union regarding supplemental
disability from Union.
He is unaware of how Family and Medical Leave can
apply to me. He doesn’t understand why Laura at Disney says
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Disney (Buena Vista Theatricals) is not our employer. He
suggests talking to Kevin regarding FMLA. Gee, I wonder
what he will say.

Friday, 6/16/06
Victor replies to my e-mail question:
I repeat. I will call you if I need you. I have no work for you at the
present time. You must remember: Stagehands are hired on a per
diem basis.
VA

Saturday, 6/17/06—The final exchange of e-mails with
Victor
I e-mail Victor with my position:
Victor, Victor, Victor . . .
Cut the crap.
There is work available. To say, “I have no work for you at this time"
or "Stagehands are hired on a per diem basis" is a supercilious
deflection. (If you are going to parrot your advisors - at least use
different words.)
Whether or not I have a job to come back to, after my disability, will
be determined by you and your decisions. In this situation, by-laws
and labor practices allow for your decisions, they do not dictate your
decisions.
Your decisions - all of our decisions - are motivated by our personal
definitions of loyalty, ethics and fair play.
The fundamental precept of ethical behavior is the Golden Rule,
which states: "Do unto others as you would have others do unto
you." There are no hierarchy, circumstantial, political or Union rule
or practice parameters in the Golden Rule. That is why it is "golden."
That is why following it - or not - is the test of ethical behavior.
You have been stabbing me in the back for years now. It's time to
come to grips with it, stop down playing all of it, deflecting
responsibility or casting aspersions elsewhere.
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I have been nothing but a loyal, hard-working, more than
competent, professional for you (and Timmy) - for each show we
have worked on together over these 15 years.
I earned the job you gave me. I did not refuse to leave (as per our
agreement). I did not threaten legal action to stay on the job.
I did not deserve the retaliation, harassment and vilification I
received - nor do the Union by-laws permit these egregious
offenses.
I did nothing wrong!
Everything that has happened to me since April of 2004 (and even
before) has been either initiated, driven, ignored or condoned by
you. You are the Big Boss - the buck stops with you.
Yet, I am willing to forget everything and hold no grudge, if, by way
of continuing employment, I am shown the respect I earned and
deserve.
This isn't a Union policy decision - this is a personal, ethical
decision.
Climb down from your pedestal, Victor. The air up there (and the
company you keep) has obviously affected your reasoning.
If you wish to write back - please, no more bullshit.
Otherwise - I will let you know when I am able to come back to work,
and you will decide if I will.
Bo

He replies:
Bo, Bo, Bo,
Perhaps if you had practiced the Golden Rule rather than mouthing
it we might have a basis for a discussion. Your behavior in the past
two years has been reprehensible. You have shown yourself to be a
lying, treacherous, backstabbing individual devoid of a moral
compass. If your colossal ego would allow it, perhaps a little
introspection might be in order, so that you might try to fathom why
you find yourself unemployable. You have known since our phone
conversation last fall that you were not in the mix for the next show.
I counseled you then as I always have to look for other employment.
To link your current status with your disability is yet another lie.
Even in the face of your treachery, you were kept on the show, your
duties were not altered, you came and went as you pleased, and
were always treated in a professional manner by me. Your charges
of harassment, vilification, and retaliation are simply more lies. The
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reputation you have is of your own construct. In light of all this, I feel
it is best we go our separate ways.
I wish you luck in all your future endeavors.
VA

Unbelievable! Inconceivable! Shocking! Stupefying!
Totally & completely off the wall!
I didn’t know whether to laugh at the hilarity of it, or
cry because of how pathetic it was!
I couldn’t have written a better letter myself—to show
how totally delusional Victor is.
Talk about “in denial.” He obviously doesn’t
understand the Golden Rule.
He obviously doesn’t understand ethics; or
professional behavior; or truth.
This is a clear self-revelation of a man who has
described himself and his own actions and psychotically
“transferred” it all—on me.
Now I almost have pity for him, because he has clearly
lost touch with reality.
For too long, too many people have convinced him that
he is God and therefore he believes he can say and do
anything he wants—regardless of the facts. He has studied
hard in the Timmy Abel School of “I’m the Boss.”
Responding would be pointless. It is clear that there is
no talking to Victor and he will never assume any
responsibility for anything. He obviously equates “running the
department as he sees fit” and his “right to hire” with “treating
me professionally.”
He is clearly out of his mind.
But . . . He must be held accountable. They all must be
held accountable!

EPILOGUE

SEVEN MONTHS LATER—January, 2007
After some physical therapy and more doctors, it is
determined that, apparently, the spondylosis is a serious
condition. It is like a herniated disk—but worse. It is the
flattening of the whole disk between two vertebrae in my
neck. It is chronic and irreversible. I will have constant neck
pain for the rest of my life. The more I move my head the
more pain I have. I am disabled and on daily pain medication
and receiving Worker’s Compensation. I have applied for
Social Security disability.
Except for a miracle—I will not work again.
Wednesday, 1/10/07
It’s a new year and I have decided to give Claffey one
more opportunity to take some action against Victor and
Timmy and even Boomer and Kevin for the rule violations,
the breaking conditions, and the “conduct unbecoming”
(slander and harassment) that I have described in this journal.
The few conversations that we have had did not do
justice to what went on—because it was hard for me to
describe to him, in a conversation, everything that happened.
So, I have decided to take the huge and risky step of
sending my whole journal to Claffey so he can read the whole
story. It is my hope that he will realize where he went
wrong—trivializing the situation into Victor’s “right to hire
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who he wants”—and will decide to initiate disciplinary actions
against all responsible parties so that I can get some justice
and relief for what I went through. It is my version of “filing a
complaint.”
This was the cover letter I sent to Claffey (with the
journal):
Brother Claffey,
First—Happy New Year! I hope your holiday season was wonderful.
I know you probably thought the “Metzler thing” was done and
behind you, in light of my disability. But, sadly, I still have the
memories of what happened to me at The Lion King – and not a day
goes by when I am not reminded.
For me – it is not finished.
What you have in your hands is the journal I kept during the last two
years at the New Amsterdam. It chronicles everything.
I have spent the last few months interjecting some editorial
comments and thoughts into some of the day-to-day entries, writing
an Introduction and Summary and researching some inspirational
dialogue from famous movies that speak to the situation.
I have also been deliberating and searching my soul about taking
this step, and the bottom line always falls on two important factors:
I believe that you need to know the whole story before you sign off
on the situation, and
I believe that what was done to me was wrong and should be
righted.
Please read the manuscript. You’ll laugh, you’ll cry, you’ll be
amazed and, I believe, you’ll be incensed. After you are finished, we
can talk.
And please note: This manuscript, for now, is private. It is for you
to read and no one else. I would appreciate it if you would not even
share the fact that you have it—until you read it and we decide what
to do. Obviously, it is no longer about Victor (or anyone else) giving
me a job.
Thank you for your time.
Sincerely,
Bo Metzler
“…to preserve the integrity and honor of Local One at all times…”
Jim Claffey, President
SPOTLIGHT, Winter 2006
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I hand delivered the journal to the Union office and
began to wait for a reply. I am hoping that he truly believes in
“the integrity and honor of Local One.” If he does, we will
roll forward. If he doesn’t, he will blow me off again.
Thursday, 02/08/07—A month later
I haven’t heard from Claffey regarding my journal. I
send him a little reminder e-mail:
Hey Brother Claffey,
Read any good books lately?
Bo

I specifically chose the word “book” to give him the
subtle suggestion of what might become of the journal
sometime down the line.
No reply.
I also wrote to John to find out what his situation was
on Poppins:
So . . . John,
I was wondering . . .
Are you full time and permanent - I hope? Or
Did you have to make "the deal" to step aside for [Boomer] that you
were worried about?
Bo

He did not reply – which, I guess, is a reply.
Thursday, 03/15/07—another month goes by
Still no reply from Claffey. He has had the journal for
over two months now.
I send another e-mail:
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Brother Claffey,
Over 2 months ago I gave you the privilege of reading my journal
. . . you know - the one that chronicled the unbecoming conduct
(abuse of power, intimidation, collusion, conflict of interest,
malfeasance, manipulation, lies, innuendo, misrepresentation, runaround, unethical behavior, violations of my civil rights, a hostile
work environment for me, emotional stress, loss of income,
harassment and defamation) that I was subjected to by various
Local One "brothers" and others between 2004 and 2006 at the
New
Amsterdam.
Have you read the journal?
When can I anticipate coming in for a little chat?
Sincerely,
Bo Metzler

He replies:
Brother Metzler,
I have read your journal in its entirety and found it to be more than
interesting.
However, it remains your version only and I am not prepared to
challenge it as factual or not. Regardless of its contents, it is my
respectful opinion that Local One is not the forum to remedy your
allegations.
Best regards,
Jim

It is as I expected. He has chosen to blow me off. Does
he think I have made it all up?? Talk about avoidance. Talk
about shirking your responsibilities; negligence; dereliction of
duty.
So much for “the integrity and honor of Local One.”
Monday, 03/19/07
I write a final e-mail to Claffey:
Wow,
Talk about spitting in my face! Timmy Abel would be proud of you.
I trusted you, Jim. I believed that when you heard the whole story
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you would understand, step up and do the right thing. But your idea
of the "right thing" is to do nothing. The ultimate brush off.
Sad.
Easier - for sure. Politically correct - maybe not. But definitely
pathetically sad. No wonder many department heads have inflated
egos and think they can do and say whatever they want - simply
because they have people's livelihoods in their hands - and no one
stops them!
You could have made a difference in our union. Instead, you have
become an enabler.
You are responsible for the likes of Timmy Abel.
Now that I have satisfied my sworn oath to first seek redress within
the Union - and have been turned away - I will find satisfaction
elsewhere.
I will pick up my journal today or tomorrow. Please leave it with the
receptionist.
Holding you ultimately responsible,
Bo

He replied:
In response to your e-mail, best regards.
James J. Claffey
President
Local One, I.A.T.S.E.

Typical Local One arrogance. He feels I’m sure, that
he is – like Victor and Timmy and others – untouchable.
I called to find out when to pick up the journal and
Lori (Claffey’s secretary) said he was out of town and she’s
find out when I could pick it up.
Monday, 03/26/07
I hadn’t heard from Lori about picking up my
manuscript. So I wrote another e-mail:
When can I get my manuscript back? Bo
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She replied:
Tomorrow will be good. Thank you.

Tuesday, 03/27/07
I went to the Union office and retrieved my journal.
Lori wasn’t there and I had to wait for 10-15 minutes. She
retrieved it from Claffey’s desk. Pleasantries but nothing else.
Claffey wasn’t around. No one else was around. So I
didn’t have to make small talk with anyone.
Since this whole this started back in April of ’04—
three years ago—I have run the gamut of being stabbed in the
back to being left out to dry by my Union “brothers.”
FOLLOW-UP: Eight months later—November, 2007:
I have begun working on the book version of my
journal. I am writing new introduction and summary material.
When finished, I am contemplating sending it to the Executive
Board of the Union, as well as to a vice president of the
International Stagehands Union (outranking Claffey). I still
hope to settle the charges against those involved with the
unprofessional, unethical and unwarranted treatment of me in
the closed environment of my Union.
I know that if the book gets published, and everyone in
authority are exposed for what they did or allowed to be done,
there will be an outcry. All rank-and-file stagehands will
recognize the nature of the problem of abuse of power. And, I
believe, they will want something done. At least I hope so.
FOLLOW-UP: November 10th, 2007—Local One goes on
strike
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The stagehands Union goes on strike, on Broadway,
against the League of American Theatre Owners and
Producers. It last for 19 days.
Throughout the strike Local One members received email updates regarding progress, unity, brotherhood, etc.
After the strike was over, a special announcement was
included in the Monthly Notice from the Union.
“BOYCOTT JOE ALLEN
Dear Brothers and Sisters,
In the November 17, 2007 edition of the New York times, Mr. Joe
Allen is quoted as saying, “I saw them picketing the other day on
th
44 Street and thought to myself, “That’s the hardest they’ve
worked in years.”
Mr. Joe Allen said that about YOU. The account Local One had
for many years with Joe Allen was immediately terminated.
We are asking that all Local One members, their family
members, friends and all other Union members BOYCOTT the
Joe Allen Restaurant located at 326 West 46th Street.
His other restaurants include Orso, 322 West 46th Street and Bar
Centrale, located above Orso. Also, Joe Allen Restaurants are
located in Miami, London and Paris.
BOYCOTT ALL JOE ALLEN RESTAURANTS
His degrading and disrespectful remarks about YOU should not
go without retribution. Please do not spend your hard earned
money in any of his businesses.”
Fraternally,
Robert C. Score, Recording-Corresponding Secretary

It read:
I read this and was incensed. I sent an e-mail to
Claffey , Union President:
Brother Claffey,
Local One is now, OFFICIALLY, a documented hypocritical labor
organization.
Remember when I came to you with complaints about what was
being done to me (and being said about me) by other members of
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Local One - some of which was a blatant & direct violation of ByLaws and practices?
And you said "...Local One is not the forum to remedy your
allegations."
Yet now you are calling for a BOYCOTT for Joe Allen's N.Y Times
quote.
"His degrading and disrespectful remarks about YOU should
not go without retribution."
(You see, this is what happens when an organization is not
consistent with their ethics. Sooner or later they get caught in a
contradiction. Now I have your hypocrisy in black & white. You do
not practice what you preach.)
I, for the life of me, do not understand what the term "Brotherhood"
really means to you, or to the Union as a whole.
It is more than obvious to me now, after the Union letters & your
public language during the strike - and now this boycott, that this
brother's good name was simply not important "enough" in your (the
Union's) official policy & philosophy of things.
Too bad for me.
I hope you don't forget, or regret, your stated "official" belief in the
validity of retribution.
(But, then again, what's one more hypocrisy among brothers?)
Bo Metzler
P.S. Some other grand (but inconsistent) words of solidarity from
Union letters were:
"integrity and honor," "the future and welfare of our children,"
"necessary for us all to fight this attack," "Pride, honor and dignity
ruled the day.," "from the department heads to the rank and file, we
were ONE.," "stood strong, stood determined, stood proud, stood as
ONE.," "in defense of the 3,000 Local One members and their
families,"
"It is absolutely essential that all Brothers and Sisters of Local One
conduct themselves in a professional and courteous manner at all
times in all Broadway theatres and throughout the jurisdiction. The
respect, which we have always shown all members of our industry
and for which we are famous, will serve us especially well now. The
proud history of our Union stands as an inspiration to propel us to
new heights and guarantee a solid future."
"We are professionals and unashamed to state that we are
defending good middle class jobs that pay our mortgages, feed our
families and allow our children to attend good schools."
NONE OF THIS PHILOSOPHY WAS SHOWN TO ME!
THESE WORDS ARE AN INSULT!
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You have no clue about the real meaning of ethics and the Golden
Rule. TOO BAD FOR ME!
(It all will, however, make a great epilogue in the book version of my
journal.)
Bo

FOLLOW-UP: By the end of December, 2007
Three and a half years after the deal was broken by
Victor and Boomer, for the Interloper to take over my job on
The Lion King, and a year and a half since my accident, he
(the Interloper) has yet to be able to assume a full-time
position at the New Amsterdam Theatre. Except for occasional
Special Events, and perhaps the load-in for Mary Poppins, his
job as flyman at the Broadhurst Theatre has kept him gainfully
employed on several shows.
This means that there was absolutely no reason for the
arrangement for me to step aside for Boomer in the first place
(since he was never able to take over the job). And it means
that all the harassment and character assassination directed at
me was, to say the least, pointless. Also, all the violations of
rules, laws and ethics have gone unpunished.
It should also be noted that John, our prop department
sub on Lion King, has a full time position on Mary Poppins—
the one, I presume, that was intended for the Interloper. I
wonder if he will have to “step aside” when the Interloper is
ready to bump him.
FOLLOW-UP: March, 2008
I decided, after great debate within myself, to take
another step to try and resolve what happened to me and seek
redress. I decided to write to a fellow stagehand and casual
friend who happened to be an officer of the International
Stagehands Union. He was, in the past, an officer of Local
One and knew everyone mentioned in my journal. I was
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hoping that he might intercede on my behalf with Claffey in
Local One.
I sent him a letter along with a copy of my journal:
Hello Tony,
It’s been a while since we’ve run into each other around the
“neighborhood.” Since then you have gone on to bigger and better
things, while I have seen my career come to screeching halt with an
injury during the move of The Lion King.
But it is because of what happened to me during my last
two years on The Lion King (2004 – 2006) that I am writing to you.
In sort — I was harassed and slandered by my bosses, and blown
off by my Local #1 B.A. and President.
What you have in your hands is a journal I kept during this
time of stress while I was suffering through the unprofessional and
unethical treatment in a hostile work environment – with added Intro
and Summary material. It clearly describes all of the abuse and
unbecoming conducted perpetrated against me, as well as the
collusion of those involved and the dereliction of duty of the Local
#1 officers.
To date there has been no disciplinary action taken against
anyone for the By-Law infractions or anything that was done to me.
I am coming to you because I am seeking your advice. I
hope you can find the time to read the manuscript and then tell me
what you think should be done.
If this can happen to me, then it can happen to anyone. And
I do not believe our Brotherhood should allow this type of behavior.
I respectfully appreciate your time and look forward to
discussing these matters with you.
Sincerely,
Bo Metzler

His reply was made by the International’s In-House Counsel:
Dear Mr. Metzler:
Your letter to Tony De Paulo dated March 3, 2008 – along
with its enclosure – was forwarded to me for my reply.
Please be advised that the issue you raised appears to be a
local matter that must be addressed by Local One. The issues
appear to involve collective bargaining and internal union
governance. As such, they should first be brought before the local.
Each local union is an autonomous body in charge of its own affairs
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pursuant to Article Nineteen, Section 2 of the International
Constitution. Therefore, the IATSE has no jurisdiction over this
particular matter and is unable to assist you. I have, however,
enclosed a copy of this Alliance’s Constitution and Bylaws, which
set forth your rights under the International Constitution.
I am sorry we could not provide further help, but as mentioned
above, this is a matter that must be handled by Local One.
Sincerely,
Samantha Dulaney
In-House Counsel

I replied to Tony De Paulo:
Tony,
I contacted you because I respected you.
I contacted you because you are a Local One Brother, and
as a former Local One officer, you knew the people, the problems,
the rules and the procedures.
I contacted you - to seek you’re advice as to what I should
do.
And you threw a lawyer at me. Amazing!
And she tells me to go back to Local One. Unbelievable! I
feel like a ping pong ball.
I have tried to keep lawyers out of this—relying, instead, on
people’s ethics and sense of Brotherhood. But I can’t seem to find
people with ethics—just Union officials with excuses. And I only find
brothers with a very strange understanding of Brotherhood.
If you had read my book you would have known that I had
already gone to Claffey with my Local One By-Law violations
complaint - and was told: “Local One is not the forum to remedy
your allegations.” Therefore, it seems pretty clear that there is no
avenue of redress at Local One, because, frankly, Local One is part
of the problem.
So why on earth would your lawyer tell me to go back to Local
One??
All I wanted was some honest advice. I am disappointed.
The I.A. must approve everything that the Local does. If the Local is
out-of-bounds in its treatment of a member it seems to me that the
I.A. needs to intercede. This is called “oversight.”
It seems like I have a really hot potato on my hands – and
since no one wants to handle it, they choose to “handle” me.
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If you change your mind about things, don’t hesitate to
contact me. Remember: “If you are not part of the solution, you are
part of the problem.”
And please return my book or tell me when and where I
may pick it up.
Sincerely,
Bo Metzler

I also replied to the In-House Counsel:
Dear Ms. Dulaney,
With all due respect . . .
The President of Local One has already informed me that
“Local One is not the forum to remedy your allegations.”
If you had read my book you would have known that I tried
going through Local One (the B.A. and the President) and was met
with resistance, run-around and, I believe, conflict of interest,
collusion and dereliction of duty.
Local One, then, is part of the problem.
Yet now you tell me that my issue “must be addressed by
Local One.” As I have said to Tony, I feel like a ping pong ball and
that my issues seem to be a real hot potato that no one wants to
deal with.
(If I were a woman with allegations of sexual harassment by my
boss, would you have told me to go back to my boss with the
complaint?)
I had gone to Tony as a friend and brother. I am sorry you
got involved. But, since you are involved . . . please tell me what my
next course of action is (according to the “rules”) because your first
option is unreasonable and impossible.
And, by the way, please return my book or tell me when and
where I may pick it up.
Sincerely,
Bo Metzler

I retrieved my journal from the I.A. office receptionist.
There was no further communication from either Tony
or the In-House Counsel. When there is no oversight, people
in positions of authority believe they have the power to do
whatever they want — or even just ignore you.
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FOLLOW-UP: as of July, 2009
I begin to put this book together for publication a little
over three years since my accident and the end of my
theatrical career. I am retired, collecting Social Security and
my Pension.
It has been a little over five years since I was going to
step aside for the Interloper when a rumor changed Victor’s
mind and I was permitted to retain my job—all the while
being stabbed in the back, slandered and made to endure a
hostile work environment for the ensuing two years. This was
accompanied by the two-faced runaround I received from
Local One officials in their blatant dereliction of duty.
It has been seven years since I first took the full-time
position on The Lion King with the stipulation that I would
step aside when Boomer was free from his other job. This is
the original “stiffing” agreement that is outlawed by Local
One By-Laws.
And after all of this—over seven years later—the
Interloper has yet to take a full time position at The New
Amsterdam Theatre. Therefore, none of what transpired, and
that has been chronicled in this journal, was necessary.
FOLLOW-UP: February, 2010
I have printed copies of the journal (book). They will
be sent to the Executive Board of Local #1, to Disney, and to
the I.A. International.
Whatever happens will be directly proportional to the
level of integrity that these people possess.
I have stated my case. Everything I have written in
this journal actually occurred. Denials don’t change that.
It’s about ethics now.
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FOLLOW-UP: February, 2010
Not one member of the Local #1 Executive Board has
contacted me. So much for Brotherhood! So much for ethics!
After eight years, the Interloper has yet to take a fulltime position at the New Amsterdam. The effort to get rid of
me and ruin my reputation was all for naught.

FOLLOW-UP: July, 2013
Still... Not one member of the Local #1 Executive
Board has contacted me.
I have been living in the Philippines for 3 years now. I
own my own home (paid cash) and am raising my second son.
I miss the theatre, but I do not miss most of the people
I worked with. I am making this Journal available, online, for
anyone who wants to know the true story.
After eleven years, the Interloper has yet to take a fulltime position at the New Amsterdam.
My two bosses still don't think their shit stinks.

SUMMARY
It’s about ETHICS, stupid!

THE FACTS:
You can’t re-write history. You can’t deny facts.
Keeping this Journal and chronicling the events that happened
is a document of history. No one has to “remember” anything
because it was all written down—as it happened. Every person
mentioned in the Journal is, in fact, a witness to history.
An historical record is also an indictment. This
Journal is compelling evidence of a hostile work environment,
of rule violations, of harassment, and of slander. As with any
indictment, a plea of “not guilty” entered by the accused is not
a verdict.
When someone comes along with the moral fortitude
and ethical courage necessary to address the wrongdoings that
were exhaustively and meticulously recorded here; to
adjudicate these charges and to hold the people involved
accountable for their actions, then justice, ethics and the Local
One Brotherhood will be served.
No matter how Victor and Timmy and Boomer and
Kevin and Frost and Claffey twist, or deny, or deflect, or
mislead, or misrepresent, or collude, or distort, or prevaricate,
or outright lie, nothing will change the facts:
The deal I made with Victor to stiff the job for Boomer
was, by itself, a violation of Union By-Laws.
I did not renege on the deal.
I did not threaten a lawsuit.
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I did not refuse to leave the job.
I did not “make trouble.” (Unless you consider
standing up for myself “making trouble.”)
I was a loyal, hard working, professional stagehand
from day one till job’s end.
I was stabbed in the back. I was betrayed.
Union By-Laws were violated.
Union practices (i.e. departmental lines, breaking
conditions, card vs. non-card) were violated.
I was harassed. My personal belongings were
destroyed. I suffered a hostile work environment.
I was slandered with lies and false innuendoes. My
character and professional reputation were smeared.
I lost work, wages and job status.
Union officials colluded against me.
Union officials had conflicts of interest.
Union officials failed in their obligation to uphold ByLaws and practices by playing lip service to my charges,
claiming “nature of the business” and “right to hire.”
Union officials were derelict in their ethical duty to
bring my charges to a hearing or impose any disciplinary
actions.
Victor’s plan to get Boomer on The Lion King fell
apart—and I was blamed for it. And so began the direct and
determined retaliation against me.
It’s not my responsibility there was a rumor of a
lawsuit. It didn’t come from me.
It’s not my responsibility that Victor feared retaliation
from his bosses if he tempted legal fates.
It’s not my responsibility that Victor and Boomer knew
they were wrong and backed out of the deal on Kevin’s
advice.
Their plan backfired through their own doings. They
brought it on themselves.
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Victor told me to continue doing my cues. I did what I
was told – as always.
I did nothing wrong yet I had to pay—with my
livelihood and my reputation!
What happened to me can—clearly—be classified as
“conduct against the best interests of this Union.”
Victor may have the “right” to hire who he wanted, but
he did not have the “right” to treat anyone the way he treated
me. Victor may have had the “right” to run his department “as
he sees fit,” but that doesn’t include allowing and participating
in harassment and character defamation in a hostile work
environment.
Timmy did not have the “right” to harass me.
Kevin and Frost and Claffey did not have the “right” to
ignore it all.
It is outrageous that everything that happened was
called “the nature of the business.”
Our Brotherhood should afford and guarantee each of
its members the same ethical and professional considerations
that we so staunchly (and publicly) demanded of Producers in
our contract negotiations.
THE SYSTEM:
In the Local One jurisdiction, individual Department
Heads have been given, by contract & By-Laws, the privilege
of deciding who gets hired and who doesn’t. It is called the
“right to hire.” Roughly 3000 stagehands are at the mercy of
approximately 300 department heads that control their
livelihood, insurance, annuities and pensions. Stagehands,
whether in TV, in the shops or on Broadway, are hired in
direct correlation to whom they know (or who they are related
to) or how much they’ll grovel. The accepted and often
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flaunted adages are: “it’s not what you know; it’s who you
know,” and “you have to go along to get along.”
Declared authority and systemic control is the recipe
for absolute power. Absolute power corrupts – absolutely.
Victor’s position of authority, with its Union
endorsement, gave Victor the authority to control the prop
jobs on The Lion King. No question. No argument.
However . . .Victor abused this privilege. He used his
position of authority to manipulate events and friendships; to
corrupt all facts; and to disavow truth and ethics.
Everything that happened between May, 2004 and
May, 2006—everything that was inflicted upon me in the form
of retribution for things I didn’t do—was cleverly twisted and
diligently re-wrapped in the nice Union sanctioned bundle
called “Victor’s right to hire,” or “Victor’s prerogative to run
his department as he sees fit.” This was a travesty of ethics,
professionalism and Brotherhood. This was, absolutely, an
abuse of power.
Although
the
harassment
and
character
assassination chronicled in this book happened to me, the
importance of this story lies in the fact that this abuse has
almost certainly happened to others before me, and most
assuredly will happen to others in the future—unless the
abuse of power is checked and the system that sanctioned
it is changed. This is not about being anti-Union. This is
about being anti Union corruption.
THE MENTALITY:
A pompous, self righteous, arrogant boss, devoid of
ethics, can become a junkie with authority. And this can create
a dangerous environment whereby an unscrupulous
department head can abuse the power of his position—all the
while using his position to validate his abuse of power.
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This mentality is at the root of all that happened on The
Lion King.
Ever since Victor became Head Propman at the New
Amsterdam, he has come to believe that it is his inherent right
and privilege to treat people any way he feels like treating
them; to do whatever he wants to those who work from him;
and to say whatever he wants about those who work for him—
with impunity. And he is urged and enabled, I am convinced,
by people like Timmy, Boomer, Kevin and others who are
motivated by their own self-interests and points of view.
Spend any time with Victor and you will observe this
mentality played out on a daily basis. He is larger than life. He
can be charming, and lets no chance go by with the ladies or
with his superiors. Yet his charm takes on a different edge
with his co-workers: he is constantly insulting, degrading or
berating those around him, especially whenever there is an
audience. Very nearly nothing escapes his mouth that isn’t
colored with a sarcastic and sometimes even caustic flair. Oh,
he is quite affable; does it all with a smile; calls it “fun loving
ball-busting;” and even says it only means he loves you—and
everyone laughs and feeds his ego. But no one likes being
stung by his barbs, especially with the relish Victor puts into
it. He is a master. And no one tells him to stop.
Some people contend that Victor is the fundamental
reason why the Majestic Theatre came to be called “the house
of hate” while we were all there on Phantom; and why now
the New Amsterdam is considered “the new house of hate.”
His flippant, sarcastic comments know no bounds. He
will hit cast members and crew alike and might even take a
swipe at your family every now and then. He even chides his
superiors and somehow gets away with it. It’s amazing. And
no one tells him to stop.
Through it all he has remained outwardly popular,
especially in his own mind. But I know that many people are
tired of his sarcasm and sophomoric sense of humor. They
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have told me so. And some of the ladies are tired of Victor’s
friendly “hands on” approach to flirting. And yet—no one tells
him to stop.
He is at the top of his profession with the best and
highest paid job on Broadway. He has influence and he wields
power. And the sad and pathetic part of it all is that he is blind
to the basic responsibilities of his position with regard to
behavior, and he is completely oblivious to his true lack of
appeal to others. He lives his image to the hilt and his
arrogance has completely clouded his judgment and self
editing mechanism. He has totally lost sight of the fact that
respect, loyalty and deference are not just his due but also his
responsibility—to others. Look up “megalomaniac” in the
dictionary and you may see a photo of Victor.
Timmy is the same, yet different. Timmy truly believes
himself to be perfect. I’ve heard him say so. And he struts
around as if the theatre were his own personal living room.
Unlike Victor’s sarcastic comments toward others,
Timmy spends his time spewing platitudes about himself, and
being patronizing and condescending to others as he looks
down from his self-exalted lofty position and attempts to
control their lives.
What makes Timmy even more dangerous is the fact
that he is a manipulator and an enabler and he works his best
magic on Victor and through Victor. They are a perfect pair.
Timmy really runs the show, even though he is Victor’s
assistant. Sometimes I’m not sure Victor even realizes it.
Timmy doesn’t even have to be the head to be in charge.
Victor would be lost without Timmy. “Napoleon Complex”
describes Timmy to a T. And he actually thinks that no one
recognizes this! Also look up “narcissism” in the dictionary.
Victor seems like such a great guy. Timmy does too.
And my hat is off to them—really. They have totally pulled
the wool over everyone’s eyes. And I doubt, speaking in their
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defense, that they even realize how they are behaving or how
they are perceived—which is part of the fundamental problem.
No one has a larger opinion of themselves than these two. And
of the two, Timmy is far and away the bigger ego. No one
believes more in entitlement and prerogative than he does:
“With rank come privileges” is one of his favorite phrases.
Together their arrogance and lack of integrity know no
bounds and we who scrape and claw in their broad shadow are
made to feel lucky to merely be allowed to grovel in their
presence. Just ask the guys who hang around them outside the
stage door in Victors “Circle of Sycophants”—why are they
there?
All of this character analysis is not just my opinion.
Others have expressed similar observations and feelings to me
privately. But I am probably the only one who will dare to
articulate it publicly—because I have no job on the line.
I never thought I would ever be in a situation where I
was thinking—let alone saying—these things about two
people who I had once regarded as friends. But things change.
And people change. Or, maybe Victor and Timmy were
always pricks and I just never noticed.
The trouble with people around Victor and Timmy is
not the people around Victor and Timmy. Victor and Timmy
are sociopaths. Look it up.
THE CONFLICT:
The problem was not about Victor’s “deal” with me to
“hold” the job for Boomer. It was about the arrogance,
disrespect and the lack of loyalty and professionalism which
motivated Victor to make the deal in the first place, which
then inspired Victor (and Timmy) to treat me in the
backhanded, insulting, unethical, slanderous way that I was
treated after-the-fact. Victor and Timmy simply do not
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understand loyalty, ethics or the Golden Rule. And apparently
they have no regard for the Commandment: “Thou shalt not
bear false witness against thy neighbor.” If they had any idea
of the meaning of these basic precepts, nothing that happened
would ever have happened.
So when these two spoiled department heads didn’t get
what they wanted, they, like children, threw tantrums. Victor
freaked out and blamed me for his own decisions and course
of action, thereby justifying (in his own mind) his retaliation
against me. And Timmy resorted to harassment in the form of
childish violations of my personal belongings.
If I had done to anyone what Timmy did to me, I
would have been fired on the spot!
Their belligerence and immaturity is only the tip of the
iceberg that defines their screwed up value system.
A fundamental facet of their agenda of harassment and
defamation was to discredit me. They needed to establish a
foundation and a precedent that shed a bad light on me, with
the hopes that others would then be more inclined to believe
that I had, in fact, reneged on the deal and therefore was
getting what I deserved. They desperately needed to make it
seem that I was dishonorable and the root cause of everything.
They called me “a trouble maker.” They said I had “alienated”
myself from the department; that “no one wanted to work”
with me; and that I was a “disruptive element.” And the old
favorite: “he has trouble getting along with people.” Absurd.
Fallacious. Pathological. And they knew what they were
saying had absolutely no foundation. This is low,
manipulative, unprincipled behavior. It is unmitigated gall.
And it is also slander.
Department heads hire the crew and expect diligence,
hard work and respect (in addition to the groveling, of course).
In return, those who have been respectful and worked
diligently (and dutifully grovel) expect appreciation in the
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form of continued employment. It’s a quid pro quo
understanding—or, at least it is supposed to be.
This is the nature of the business.
Victor, however, doesn’t understand the basic
concept—and he doesn’t understand his responsibility in the
concept. Loyalty, by definition, is a commitment beyond
friendship—it is an earned right. It is a difficult ethical
concept for some people to figure out and abide by. But that
doesn’t mean it can be ignored.
To Victor, loyalty is situational not fundamental. It is
limited, not guaranteed. He thinks he satisfies years of loyalty
by simply handing out occasional work.
I worked for Victor and Timmy to the exclusion of
nearly everyone and everything else. I was loyal to them and
hardly ever worked elsewhere (except when Victor actually
told me to). I did this so that I would always remain in the
good graces of Victor and Timmy, and, thereby, hopefully
stay employed as a member of their crews. I was their guy. I
worked hard. I was dependable. I was always the loyal
crewman. I always did what I was told and went were I was
told. I was always professional and more than competent. But
it never mattered. I never attained the status of protected house
crew. I was expendable to Victor. No wonder he treated me
like he did—even implying that I couldn’t find work
elsewhere.
The conflict here is NOT that I didn’t leave and
therefore I reneged and should be punished—because this is a
blatant bastardization of the truth.
The conflict here is NOT whether Victor has the right
to hire who he wants or not.
The conflict here is NOT whether Victor has the right
to run his department as he chooses.
The conflict here IS that I was passed over, against all
accepted practices of loyalty and promotion from within, and
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the lies, harassment and defamation that were inflicted upon
me by Timmy and Victor were an unscrupulous retaliation
against me as pay back for something I am not responsible for
and did not I deserve.
The conflict here IS that these actions are in direct
violation of the practices and By-Laws of our Union—and
nothing was done about it by the Union leaders.
Victor and Timmy—and Boomer and Kevin and Frost
and Claffey—did what they did (or didn’t do what they should
have) because they could. No one stopped them. No one
reprimanded or punished them.
They got away with it like bratty kids in an
undisciplined household. And they, and others like them, will
continue their ways until they are properly disciplined and this
aberration of professional ethics is righted.
Victor and Timmy and possibly Boomer lied about
what happened, and they totally disavow their own culpability.
But as they strut around in their smug arrogance, they are
oblivious to the fact that most people are on my side in this—
especially those who I have had the time to talk to. And I have
heard a plethora of choice comments that are not too
supportive of them as people, as department heads or in regard
to their treatment of me. The only problem is—those in charge
will do nothing about it because of cronyism and the fear of
hurting their own reputations in the job market after their
elected tenures.
The privileges of a department head’s position do not
supersede my rights to ethical, moral, professional treatment. I
never signed any agreement or contract or took any oath that
stated that if I accept work, I forfeit my dignity. And no matter
what people say, slander and harassment are NOT the nature
of the business.
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PHILOSOPHY and PRINCIPLE:
The real sticking point in all of this is the philosophy
that heads can do whatever they want—with impunity—and
that crewmen must go along or loose their jobs. It is this
egocentric unwritten philosophy that created the mentality that
fostered the attitudes and that prompted the behavior that got
us to where we are today.
People keep throwing in my face Victor’s “right” or
“privilege” as Head of Department to hire who he wants and
run the department as he wishes. Victor and Timmy are all
about this. Boomer and Kevin and Claffey are all about this.
And even Frost, at Disney, was all about this.
We are stuck here in this mud hole because we are
holding aloft this “principle,” this “privilege,” and we are
building a monument to it as a fundamental truth.
And this is wrong—because glorifying the right to hire
leads to the abuse of power and disrespectful treatment of the
average rank and file stagehand—like I was subjected to.
People will say: “This “right” has worked for 100+
years. Should we change this fundamental aspect of our labor
policy just because one guy got fucked?” No—we should
change this fundamental aspect of our labor policy because the
policy is being abused.
(Notice I am saying “change” the policy—not
“eliminate” the policy.)
And I’m tired of hearing people say, “That’s the way
it’s always been done.” Wake up people—everything in the
world changes when it is found to be wrong, antiquated or
abused.
And Timmy loves this one: “If you don’t like the heat,
get out of the kitchen.” Spoken like a true purveyor of
offensive heat.
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The “right to hire” privilege, as it exists and is
practiced, is fundamentally flawed because it totally ignores
the rights of everyone other than the Department Head. When
we focus on Victor’s “right” (or any Head’s right) to hire who
he (or she) wants, we keep avoiding the subject of my “right”
(or any crewman’s right) not to be stabbed in the back, lied to,
lied about, harassed, defamed or wrongfully terminated.
Victor’s “right” (or any Head’s right) to “run his (or her)
department as he (or she) sees fit” is an invitation to abuse as
evidenced by what I experienced on The Lion King.
If Victor (or any other Head) continues to be allowed
to have unfettered freedom in the hiring and treatment of their
crew—with no checks and balances—then we are giving
Department Heads unilateral entitlement and autocratic
authority over their crewman, and that is when we find that the
practice gets abused and contradicts the true concept of a
Brotherhood. “Power tends to corrupt, and absolute power
corrupts absolutely.”
The privilege to hire and run a department does not—
and should not—exist carte blanche, in a vacuum. Any
privilege in our society, in every situation, has either moral or
legal parameters that are either written or assumed to be
fundamentally understood—and dictate the terms of individual
rights.
Local One does not sit outside society’s structure and
behavioral obligations.
The parameters attached to any privilege in our society
are defined by the fundamental principle of ethics. Ethics is
defined by the Golden Rule: “Do unto others as you would
have others do unto you.”
The Golden Rule does not say “Do unto others as
others have done to you.”
Or “Do unto others as your friends want you to.”
Or “Do unto others to further your own agenda.”
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Or “Do unto others to retaliate against them.”
Or “Do unto others because you’re the boss and you
can.”
In order to get a grip on the use and misuse of the
hiring privilege and department management one must
understand ethics. The key to understanding ethics is to
understand that the moral imperative implied in the Golden
Rule prescribes that each person has a personal, professional,
as well as societal, obligation to set the best standard for
decent behavior no matter what their position. And, further,
that this standard should be fair and just; it should not
differentiate according to class or status; it should be
applicable in any situation; and that one person’s rights can
never supersede another’s.
If a person cannot ask the question of himself: “Would
I like to be treated this way?” and answer in the affirmative,
then he is not observing ethical behavior according to the
Golden Rule.
Ethics is the fundamental principal—and it has no
qualifiers or shades or parameters. You cannot hide behind
tradition, or preference, or past practice, or class, or
friendship, or circumstance, or bullshit because the Golden
Rule does not allow this shelter.
The hiring privilege and department management
prerogative stem from the Union’s negotiated stance with
Broadway Producers whereby the staffing of the jurisdiction is
the Union’s right (vis-à-vis the Department Heads) and not the
Producer’s. Crew hiring and department management are
rights or privilege granted to each Department Head by the
By-Laws of our Union—but not without parameters, and
certainly not as carte blanche authority to mistreat crewmen.
The hiring privilege and department management
prerogative are not meant to condone or excuse any other
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behavior of the Department Head whereby they exert any
power over crewman either by threat or by action, because this
is exactly what is called abuse of power.
Department Heads and crewman should always treat
each other with professional respect. This is an automatic
deference as defined by the very term “professional respect.”
Abuses and conflicts between Department Heads and
crewman should be handled by the grievance procedure—not
by edict from the Department Head. The grievance procedure
should be devoid of any conflict of interest or collusion.
A Department Head should never be allowed to
impose authority under any threat to any crewman. And a
Department Head should be held to the same—if not higher—
standards as set form in the Constitution and By-Laws.
In my situation, Victor had the “right to hire,” but not
the right to create the terms under which I was hired—that I
would leave the job when Boomer was available. This
“stiffing” deal was a violation of our By-Laws. Then when he
broke the “deal,” he abused his department management
prerogative by abusing my right to respectful professional
treatment. He violated By-Laws, violated Union practices,
violated ethics, violated loyalty and violated professionalism.
And everyone else involved allowed it all to happen with no
penalties.
Therefore, it was my contention (made moot by my
disability) that he forfeited his “right” to get rid of me. And his
plan to do so was a classic example of what is meant by
“wrongful termination.”
ETHICAL IMPERATIVE:
All problems in the world are caused by the lack of
ethics—from corporate embezzlement to jihad; from cheating
on your wife to harassment and defamation.
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True leaders understand ethics. To live by ethical
principles, and to foster them, takes great courage. Rosa Parks
had this courage, Martin Luther King had this courage, Mother
Teresa had this courage—the list goes on. AIG and Bernie
Madoff do not have this courage—the list goes on. Those who
have this courage are heralded. Those that do not are
prosecuted and found guilty.
Changing the definition of ethics to suit one’s agenda
is NOT within the purview of anyone’s position or any precept
of ethical behavior.
The question for Local One members—right now—is:
Do individual brothers define ethics or should the historically
defined objective concept of ethics define the Brotherhood?
So far, I have been told—and it has been demonstrated
to me—that brothers (who are Department Heads or elected
Union officials) get to define ethics. This is wrong. It must
stop here. It must stop now.
I do not believe that my career and my livelihood—or
that of any rank and file crewman—should be in jeopardy just
because someone in authority decides to use their power in an
unethical way. That is why we have a Constitution and ByLaws that refers to “conduct against the best interests of this
Union.” The trick is to elect leaders who believe in the
principles of ethics and the precepts of our Brotherhood and
who cannot be bought or influenced by anyone. After all . . .
what does Local One really stand for? If each member of the
Union is not equally important, then how important is the
Union? If you don’t support your brother, then what does the
term “Brotherhood” mean?
A new approach is required for my situation—and for
all situations like this that surely will follow. This new
approach should take into account loyalty and Brotherhood
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and should be guided by integrity and ethics. It should also
call into question the scope (not the fact) of a Department
Head’s authority, because authority and power are two
different things. (The mafia has the power to kill its enemies,
but it never had, and never will have, the authority to do so.)
There is an ethical and professional imperative in my
situation that requires redress of my grievances. The ethical
and professional imperative requires that my reputation be reestablished to its previously respected, professional and highly
regarded level—as evidenced by Victor saying I would
“always have a job”; by Timmy declaring my work was
“exemplary;” and by Boomer observing that I was “Victor’s
right hand.” These comments reflects the time when I was the
loyal crewman who should have been afforded the respectful
chance to rise in my profession and be promoted to the fulltime position vacated by a retiring crewman—not ripped and
slandered as a troublemaker.
There is also an ethical and professional imperative
regarding the loss of income I suffered. It is called
“restitution.” Boomer profited by the abuse levied against me.
He pocketed thousands of dollars at my expense.
And, there is also an ethical and professional
imperative regarding the pain and suffering I endured in the
hostile work environment—it is called “punitive damages.”
If these ethical and professional imperatives are not
met for me, by the sworn leaders of our Union, then they
should be imposed on those leaders by legal remedies.
RESOLUTION:
How can the ethical and professional imperatives be
accomplished—practically speaking—not just for me, but
setting the standard for anyone who comes after me?
Step #1: An Independent Ethics Committee should be
formed. And all House Heads, Shop Stewards and Elected
Reps should be required to attend periodic ethics seminars.
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Step #2: The Union By-Laws should be followed and
anyone who violates them should be disciplined and
penalized—no matter who they are—as stated in the By-Laws.
Step #3: I should be awarded compensatory damages
(back pay for loss of wages), and punitive damages (to reform
against the willful abuse of power, harassment, character
assassination and hostile work environment).
Step #4: Victor should loose his position as
Department Head. He should forfeit any rights or privileges
regarding hiring or running a department in the Local One
jurisdiction. At least until he comes to realize that he
overstepped his bounds, abused basic ethical standards, and he
is guilty of “conduct unbecoming”—and admits it.
Step #5: Timmy should forfeit his Local One Union
Card and go be “the greatest Production Propman ever” on all
of his other shows.
Step #6: Boomer should forfeit his unjust enrichment
and ill-gotten gains as a penalty for attempting to interlope on
my job, and should be forbidden to ever run for office as a
representative of Local One.
Step #7: Kevin should resign his position as B.A.
because of collusion and conflict of interest.
Step #8: If Claffey cannot guarantee that any future
conflicts between members will be resolved independently, by
an Independent Ethics Committee, with no collusion or
conflict of interest, and with no ramifications, he should
resign.
Step #9: Bivone should just leave, like he came—
mysteriously. He is a disgrace to all things professional. It is a
travesty to allow him to hold the position of Shop Steward.
Step #10: As for Disney’s Alan Frost. He is also a
moral and ethical disgrace. I hope Robert Johnson deals with
him.
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I am only asking for someone to do the right thing—to
follow the rules, be motivated by ethics, punish wrongdoers
and make sure this never happens again to anyone.
How do we know what the right thing is? It is the thing
that you would want done if you were in the same situation.
I had thought that Claffey, as President, could and
would broker a proper settlement arrangement. Not only didn’t
he, he stated that “Local One is not the forum to remedy your
allegations.” This is an example of the powerful who don’t
want to change the status quo when it will change or
jeopardize their power or influence.
Everyone knows what happened to me on The Lion
King. If they deny it they are liars. If they avoid or ignore it
they are gutless and no less responsible for the state of our
Union’s ethics.
The rights of all brothers and sisters require
accountability. Assurances that what happened to me will
never happen again is not enough.
LET ME MAKE THIS PERFECTLY CLEAR:
Theater was not just some job to me—theatre was my
career and my life. I was a hard working, more than competent
professional. My reputation and my good name are important
to me.
I did NOT bring this on—I did NOT cause the trouble;
I did NOT renege on a deal; I did NOT threaten legal action; I
did NOT disrupt the prop department on Lion King and I did
NOT deserve to be lied about, harassed, slandered, demoted or
terminated.
I am NOT trying to take away any Department Heads
“right to hire” or department management prerogatives.
I am NOT anti-Local One or anti-Union.
It is not my responsibility that Victor “thought” that I
threatened a lawsuit.
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It is not my responsibility that he didn’t believe me
when I told him that I didn’t.
It is not my responsibility that Victor “felt” that I
defied him.
It is not my responsibility that he regrets telling me to
stay.
And I should NOT have to “pay” for the failings of
others.
I have the right to have my rights and my professional
reputation and dignity defended by my Union.
In the absence of that, I have a right to tell my story
and I have a right to seek redress of my grievances.
I am NOT looking for revenge like they were. This
isn’t about getting my job back.
And I am no more disgruntled than anyone who has
been personally, professionally and legally violated.
What I am looking for is justice and accountability as
guaranteed by the Union By-Laws. I believe it would be better
for all involved to settle this amicably—inside the Union.
It should be clear that because of my current
circumstances—being disabled and therefore unable to work
and not required to kiss anyone’s ass for a job anymore—I am
now in a unique position of being able to challenge the
authority and abuse of power in our Union (as is my right) and
not have to worry about further retaliation. No longer can I be
subtly threatened with “you’ll never work in this town again”
to keep me quiet.
Everyone keeps telling me that I need to understand
about “how things work,” or how things “always have”
worked, or what the “nature of the business” is. This is very
patronizing and very condescending. And it’s bullshit!
People have also suggested that my defending myself
and speaking out can be termed “troublemaking.” This is
preposterous and even laughable!
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Harassment should NOT be accepted as “the nature of
the business.” And it is my right to speak out about it.
Defamation should NOT be accepted as “the nature of
the business.” And it is my right to speak out about it.
Lies, collusion, conflict of interest, breaking
conditions, crossing departmental lines, negligence and
disrespect should NOT be accepted as “the nature of the
business.” And it is my right to speak out about it.
Abuse of power IS, it seems, “the nature of the
business” and this should be stopped, punished and
extinguished! And it is my right as a member of this Union to
raise these issues and demand action.
IF Victor, Timmy, Boomer, Kevin and Claffey are
“the nature of the business,” then they should be made to
realize that their kind and their behavior will no longer be
tolerated in our Brotherhood. The power of the department
head must be monitored against unethical and unprofessional
behavior and abuses—by an independent body. Good
Department Heads should be praised. Bad Department Heads
should be punished.
The reckless disregard for ethics and professionalism
and the hypocrisy and abuse of power that is condoned by the
collusion of Department Heads and Union officials must end.
Loyalty, honor and ethics must be the backbone of the
Brotherhood of Local One. No Local One Brother or Sister
should ever have to deal with a demoralizing hostile work
environment, suffering lost wages and under threat of
termination; or suffer the slings and arrows of arrogant and
unscrupulous bosses vis-à-vis harassment or slandered; or
have their complaints brushed off by negligent Union
leaders—ever—anywhere—under the professional and ethical
precepts of Local One.
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Dear reader:
If you are a rank and file member of Local One and you
have been victimized by a department head; or made to
tow-the-line at the risk of loosing your job; or made to
grovel in order to get a job; or lost a job that you were
qualified for and had earned through loyal service; or in
any way felt your Union did not treat you fairly in any
dispute, then you need to get behind the effort expressed in
this book—to call for the formation of an Independent
Ethics Committee to hear grievance at the Union.
How? Vote for officers who pledge they will establish the
Ethics Committee.
If you are a friend or colleague of mine who wishes to lend
his or her support to me; to validate my professionalism;
to corroborate any portion of the story I have told; or to
lend your voice in agreement with the ethical precepts I
have espoused in this book, please contact me.
If you are a Local One Executive Board Member or an I.A.
International Board member who, after reading this book,
feels that I have been treated in an unethical,
unprofessional, un-brotherly way, and you wish to help
rectify that, please contact me.

bometzler@gmail.com

APPENDIX

I

have included here some rules, practices, adages,
definitions and words of wisdom that have a direct relation to
the subject of this book, and that are, in the very least, thought
provoking.
It is my opinion that these are the precepts and
principles that are supposed to guide us in our daily lives—
both personally as well as professionally. They are the
precepts and principles that, in total, make up a kind of check
list on the subject of morals and ethics. Most honorable people
at least attempt to follow them. There are, however, those
arrogant few who have allowed their power, position or ego to
conveniently relieve them of the obligation.
Ignoring, twisting, denying, mocking or abrogating
these precepts and principles—as some people mentioned in
this book have done—does not make the precepts or principles
any less valid or essential as requirements in the pursuit of
ethical behavior.
The pathetic contemptuous evasion of these precepts
and principles, in my work place, is what directly led to the
unethical, unprofessional, unprincipled and abusive conduct
directed at me—which, in turn, motivated me to write this
book.
The lessons are clear. All anyone has to do is pay
attention and have the decency to take head.
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LOCAL ONE WORK RULES
First and foremost in any discussion about precepts
and principles that should act as guides to behavior are the
actual rules that are formulated and adopted in a particular
situation. Every interactive situation between people is usually
accompanied by a set of guidelines that set forth decent and
equitable behavioral parameters.
Our Local One (Stagehand) Union rules are spelled out
in either contractual agreements between the Union and the
Producers who hire us (called work rules), or in our own
Union Constitution and By-Laws. Every work rule has been
negotiated and adopted to govern the actions and activities of
all stagehands working in the Broadway arena—including
those who are in positions of leadership and authority. The
work rules are a result of many contracts with Producers that
have been consistently renegotiated and revised throughout the
100+ years of Local One’s history. Every Union
Constitutional clause and By-Law has been thoroughly
debated within the Union itself.
There is nothing included that isn’t important and, as
time goes on, anything of importance which has been left out,
is re-negotiated or debated and then added. All Union rules are
designed to treat everyone equitably and fairly. The Union
rules are intended to give order to our professional lives and to
alleviate conflict of interest and favoritism.
Despite the fact that the Union rules exist, employment
disputes can and do arise when either an employer or an
employee misinterprets the rules or attempts to skirt a specific
work rule out of laziness, lack of professionalism or for
personal gain. These types of disputes can generally be
handled by a quick reference to the contract or rule book and a
gentlemanly discussion between the Union and management.
If a disagreement as to interpretation still exists, then some
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form of arbitration may be called for to settle a particular
issue.
If there are disputes between Union members—
including between one or more crew members or between a
crew member and a boss—it is the responsibility of Union
officials to arbitrate the dispute and resolve the issue(s). In
such matters, there is a defined course of redress that follows a
chain of authority. Complaints should be addressed to the boss
first (if not involved), followed by an in-house Shop Steward
(if not involved), and culminating with a Union Business
Agent or other Union official. The last resort is the filing of
charges with the Executive Board of the Union to be heard and
adjudicated.
What makes the Union redress system somewhat
precarious—especially in disputes between members—is the
fact that one side of a dispute may be in a position of power,
or be in some way connected to one or more of the possible
arbiters of the dispute. This occurs most commonly when a
dispute is between a crewman and a boss or when one side of
the dispute has “friends in high places” who may be called on
to arbitrate the dispute. Friendships and possible future
employment may be the factors that decide disputes—rather
than truth, justice and fair play.
If arbitrators with conflicts of interest do not recuse
themselves from the process, then disputes may be settled
unfairly. The sad fact, in Local One, is the dichotomy between
rank-and-file and boss/official—in terms of power as well as
allegiances—and this is what makes the Union arbitration and
redress system almost completely inequitable.
Part of my hope and purpose for writing this book is to
focus attention on this inequity and to urge the membership of
Local One to call for an Independent Ethics and Arbitration
Committee to mediate rule violations and to hear and decide
all disputes between members—unfettered by friendship,
connection or position. This Ethics Committee would include
professionals in ethics, law and theatre who are not connected
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to, or influenced by, any individual members of the Union.
This, I firmly believe, would eliminate all conflicts of interest
and collusion as it pertains to disputes between members of
Local One.
LOCAL ONE BY-LAWS
Here are a few Local One By-Laws that are germane to the
issues in this book.
Chapter 1 – PART A (General)
Section 18: “No dismissal of a member of his Union shall be
permitted without justification, except for intoxication,
incompetence, dishonesty, or a violation of Section 38 of the
By-Laws” (pertaining to intoxication and assault).
Section 24a: “Heads of departments shall select their own
assistants and extra personnel for all assignments in their
respective departments. Any officer or member taking
advantage of superior influence or position to bring about the
employment of or the discharge of another member, this
action shall be deemed conduct against the best interest of this
Union. Any member being found guilty of violating any part
of this section shall be subject to a fine of not less than five
hundred dollars ($500), suspended or expelled at the option of
the Union.”
Section 24b: “And member of this Union bringing outside
influence to bear on a head of department for the purpose of
making that head give the member or others employment,
such action shall be deemed conduct against the best interest
of this Union and if found guilty, shall be barred from the
position they are seeking and shall be fined not less than five
hundred dollars ($500), suspended or expelled at the option of
the Union.”
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Section 38d: “Any such member leaving a job under the
jurisdiction of this Local, relinquishes all rights to the job they
leave, and there can be no understanding with the person who
takes their place as to their return except by permission of the
Executive Board. Any member after being found guilty of a
violation of this section shall be fined, suspended or expelled
at the option of the Union.”
Section 40: “No member of this Union can be discharged
except for cause satisfactory to the Executive Board.”
Part C (Conduct Unbecoming a Member), Section 1: “Any
member who violates any provision of this Constitution and
By-Laws for which no specific penalty is provided or who
engages in conduct unbecoming a member or detrimental to
the interests which this Union pursues, and after entering a
guilty plea or after being found guilty after trial and decision
of the membership shall be subject to discipline in the form of
fine, suspension, or other penalty including expulsion.”
LOCAL ONE HIRING PRACTICES
In addition to the contractual work rules and Union
By-Laws, there are hiring practices and traditions in Local
One that, for better or worse, are an integral part of the
structure and operation of the stagehand business. It is
important to understand the basic Local One hiring practices
for a better understanding of the nature and intent of this book
In each Broadway theatre, on every Broadway show,
there are three formal, separate and equal house stagehand
departments: Carpentry (for scenery), Electrics (for lighting
and sound) and Props (for the hand-held or decorative
elements). Each department, in each theatre, is headed by a
member of Local One who is contractually hired by the theatre
owners (who are also sometimes producers of the specific
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show being presented in the theatre), and who oversees the
requirements and execution of their respective departments
work. These department heads, in turn, hire the Local One
stagehand crews—on a need-by-need, show-by-show basis (as
per the By-Laws: Chapter 1 (A), Sec. 24a). The theatre crew is
responsible for building, running and maintaining the show
and its elements for the length of the shows run.
It all sounds good on the face of it, but there are two
shortcomings to this system that can lead to abuse in some
theatres. First, the straddling of the fence by the department
heads, between allegiance to the Union (as members) and
allegiance to the theatre owner (as employees), is sometimes a
point of contention and also quite possibly a conflict of
interest.
And second, if you consider the fact that in the roughly
50 Broadway theatres (including Lincoln Center and Madison
Square Garden) there are approximately 150 department heads
who control all of the jobs (which average anywhere from 3 –
30 per show); and if you add in the legitimate shops (approx.
15) and television studios (approx. 35) with a total of roughly
another 150 department heads, you can see that approximately
300 Local One members, who are department heads, control
almost all the jobs—which, by the nature of the business, are
constantly fluctuating. That is to say, by these rough
approximations, 10% of the total 3000 Union membership
controls 100% of the jobs for the rank-and-file stagehands.
This system and structure, though a long-standing backbone
tradition in Local One, makes for an elite group of people who
wield enormous power in terms of livelihoods—which not
only included people’s salaries but also health insurance,
pensions and annuities. A power that is prone to, and fraught
with, abuse.
The stagehand looking for work must meet people and
network for jobs. Resumes are hardly ever used. Talent and
qualifications rarely matter except in terms of the highly
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technical elements of a show such as rigging, automation,
sound and lighting. Basically “It’s not what you know – it’s
who you know.”
If you are lucky enough to be related to a department
head—even if you are fresh out of high school, you will
probably find work easier and more often than someone who
has no relatives in the business. And there are many examples
of this family tree type of preference.
Friendships and loyalties are also developed in the
workplace, and these relationships are also given preference
regarding work. Friendships are based on social criteria such
as dating or golf buddies. And loyalties are based on
professional work relationships developed over time. If a
stagehand has worked hard and been a professional crew
member, chances are he or she will be re-hired by the
department head on the next show because loyal bosses almost
always show allegiance to the same loyal crew from show to
show—depending on the number of crew positions available.
These loyal crew members are commonly referred to
as the “house crew” and it is hard to break into these tight
enclaves. If a stagehand has “subbed” on a show (filling in
whenever someone is out), he or she stands a chance of
inheriting a full time job if a regular crew member leaves.
In essence, traditionally, if you are a loyal crew
member, you will probably continue to work as long as you do
your job professionally. Unfortunately (like in my case) there
are some situations where this tradition of loyalty is ignored,
excused or circumvented for various questionable reasons.
So you can see, in general, considering the structure
and nature of the business, finding and holding jobs becomes
almost a competition, which, in turn, becomes a breeding
ground for favors and tit-for-tat hiring practices. And those in
positions of authority, wielding this exorbitant amount of
power, are sometimes tempted to abuse their power for
reasons not always quite professional or ethical in nature. This
is a classic example of “have’s” versus “have not’s.” It is also
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the worst facet of the professional rank-and-file stagehand’s
life.
This unfairness and inequity could be completely
eliminated by a fair and unbiased, list-based, availabilityoriented hiring system. Unfortunately, this type of equitable
employment, which works in other Union situations, will
never take root in Local One because the people in power will
absolutely never voluntarily relinquish their power.
THOUGHT PROVOKING ADAGES
Most reasonable people understand their meaning.
“Do unto others as you would have others do unto you.” (The
Golden Rule)
"Thou shalt not bear false witness against thy neighbor.”
“Power tends to corrupt, and absolute power corrupts
absolutely.”
“Worked his way up.”
“Promote from within.”
“Next in line for a promotion.”
“I’ve got your back.”
“Thine own friend and thy father's friend forsake not.”
“Leave no man behind.”
“A man's good name is as precious to him as its skin is to a
tiger.”
“It is not only what we do, but what we do not do, for which
we are accountable.”
“Give credit where credit is due.”
“Honesty is the best policy.”
“Whoever spreads slander is a fool.”
“The truth hurts.”
“The Bigger they are, the harder they fall.”
“All through history there have been tyrants who felt
invincible. But in the end, they fall—all of them.”
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—Mahatma Gandhi
"First they ignore you, then they ridicule you, then they fight
you, then you win." —Mahatma Gandhi
“Friends till the end.”
“That’s what friends are for.”
“Call me if you need me.”
“You can always depend on me.”
“Boys will be boys.”
“All that glitters . . . .”
“You can’t teach an old dog new tricks.”
“Where there's smoke, there's fire.”
“Beggars can't be choosers.”
“The Pen is Mightier than the Sword.”
“What a man laughs at reveals his character.”
“A man is known by the company he keeps.”
“Bad company is the devil's net.”
“Birds of a feather flock together.”
“He that ceases to be friend never was a good one.”
“Arrogance diminishes wisdom.”
“Conceit is God's gift to little men.”
“Men show their characters in nothing more clearly than in
what they think laughable.” —Goethe
“A lie told often enough becomes the truth.” —Lenin
“A lie can travel half way around the world while the truth is
still putting its shoes on.” —Mark Twain
“We can easily forgive a child who is afraid of the dark. The
trouble comes with adults who are afraid of the light.”
—Plato
“Fame will take you where character can’t sustain you.”
—Dave Chapelle
“What we do in life echoes in eternity.” —the Gladiator
“Nothing is to be feared so much as a damaged reputation.”
—Da Vinci
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DEFINITIONS of CHARACTER AND BEHAVIORAL
TERMS
I didn’t define these terms. All the definitions came from
either Webster’s, Wikipedia.com or Dictionary.com and were
only edited in length to be specifically germane to our
discussion of working relationships, power and authority.
The Golden Rule: The ethic of reciprocity or "The Golden
Rule" is a fundamental moral principle found in virtually all
major religions and cultures, which simply means "treat
others as you would like to be treated." It is arguably the most
essential basis for the modern concept of human rights. A key
element of the ethic of reciprocity is that a person attempting
to live by this rule treats all people, not just members of his or
her in-group, with consideration.
Ethics: 1. A system of moral principles: the ethics of a
culture. 2. The rules of conduct recognized in respect to a
particular class of human actions or a particular group, culture,
etc.: medical ethics; Christian ethics; Union ethics. 3. Moral
principles, as of an individual: His ethics forbade betrayal of a
confidence. 4. That branch of philosophy dealing with values
relating to human conduct, with respect to the rightness and
wrongness of certain actions and to the goodness and badness
of the motives and ends of such actions.
Loyalty: A personal bond of mutual honor, obligation, trust
and allegiance. The state or quality of being loyal. Faithfulness
to commitments or obligations. Fealty, devotion, constancy.
Brotherhood: 1. the condition or quality of being a brother or
brothers. 2. The quality of being brotherly; fellowship. 3. A
fraternal or trade organization. 4. All those engaged in a
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particular trade or profession or sharing a common interest or
quality. 5. The belief that all people should act with warmth
and equality toward one another, regardless of differences in
race, creed, nationality, rank, etc.
Betrayal: 1. To be unfaithful in guarding, maintaining, or
fulfilling: to betray a trust. 2. To disappoint the hopes or
expectations of; be disloyal to: to betray one's friends. 3. A
form of deception or dismissal of prior presumptions is the
breaking or violation of a presumptive social contract (trust, or
confidence) that produces moral and psychological conflict
within a relationship amongst individuals, between
organizations or between individuals and organizations. Often
betrayal is the act of supporting a rival group, or it is a
complete break from previously decided upon or presumed
norms by one party from the others.
Abuse of Power: A misuse of a position for personal gain or
advancement of an agenda.
Harassment: 1. To disturb persistently; torment, as with
troubles or cares; bother continually; pester; persecute. 2.
Refers to a wide spectrum of offensive behavior. When the
term is used in a legal sense it refers to behaviors that are
found threatening or disturbing, and beyond those that are
sanctioned by society. Psychological harassment: This is
humiliating or abusive behavior that lowers a person’s selfesteem or causes them torment. This can take the form of
verbal comments, actions or gestures. Falling into this
category is workplace mobbing.
Defamation: The act of defaming; false or unjustified injury
of the good reputation of another, as by slander or libel;
calumny. A false accusation of an offense or a malicious
misrepresentation of someone's words or actions. An abusive
attack on a person's character or good name. Your good name
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is regarded as a proprietary interest, not a personal interest.
Defamation is an improper and unlawful attack against your
proprietary right to your good name, your reputation.
Communication to third parties of false statements about a
person that injure the reputation of or deter others from
associating with that person
Slander: The utterance in the presence of another person of a
false statement or statements, damaging to a third person's
character or reputation: usually distinguished from libel,
which is written. Slander per se: indicates that a statement is
defamatory on its face (from Latin, "for itself" or "of itself").
For example, a former employer wrongly tells someone that
you extorted money from the company.
Hostile work environment: A hostile work environment
exists when an employee experiences workplace harassment
and is uncomfortable going to work because of the offensive,
intimidating, or oppressive atmosphere generated by the
harasser.
Malfeasance: Wrongful conduct by a public official.
Nonfeasance: Failure to perform an act that is either an
official duty or a legal requirement. An omission or neglect to
do something, especially that which ought to have been done.
Collusion: A secret agreement between two or more parties
for a fraudulent, illegal, or deceitful purpose. Intrigue,
connivance, complicity.
Conflict of interest: The real or apparent conflict between
one’s personal interest in a matter and one’s duty to another or
to the public in general regarding the same matter.
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Right vs. Wrong: C’mon! Is it really necessary to define
this!? How about this?
“Usually, in assessing whether an individual is doing right or
wrong, we seek answers to two questions: How well
developed is the individual’s sense of ethical values? and Does
this person’s actions conform with those values? When the
answer to either question is Not much! we can be reasonably
sure that some kind of action we would call "wrong" is in the
offing.
Most of us, faced with a choice between the right, the
wonderful, and the good on the one hand, and the wrong, the
terrible, and the bad on the other, will choose to do the right
thing, unless we lack the moral courage to choose right over
wrong. Moral courage is necessary to making good ethical
decisions. After all, if ethical decisions were always easy to
make, no one but a fool would be unethical.”
Based on "Three Ways to Be Wrong" from Chapter Two of
How Good People Make Tough Choices by Rushworth M.
Kidder (William Morrow, 1995)
Allegiance: Loyalty or devotion to some person, group, cause,
or the like.
Integrity: Adherence to moral and ethical principles;
soundness of moral character; honesty.
Honor: Honesty, fairness, or integrity in one's beliefs and
actions: a man of honor. Uprightness. Honor, honesty,
integrity, sincerity referring to the highest moral principles and
the absence of deceit or fraud. Honor denotes a fine sense of,
and a strict conformity to, what is considered morally right or
due: a high sense of honor; on one's honor.
Respect: 1. Esteem for or a sense of the worth or excellence of
a person, a personal quality or ability, or something considered
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as a manifestation of a personal quality or ability: “I have
great respect for her judgment.”
2. Deference to a right, privilege, privileged position, or
someone or something considered to have certain rights or
privileges; proper acceptance or courtesy; acknowledgment:
respect for a suspect's right to counsel; to show respect for the
flag; respect for a loyal worker.
Morals: 1. motivation based on ideas of right and wrong; 2.
one's principles and behavior.
Principles: 1. A basic truth, law, or assumption: the principles
of democracy. 2. A rule or standard, especially of good
behavior: a man of principle. 3. The collectivity of moral or
ethical standards or judgments: a decision based on principle
rather than expediency.
Character: 1. The aggregate of features and traits that form
the individual nature of some person or thing. 2. One such
feature or trait; characteristic. 3. Moral or ethical quality: a
man of fine, honorable character. 4. Qualities of honesty,
courage, or the like; integrity: “It takes character to face up to
a bully.” 5. Reputation: a stain on one's character.
6. Good repute. 7. An account of the qualities or peculiarities
of a person or thing.
Justice: 1. The quality of being just; righteousness,
equitableness, or moral rightness: to uphold the justice of a
cause. 2. Rightfulness or lawfulness, as of a claim or title;
justness of ground or reason: to complain with justice. 3. The
moral principle determining just conduct. 4. Conformity to
this principle, as manifested in conduct; just conduct, dealing,
or treatment. 5. The administering of deserved punishment or
reward.
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Hypocrisy: 1. The act of condemning another person for an
act of which the critic is guilty; 2. A pretense of having some
desirable or publicly approved attitude; 3. The practice of
professing beliefs, feelings, or virtues that one does not hold
or possess; falseness. 4. Insincerity by virtue of pretending to
have qualities or beliefs that you do not really have.
Breach of Faith: a violation of good faith, confidence, or
trust; betrayal: To abandon your friends now would be a
breach of faith.
Denial: A psychological defense mechanism. A complex
psychological process where there may be some conscious
knowledge or awareness of events in the world, but somehow
one fails to feel their emotional impact or see their logical
consequences. Denial is an attempt to reject unacceptable
feelings, needs, thoughts, wishes or even a painful external
reality that alters the perception of ourselves.
Denial allows someone to believe something is true, when it is
obvious to everyone else it is false.
Denial can make otherwise intelligent individuals behave in a
stupid or clueless manner, because they are too threatened by
the Truth and are unable to process what is perfectly apparent
to everyone. They distort what was actually said and even
when confronted with audiotapes and transcripts of what was
said; they continue to deny that they meant any such thing.
Delusional: 1. A false belief or opinion: delusions of
grandeur. 2. Psychiatry: false belief based on incorrect
inference about external reality that is firmly sustained despite
what almost everybody else believes and despite what
constitutes incontrovertible and obvious proof or evidence to
the contrary. The belief is not one ordinarily accepted by other
members of the person's culture or subculture: a paranoid
delusion.
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Sociopath: a person, as a psychopathic personality, whose
behavior is antisocial and who lacks a sense of moral
responsibility or social conscience.
Bullying: Harassment that can occur on the playground,
school, in the workforce or any other place. Usually physical
and psychological harassing behavior perpetrated against an
individual, by one or more persons.
Unscrupulous:
Devoid of scruples; oblivious to or
contemptuous of what is right or honorable. Refers to lack of
moral standards or conscience to guide one's conduct. The
unscrupulous person is without scruples of conscience, and
disregards, or has contempt for, laws of right or justice with
which he or she is perfectly well acquainted, and which should
restrain his or her actions. The unprincipled person is without
moral principles or ethical standards in his or her conduct or
actions: an unprincipled rogue; unprincipled conduct.

QUOTES FROM APROPOS MOVIES
See the parallels and learn the lessons. Be inspired!

On the Waterfront — An ex-prize fighter turned
longshoreman struggles to stand up to his corrupt Union
bosses.
Charlie: Look, kid, I - how much you weigh, son? When you
weighed one hundred and sixty-eight pounds you were
beautiful. You coulda been another Billy Conn, and that skunk
we got you for a manager, he brought you along too fast.
Terry: It wasn't him, Charley, it was you. Remember that
night in the Garden you came down to my dressing room and
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you said, "Kid, this ain't your night. We're going for the price
on Wilson." You remember that? "This ain't your night"! My
night! I coulda taken Wilson apart! So what happens? He gets
the title shot outdoors on the ballpark and what do I get? A
one-way ticket to Palooka-ville! You was my brother, Charlie,
you shoulda looked out for me a little bit. You shoulda taken
care of me just a little bit so I wouldn't have to take them dives
for the short-end money.
Charlie: Oh I had some bets down for you. You saw some
money.
Terry: You don't understand. I coulda had class. I coulda been
a contender. I coulda been somebody, instead of a bum, which
is what I am, let's face it. It was you, Charlie.

Father Barry: You want to know what's wrong with our
waterfront? It's the love of a lousy buck. It's making love of a
buck - the cushy job - more important than the love of man!

Terry: If I spill, my life ain't worth a nickel.
Father Barry: And how much is your soul worth if you don't?
Terry: Isn't it simple as one, two, three? One: The working
conditions are bad. Two: They're bad because the mob does
the hiring. And three: The only way we can break the mob is
to stop letting them get away with murder.

Johnny: [last lines] Where you guys going? Wait a minute!
I'll remember this! I'll remember every one of you! I'll be
back! Don't you forget that! I'll be back!
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Terry: Conscience... that stuff can drive you nuts!

To Kill a Mockingbird — Atticus Finch, a lawyer in
the Depression-era South, defends a black man against an
undeserved rape charge.
Atticus Finch: If you just learn a single trick, Scout, you'll get
along a lot better with all kinds of folks. You never really
understand a person until you consider things from his point of
view—until you climb inside of his skin and walk around in it.

Bob Ewell: What kinda man are you?

Atticus Finch: [to Jem] No need to be afraid of him, son. He's
all bluff.

Atticus Finch: There are some things that you're not old
enough to understand just yet. There's been some high talk
around town to the effect that I shouldn't do much about
defending this man.
Scout: If you shouldn't be defending him, then why are you
doing it?
Atticus Finch: For a number of reasons. The main one is that
if I didn't, I couldn't hold my head up in town. I couldn't even
tell you or Jem not to do somethin' again. [He puts his arm
around her.]
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Atticus Finch: You're gonna hear some ugly talk about this in
school. But I want you to promise me one thing: That you
won't get into fights over it, no matter what they say to you.

Atticus Finch: ...in an effort to get rid of her own guilt. Now I
say guilt, gentlemen, because it was guilt that motivated her.
She has committed no crime, she has merely broken a rigid
and time-honored code of our society. A code so severe that
whoever breaks it is hounded from our midst as unfit to live
with. She must destroy the evidence of her offense. But what
was the evidence of her offense? Tom Robinson - a human
being. She must put Tom Robinson away from her. (He
gestures, pushing away with his hands.) Tom Robinson was
for her, a daily reminder of what she did. Now what did she
do? She tempted a Negro. She was white, and she tempted a
Negro. She did something that in our society is unspeakable.
She kissed a black man. Not an old uncle, but a strong, young
Negro man. No code mattered to her before she broke it, but it
came crashing down on her afterwards.

Atticus Finch: Now gentlemen, in this country our courts are
the great levelers, and in our courts all men are created equal.
I'm no idealist to believe firmly in the integrity of our courts
and of our jury system. That's no ideal to me. That is a living,
working reality. Now I am confident that you gentlemen will
review without passion the evidence that you have heard,
come to a decision, and restore this man to his family. In the
name of God, do your duty. In the name of God, believe Tom
Robinson.
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Mr. Smith Goes to Washington — A naive man is
appointed to fill a vacancy in the US Senate. His plans
promptly collide with political corruption, but he doesn't
back down.
Jefferson Smith: Either I'm dead right, or I'm crazy!

President of Senate: The Chair recognizes Senator Smith!
Jefferson Smith: Well, I guess the gentlemen are in a pretty
tall hurry to get me out of here. The way the evidence has
piled up against me, I can't say I blame them much. And I'm
quite willing to go, sir, when they vote it that way - but before
that happens I've got a few things I want to say to this body. I
tried to say them once before, and I got stopped colder than a
mackerel. Well, I'd like to get them said this time, sir. And as
a matter of fact, I'm not going to leave this body until I do get
them said.
Senator Joseph Paine: Will the Senator yield?
President of Senate: Will Senator Smith yield?
Jefferson Smith: Yield how, sir?
Senator Joseph Paine: Will he yield for a question?
Jefferson Smith: For a question, all right.
Senator Joseph Paine: I wish to ask my distinguished
colleague, has he one scrap of evidence to add now to the
defense he did not give and could not give at that same
hearing?
Jefferson Smith: I have no defense against forged papers!
Senator Joseph Paine: The Committee ruled otherwise! The
gentleman stands guilty, as charged. And I believe I speak for
every member when I say that no one cares to hear what a man
of his condemned character has to say about any section of
any legislation before this House.
President of Senate: Order, order, gentlemen.
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Jefferson Smith: Mr. President, I stand guilty as FRAMED!
Because section 40 is graft! And I was ready to say so, I was
ready to tell you that a certain man in my state, a Mr. James
Taylor, wanted to put through this dam for his own profit. A
man who controls a political machine! And controls
everything else worth controlling in my state. Yes, and a man
even powerful enough to control Congressmen - and I saw
three of them in his room the day I went up to see him.
Senator Joseph Paine: Will the Senator yield?
Jefferson Smith: No, sir, I will not yield! And this same man,
Mr. James Taylor, came down here and offered me a seat in
this Senate for the next 20 years if I voted for a dam that he
knew, and I knew, was a fraud. But if I dared to open my
mouth against that dam, he promised to break me in two.

Jefferson Smith: [After all the other Senators walk out]
Oh, Mr. President, we seem to be alone. I, I'm not complaining
for a social reason; it's just, I think it'd be a pity if these
gentlemen missed any of this, and...And, uh... [he grabs the
rule book] I, I call the chair's attention to... to, uh... Rule 5 of
the Standing Rules of the Senate, Section... Section 3. "If it
shall be found that a quorum is not present, a majority of the
Senators present" - and that looks like me - uh, uh, "may direct
the Sergeant-at-Arms to request, and if necessary compel, the
attendance of the absent Senators." Well, Mr. President, I so
direct.
Smith: I’ll tell ya what I want, sir, I want a chance to talk to
people who’ll believe me. The people of my State. They know
me and they know Mr. Taylor and when they hear my story
they’ll rise up and they’ll kick Mr. Taylor’s machine to
kingdom come.
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Smith: All right sir, I guess I’ll just have to speak to the
people of my state from right here. And I’ll tell you one thing
– wild horses aren’t going to drag me off this floor until I’ve
said everything I’ve got to say.

Diz Moore: [into phone] Throw out that last, take this. This is
the most titanic battle of modern times. A David without even
a slingshot rises to do battle against the mighty Goliath, the
Taylor machine, allegedly crooked inside and out. Yeah, and
for my money, you can cut out the "allegedly."

Senator Joseph Paine: He can raise public opinion against us
- if any part of this sticks.
James Taylor: Aah, he'll never get started. I'll make public
opinion out there within five hours! I've done it all my life. I'll
blacken this punk so that he'll . . . . You leave public opinion
to me. Now, Joe, I think you'd better go back into the Senate
and keep those Senators lined up.

Jefferson Smith: [His voice very hoarse] Just get up off the
ground, that's all I ask. Get up there with that lady that's up on
top of this Capitol dome, that lady that stands for liberty. Take
a look at this country through her eyes if you really want to
see something. And you won't just see scenery; you'll see the
whole parade of what Man's carved out for himself, after
centuries of fighting. Fighting for something better than just
jungle law, fighting so's he can stand on his own two feet, free
and decent, like he was created, no matter what his race, color,
or creed. That's what you'd see. There's no place out there for
graft, or greed, or lies, or compromise with human liberties.
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And, uh, if that's what the grownups have done with this world
that was given to them, then we'd better get those boys' camps
started fast and see what the kids can do. And it's not too late,
because this country is bigger than the Taylors, or you, or me,
or anything else. Great principles don't get lost once they
come to light. They're right here; you just have to see them
again!

Jefferson Smith: I wouldn't give you two cents for all your
fancy rules if, behind them, they didn't have a little bit of
plain, ordinary, everyday kindness and a little looking out for
the other fella, too.

Jefferson Smith: You think I'm licked. You all think I'm
licked. Well, I'm not licked. And I'm going to stay right here
and fight for this lost cause. Even if the room gets filled with
lies like these, and the Taylors and all their armies come
marching into this place.

Jefferson Smith: Because of just one, plain, simple rule: Love
thy neighbor. And in this world today, full of hatred, a man
who knows that one rule has a great trust. You know that rule,
Mr. Paine, and I loved you for it, just as my father did. And
you know that you fight for the lost causes harder than for any
others. Yes, you even die for them, like a man we both knew,
Mr. Paine.

Jefferson Smith: I guess this is just another lost cause, Mr.
Paine. All you people don't know about lost causes. Mr. Paine
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does. He said once they were the only causes worth fighting
for. And he fought for them once, for the only reason any man
ever fights for them; because of just one plain simple rule:
'Love thy neighbor.'... And you know that you fight for the lost
causes harder than for any other. Yes, you even die for them.

Jefferson Smith: Boy, you should have been there!

The Diary of Anne Frank — Alone more than two
years, she wrote in her diary, her feelings, her fears and
relationship with the other dwellers.
Anne: “In spite of everything I still believe that people are
good at heart.”

Otto Frank: For the past two years we have lived in fear.
Now we can live in hope.
Anne Frank: I want to bring out all kinds of things that like
buried deep in my heart.

Anne Frank: We try and hold on to some kind of ideals, when
everything - ideals, hope, everything is being destroyed.

Anne Frank: We're not the only people that have had to
suffer, there have always been people that've had to.
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Saving Private Ryan — The mission is a man.
Private Reiben: You want to explain the math of this to me? I
mean, where's the sense in risking the lives of the eight of us
to save one guy?
Captain Miller: Anyone wanna answer that?
Medic Wade: Hey, think about the poor bastard's mother.
Private Reiben: Hey, Wade, I got a mother, you got a mother,
the Sarge has got a mother. I'm willing to bet that even the
Captain's got a mother. Well, maybe not the Captain, but the
rest of us have got mothers.

Sergeant Horvath: I don't know. Part of me thinks the kid's
right. He asks what he's done to deserve this. He wants to stay
here, fine. Let's leave him and go home. But then another part
of me thinks, what if by some miracle we stay, then actually
make it out of here. Someday we might look back on this and
decide that saving Private Ryan was the one decent thing we
were able to pull out of this whole godawful, shitty mess. Like
you said, Captain, maybe we do that, we all earn the right to
go home.

Private Ryan: [Being told he can go home] Hell, these guys
deserve to go home as much as I do. They've fought just as
hard.
Captain Miller: Is that what I'm supposed to tell your mother
when she gets another folded American flag?
Private Ryan: You can tell her that when you found me, I was
with the only brothers I had left. And that there was no way I
was deserting them. I think she'd understand that.
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Corporal Upham: "War educates the senses, calls into action
the will, perfects the physical constitution, brings men into
such swift and close collision in critical moments that man
measures man."
Captain Miller: I guess that's Emerson's way of finding the
bright side.

In the Heat of the Night — They got a murder on their
hands . . . they don't know what to do with it.
Tibbs: “They call me MISTER Tibbs.”

Police Chief Gillespie: [on telephone to Tibbs' chief] I do
want to thank you for offering such a powerful piece of
manpower as Virgil Tibbs.

Philadelphia — No one would take on his case... until
one man was willing to take on the system.
Andrew Beckett: That's their story. Wanna hear mine?

Joe Miller: Didn’t you have an obligation to tell your
employer that you had this dreaded, deadly, infectious
disease?
Andrew Beckett: That’s not the point. From the day they
hired me till the day I was fired I served my clients
consistently, thoroughly and with absolute excellence. If they
hadn’t fired me that’s what I’d be doing today.
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I just want what is fair and what is right.

Joe Miller: Some of these people make me sick. But a law's
been broken here. You do remember the law, don't you?

Judge Garrett: In this courtroom, Mr. Miller, justice is blind
to matters of race, creed, color, religion, and sexual
orientation.
Joe Miller: With all due respect, your honor, we don't live in
this courtroom, do we?

Joe Miller: What do you love about the law, Andrew?
Andrew Beckett: I... many things... uh... uh... What I love the
most about the law?
Joe Miller: Yeah.
Andrew Beckett: It's that every now and again - not often, but
occasionally - you get to be a part of justice being done. That
really is quite a thrill when that happens.

Shindler’s List — Whoever saves one life, saves the
world entire.
Oskar Shindler: “I could have done more. And I didn’t.”

Oskar Schindler: Power is when we have every justification
to kill, and we don't.
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Amon Goeth: You think that's power?
Oskar Schindler: That's what the Emperor said. A man steals
something, he's brought in before the Emperor; he throws
himself down on the ground. He begs for his life, he knows
he's going to die. And the Emperor pardons him. This
worthless man; he lets him go.
Amon Goeth: I think you are drunk.
Oskar Schindler: That's power, Amon. That is power.

Serpico — The true story about an honest New York cop
who blew the whistle on rampant corruption in the force
only to have his comrades turn against him.
Plot Summary: Serpico is a cop in the early 1970s. Unlike all
his colleagues, he refuses a share of the money that the cops
routinely extort from local criminals. Nobody wants to work
with Serpico, and he's in constant danger of being placed in
life threatening positions by his "partners." Nothing seems to
get done even when he goes to the highest of authorities.
Despite the dangers he finds himself in, he still refuses to “go
with the flow,” in the hope that one day, the truth will be
known.
Frank Serpico: The reality is that we do not wash our own
laundry - it just gets dirtier.

Frank Serpico: I'm a marked man in this department. For
what?
District Attorney Tauber: I've already arranged a transfer for
ya'.
Frank Serpico: To where? China?
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Tom Keough: Now I ain't sayin' who. They just said ya'... ya'
couldn't be trusted, you know?
Frank Serpico: 'Cause I don't take money, right?
Tom Keough: Frank, let's face it. Who can trust a cop who
don't take money?

Frank Serpico: [Given a detective's gold badge] What's this
for? For bein' an honest cop? Hmm? Or for being stupid
enough to get shot in the face?

Gun shop owner: That gun takes a 14 shot clip. You
expecting an army?
Frank Serpico: No. Just a division.

High Noon — The story of a man too proud to run.
Marshall Will Kane: I've got to, that's the whole thing.

All the President’s Men — At times it looked like it
might cost them their jobs, their reputations, and maybe
even their lives.
Ben Bradlee: You know the results of the latest Gallup Poll?
Half the country never even heard of the word Watergate.
Nobody gives a shit. Nothing's riding on this except the, uh,
first amendment to the Constitution, freedom of the press, and
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maybe the future of the country. Not that any of that matters,
but if you guys fuck up again, I'm going to get mad.

Ben Bradlee: Bernstein, are you sure on this story?
Carl Bernstein: Absolutely.
Ben Bradlee: Woodward?
Woodward: I'm sure.
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